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Omair sees end to oil price slide • OPEC unlikely to cut output
By B Izzak and Agencies

KUWAIT: Oil Minister Ali Al-Omair yesterday denied
there was a plan by the government to raise the prices
of petrol or cooking gas, but acknowledged that a top-
level meeting this week will discuss lifting or reducing
subsidies on electricity and water, besides diesel,
kerosene and aviation fuel. Omair told reporters that
the issue of raising fuel and cooking gas prices was not
on the table from the very beginning and the issue is
“suspended indefinitely”. 

But the minister said that a joint meeting by the
Cabinet and the higher planning council, due to take
place on Wednesday, will discuss the issue of lifting or
reducing government subsidies on several products
and commodities. The meeting will discuss lifting subsi-
dies on diesel, kerosene and aviation fuel in addition to
reducing subsidies on electricity and water based on
consumption, the minister said.

Omair assured that low-income people who do not
over-consume will not incur any increases in the price
of electricity or water as those who consume less will
continue to pay the same rate. The minister explained
that the proposal calls for keeping the same price of 2
fils a kilwatt/hour for consumption of up to 3,000 kilo-
watts/hour per month, then raising the price gradually
for categories who consume up to 6,000, 9,000 and
12,000 kilowatts/hour. He provided no further details
about the exact rates for these groups.

Electricity and Water Minister Abdulaziz Al-Ibrahim
meanwhile said that there will be no increase in elec-
tricity charges without the approval of the National
Assembly. A large number of MPs have vowed that they
will not accept any increase in the prices of public serv-
ices or commodities because such measures will harm
low and middle-income citizens. MPs called on the gov-
ernment to tax merchants instead.

Local media reports have said that the government
was planning to raise petrol prices from 65 fils a litre to
130 fils and lift subsidies on diesel, kerosene and avia-
tion fuel which do not impact consumers directly. The
reports have also said that the government proposal
would also seek to raise electricity charges separately
for expatriates and Kuwaitis based on groups of con-
sumption.

Continued on page 13

CAIRO: Kuwaiti Foreign Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khalid Al-Sabah meets United Nations Secretary General Ban Ki Moon (left) and US Secretary of State John Kerry
(right) during the Gaza Donor Conference yesterday. — AFP 

CAIRO: International donors pledged
about $5.4 billion in aid to rebuild the
battered Gaza Strip yesterday and urged
Israel and the Palestinians to renew
peace efforts. Gas-rich Qatar led the way
at a donors’ conference in Cairo with a
promise of $1 billion in aid to the coastal
enclave, devastated by its 50-day sum-
mer conflict with Israel. Kuwait and the
United Arab Emirates also pledged $200
million each yesterday.

Washington pledged $212 million and
European Union member states €450

million, but there was clear concern at
financing the reconstruction of Gaza yet
again without a peace deal in sight. The
crowded coastal enclave, ruled by the
Islamist militant Hamas movement since
2007, remained a “tinderbox”, UN chief
Ban Ki-moon warned, announcing plans
to visit Gaza tomorrow.

“The participants pledged approxi-
mately $5.4 billion,” said Boerge Brende,
reading out a closing statement at the
Cairo conference which Norway co-host-
ed. Half of the pledges will go for recon-

struction and the rest as unspecified aid
to the Palestinians, he said. The donors
“committed themselves to start disburs-
ing their assistance as soon as possible,”
Brende said.

US Secretary of State John Kerry said
Gaza was facing an “enormous” chal-
lenge. “The people of Gaza do need our
help, desperately, not tomorrow, not
next week, they need it now,” Kerry told
the gathering of some 30 global envoys.
Kerry, who failed to broker a peace deal
between Israel and the Palestinians earli-

er this year, urged renewed talks and said
the two sides needed to make “tough
choices”. The call was echoed by Arab
and European envoys. 

The Palestinians asked for up to $4 bil-
lion in international aid after Gaza suf-
fered heavy damage in its conflict with
Israel in July and August. There is wide-
spread concern that - after three destruc-
tive conflicts in the past six years - any
help to Gaza will eventually be lost in
more violence. 

Continued on Page 13

Kuwait pledges $200m for Gaza
Donor states pledge $5.4bn, urge peace talks

KUWAIT: Immediate deportation is the deci-
sive measure to be taken against traders of
spoilt food, a senior Interior Ministry official
said yesterday. Undersecretary Lt Gen Suleiman
Al-Fahd said in a meeting he presided that
deterrent measures would be taken against
violators. He stressed that “no one is above the
law” where the health and safety of people - cit-
izens and residents alike - is concerned. Acting
Director General of Kuwait Municipality Ahmad
Al-Manfouhi also attended the meeting.

Fahd noted that the ministry and the
municipality would launch a campaign against

spoilt food. The campaign will focus on indi-
viduals and companies that have a record in
spoilt food trade and incorrect food storage in
private houses seeking to manipulate the law,
he pointed out. Coordination between the
ministry and the relevant emergency teams is
a major element of the plan, he vowed.

Meanwhile, the Interior Ministry imple-
mented its new policy of deporting any expat
who harasses women by deporting five Gulf
nationals accused of harassing women in a
public place, then being involved in a major
fight. Four others will be deported next week

for the same offense.
Security sources said the administrative

deportation will continue as a measure to
counter expatriates’ harassment of women.
They said the f ive depor tees wil l  not be
allowed entry into the country again, as their
names have been blacklisted at border points.
The sources said that Deputy PM and Interior
Minister Sheikh Mohammad Al-Khalid plans
to instruct all  security sectors to deport
expats who disturb law and order, and they
will not be allowed to return to the country
again. — Agencies 

WASHINGTON: US President Barack Obama speaks with Secretary of Health and
Human Services Sylvia Burwell from the Oval Office of the White House yesterday
regarding a newly reported case of Ebola in a healthcare worker in Dallas. — AFP 

WASHINGTON: A Texas health care
worker who treated an Ebola victim has
tested positive for the deadly virus, deal-
ing a blow to the worldwide battle to
stem the outbreak. Top US health offi-
cials have said the case - which if con-
firmed would be the second diagnosed
outside Africa and the first contracted on
US soil - indicated a breach in safety pro-
tocol. That suggestion - along with state-
ments from an infected Spanish nurse
who said she thought she might have
developed Ebola after brushing her face
with a glove - raised questions about the
effectiveness of the measures in place to
halt the disease’s spread.

New York’s JFK airport on Saturday
became the first in the United States to
launch health screenings for travelers
from epidemic-hit west Africa. Other
nations have instituted similar checks.
More than 4,000 people have died of
Ebola in seven countries since the start
of the year, according to the World
Health Organization, and the epidemic
appears to be outpacing efforts to fight
it. “We knew a second case could be a
reality, and we’ve been preparing for this
possibility,” said David Lakey, commis-

sioner of the Texas Department of State
Health Services.  “We are broadening our
team in Dallas and working with extreme
diligence to prevent further spread.” 

The caregiver at Texas Health
Presbyterian Hospital Dallas tested posi-
tive for Ebola on Saturday in a prelimi-
nary test and is currently in the hospital,
in isolation and in stable condition. “This
is not news that should bring about pan-
ic,” said Dallas county judge Clay Jenkins.
But Dan Varga, the chief clinical officer
for Texas Health Resources, said officials
were “very concerned” that the worker
had apparently contracted the virus
despite following safety protocol. “This
individual was following full CDC precau-
tions,” he said, noting that the gear
would have included a mask, gown, and
gloves.

The head of the US Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC),
Thomas Frieden, admitted the safety
protocols had somehow been breached.
Frieden told CBS’s “Face the Nation”
“clearly there was a breach in protocol”
and expressed concern officials didn’t
know it. 

Continued on Page 13

US Ebola case deals a
blow to global battle

Spoilt food traders to be deported
5 Gulf nationals deported for harassing women

NEW YORK: New York City is preparing to end its ban
on cellphones in schools, dooming an industry that
sprang up near dozens of schools where teens could
park their phones in a van for a dollar a day. Mayor Bill
de Blasio - apparently the first mayor to have a child in
New York City public schools while in office - prom-
ised to end the ban during his campaign and
acknowledged last month that his own son brings a
phone to Brooklyn Technical High School. He gave no
date for ending the ban but said that for parents it’s
“very, very important to know how to reach their kids.”

The out-of-sight, out-of-mind rule is already the de
facto policy at most New York City high schools
including Brooklyn Tech, where Dante de Blasio is a
senior. Even with the phone ban still on the books,
students at those schools are told with a wink, “If we
don’t see it we don’t know about it.” But at the 88 city
school buildings where metal detectors have been
installed to keep weapons out, the ban is strictly
enforced because the scanners catch phones too.
Students at schools with metal detectors must either
leave their phones at home or shell out for storage.
For those students, many of whom have spent hun-
dreds of dollars to store phones and other gadgets
over their high school careers, the ban can’t end soon
enough.

Continued on Page 13

ABU DHABI: Masterpieces by Leonardo
da Vinci and Vincent van Gogh will be
among 300 works displayed at the
Louvre Abu Dhabi, the emirate said yes-
terday, as it aims to become a leader in
fine art. The museum, built at a cost of
€500 million ($630 million) and set to
open in December 2015, will feature
paintings and sculptures from 13 of
France’s most renowned collections

spanning from pre-Bronze Age to Pop
Art, it said in a statement.

“This will be the first time many of
these works will travel to Abu Dhabi or
even the Middle East, and are a rare
opportunity to see important art from
French museums,” said Sultan bin
Tahnoon Al-Nahyan, chairman of the
organisation behind the project. 

Continued on Page 13

Louvre Abu Dhabi to 
get 300 masterpieces

ABU DHABI: A file picture taken on April 21, 2013 shows Emirati visitors walking
past paintings featured at the first large-scale presentation of the permanent
collection of Abu Dhabi’s planned Louvre Museum at a venue on Saadiyat Island
where the museum will be built. — AFP 

NYC poised to 
end cellphone 
ban in school 
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KUWAIT: His Highness the Prime Minister
Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-
Sabah received yesterday a phone call from
Egyptian Prime Minister Ibrahim Mahlab.
During the phone call, the two sides dis-
cussed regional and international develop-
ments in addition to bilateral relations
between the two countries.

Premier returns home
Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak had returned

home from London Saturday after repre-
senting HH the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah to the UN General
Assembly’s (UNGA) 69th session, held in
New York last month.

HH the Prime Minister also paid official
visits to Italy and Germany, where in the lat-
ter he attended a celebration marking 40th
partnership anniversary between Daimler
company and Kuwait.

HH the Prime Minister was received at
the airport by Deputy Prime Minister,
Interior Minister and Acting Minister of
Awqaf and Islamic Affairs Sheikh
Mohammad Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah,
Deputy Prime Minister, Minister of
Commerce and Industry, and Acting
Minister of Education and Minister of Higher
Education Dr Abdulmohsen Al-Madaj,
Sheikhs, and senior commanders of the
Army, Police and National Gaurd. —KUNA

KUWAIT: HH the Prime Minister after arriving to Kuwait. — KUNA

Prime Minister receives call from Egypt counterpart

CAIRO: Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled meets Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas during the ministerial follow-up committee of the Arab
Peace Initiative. — KUNA

FM touts response
to Palestinian cause

CAIRO: Kuwait ’s First Deputy Premier and
Foreign Minister Sheikh Sabah Khaled Al-
Hamad Al-Sabah said yesterday that the Cairo
International Conference on Palestine and
Reconstructing is an international effort to tack-
le the tragedies of the recent Israeli aggression
on Gaza.

Speaking to KUNA before leaving Cairo after
attending the conference, Sheikh Sabah Khaled
said: “We are happy to hear from the interna-
tional community that they are determined to
move to find a lasting and just solution to the
Palestinian issue.”

He said this conferences gives an impression
that the international community is interested

not only in Gaza reconstruction but also in find-
ing a permanent and fair  solution to the
Palestinian cause. He added that this interna-
tional trend matches relevant references,
including the Arab Peace Initiative, which has
been put on table for 12 years, and UN Security
Council resolutions.

The Kuwaiti minister unveiled that Arab
countries would move in the future to press for
a just solution to the Palestinian issue. He
added that Kuwait’s announced $200 million
pledge for Gaza reconstruction over three years
stems from the Gulf nation’s constants based on
relentless support to Palestinians, especially in
Gaza. Sheikh Sabah Khaled noted that the con-

ferees were agreed on the significance of find-
ing a just and comprehensive settlement to the
Palestinian issue.

Earlier, the Foreign Minister presided over a
meeting of  the M inister ia l  Fol low-up
Committee of the Arab Peace Initiative. The
meeting, which was attended by Palestinian
leader Mahmoud Abbas and several Arab for-
eign ministers, was held on the sidelines of the
Cairo international conference. Also yesterday,
Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled met Qatari Foreign
Minister Khalid Al-Attiyah. During the meeting,
they discussed Kuwaiti-Qatari relations and
the latest regional and international develop-
ments. — KUNA

KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah
received a letter yesterday from Central African Republic’s interim president,
Catherine Samba-Panza, regarding bilateral relations and ways of developing
cooperation. The letter was handed to Deputy Minister of Amiri Diwan Affairs
Sheikh Ali Jarrah Al-Sabah by Mohammed Qamar Ahmed, Advisor to the Central
African Republic. — KUNA

KUWAIT: Foreign Ministry Undersecretary Khaled Al-Jarallah met yesterday with
Russian Ambassador to Kuwait Alexi Solomatin on bilateral relations as well as the
latest regional and international developments. The meeting was attended by
Director of the Europe Affairs Department in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Ambassador Waleed Ali Al-Khubaizy and Director of the Undersecretary Bureau,
Ayham Abdul-Latif Al-Omar. — KUNA

GENEVA: Kuwaiti National Assembly Speaker
Marzouq Al-Ghanem yesterday commended
the role of parliamentary caucus’ role in inter-
national conferences, particularly vis-a-vis Gulf,
Arab and Islamic issues.

Speaking to KUNA and Kuwait T V after
chairing two separate meetings of MPs from
the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) member
countries and the Islamic nations, said Kuwait
was playing a “clear and distinguished” parlia-
mentary role. He added that all Islamic coun-
tries asked Kuwait to chair the coordination
meeting of Islamic Group ahead of the Inter-
Parliamentary Union’s (IPU) conference.

The MPs in the meeting approved a Kuwaiti
proposal to form a committee aimed at receiv-
ing all suggestions from member countries in
order to have a unified position over them.

The Islamic Group, added Ghanim, would
suppor t  a proposal  by the United Arab
Emirates (UAE) regarding terrorism, and a sug-
gestion by Palestine over the support and pro-
tection of Palestinian people following the
recent Israeli aggression on Gaza. “We should
not sit with our hands tide towards the mas-
sacres committed against the Palestinian peo-
ple,” he said.

Ghanem said the coordination meeting
touched upon the election of  the IPU
President. Three candidates from the Islamic
Group -  Bangladesh,  Indonesia and the
Maldives - and speaker of the Australian parlia-
ment are running for the post. He underlined
the importance of having a single candidate
from the Islamic Group so the group would not

lose this important position.
Meanwhile,  Al-Ghanem held talks with

Speaker of the Lebanese Parliament Nabih
Berri on sidelines of the IPU meetings. They
discussed ways of boosting relations and
cooperation between the two parliaments, in
addition to a host of regional and international
issues of mutual interest. 

Female MPs
Meanwhile, Kuwaiti MP Saleh Ashour con-

firmed that it is difficult to implement the
woman’s quota in the Kuwait’s parliament as
this move runs counter to the constitutional
legislations.

“The move needs constitutional and legal
amendments as well as the approval of one
third of the parliament,” he said during the
meeting of women’s affairs committee on the
sidelines of the 131st Assembly of the Inter-
Parliamentary Union (IPU) in Geneva.

He underlined the importance of strength-
ening women’s political awareness to partici-
pate in political life, saying there were only six
women out of 600 candidates contested last
parliamentarian elections

Ashour emphasized that Kuwaiti woman
played a key role in progression the country,
especially she is a main pillar in the political
process, saying woman should lead top posts
in the country.

In a statement to KUNA, MP Abdullah Al-
Turaiji stressed Kuwait’s constant support to
the Palestinian issue, underling the necessity
of protecting Palestinian people who have

been reeling under Israeli aggression.
He said that participants in the Executive

Council of the Asian Parliament Association for
Peace meeting issued a condemnation of ter-
rorist acts launched by the Islamic State in Iraq
and the Levant ( ISIL)  and other terrorist
groups. The Kuwait parliamentary delegation
in the conference includes Faisal Al-Shaya,
Ashour, Seif Al-Azmi, Turaiji and Allam Al-
Kandari. — KUNA

Speaker commends caucus’ role 
‘Women quota in parliament inapplicable’

GENEVA: Speaker Marzouq Al-Ghanem dur-
the meetinga yesterday. — KUNA

KUWAIT: KUNA’s Board
Chairman and Director General
Sheikh Mubarak Al-Duaij  Al-
Ibrahim Al-Sabah and Director
General  of  the Albanian
Telegraphic Agency Gezim
Podgorica signed an agreement
for cooperation on several
domains yesterday.

The agreement was signed at
KUNA’s chief office in the pres-
ence of Podgorica’s accompany-
ing delegation, the Albanian
consul and KUNA’s Deputy Chief
for Administrative and Financial
Affairs Abdulhamid Malak and
Deputy Director General  for
Editorial Affairs Saad Al-Ali.

The agreement focuses on
exchange of technical assistance,
exchange visits of senior and
junior employees,  news and

photo archive exchange and
dual coverage of major events
across both countries. Both sides
expressed aspiration that the
pact will be a new beginning for
a more “productive cooperation.”

Podgorica highlighted
Kuwait’s support for develop-
ments in many par ts of the
world, especially in his country
where there are many develop-
mental  projects funded by
Kuwaiti organizations.

On his par t,  KUNA chief
expressed appreciation for the
special  edition of postage
stamps that bear the photo of
His Highness the Amir of Kuwait
Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber
Al-Sabah; a  gesture that reflects
the high level of the bilateral
relations. — KUNA

KUNA, Albanian news agency sign agreement

KUWAIT: Sheikh Mubarak Al-Duaij Al-Sabah and his Albanian coun-
terpart Gezim Podgorica after signing the agreement. — KUNA

Kuwait warns of
Ebola outbreak

NEW YORK: Kuwait has warned that Ebola
virus did not only represent a health crisis
but it has wide-scale effects on peace,
security, social and economic conditions
worldwide.

Hiyam Khaled Al-Fassam, of Kuwaiti
Mission to the UN, thanked the president of
the UN General Assembly for launching an
initiative to hold a meeting on the crisis of
Ebola outbreak.

“Holding such meeting to discuss the
latest developments relating to the spread
of Ebola virus will not meet the growing
needs of the countries affected greatly by
the virus such as Liberia, Sierra Leone and
Guinea,” she said.

She called for doubling of efforts and
increasing of logistic assistances to support
and provide necessary medical equipment
to those countries.

The Kuwaiti diplomat also called for pro-

viding donation to the concerned agencies
across the globe such as the World Health
Organization (WHO) to support the coun-
tries in distress.

She recalled that the State of Kuwait
contributed USD five million to WHO to
help the vulnerable governments face the
disease. — KUNA

Hiyam Al-Fassam

KUWAIT:  HH the PM Sheik h Jaber  Al -
Mubarak is due to head a Cabinet meeting
today to discuss government priorities over
the coming period, said informed ministeri-
al sources, noting that the meeting agenda
includes three main topics. The sources
added that the meeting is expected to
endorse the priority bills that are due to be
discussed by the government-parliamen-
tary priorities committee. 

“The government will refer priority bills

that are currently ready to ministerial com-
mittees and the Fatwa and Legislation
Department,” said the sources, noting that
the ready bills include e-media, conscrip-
tion, the development plan, weapons col-
lection, the payroll strategic alternative and
amending municipality laws. Moreover, the
sources said that the Cabinet would also
approve naturalizing at least 200 children
of Kuwaiti women once a list of the nomi-
nated names was referred to i t  by the

Citizenship Supreme Committee. 
As far as subsidies are concerned, the

sources  sa id  that  the committee had
already reviewed the recommendations
made by a special committee formed by
the finance minister and welcomed the
suggested new power consumption tariff,
increases  in  the pr ices  of  d iesel  and
kerosene sold to retailers and cancelling
the discount on jet fuel sold to non-nation-
al carriers. —Al-Anbaa

Govt to discuss priorities today
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By Douglas Silliman, 
US Ambassador to the State of Kuwait

One of the most exciting and rewarding
aspects of being an ambassador is the
opportunity to help Kuwaitis discover

new and interesting sides of American culture.
I’m committed to bringing the best of America
to Kuwait .   That is  why I  am thri l led to
announce the launch of “Discover America,” a
weeklong celebration of my country’s culture,
including food, entertainment, education, and
shopping. At venues across the city, you’ll find
events that capture your imagination and
appeal to all five senses.  From movie screen-
ings to musical performances, and food exhibi-
tions to educational fairs, you’ll discover the
incredible depth and variety of the American
cultural experience. 

Discover America Week provides people of
all ages with an opportunity to enjoy a slice of

American life that they may not have experi-
enced before.  It is a fun way of bringing our
two people closer together, and at the same
time, highlighting the many ties of friendship
between the United States and Kuwait.  Culture
and business are, after all, first and foremost
about relationships and shared experiences.

The Kuwaiti people and the American peo-
ple share much in common: a deep commit-
ment to education, to family, to health, and to
heritage.  We have faced challenges together in
recent years that have brought our two nations
closer together, creating an inseparable bond.

It is therefore no surprise to me that Kuwait
is our fifth largest export market in the Arab
world.  Trade volumes between our countries
expanded by more than 166 percent from $5.7
billion in 2009 to $15.2 billion in 2013.  We con-
tinue to be Kuwait’s largest foreign supplier of
goods.  I  am proud to note that American
industr y is  the largest foreign investor in

Kuwait and largest private employer of Kuwaiti
nationals, particularly in the petrochemical
industry.  Through Discover America Week, you
will see many more examples of how American
culture and business are creating new opportu-
nities for our people to grow closer and pros-
per together.  As Ambassador to Kuwait, one of
my top priorities is to strengthen and deepen
the relationship between our countries, which I
intend to encourage across the full range of
sectors and people-to-people exchanges.  My
embassy, working closely with the private sec-
tor, stands ready to support all partnerships
that benefit our two economies, our citizens,
and our future.   

The 2014 Discover America Week is a beauti-
ful symbol of this partnership, and I hope that
you’ll join me at one of the exciting events tak-
ing place this week.  Visit www.daw2014.com
for a complete schedule.

As we say in America, “We’ll see you there!”

KUWAIT: The Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic
Development (KFAED) inked an agreement with
Tanzania to assist the financing of the Potable
Water Supply in Distracts of Same and Mwanga
Project with a KD 10 million ($34 million) loan.

The loan agreement was signed by Dr
Servacius Likwelile, permanent Secretary
Treasury at the Tanzanian Finance Ministry, and
KFAED Director General Abdulwahab Al-Bader,
KFAED said in a press statement.

The project aims at supporting the socio-eco-
nomic development in Districts Same and
Mwanga in Kilimanjaro Region through improv-
ing the health conditions of the people of Same
and Mwanga cities and other villages by provid-
ing safe potable water to the local populations.

Most and foremost, the project is considered
a Rights Bases Project seeking to achieve the
right to “Access to Clean Drinking Water”, which
is one of the basic human rights.

The project encompasses the civil and elec-
trochemical works required for developing the
potable water supply system for the project
area.

It includes a raw water intake, pumping sta-
tion and transmission pipeline, water treatment
facility, treated water transmission pipelines,
potable water storage reservoirs, booster pump-
ing station, and distribution networks, ancillaries
and complementary work, in addition to institu-

tional support and land acquisition.
Moreover, the project includes the consultan-

cy services for the preparation of detailed engi-
neering designs and tender documents, updat-
ing the technical and economic feasibility study,
and consecution supervision.

The project is expected to be completed by
the end of 2014. The total cost of the project is
estimated at about KD 52.05 million, of which
about KD 28.96 million is in foreign exchange,
which represents about 55. Six percent of the

total coast of the project. The fund’s loan will
cover about 19.21 percent of the total cost of
the project.

It is also expected that the Arab Bank for
Economic Development in Africa (BADEA) will
assist in the financing of the project with two
loans in total value of USD 22 million, which will
cover about 12.43 percent of the total coast of
project. The OPEC Fund for International
Development will also assist in the financing of
the project with two loans. — KUNA

A Slice of America here in Kuwait

Ambassador Douglas Silliman

Kuwait offers Tanzania
KD 10 million loan

KUWAIT: The two sides signing the agreement. — KUNA

KUWAIT: Undersecretaries of the Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) Ministries of
Information started their 22nd meeting
yesterday, seeking coordination for con-
veying a GCC unified media message.

Addressing the opening session,
Kuwaiti Ministry of Information
Undersecretary Salah Mansour Al-
Mubaraki, emphasized the importance of
the topics on the agenda of the two-day
meeting, prepared by the GCC
Secretariat and representatives of the
Information Ministries in the member
states. Regional challenges prompt sin-
cere work to cement cooperation among
the GCC countries, Al-Mubaraki said,
highlighting the role of the Information
Ministries to follow up events, abiding by
the relevant ethics.

He also expressed hope the meeting
would achieve the aspired aims, giving
an impetus to the GCC joint action, in
line with the desire of the bloc’s leaders
and peoples’ expectations.

For his part, GCC Assistant Secretary
General for Cultural and Media Affairs
Khaled Al-Ghassani, told the meeting
that the agenda comprises all the steps
that need to be achieved or followed up
according to decisions taken by the
Ministers of Information.

Participants will also discuss reports
by the affiliate committees entrusted
with the GCC joint media action.

World events, particularly in the Gulf
region, prompt media officials  to sharp-
en up and coordinate roles for producing
a unified GCC message to the world, he
said.

The Undersecretaries will submit the
topics they approve to the meeting of
the GCC Information Ministers due on
Wednesday. — KUNA

GCC Info Undersecretaries
kick off meeting

KUWAIT: Mansour Al-Mubaraki
addresses the opening session yes-
terday. —KUNA
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Muggers caught

Hawally detectives arrested three citizens for robbing
an Egyptian mandoub out of KD 650 at knifepoint in
front of his house. —Al-Rai

Teacher charged

A citizen accused an assistant teacher at a special needs
school of beating her 12-year-old son at Jleeb Al-Shuyoukh
police station. She said that the boy was badly beaten by
the teacher, who used a wooden stick. The woman said
that her son refuses to go to school now out of fear.

Body found
the fire and keeping it from spreading. No injuries
were reported. The body of a 67-year old Bangladeshi
was found on Fahaheel Expressway near Al-Muttaqa
Bridge. The body was recovered by the coroner.

Property damage

A Lebanese expat claimed that her neighbor damaged
her car when she rejected his advances, and filed a
complaint at the police station. Ahmadi detectives are
working on the case.

Man charged with
attempted rape

KUWAIT: A citizen in her thirties filed a complaint against a man she
knows who took her to his flat in Salmiya and attempted to rape her.
The woman was able to escape, and took a taxi to the police station.
She said that while the two were having dinner at a restaurant, cof-
fee spilled on the man’s clothes, so he told her he wanted to change
his clothes and she went along with him to his flat. He left her in the
living room, then came out almost naked and attempted to rape her,
but she was able to flee.

Green Line criticizes new ‘elastic,  unclear’ environmental law 
‘Articles overlap with existing laws’

Crime
R e p o r t

Crime
R e p o r t

Sulaibiya fire 
under control

By Hanan Al-Saadoun

KUWAIT: Firemen brought a fire under control at a veg-
etable warehouse in Sulaibiya that started at 5:30 am, cov-
ering an area of 1,000 sq m. Sulaibikhat, Jleeb, Subhan and
Kabd fire centers participated in fighting.

By Ben Garcia

KUWAIT: The new environmental law
that was passed by the parliament and
is now being strictly implemented will
create a long-term environmental crisis,
a Kuwaiti environmental activist said.
Khaled Al-Hajri, head of the Green Line
Environmental Group, stressed that
none of those who set the law are spe-
cialized in environmental issues, the
environmental terminology used in the
law is vague or incorrectly defined and
that most of the articles are elastic and
unclear, which might help “environ-
ment enemies” escape legal accounta-
bility.  

“Even the minister of oil is not aware
of environmental laws. He should study
the environmental law before com-
menting or implementing anything
about the environment. No one from
the civil society was asked and when
we read about the new law, many envi-
ronmental descriptions are not clear,”
said Hajri. Minister of Oil Ali Al-Omair is
the current head of the Environment
Public Authority. 

Hajri said the law’s articles overlap
with those of other laws, which would
lead to endless bureaucracy and red
tape. “The law also lacks any articles
holding EPA, as the official body
entrusted with imposing the law,
accountable in case it fails to do so,” he
added, noting that the law was already

financially suspicious since the tenders
and Audit Bureau laws on pre-monitor-
ing do not apply to EPA. 

“It seems as if we are talking about
an intelligence agency rather than an
environmental one and this leads to
suspecting its expenditure,” he added.
Hajri stressed it was normal that the
government praises the law after a

number of international bodies includ-
ing Yale University, World Fund for
Nature Protection and the International
Monetary Fund had exposed extreme
environmental deterioration in Kuwait. 

Tough penalties
According to earlier reports, the

new environment law will be strictly
implemented and penalties will be

imposed. The law that was passed by
the National Assembly in the previous
parliamentary term and finally pub-
lished in the official gazette Al-Kuwait
Al-Youm states establishing a new
environmental police division to follow
up and track activities hazardous to the
environment. Penalties include a KD
100 fine for smoking in closed and
semi-closed public areas, fining flower
pickers KD 250 and a KD 500 fine for lit-
tering. It also punishes those causing
the death of marine and land fauna by
KD 500. 

“I am afraid now. I like plucking
flowers in the desert - I don’t know
whether this is prohibited. They must
explain this. Are those in the gardens
that are prohibited to take? I love flow-
ers that grow in the wild and if they are
new to me, even if they are in a public
garden, I usually pluck one. Is this pun-
ishable by law?” an expat woman
asked. Another expat asked: “I am a
smoker, so what and where are those
semi-public areas?” “They must clearly
state guidelines,” another expat sug-
gested. 

The new law includes the most
severe punishment for those import-
ing or storing nuclear substances, with
a KD 1 million fine or the death penal-
ty. Interior Ministry Spokesman Adel
Al-Hashash said the Interior Ministry
will coordinate with the EPA to imple-
ment the law.

Khaled Al-Hajri

Work at ports
is normal: KPA

KUWAIT: Kuwait Ports Authority (KPA) said yesterday that
work in the country’s three main ports is normal, despite a
strike announced by the KPA’s labor union.

“The ports of Shuwaikh, Shuaiba and Doha are working
normally according to the schedules and programs con-
cerning the entry and exit of ships as well as uploading and
unloading them,” the KPA said in a statement.

The KPA expressed its gratitude to Ministry of Interior
and the General Administration of Customs for their efforts
that facilitate the shipping process inside the ports.

The KPA pointed out that the ports’ employees have the
right to express their views and aspirations legally, saying
“we underline the necessity of putting the country’s inter-
est above any considerations and working on exceeding
any negatives” that affect work inside the ports.

The KPA, added in the statement, that its administration
and employees will spare no efforts to provide experiences
and energies in order to achieve the vision of His Highness
the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah that
aims at transferring Kuwait into a global commercial and
financial hub This hub will be an opportunity to make the
State of Kuwait a link between the East and the West, it
noted.

It emphasized that a call raised by some for a strike will
not discard the KPA’s administration and staff to continue
exerting sincere efforts to meet the vision of HH the Amir.
The total imports and exports through the three ports
reached 35.1 million tons last year. —KUNA

Head of KLU’s expat 
labor office resigns 

KUWAIT: The head of the expat labor office at Kuwait Labor Union (KLU)
Abdul Rahman Al-Ghanim resigned from office in protest of not

responding to solving expat labor problems by
some government bodies. Ghanim added that
the office has over 500 grievances from expat
laborers who had not received their salaries for
months. He added that the complaints and
grievances included those of laborers working
for the ministry of health without holding work
residency visas, “which involves human traf-
ficking”, adding that the manpower authority
had also forced some laborers to relinquish
their overdue salaries in return for allowing

them to transfer their visas to other sponsors, which was not fulfilled the
minute they signed the relinquishment papers. Further, Ghanim high-
lighted that he had contacted the manpower authority several times to
voice such grievances but received no response. —Al-Watan

Abdul Rahman
Al-Ghanim

GCC unified 
visa soon 

KUWAIT: Undersecretary of the ministry of commerce
and industry Abdul Aziz Al-Khaldi stressed that GCC
states have come a long way on discussing the GCC uni-
fied visa project and that it would ‘come to light’ very
soon. Khaldi added that the preliminary meeting of the
GCC tourism undersecretaries held in Kuwait prior to the
GCC tourism ministers’ meeting reflected GCC govern-
ments’ keenness on developing tourism sectors in their
respective countries. Khaldi added that according to eco-
nomic reports, GCC countries possessed competitive
traits and strong economies that allow investment in
touristic products. —Al-Anbaa

KUWAIT: Saad Al-Abdullah Police Academy received yesterday new cadets of batch number 44, which
includes 294 Kuwaiti high school graduates and 27 cadets form the United Arab Emirates, Qatar,
Jordan and Yemen. 

MEW launches 
project to monitor
grids, fight theft

By A Saleh

KUWAIT: The Ministry of Electricity and Water (MEW) is
currently preparing to offer a project to build a special unit
to monitor and control power distribution grids for public
bidding with a total cost of KD 20 million. The project is
meant to effectively monitor and fight theft of power
transformers and cables in stations located in residential
areas.

PAAAFR lands issue to 
be referred to prosecution

MP Rakan Al-Nisf yesterday quoted Oil Minister Ali Al-
Omair that the issue of unlawfully granting some PAAAFR-
owned land plots to non-deserving people would be
referred to the public prosecution for investigation and
holding any involved official or employee legally account-
able. Speaking after a meeting with the minister, Nisf
stressed that this issue involves corruption and violation of
public funds. “Farming lands unlawfully allocated will be
reclaimed by PAAAFR”, he stressed. 

KNPC granted land
for Zour refinery 

KUWAIT: Well-informed oil sources said that the munici-
pality agreed to grant Kuwait National Petroleum Company
(KNPC) a million-square-meter land plot to be used by five
contractors working on the Zour refinery project for
accommodating their labor and storing their equipment.
The sources added that a bridge would also be built to link
the plot to the project site. Further, the sources said that
KNPC did not want to create any traffic congestions result-
ing from transporting 30-40,000 workers to and from the
project site. —Al-Rai

Spanish diplomats praise
Amir’s ‘leadership’

MADRID: A number of Spanish diplomatic figures praised the
honor that was bestowed upon His Highness the Amir of
Kuwait Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah by the UN
for naming him a Humanitarian Leader and Kuwait as a
Humanitarian Center. Director of Foreign Policy for the
Mediterranean, Maghreb, Africa and the Middle East Manuel
Gomez-Acebo told KUNA, yesterday, that giving HH the Amir
this title was an international unanimous decision for his philan-
thropic role that has been seen in many parts of the world. He
lauded bilateral ties with the state of Kuwait that was made
stronger by King of Spain’s visit to the Gulf country in April,
2014.

Meanwhile, former ambassadors to the State of Kuwait
Angel Losada and Jesus Riosalido pointed out that His
Highness the Amir’s vision to support humanitarian activities
has created a balance, peace, stability in many regions.

On his part, former first secretary at the Spanish embassy in
Kuwait Juan Romero Terreros said similarly to KUNA that bilateral
ties, in all domains, have been growing since establishment of
ties 50 years ago. He called for intensifying these relations
through reciprocal visits and trade cooperation. In a ceremony
held on September 9 at the UN HQ in New York, His Highness the
Amir was recognized as an exemplary humanitarian leader for his
remarkable endeavors towards people of the world. —KUNA
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Banknote exchange Bridge safe Airport crowds
KUWAIT: Between 83 and 85 percent of the old
banknotes have been replaced with the new sixth
edition ones, according to statistics as of the end
of the Eid Al-Adha holiday. A decision is expected
before the end of December 2014 to set the dead-
line of exchanging old bills with the new ones
within 90 days, with an option to extend based on
the Central Bank’s assessment. —  Al-Qabas

KUWAIT: The Ministry of Public Works denied
rumors based on unconfirmed news reports
which suggested that cement blocks have broken
off of the Ghazali Bridge. The ministry explained in
a press statement that photos spread on social
media on that regard are one year old, and belong
to an incident in which cladding pieces fell off due
to trucks’ non-abidance with the height limit. 

— Al-Jarida

KUWAIT: The Kuwait International Airport was
crowded Saturday as 150 flights carrying 14,525
passengers returned to Kuwait. Full preparations
to welcome travelers who spent the Eid Al-Adha
abroad helped insure smooth operations at the
airport, said Ahmad Al-Huwaidi, Acting
Operations Manager at the Directorate General
for Civil Aviation. — Al-Watan

In Brief

By Nawara Fattahova

KUWAIT: Over 1,600 Indians enjoyed
ghazal tributes to the late Jagjit Singh
performed by popular Indian singer
Jaswant Singh. The events were organ-
ized by Al Mulla Exchange at the week-
end at the American International
School in Maidan Hawally, and were
attended by customers of Al Mulla
Exchange free of charge.

The event was one of the numerous
shows by Al Mulla Exchange for its cus-
tomers from different communities.
“This concert is part of the ‘Customer
Loyalty Program’ which started about
two years ago. We have already held 85
shows or events for different communi-
ties, and these are the 86th and 87th
concerts. We chose this singer as he is
very popular and his voice is melodi-
ous. Also, Jaswat perfectly sings the
songs of Jagjit, whose 3rd death
anniversary was yesterday,” Rakesh
Joshi, GM of Al Mulla Exchange, told
Kuwait Times.

The concert was attended by VIP
personalities including the ambassa-
dors of India and Bhutan, the Nepalese
charge de affairs and the minister of
public affairs from Sri Lanka among
others. According to Joshi, Al Mulla
Exchange has over 450,000 Indian cus-
tomers. “The Indian community is the
biggest among our customer base who
number more than 700,000. We are the
biggest money transfer company from
Kuwait to India. We are one of the
youngest exchange companies in
Kuwait too, as it was established in
2001, yet we are one of the biggest
today. Due to this huge number, we
had to choose the 1,600 customers
attending these concerts randomly.

They all received free invitations as we
don’t sell any tickets,” explained Joshi.

Jagjit Singh, born Jagmohan Singh
(8 Feb 1941-10 Oct 2011), was a promi-
nent Indian ghazal singer, songwriter
and musician. Known as the “Ghazal
King”, he gained acclaim together with
his wife, another renowned Indian
ghazal singer Chitra Singh, in the 1970s
and 1980s. He sang in numerous lan-
guages. He was awarded the Padma
Bhushan by the government of India in
2003. In Feb 2014, the government of
India released a postal stamp in his
honor.

Beating expectations
“Our aim is to beat customer expec-

tations, not just meet customer expec-
tations. We aim to be market leaders
and the exchange company of choice
for all customers in the Gulf region by
offering the best rates, superbly
trained and motivated staff, fair and
transparent dealings with our service
partners and correspondents and use
of cutting-edge technology,” Joshi con-
cluded.

Al Mulla Exchange’s network spans
over the globe covering 35 countries
and 55 banks. Currently with a network
of 54 branches in Kuwait and a paid-up
capital of KD 11 million, Al Mulla
International Exchange (AMX) has
emerged as the fastest-growing
exchange company in Kuwait.

Al Mulla Exchange
hosts Ghazal concerts

1,600 attend two-day event

KUWAIT: Jaswant Singh performs at the concert. — Photos by Joseph Shagra

A view of the audience

KUWAIT: The National Conference for Empowering
Competencies will mull setting crystal-clear criteria for
appointments in government institutions and state-run com-
panies, the event’s general coordinator MP Yaqoub Al-Sane
said yesterday.

“The conference will tackle the absence of clear criteria for
appointments (in the public sector),” Sane said in a press con-
ference on the preparation for the upcoming event.

The two-day conference which kicks off tomorrow aims to
“achieve fairness in employment and choosing the right per-
son to the right post,” to maintain the higher interests of the
state as well as the public and private sectors.

He went on to say that the conference will focus on the
strategic alternative to set criteria for appointments of super-
visory and leading posts in the public sector and how to make

the best use of outcome of the educational process in the pri-
vate sector. Sane underlined that employment fairness would
help increase the employees productivity, which would give
impetus to state and society development process. He high-
lighted the importance of cooperation between the govern-
ment and the parliament to achieve these goals.

The conference will see the participation of many experts
in the fields of planning and development who will try to
come up with solutions to raise the upgrade national man-
power. The conference will be held under the patronage of His
Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-
Hamad Al-Sabah, as directed by His Highness the Amir Sheikh
Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah who always strives to pro-
mote the importance of planning and development in build-
ing and securing future generations. — KUNA

Unified public sector
appointments criteria mulled

KUWAIT: MP Yaqoub Al-Sane (center) speaks at the press conference yesterday. — Photo by Fouad Al-Shaikh

KUWAIT: Kuwait will host the 5th Annual Conference for Effective
Partnerships and Information Sharing for better humanitarian
action on October 13-16, Dr Abdullah Al-Maatouq, the Amiri
Diwan Advisor and UN Secretary General’s Envoy for Humanitarian
Affairs, said.

In a press conference Saturday, Al-Maatouq said that the con-
ference would be held in cooperation with the Direct Aid, and UN
Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) and
under the patronage of First Deputy Prime Minister and Foreign
Minister Sheikh Sabah Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah. The conference
will focus on the ways of strengthening effective coordination in
emergency, Dr Al-Maatouq, who is also the chairman of
International Islamic Charity Organization (IICO), said.

The conference comes in the wake of the UN honoring of His
Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah as a
Humanitarian Leader and Kuwait as a Humanitarian Center last
month in New York, Dr Al-Maatouq pointed out.

“Kuwait will host the conference to confirm that it supports
Humanitarian action in the face of repercussions of disasters and
conflicts that the region has been experiencing,” he said.

“The gathering is a chance to mobilize efforts and discuss solu-
tions provided by decision makers of humanitarian action to
address the deteriorating humanitarian situations on regional and
international levels,” he added. The conference, he noted, will dis-
cuss partnership, coordination and meeting of work groups as well
as humanitarian situations in the Gaza Strip, Central Africa and Iraq.
Also humanitarian challenges and Ebola virus outbreak will be on
the conference’s agenda, he said. He pointed out that the need of
an effective partnership remains one of the main bases of humani-
tarian action at a time when the number of victims of natural catas-
trophes is highly growing.

The conference, he added, will focus on setting up mechanisms
to proper coordination and transparency and also to help global
humanitarian organizations mobilize their efforts to achieve better
results. “The aim of such mechanisms also is to strengthen commu-
nications, build companies and create fields of cooperation and
coordination among main effective bodies in the region as well as
exchange information among regional and international humani-
tarian organizations,” he confirmed.

The deteriorating humanitarian situations across the globe
require global efforts and humanitarian partnership to meet the
urgent demands in an attempt to ease sufferings of people in the
world, he noted. Senior officials will participate in the conference.
Opening speeches will be delivered by Dr Al-Maatouq, Sheikh
Sabah Al-Khaled, GCC’s Secretary General Dr Abdullateef Al-Zayani

and UN Under Secretary General and Emergency Relief
Coordinator Valerie Amos.

Working groups will discuss the UN and NGOs’ models of coop-
eration and partnership and address capacity and knowledge gaps
in new technologies. In 2010, Oman hosted the first Conference for
Effective Partnerships and Information Sharing for better humani-
tarian action, which aimed at strengthening communications
between Arab organizations and international humanitarian sys-
tem. — KUNA

Kuwait to host GCC
cultural meeting

KUWAIT: Kuwait will host the 20th meeting of the GCC
ministers of culture on October 16 to discuss joint proj-
ects in the field namely the GCC cultural strategy, the
National Council of Culture, Arts and Letters said yester-
day. The meeting, to be sponsored by Minister of
Information, Minister of State for Youth Affairs and the
council chairman, Sheikh Salman Sabah Al-Salem Al-
Humoud Al-Sabah, would address common projects and
issues, outlined in the common strategy, approved during
the 29th summit, hosted by Oman in 2008.

The ministers will discuss means of implementing pro-
grams within this strategy and pursuing inter-GCC coop-
eration for bolstering the distinctive Gulf identity, pre-
serving the Arabic language and the Islamic cultural her-
itage. GCC cultural undersecretaries would hold a
preparatory meeting on eve of the ministerial gathering
to discuss the agenda.

On sidelines of the conference, the National Library of
Kuwait will hold a seminar, to be patronized by His
Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-
Hamad Al-Sabah. Attendees would watch a documentary
about the library and a ceremony, honoring citizens who
have granted their books to the library. The GCC officials
will also examine pavilions showing unique books, callig-
raphy pieces, maps stamps and formative art works. A
special pavilion will be erected to celebrate the UN accla-
mation of His Highness the Amir as humanitarian leader
and Kuwait as humanitarian center. Moreover, GCC citi-
zens with a record of creative cultural works and achieve-
ments will be honored on the event margins. — KUNA

Kuwait hosts conference
on Effective Partnership
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It was surprising when the US president predicted that the war on
armed groups, namely IS, would take three years and some believed
that this was only a cover for blackmailing GCC states. However, the

British premier then increased the predicted period to ten years, which
was astonishing to us and raised many inquiries about Western coun-
tries’ long-term plans for the region. What is even more astonishing was
the analysis made by the former US defense secretary Leon Pannetta
who multiplied the figure mentioned by Obama by that mentioned by
Cameron to predict that the war would last for THIRTY years! 

These huge differences in the analyses made by anti-IS international
alliance countries’ intelligence are either suspicious and contradicting,
the files of IS and its sister organizations have not been opened yet or
that these religious organizations have become too many and deeply
related and connected to regional and international interests of several
governments with various contradicting goals, priorities and policies.
The recent statements made by US Foreign Secretary John Kerry in
which he accused GCC states and Turkey of supporting IS exposed one
side of such military and political activity for a while, until he apologized
a few hours later. This shows how dangerous and complicated the situa-
tion is. This danger lies in the fast spread of IS and unexpected gains it
has been making on the ground in both Iraq and Syria despite the
involvement of many Arab and foreign armies in the air strikes.  

The fall of Anbar in Iraq and Ain Al-Arab in Syria has no political or
strategic explanation other than Daesh (Islamic State) has been a
ghoul (or monster) prevailing in Arab countries and some Islamic ones
like Afghanistan, Turkey and those in the Horn of Africa where reli-
gious ideas, poverty and oppression contributed to spreading such

ideology into villages and the countryside, in addition to vast empa-
thy by Sunni Muslims in particular where religious institutions very
close to the people.  Therefore, many cities are falling easily amidst
absolute cooperation and cheers from those groups in particular. 

The big surprise might yet take place over the next few days
when an IS pledge of allegiance promoted by smaller religious
groups and tribal leaders from Pakistan to the east and all the way
to Libya takes place. This pledge will not only have significant reli-
gious consequences but also political ones that may affect deci-
sion-making bodies and NGOs, which might mean hindering the
efforts exerted by local governments that would be easily accused
of treason and assisting non-believing troops invading Muslim
countries.

In view of such endless complications and the lack of clear vision
in the countries that agreed to fight IS, this war might actually go on
for long years and none of those countries, namely the Arab ones,
who are currently so enthusiastic about taking part in some air
strikes, will have enough endurance. America and its allies’ experi-
ence has always shown that ‘surgical air strikes’ and quick offensives
against religious organizations have only strengthened them and
helped them expand, such as in the cases of Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya,
Somalia and Syria. In fact, those were the spots from which IS origi-
nated with new faces. It was probably such analyses that led some
Western analysts to predict that this war might resemble the famous
‘Dahes And Ghabra’ war (a famous Arab tribal war that lasted for
forty years over two horses) not only in duration, but also in the triv-
ial reasons it started for! —Translated by Kuwait Times from Al-Jarida

The ‘Daesh’ and ‘Ghabra’ war
kuwait digest

By Dr Hasan Jouhar

As Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud
Abbas prepares to ask the United Nations
Security Council to set a deadline of

November, 2016 for Israel to withdraw from the
West Bank, Gaza Strip and east Jerusalem,
Palestinian officials say the time has come for the
US to stand up to Israel for the first time.

“I always tell the Americans that the Israeli-
Palestinian conflict is a test,” Afif Safieh, a long-
time Palestinian diplomat and former ambassa-
dor to the US said. “Until now we are still waiting
for a moment of courage by the international
community.”

As a former ambassador to the US, he says the
Americans are not an honest broker and have
repeatedly sided with Israel, who he called a “bel-
ligerent actor”. He said the US is making a mistake
by threatening to veto the draft resolution setting a
deadline for an Israeli withdrawal from all areas it
acquired in 1967.

“To threaten to veto (the
resolution) is a shameful
thing because all
Palestinian positions at the
UN are based on positions
that successive Americans
administrations had
approved and voted upon,”
he claimed although the
US never set a timetable
for an Israeli withdrawal.

Gaza reconstruction
The decision to turn to the UN again, after the

UN recognized “Palestine” as a non-member sover-
eign state in 2012, came as the international com-
munity hopes to begin to rebuild the Gaza Strip,
heavily damaged during 50 days of Hamas fighting
with Israel this summer. The Palestinian Authority
recently announced that the new unity govern-
ment will take over control of Gaza, meaning that
Palestinian security forces are likely to be deployed
at the Rafah crossing point between Egypt and
Gaza.

Palestinian Prime Minister Rami Hamdallah met
with UN Special envoy Robert Serry and Israeli
General Yoav Mordechai about future security
arrangements in Gaza. The international communi-
ty is set to attend a conference in Cairo to discuss
Gaza reconstruction.

The US has repeatedly stressed its belief that any
solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict should be
bilateral, in a negotiated agreement between Israel
and the Palestinian Authority. It has hinted that if

Abbas continues with his plans to bring a resolu-
tion with a deadline to the Security Council, the US
could cut international aid to the PA.

“I hope the Arab world will give financial security
to our people and to the PA so we are no longer to
vulnerable to extortion and blackmail,” he said.

Abbas responded with a threat of his own,
telling the Palestinian leadership that if there is a
UN veto, he could reconsider his security coopera-
tion with Israel.

“I think it would be a mistake and a mispercep-
tion not to take seriously what  Mahmoud Abbas is
saying these days,” said Safieh, who has also been
ambassador to the Hague and the Vatican.

Security coordination
The PA and Israel has been enjoying security

coordination since the 1993 Oslo Peace accords,
and Israeli officials have frequently praised the

Palestinian security forces.
On a number of occasions,
Abbas has come under fire
from his people who criti-
cized him for continuing
the security cooperation
with Israel, especially dur-
ing the Israel-Hamas fight-
ing July which left over
2000 Palestinians dead.

Palestinians have also
sharply criticized the Israeli
announcement to build
more than 2600 homes in

east Jerusalem, an announcement made the same
day that Israeli Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu
met President Barack Obama in the White House.

“This settlement will cut all southern parts of the
West Bank, Bethlehem, Hebron with Jerusalem,”
Sa’ib Erekat said. “The US is the main super power,
the US is committed to the two state solution and
we want the US to stand shoulder to shoulder with
us in order to achieve peace based on a two state
solution for the sake of Palestinians and Israelis,” he
said.

Senior Palestinian official Sabri Saidam agrees
that America could play a bigger role in advancing
peace  between  Palestinians and Israelis.

“Pressuring Israel is not a formula that kills
Israel but rather gives birth to Palestine,” Fatah
revolutionary council deputy secretary general
Sabri Saidam said. “Maintaining an Israeli formula
that couples security with occupation is a status-
quo that’s totally unacceptable,” he said. 

—The Media Line

Call for American pressure on Israel
kuwait digest

By Abdullah Erakat

A
l-Jaridah

“I hope the Arab world
will give financial security

to our people and to the
PA so we are no longer
vulnerable to extortion

and blackmail”

Ibelieve that no country in our Arab and Islamic world is as satis-
fied with its intelligence success as Iran, which has been expand-
ing its political domination on neighboring countries. Iran has

played its part greatly and devised its golden sectarian plot in
regional countries brilliantly and with absolute political cunning.
Iran managed to ally with the US to break all fronts antagonizing it
from all sides. Within a matter of a few years, Iran is expected to
become a nuclear power threatening the whole region. It started
opening weapons and warfare manufacturing lines on wide scale in
2005. It equipped the best MIG 21 fighters to become kamikaze
ones loaded with highly explosive materials and carry lethal chemi-
cal warheads. 

An Iranian opposition diplomat, who had served at Iran’s
embassy in Norway and currently lives abroad, Ferzad Hanigan, said
that the few coming months would be extremely important and
dangerous for the Middle East and that everybody must beware of
Iran’s ‘evil schemes’! It is no secret that Iran is currently working hard
and with all its powers to open new foreign fronts and create politi-
cal crises in the region with the ultimate goal of dominating the
Syrian and Iraqi regimes, which reminds of the role Iran has been
playing in Yemen where it provided the Houthi terrorist group with
the best financial  and military support in addition to providing
them with light and heavy weaponry and unmanned planes like

those they had given to Hezbollah in Lebanon.  This, of course, does
not exclude how fragile the Yemeni regime has become after Saleh’s
fall and how tragic this fall’s impact was on neighboring countries.
Iran has been planning for this fall for long and it succeeded. The
Iranians are also preparing a new youth organization under the
name of ‘Khorasan’, which originates from Al-Qaeda leaders present
in Iran in collaboration with Iranian intelligence, to be deployed in
GCC states in order to create sectarian tumults the way they did in
Bahrain. They are also being trained and dispatched to Iraq to carry
out terrorist attacks on Shiite areas in an attempt to create a Shiite-
Sunni conflict.  The Iranian strategic scheme is actually becoming
evident in the regional political arena. They, after occupying Iraq
and Syria, dominate Yemen, occupy Lebanon in collaboration with
Hezbollah, occupy Emirati islands, enter Bahrain with the help of
terrorist sleeper cells there, reach Kuwait, then reach Saudi Arabia
with the help of sleeper cells in Qatif and Ehsaa in addition to plant-
ing terrorist groups in all Arab and Islamic countries. 

Finally, one should not forget to condole Arabs for their deep
sleep that has surpassed that of the Ashab-Al-Kahf (the Seven
Sleepers). We must also remind them to use their luxurious quilts
and air conditioners to enjoy their long sleep till they come to ‘sleep
for good’.  —Translated by Kuwait Times from Al-Anbaa

Iran and the 
magic lantern

kuwait digest

By Adel Al-Qanaie

This, of course, does not
exclude how fragile the

Yemeni regime has become
after Saleh’s fall and how

tragic this fall’s impact was
on neighboring countries.

The call by Municipality Minister Essa Al-Kandari to
the government to carry out an investigation
through concerned authorities against officials at

the municipality is very important for food security,
especially the issue of spoiled meat that has spread late-
ly across the country. The call of Kandari to implement
deterrent penalties against errant employees at the
municipality agrees with most of our previous columns
in this regard, in which we called for imposing the
strictest of penalties against all those who tamper with
food security.

We, within the same context, join Kandari’s decisions
to question all officials responsible for allowing bad
meat into the market, and hand the strictest of penalties
to all those proven guilty of being negligent or lax or
any other reason. Supervisors will also have to be ques-
tioned for not carrying out their roles in this regard, pro-
vided that accountability is serious and effective.
Penalties mentioned in the law must be applied.
Deterrent penalties to safeguard health and security
must be imposed as soon as possible, because slowness

that may occur in this regard is bad and is not in the
interest of citizens.

More importantly, the appearance of this slowness in
taking the necessary and decisive steps gives a wrong
impression to all those who caused the entry of the foul
foods, be them from the municipality or those of evil
intentions, that they will not be punished, because of
the slowness they see in deciding this sensitive and
important issue. It makes them go further in other direc-
tions, and the danger in what they are doing increases
day after day.

On the other hand, the demand to send those
responsible for the spread of spoiled meat among
municipality employees and other foods that we hear
about every now and then, and implement deterrent
penalties against them, is a demand that cannot be
delayed. It brings more and more questions about the
repeat of the spread of these foul items in the market,
and it also requires to review all procedures in the
municipality and fix the loopholes in the inspections
and supervisions it carries out. 

—Translated by Kuwait Times from Al-Watan

Spoilt food 
issue, again!

kuwait digest

By Dr Essa Al-Amiri

Obama’s stategy in the Middle East

Penalties mentioned in
the law must be applied.

Deterrent penalties to 
safeguard health and

security must be imposed as
soon as possible
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Triple suicide bombing in Iraq kills 26 Kurds
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GOPALPUR: People run for shelter as heavy rain and wind gusts rip through the Bay of Bengal coast at Gopalpur, Orissa, about 285 kilometers (178 miles) north east of Visakhapatnam, India, yesterday. — AP

HYDERABAD: Three people were killed yesterday despite a
mass evacuation when Cyclone Hudhud slammed into
India’s east coast with winds of almost 200 kilometres (125
miles) per hour, downing power lines and closing roads
and railways.

Around 300,000 people living along the coast in the
worst-hit state of Andhra Pradesh were evacuated before
the storm struck around 11.30 am (0600 GMT) yesterday.
More than 100,000 others had been moved from their
homes in neighbouring Orissa state by late afternoon as
the storm headed for them.

“We have had three deaths since this morning,” said
Natrajan Prakasam, a Disaster Management Commission
official in Andhra Pradesh in southeast India. Two people
were crushed by falling trees, while the third was killed
when a wall collapsed in heavy rain, he told AFP.

India put its navy and coastguard on high alert ahead of
the storm and urged residents to stay indoors as the
cyclone passed by, warning of large waves known as storm
surges. Some flights were cancelled while bus and train
services in the worst-hit areas were suspended.

The head of the National Disaster Response Force
(NDRF) O.P. Singh said the main highway in the port city of
Visakhapatnam, which was in the eye of the storm as it hit,
was strewn with fallen trees and electricity pylons.

“The two big challenges facing the NDRF team are
clearing roads and evacuation and rescue work,” Singh
said. In Srikakulam, one of the five coastal districts of
Andhra Pradesh in the path of the storm, an entire village
was cut off in the immediate aftermath of Hudhud’s land-
fall, he added. However, the exact number of people
stranded was still unknown. 

India’s east coast and neighbouring Bangladesh are rou-
tinely hit by severe storms between April and November
that cause deaths and widespread property damage. The
region is populated by fishermen and small-scale farmers,
many of whom live in flimsy huts with thatched roofs or
shanties. As the cyclonic winds hurtled north toward Orissa
yesterday afternoon, television footage showed fisherman
closely guarding their boats anchored offshore.  More than
8,000 people were killed in Orissa by a cyclone in 1999 and
authorities are eager to avoid a repeat of that disaster.

India’s chief federal government officer, Ajit Seth,
warned that cyclonic winds were expected until Sunday
evening with only a brief lull following the landfall.  “By
around 7.00 pm the cyclone should lose 50 percent of its
intensity,” he said. 

Navy on alert 
Last year India undertook its biggest-ever evacuation

before the arrival of Cyclone Phailin, with about a million
people moved from their homes along the east coast.

That cyclone killed at least 18 people and left a trail of
destruction, but authorities said the toll could have been
much worse without the evacuations.

Yesterday authorities in Orissa said they had evacuated
almost 117,000 by late afternoon in anticipation of the
cyclone moving toward their state, many of them indige-
nous people living in mud houses.

P.K. Mohapatra, special relief commissioner of Orissa,
told AFP preparations had been made to evacuate another
300,000 “once the cyclone crosses our state and if water
levels rise”.

A young man from Orissa said  Hudhud seemed less
severe than last year’s Phailin.  “Authorities seem more pre-
pared because of past experience,” he told the NDTV televi-
sion network.  Arvind Kumar, a state government official in
Andhra Pradesh, said 300,000 people had been evacuated
there and people had been advised to stay indoors. 

The meteorological department forecast torrential rain,
likely to damage crops, across parts of central India and its
east over the next three days. Prime Minister Narendra
Modi chaired an emergency government meeting late
Saturday to review preparations for the cyclone.

The navy earlier said it had “assumed a high degree of
readiness” and ships equipped with divers, doctors, inflat-
able rubber boats, helicopters and relief material were on
standby. On Saturday two children and a fisherman died in
Orissa during the evacuation operation, a state govern-
ment official said.   

Some of the deadliest storms in history have formed in
the Bay of Bengal to India’s east, including one in 1970
that k il led hundreds of thousands in modern-day
Bangladesh. — AFP

Cyclone Hudhud slams into India’s east coast

KOBANE: In this Saturday, Oct. 11, 2014 file photo, mourners flash the victory sign as they sing a nationalistic
Kurdish song at a cemetery in Suruc, on the Turkey-Syria border, during the funeral of two Syrian Kurdish fighters,
who were  killed in the fighting with the militants of the Islamic State group in Kobane, Syria. The predominantly
Kurdish town of Kobane has been transformed from a dusty backwater into a symbol of resistance for Kurds
around the world. — AP

MURSITPINAR: Islamic State jihadists met dogged Kurdish
resistance in the high-profile Syrian battleground town of
Kobane yesterday but they put Iraqi forces under heavy
pressure, prompting the first US-led relief drops.

A roadside bomb killed the police chief of the Iraqi
province of Anbar, between Baghdad and the Syrian bor-
der, where Pentagon officials have voiced concern about
the vulnerability of government troops to a renewed offen-
sive by the jihadists.

And further north, around the key oil refinery town of
Baiji, the Iraqi army and its Sunni Arab tribal allies came
under fresh attack by the Islamic State (IS) group, prompt-
ing a maiden resupply operation by US-led coalition air-
craft.

In Kobane, where IS is battling Kurdish fighters under
the gaze of the international media massed just across the
border with Turkey, the jihadists were taking heavy losses,
the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights said.

On Saturday alone, the jihadists lost at least 36 fighters
in the battle with Kurdish militiamen for the town, said the
Britain-based monitoring group, which has a wide network
of sources inside Syria.

IS has earned worldwide infamy for a spate of atrocities-
many of them videotaped and paraded on the Internet-
since it seized swathes of Iraq and Syria in lightning offen-
sives earlier this year.

Decisive battle
But it has also gained prestige among Islamist extrem-

ists around the world that has helped it recruit thousands
of foreign fighters but which is now on the line in Kobane.

“It’s a decisive battle for them,” Observatory director
Rami Abdel Rahman told AFP.

“If they don’t pull it off, it will damage their image
among jihadists around the world.” Abdel Rahman said IS
was pouring in reinforcements from other areas it controls
in Syria, after its Friday capture of the Kurdish command
headquarters in Kobane failed to deliver a decisive blow.

“They are sending fighters without much combat expe-
rience,” he said.

“They are attacking on multiple fronts but they keep
being repulsed, then countering and being pushed back
again.”

The United Nations warned on Friday that hundreds of
mainly elderly civilians remain in the town centre and
thousands more on the outskirts who all risk massacre if
the jihadists cut the sole escape route to the Turkish bor-
der.

Washington and its Arab allies have stepped up air
strikes against IS targets around Kobane in recent days but
Pentagon officials have said there is a limit to what they
can do without forces on the ground they can work with.

The Kurdish fighters in Kobane-who have links with the
outlawed Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK) over the border in
Turkey, which is on Washington’s terror blacklist-say they
have had no coordination with US commanders.

Bigger than one town 
State Department deputy spokeswoman Marie Harf

said Washington was deeply concerned about the humani-
tarian risks of Kobane’s fall but said it would keep to its
overall strategy against IS, which prioritises the campaign
in neighbouring Iraq.

“We know there’s the threat of serious casualties-that’s
why we’re taking strikes in the Kobane area against (IS) tar-
gets,” Harf said. — AFP

Kurds thwart IS in Syria town 
but Iraq forces on back foot
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MUSAID: When the man in charge of Libya’s main
border crossing with Egypt checks his staff rota every
morning, he can count on a maximum of just 30 offi-
cers. The tiny force polices the northern tip of a 1,115
km (700 mile) desert border, where Egypt and its
Western allies hope to prevent Islamist militants infil-
trating to join fellow fighters on Egyptian territory, or
sneaking back into the lawless OPEC producer to find
safe haven.

But hampered by a lack of manpower and equip-
ment, worsened by a breakdown in state authority fol-
lowing the 2011 downfall of Muammar Gaddafi,
Libya’s border guards are struggling to contain the
spreading anarchy. On paper, the Libyan interior min-
istry force in charge of the Musaid crossing into Egypt
has 120 men on the payroll, but only 30 or so show up
regularly for work.

“The rest go to the bank on the 30th (to pick up
their salaries),” Musaid security chief Ibrahim al-Mumin
said. Neither of the north African neighbours has a
firm grip at the border. Only two weeks ago, 15 mem-
bers of the militant Islamic State group, which con-
trols large parts of Syria and Iraq, crossed in from
Egypt to set up a cell in Libya.

The two countries agreed on Wednesday to step
up efforts against insurgents, with Cairo promising to
train Libyan forces to battle the militants.

Since 2011, Libya has failed to build up state secu-
rity forces and disarm former rebels who helped
remove Gaddafi but now use their military muscle to
battle for power.

The situation has worsened since an armed oppo-
sition group from the western city of Misrata seized
the capital Tripoli in August, forcing senior officials
and the elected parliament to retreat to the eastern
city of Tobruk while the Misrata-led forces have set up
an alternative government in the capital.

With rival entities claiming legitimacy, diluting
command structures and forcing the central bank to
block payments apart from salaries, many civil ser-
vants have stayed away from work.

The internationally recognized government, holed
up in the east, has no authority to force people to go
to work, but is unwilling to stop salaries, fearing fur-
ther havoc.

No equipment
As well as manpower, the Musaid force lacks

equipment such as night-goggle vision, radios and
computers to monitor smugglers shipping anything
from weapons to subsidized food. “We have only four
cars, only two of them are in good shape,” said Mumin,
pointing to a derelict communications tower outside
his modest first floor office.

Up to 500 people a day, or between 100 and 150
vehicles, cross at the border post, a complex of run-
down buildings with bullet holes in the walls from the
2011 uprising. One house is used as a garbage dump.

Cars navigate pot-holed roads, avoiding Sudanese
workers asleep on the ground as they wait for
Egyptian visas.

Libyan passport officers carry out visa checks on

laptops without a live connection to the interior min-
istry database. But even internet access would make
little difference controlling the porous frontier, where
people seem to cross as they please.

“Look, that’s where some people cross,” said an offi-
cer pointing to a fence marking the border between
the two countries just behind the official crossing.
“People smuggling guns don’t pass through the bor-
der station,” agreed Mumin.

Despite the cooperation deal between the two
countries, Libyan border guards have little contact
with their counterparts across the frontier in the
Egyptian town of Sallum. Asked if there was any coor-
dination with Egypt, Mumin said: “No.”

Libya’s nascent army has camps along its eastern
border, stretching from the Mediterranean coast to
Sudan in the deep south, to support the understaffed
interior ministry force.

But some camps are empty or unable to mount
patrols, officers at Musaid say. “They have the same
problem with staff not reporting for work,” one said.

Desolate town
Musaid is a desolate town made up of white build-

ings, some 140 km east of Tobruk were the elected
parliament has settled since the Misrata force seized
the capital.

On the dusty main road littered with plastic bags,
cheap restaurants serve meat rolls to Egyptian truck-
ers. Sheep graze among discarded cartons and juice
cans. Border officials deny Egyptian claims that mili-

tants are running camps on the Libyan side, saying
strong tribal ties on both sides of the border act as
natural deterrent.

“We are all from the same tribe and know each
other. No militant can live here. We don’t have a secu-
rity problem,” said Farhan Ibrahim, the town mayor.
But he said a lack of jobs forced some people into
cross-border smuggling.

“The biggest problem here is a lack of develop-
ment. Young people don’t find jobs,” he said, sitting in
his office in the Camel Hotel, the town’s only lodging.
“We want universities, foreign universities to open
branches here, firms to come.”

Gaddafi neglected the east of the country for
decades as a punishment for dissent during his 42-
year rule, concentrating power and oil wealth in west-
ern and central Libya. The main eastern cities
Benghazi, Tobruk and Bayda suffer from ageing
schools and hospitals as well as dilapidated roads.

There is just one state-of-the-art development
project in Musaid-a new border post built by Gaddafi
before the 2011 uprising stretching almost a kilome-
ter.

The yellow complex has a helicopter launchpad,
a health centre to detect contagious diseases, pass-
port offices and staff accommodation buildings.
There’s even a green flag painted on two buildings
from the Gaddafi era poorly overwritten with the
new Libyan flag. But the complex is still closed. “We
hope to open the new border station soon,” said
Mumin. — Reuters

Libya’s overstretched border police struggle to secure border

BAGHDAD: A triple suicide bombing killed 26
Kurdish security forces northeast of Baghdad
yesterday and a roadside bomb killed the
police chief of the western Anbar province,
dealing major blows to Iraqi security forces
struggling to combat the Islamic State extrem-
ist group.

The triple attack took place in Qara Tappah,
in the ethnically and communally mixed Diyala
province, according to an official from the
Kurdish Asayish security forces. He said the first
bomber detonated an explosives vest at the
gateway to a security compound that also
houses the office of a main Kurdish political
party.

Minutes later, two suicide bombers drove
cars filled with explosives into the compound,
causing heavy damage. At least 60 people

were wounded in the attack.
Islamic militants have seized some towns in

the volatile Diyala province and have clashed
with Kurdish forces there.

Hospital officials confirmed the casualties.
All officials spoke on condition of anonymity
because they were not authorized to speak to
the media.

In the Anbar attack, Brig. Gen. Ahmed al-
Dulaimi was killed while traveling in a convoy
north of the provincial capital Ramadi through
an area cleared by Iraqi security forces a day
earlier, according to Anbar councilman Faleh
al-Issawi. It was not immediately clear if others
were killed or wounded.

The Islamic State group and allied Sunni mil-
itants seized the Anbar city of Fallujah, parts of
Ramadi and large rural areas of Anbar early this

year. The loss of Fallujah-where American
troops engaged in some of the heaviest fight-
ing of the eight-year US intervention in the
country-foreshadowed the later loss of second
city Mosul and much of the north.

Iraq’s Interior Ministry confirmed al-
Dulaimi’s death, calling him a “hero who set a
good example for self-sacrifice.” It praised his
role in reorganizing the provincial police force
and leading major fighting that caused heavy
casualties among the militants.

The attack in Anbar followed a bloody day
in the capital Baghdad, where a series of car
bomb attacks killed at least 45 people in Shiite-
majority areas. Nobody claimed responsibility
for the recent attacks, yet officials in the Shiite-
led government  and Shiite neighborhoods are
frequently targeted by Sunni insurgents. — AP

BAGHDAD: A man looks at the site of a car bomb attack in the Shula neighborhood of Baghdad, Iraq, yesterday. A series of car bomb attacks in Iraq’s
capital killed and wounded dozens of people in Shiite areas Saturday, authorities said. — AP

Triple suicide bombing 
in Iraq kills 26 Kurds

Hospital officials confirm casualties

SANAA: Yemen’s 2011 Arab Spring revolt began
with a nucleus of young men and women, a mix
of socialists, secularists and moderate Islamists.
In the capital’s “Change Square,” they launched
their sit-in protest, a dreamy and romantic
movement seeking to end autocrat Ali Abdullah
Saleh’s 33-year rule and transform the poorest
Arab nation into a democratic, modern society.

Nearly four years later, Yemen is in chaos.
Shiite rebels have overrun the capital. Saleh is
out of power, but remains powerful, with his loy-
alists infusing the political scene and the mili-
tary. Al-Qaeda’s  branch in the country is carrying
out deadly attacks in Sanaa. Attempts at real
reform are in disarray.

The activists behind the initial uprising look
back at what went wrong, and many of them
point to a series of errors - starting when the
Muslim Brotherhood’s branch in the country, the
Islah party, moved in and dominated the protest
movement. That turned the revolt into a power
struggle between Saleh and the powerful, con-
servative Islamists. Now the Shiite Houthi rebels
who swept into Sanaa last month say they did so
to break Islah’s hold.

“The revolution was taken in a different
direction and used by Islah to negotiate with
Saleh at  the expense of its basic aspirations,” said
Majed al-Madhaji, an activist involved early in
the uprising and now a political analyst.

“There was an opportunity to correct
Yemen’s political discourse and bring about its
long-term recovery, but it was taken away. And
look where we are now.” It is a theme heard in
many of the countries that saw pro-democracy
uprisings against autocrats in 2011. In most,
Islamists joined the revolts led by activists they
had little common cause with. Because of their
stronger organization, they came to dominate
the movements and emerged as the strongest
players after the autocrats’ fall - only to prompt
backlashes that threw the countries into greater
turmoil.

Dominate
Egypt’s 2011 uprising, for example, was engi-

neered and led by secular and liberal youth
groups. Islamists led by the Muslim Brotherhood
then joined, and after the fall of Hosni Mubarak
used their vast resources and organizational
skills to win the country’s first democratic parlia-
mentary and presidential elections.

But after only a year in office, President
Mohammed Morsi was met by massive protests
by Egyptians who accused his Brotherhood of
trying to monopolize power. Then-military chief
Abdel-Fattah el-Sissi removed Morsi, but now his
critics fear he is leading the country into even
worse autocracy. Many activists in the original
anti-Mubarak revolt grumble that if the Islamists
had not sought to dominate, things would have
turned out differently.

In Libya, what began as protests in a 2011
revolt devolved into an 8-month civil war that
finally led to Moammar Gaddafi’s ouster and
death but left the country in chaos with armed
militias running rampant. Many of those militias
are Islamic extremist groups. Meanwhile, the
Brotherhood and other Islamists sought to dom-
inate the previous parliament, and after losing
recent elections they have tried to cling to pow-
er, setting up an alternative government.

Back in Yemen in 2011, the “innocent” days of

the uprising under the youth activists lasted
barely a month before Islah and its ally, Gen. Ali
Mohsen al-Ahmar, commander of an elite
armored division with longtime links to armed
Islamic extremists, joined.

The money of the Islamists and the might of
the soldiers quickly overwhelmed the original
activists. The number of protesters grew, the
tents became bigger, an elaborate distribution
network for food, water and money was set in
motion and armed soldiers guarded the
encampment. Soon after, the peaceful uprising
became a footnote in street warfare between
Saleh’s loyalists and al-Ahmar’s mutinying sol-
diers, with battles by rockets, mortars and
machine-guns in Sanaa.

The uprising ended in late 2011 with the
backroom dealing typical of Saleh’s rule. An
accord mediated by Gulf nations and sponsored
by Saudi Arabia and the United States forced
Saleh to step down, but guaranteed him immu-
nity from prosecution.

His ruling party was given half the seats in a
new Cabinet, shared with the Islah party and led
by Saleh’s former vice president, Abed Rabbo
Mansour Hadi. The deal also allowed members
of his immediate family to retain their key posi-
tions in the military and security forces, effec-
tively perpetuating the hold of Yemen’s tradi-
tional powers - Saleh, Islah and its allied militant
militias, powerful tribal chiefs and the army.

The young revolutionaries went home with
genuine change still a dream, not a reality.

“Yemen’s current problems are rooted in the
lack of appetite for an inclusive and national dis-
course by the forces that emerged from 2011
revolution, like Islah,” said prominent analyst
Mansour Hayel.

“Politics has taken a back seat and armed
militias have replaced it,” he said. “We are looking
at a future of bloody chaos.”

Since then, Saleh, remaining in Sanaa, played
the role of a spoiler, using his loyalists to under-
mine Hadi and the transition process. The power
of Saleh’s loyalists was matched only by that of
Islah, which went on grabbing more and more
key positions in the government, civil service
and state institutions while continuing to build
its armed militias.

Meanwhile, a key faction - the Shiite Houthi
rebels - were marginalized, not given a single
post in Hadi’s Cabinet. The rebel force had bat-
tled Saleh’s government six times in its strong-
holds north of the country since the mid-2000s.
Since 2011, it has been fighting mainly with its
top rivals - the conservative Sunnis of Islah’s mili-
tias and allied tribesmen.

‘National dialogue’
Even as they fought, the Houthis and Islah

were sitting at the same table along with other
factions in a “national dialogue” led by Hadi,
intended to map out the future of the country.
The Houthis were particularly active in the dia-
logue, pressing proposals on establishing a sec-
ular system. “The Houthis sat on the same table
in a five-star hotel discussing Yemen’s future
with Islah as their supporters fought each other,”
said Sarah Jamal, a prominent activist and an
icon of the 2011 uprising. “The dialogue often
appeared oblivious to what was going around in
the country, things that were changing condi-
tions on the ground.”—AP BAYEUX: Kidnappings, beheadings, a hatred of

journalists: The areas controlled by the Islamic
State group in Iraq and Syria have become “black
holes” of news where even war-hardened
reporters dare not venture.

Speaking on the sidelines of the annual
Bayeux-Calvados awards for war correspondents
in northwestern France, where three of seven
prizes went to coverage of the conflict in Syria,
journalists used to danger zones said reporting on
areas overrun by jihadists had become near-
impossible. “We don’t know what is going on in
Fallujah, in Ramadi, in Mosul. These are big (Iraqi)
cities,” said Jean-Pierre Perrin, a reporter for
Liberation daily. “It’s a war without witnesses.”

Jihadists from the radical IS group launched a
lightning offensive in northwestern Iraq in June
and seized the second biggest city Mosul before
sweeping across much of the Sunni Arab heart-
land. They also control large parts of conflict-rid-
den Syria, and have not only executed locals who
stand in their way but also beheaded American
and British journalists and aid workers-to global
outrage.

Journalist ‘a prey’ 
As a result, even seasoned war reporters are

refusing to go anywhere near the areas where IS
operates. Photographer Laurent Van der Stockt,

who has received several prizes in the past for his
reports in Syria and is known for his contacts on
the ground, has said he will not venture into IS-
held territory. Jean-Philippe Remy, a journalist for
Le Monde daily who travelled to Syria in 2013 with
Van der Stockt, said deciding to stay away felt like
a “failure”. “It becomes wickedly complicated when
a journalist becomes a prey or...  part of a propa-
ganda machine.” Christophe Deloire, head of
Reporters Without Borders, said IS kept part of its
“myth” going thanks to violence against journalists
and general mystery about what goes on in the
areas it controls. As a result, the conflict can “unfor-
tunately only be covered using indirect sources.”
Jon Randal, a globetrotting journalist who spent
30 years at the Washington Post and was this year’s
jury president, said he was “very pessimistic.”

“Not only can we not go there but these radical
groups have mastered all types of modern media
and social networks,” he said of the ability by IS
jihadists to use the Internet to spread their mes-
sage and recruit candidates.

Journalist Medyan Dairieh did spend three
weeks embedded with IS to report on the group’s
self-proclaimed caliphate for Vice News, but the
documentary stirred controversy.

“It’s propaganda,” said Van der Stockt. “We’re
verging on activism. Sometimes it looks like IS
itself filmed,” he added.

‘Ideological shift’ 
Reporters Without Borders stressed that “black

holes of information” were not a first, pointing to
no-go or hard-to-access zones such as Eritrea,
Pakistan’s restive Baluchistan province or parts of
Afghanistan.

But “there has been an ideological shift,” said
Perrin, who started covering Afghanistan at the
time of the Soviet war in the country.

“Travelling with Mujahideen was no different
in terms of risk from any war situation: you could
be killed by the Soviet army, step on a landmine
or be victim of a bombing.

“But it didn’t necessarily involve being kid-
napped, beaten up, tortured and executed. They
didn’t see journalists as enemies.” Remy, mean-
while, said the current situation with IS was simi-
lar to what took place in Somalia.bayeux. “There
was a first phase when there was a lot of danger,
but acceptable danger, such as thuggish war
chiefs who shot their guns for any old reason,” he
said.

“But when an ideological dimension was
added to this and Shebab (Islamist militants) start-
ed to spread out, they said: ‘We only want to talk
to journalists who are preferably Somali, Muslim
and whom we have known for a long time’. “From
then on, that was it. There are no longer any in-
depth articles for this reason.” — AFP

War reporters lament news ‘black holes’ in IS-held zones

Yemen’s crisis reflects 
arc of Arab Spring revolts

SANA: In this Friday, Feb 18, 2011 file photo, Yemeni riot police charge towards anti-gov-
ernment demonstrators during a demonstration demanding the resignation of President
Ali Abdullah Saleh in Sana. Yemen’s 2011 Arab Spring revolt began with a nucleus of
young men and women, a mix of socialists, secularists and moderate Islamists seeking to
end autocrat Ali Abdullah Saleh’s 33-year rule and transform the poorest Arab nation into
a democratic, modern society. — AP
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ST. LOUIS: A weekend of peaceful daytime
protests and nightly police standoffs is expected
to continue yesterday as organizers prepare for a
wave of resistance they anticipate will lead to
widespread, intentional arrests the following day.

Organizers of the four-day Ferguson October
summit to protest the early August police shoot-
ing death of Michael Brown are scheduled to train
participants in nonviolent civil disobedience tac-
tics yesterday morning.

Today, a “direct action” led by local and visiting
clergy members is planned for Ferguson and oth-
er spots in and around St. Louis. Protest leaders
don’t plan to release details until shortly ahead of
time to avoid tipping off  law enforcement.
Leaders are taking their cues from the Moral
Monday demonstrations that began last year in
North Carolina before spreading to several other
Southern states.

“We still are knee deep in this situation,” said
Kareem Jackson, a St. Louis rap artist and commu-
nity organizer whose stage name is Tef Poe. “We

have not packed up our bags, we have not gone
home. This is not a fly-by-night moment. This is
not a made-for-TV revolution. This is real people
standing up to a real problem and saying, ‘We ain’t
taking it no more.’”

A crowd that organizers estimated at 3,000
marched through downtown St. Louis on Saturday
to protest Brown’s death and other fatal police
shootings in the St. Louis area and nationwide.
Police reported no arrests or violent incidents as
of late Saturday, when the protests fanned out to
Ferguson and then a south St. Louis neighbor-
hood where another black 18-year-old was killed
by a white police officer just days earlier.

Two months after Brown’s death sparked an ini-
tial wave of violent riots and led Missouri Gov. Jay
Nixon to summon the National Guard, the highly
organized weekend brought many newcomers to
St. Louis.

The new arrivals included Vietnam-era peace
activists, New York City seminarians, many college
students and hundreds of fast-food workers bused

in from Chicago, Nashville and other cities.
Outside Busch Stadium in downtown St. Louis,

where the Cardinals lost to the San Francisco
Giants in the first game of the National League
Championship Series, several dozen protesters
stood on the sidewalk Saturday night, chanting
and holding signs. The St. Louis Post-Dispatch
reported that fans headed to the game mainly
went around the protesters without stopping to
look, though a few cheered their efforts. Game 2
in the series is scheduled for Sunday night.

The planned events began Friday afternoon
with a march outside the St. Louis County prose-
cutor’s office, where protesters renewed calls for
prosecutor Bob McCulloch to charge Darren
Wilson, a white Ferguson officer, in the Aug. 9
death of Brown, who was black. A grand jury is
reviewing the case and the Justice Department
has opened a civil rights investigation.

St. Louis Police Chief Sam Dotson said the city
had enlisted extra officers and was prepared for
trouble, though he hoped for the best. Earlier in

the week, a small group of protesters verbally
clashed outside the stadium with Cardinals fans
who support the Ferguson officer. Dotson said the
city also will bolster its police presence when the
St.  Louis Rams host the San Francisco 49ers
tonight.

Organizers said beforehand that they expected
as many as 6,000 to 10,000 participants for the
weekend’s events. Police were not able to provide
a crowd estimate Saturday.

Since Brown’s death, three other fatal police
shootings of black males have occurred in the St.
Louis area. The most recent involved an off-duty
St. Louis officer who was working for a private
neighborhood security patrol when he shot and
kil led 18-year-old Vonderrit  D.  Myers on
Wednesday night.

The white officer, whose name hasn’t been
released, fired 17 rounds after police say Myers
opened fire. Myers’ parents say he was unarmed,
and many speakers at the Saturday rally echoed
those doubts. — AP

Police shooting protests continue in St Louis

LA PAZ: Bolivians voted yesterday in elections widely
expected to give indigenous President Evo Morales a third
term in office, along with a legislative majority needed to
push through his leftist reforms.

Six million Bolivians were casting ballots in the presi-
dential and congressional polls, which would likely expose
the weakness of a fragmented opposition. 

Voting-which is compulsory-began on schedule at 8:00
am (1200 GMT) and was to end at 4:00 pm. Alcohol con-
sumption was prohibited 48 hours before and 12 hours
after polling. Carrying firearms was also banned during the
vote.

Morales, who has blended leftwing economic policy
with nationalist rhetoric and a focus on indigenous rights
and the environment-all while presiding over an economic
boom-was estimated to have 59 percent support heading
into the election, according to surveys.

That puts him more than 40 points clear of his nearest
rivals: business magnate Samuel Doria Medina, with 18
percent, and the conservative former president Jorge
Quiroga, with nine percent.

“Bolivians are a democratic people and we expect a
massive turnout that will show the country’s unity,” Morales
said after casting his ballot in Chapare, in the coca-growing
region in central Bolivia he hails from. 

Morales stands to extend his time in office to 14 years,
until January 2020, after Bolivia’s Supreme Court ruled last
year that his first term was exempt from a new constitution
adopted in 2009 that imposed a limit of one reelection for
sitting presidents.

Sweeping changes
“El Evo,” as he is often called in Bolivia, looks virtually

guaranteed to win in a single round. His Movement Toward
Socialism (MAS) was meanwhile on track to win a two-
thirds majority in the Senate and possibly in the Chamber
of Deputies as well, according to opinion polls.

Morales, who rose to prominence as a union leader
fighting for the rights of the country’s coca growers, has
brought sweeping changes since taking office in 2006.

His government has nationalized a broad range of sec-
tors including oil, gas, mining, telecommunications and
water, rolled out welfare grants for the elderly, children and
expectant mothers, and moved to empower previously
marginalized groups, including the 65 percent of the popu-
lation that is indigenous.

Defying opponents’ dire warnings of economic catastro-
phe, Bolivia has instead seen a boom.

GDP grew 6.8 percent last year and is forecast to grow
more than five percent this year, one of the fastest rates in
Latin America.

The economic and political stability are welcome in
Bolivia, which has had 160 coups since independence in
1825 and remains one of the region’s poorest countries.

Morales, a member of the Aymara ethnic group who
grew up in poverty and never finished school, has aligned
himself with Cuba, Venezuela and Iran and has an antago-
nistic relationship with the United States. In 2008 he kicked
the US Drug Enforcement Agency out of the country, along
with the American ambassador, accusing them of conspir-
ing against his government. — AFP

Morales set for landslide
victory in Bolivia vote

‘Massive turnout shows country’s unity’

LA PAZ: An elections delegate shows an unmarked ballot before giving it to a voter at the polling station in La Paz,
Bolivia yesterday. Bolivia is holding general and presidential elections yesterday with President Evo Morales appearing
to be  headed to an unprecedented third term. —  AP

Ex-prosecutor
talk of the
town after

murder charge
QUINCY: Few in this former port city
along the Mississippi River had more
cachet than Curtis Lovelace: an all-Big Ten
football player, longtime prosecutor,
school board president, sports broadcast-
er and educator at the local university.
That sparkling image in the 40,000-strong
western Illinois community of Quincy was
shattered when he recently was charged
with suffocating his first wife and mother
of four on Valentine’s Day in 2006, unset-
tling many followers of the case that had
remained open because a pathologist and
coroner’s jury never pinpointed why the
38-year-old woman died so suddenly.

The scandal, cracked open last
December when an investigator gave the
case a fresh look, has all the makings of a
made-for-TV flick: A community pillar is
whisked away by police as he steps from
his law office for lunch - eight years after
his first wife’s death.

Curtis Lovelace, 45, now faces a first-
degree murder charge, to which he has
pleaded not guilty. Unsurprisingly, as
Lovelace remains jailed on $5 million
bond, his situation is the continuing grist
of gossip in tight-knit Quincy.

“He just seemed like an average fellow,
a very active gentleman,” Mike Cadwell, a
barber for 40 years, said while giving an
older client a trim. “I’m not sure what kind
of a person does that kind of a crime, but
he didn’t seem to fit that mold.”

In the 1980s, Lovelace was a star jock at
Quincy High School in track, wrestling and
football, earning six varsity letters and
eventual enshrinement in the school’s
sports hall of fame. He went on to play
football as a center at Illinois, where he
was the team captain and a two-time all-
Big Ten pick. The business major also was
an academic all-American - a coup for
Lovelace, who has said he got mostly B’s in
high school.

“I did not come to the University of
Illinois as a star athlete or a star student,”
Lovelace told the (Bloomington)
Pantagraph in 1990. “I think I’ve reached
this point with hard work.”

He married former high school class-
mate Cory Didriksen in 1991, got his law
degree at Illinois, started a family and
became an assistant prosecutor in Quincy,
the once-thriving port that was a key
point along the Underground Railroad
and the site of one of Abraham Lincoln’s
storied 1858 debates against Stephen
Douglas in a US Senate race.

But what happened in the Lovelace
home in 2006 became its own source of
local debate. According to Curtis
Lovelace’s account detailed in transcripts
of a coroner’s inquest, Cory Lovelace had
been sick for days come Feb. 14, 2006,
when he drove three of the couple’s four
children to school and returned to find
his wife dead in bed. An investigator said
Curtis Lovelace never summoned emer-
gency responders or tried to resuscitate
her.

An autopsy and the coroner’s jury
weeks later failed to determine the cause
of death. “At the time it happened, we just
considered it a tragedy,” Cadwell, 64,
recalled. “I knew there was speculation,
questions. But he never seemed to be at
the center of it.” —AP

CHULA VISTA: For a company that
booked $12 million in annual sales
importing snacks like chile- and lime-
flavored chips from Mexico, Baja
Distributors Inc.’s offices were oddly qui-
et. There were no signs outside. Its small
warehouse was almost empty. Phones
went unanswered.Investigators say
there was a reason for the anonymity:
The business was laundering money
from Mexican drug traffickers. Baja
Distributors, whose executives denied
laundering drug money, brought more
than $17 million from Mexico in 18
months. US front companies for cartels
aren’t new, but US officials say they
took a more prominent role after
Mexico capped dollar deposits in cash
at $7,000 a month for businesses in
2010, later raised to $14,000. As a result,
they say, cartels sought companies to
deposit money in American banks and
wire it back in pesos under the guise of
international trade.

San Diego, the largest American city
on Mexico’s border, became a magnet
for cash coming into the US from
Mexico, according to an Associated
Press analysis of customs declarations
since 2009.

Mexican President Enrique Pena
Nieto lifted the restrictions last month,
saying the anti-money laundering
measure harmed honest businesses.
The move sparked concern among
some US  officials that cartels may go
back to walking into Mexican banks to
deposit sacks of drug-tainted dollars.

“If one day you have a restriction
and the next day that restriction no
longer exists, one would think logically
that it now becomes easier,” said Joseph
Burke, head of US Immigration and
Customs Enforcement’s National Bulk
Cash Smuggling Center.

Undetected
Pena Nieto’s move came two days

after US agents raided businesses in
downtown Los Angeles’ fashion district
that were suspected of funneling drug
money to Mexico and seized $70 mil-
lion in cash. Drivers have always stuffed
trunks with cash from drug sales in the
US and went to Mexico undetected.
That’s never changed but, with Mexican
banks out of the picture in 2010, cartels
needed other ways to convert profits to
pesos to fund their operations and lux-

urious lifestyles. Couriers brought dol-
lars back to the US and often declared
them to customs officials, as required
for any amount of $10,000 or above, US
officials say. The Treasury Department
imposed additional reporting require-
ments on armored car services at San
Diego border crossings in August, call-
ing it a response to Mexico’s regula-
tions.

US border inspectors have little
power to stop cash, and money laun-
dering charges are difficult to prose-
cute, which leads some to believe the
scheme will continue even without
Mexico’s restrictions. Investigators say
bringing money back and forth across
the border makes it more difficult for
either country to track.

There was $3.73 billion declared at
US ports of entry from Mexico last year,
up from $3.15 billion in 2009, the year
before Mexican regulations took effect,
according to the AP’s analysis of  cus-
toms declarations. Declared money
from Mexico totaled $3.96 billion dur-
ing the first eight months of  this year.

At San Diego’s Otay Mesa border
crossing, declared cash soared from
$10.6 million in 2009 to $1.17 billion in
2011 and $1.78 billion last year.

It’s unknown how much of that was
legitimate trade, but the US Senate
Caucus on International Narcotics
Control reported last year that couriers
were bringing a “significant” amount of
drug dollars into the US through land
crossings with Mexico.

Banking restriction
In Calexico, a border city east of San

Diego, couriers came from Mexico with
sacks of dollars after Mexico’s regula-
tions took effect, some on scooters, said
Vince Piano, a Phoenix police lieutenant
and executive director of the Southwest
Border Anti-Money Laundering
Alliance, a group of law enforcement
officials. A Calexico storefront churned
out business licenses for $500, includ-
ing a US phone number and address. “It
was flagrant,” Piano said. Baja
Distributors caught the eye of ICE agent
Nick Jones last November when he was
scouring customs declarations.
Numerous transactions jumped out,
according to a search warrant affidavit
that linked the activity to Mexico’s
banking restrictions.—AP

As Mexico cracks down, 
drug money comes to US

LOS ANGELES: In this Wednesday, Sept. 10, 2014 file photo, law enforce-
ment agents stand outside a clothing store after a raid in the Los Angeles
Fashion District. Federal authorities on Thursday, slapped new financial
reporting rules on 2,000 businesses in the fashion district of Los Angeles
in an effort to curtail suspected Mexican drug money laundering. — AP



MOSCOW: Chinese Prime Minister Li
Keqiang yesterday arrived in Moscow for
talks with President Vladimir Putin as
Russia is struggling with its most pro-
nounced isolation since the end of the
Cold War.

“It is a major event in the bilateral rela-
tions,” Chinese Vice Minister Cheng
Guoping said ahead of Li’s visit. He said
both sides would sign a joint commu-
nique and about 50 agreements. 

“We are confident it will be a success,”
he said.  Li’s first visit to Russia as premier
comes at a sensitive time as the Kremlin
is grappling with the consequences of its
support for separatists in Ukraine during
a six-month conflict in the east of the ex-
Soviet country.

Besides meeting Putin on Tuesday,
Li during his three-day visit will also
meet with his Russian counterpar t
Dmitry Medvedev and attend an eco-

nomic forum. 
Once bitter foes during the Cold War,

Moscow and Beijing have over the past
years ramped up cooperation as both are
driven by a desire to counterbalance US
global dominance.

China and Russia often work in lock-
step at the UN Security Council, using
their veto power as permanent council
members to counter the West on issues
such as the Syria crisis.

Russia’s showdown with the West over
Ukraine has given Kremlin a new impetus
to court Beijing.

China for its part has spoken out
against the sanctions slapped on Russia
by the European Union and the United
States to make the Kremlin change tack
over Ukraine. “China always opposes the
wilful use of sanctions or the threat of
sanctions,” said Cheng.

“We welcome the moves by various

parties to encourage the momentum of a
political settlement of the Ukrainian
issue.”

Putin late Saturday ordered a pullback
of troops from the border with Ukraine
and will hold crunch talks with Ukraine’s
Petro Poroshenko on the sidelines of an
Asia-Europe meeting in Milan next week.
Ahead of his Russian visit, Li travelled to
Germany for talks with Chancellor Angela
Merkel.  —AFP

China’s Li in Russia for talks with Putin

KUNDUZ: A photo taken on March 30, 2012 shows Afghan children following
a German soldier on patrol in Nahr i Sufi near the DHQ (Char Dara District
Police Headquarter) in the province of Kunduz.  Germany’s foreign minister
Frank-Walter Steinmeier said that Berlin had made serious mistakes in its
military engagement in Afghanistan since 2001 and warned against a hasty
withdrawal, in a column for the weekly Frankfurter Allgemeine
Sonntagszeitung published yesterday ahead of the end of US-led NATO
combat operations in the war-ravaged country. —AFP

PARIS: Former French prostitute Rosen Hicher (C) activist for the abolition of
prostitution, holds a placard reading “Prostitution = Violence. Vote:
Abolition” yestertday, as she arrives in front of the Senate in Paris, after a
march of 800 km walk in France. Rosen Hicher calls for the adoption of a pro-
posed law that penalized clients of prostitutes.  —AFP

SARAJEVO: Bosnians voted for
national, regional and local repre-
sentatives yesterday in elections
dominated by still-unresolved
issues of identity and statehood
after almost 20 years of peace, and
with scant prospect of any genuine
change.

Many Bosnians had hoped civil
unrest in February might generate
enough momentum to oust the
political elite, widely seen as cor-

rupt and incapable of reforming a
complex system of ethnic power-
sharing that ended a 1992-95 war.

However, devastating floods in
May helped drown out such hopes
and, with few new faces on the bal-
lot papers, political analysts predict
more of the usual policy paralysis
and neglect of the bread-and-
butter issues that matter to ordi-
nary Bosnians.

“I didn’t vote for anyone; they’re

all the same. I just came to cast an
empty ballot so they can’t misuse
it,” said Sarajevo pensioner Saima
Alajbegovic.

Anger over corruption and
unemployment was at the heart of
the unprecedented popular unrest
in February, when protests over fac-
tory closures turned violent and
spread to several cities.

But during the election cam-
paign calls for greater focus on

jobs, red tape and good gover-
nance have mostly gone unheeded.

Instead, stark differences between
rival ethnic groups over Bosnia’s
future were again on prominent dis-
play. Bosnia’s Orthodox Christian
Serb leaders want to secede, the
Catholic Croats want a separate enti-
ty within Bosnia and the Muslim
Bosniaks still cling to the vision of a
strong unified state.

Bosnian Serb leader Milorad

Dodik, emboldened by a pro-
Russian separatist revolt in eastern
Ukraine, has grown louder in his
calls for secession of the
autonomous Serb Republic from
Bosnia.

“I expect these elections to con-
firm the stabil ity of Republika
Srpska (Serb Republic),” he said
after voting.

Bakir Izetbegovic, bidding for a
new term as the Bosniak member

of Bosnia’s tripartite presidency -
Serbs and Croats also each have a
representative - vowed for the end
of divisions.

“It’s high time to end the stand-
still and I think that politicians have
matured enough to come out of
this vicious cycle,” he said on
Sunday. The state election commis-
sion put preliminary turnout fig-
ures by 11 a.m. (0900 GM) at 14.22
percent, up from 13.48 percent by

the same time in the 2010 vote
when the total turnout was 56.6
percent.

COMPLEX ARRANGEMENTS
Under its US-brokered postwar

settlement, Bosnia is split into two
autonomous regions joined by a
weak central government, power
split along ethnic lines in a highly
decentralised and costly system
that frequently paralyses decision-
making.

Government jobs are reserved
for the three main ethnic groups.
Limited Western efforts to encour-
age reform have run into the sand.

Close to 3.3 mill ion voters
choose between candidates for
518 posts across six layers of gov-
ernment, including the three-per-
son presidency, the national parlia-
ment, the two regional parlia-
ments, 10 cantonal assemblies and
another in the ‘neutral’ district of
Brcko. With no clear frontrunners,
the vote looks l ike being split
between many players, raising the
prospect of long delays in forming
governments at the various levels.

That will worsen Bosnia’s eco-
nomic outlook, already hit by the
May floods which inflicted damage
totalling about 2 billion euros.

“I wish there’d be some radical
change ... across the country, but I
doubt it, because people here still
vote according to national pat-
terns,” said economist Miroslav
Dardarevic,  voting in the Serb
Republic main city of Banja Luka.

The biggest election upset may
come in the Serb region, where a
coalition of opposition parties
hopes to end Dodik’s eight years in
power.

“I f  the opposition wins in
Republika Srpska, changes would
come in at least the form of politi-
cal vocabulary,” said political ana-
lyst Djordje Vukovic. “I see it only as
a change of rhetoric because the
national themes are still untouch-
able.”

Most polling stations will close
at 7 pm and preliminary results are
expected during the night, the
commission said. Some will close
late after opening late due to pro-
cedural delays. —Reuters

Bosnians vote with 
little hope of change

Few new faces in elections

SARAJEVO: A Bosnian woman with child casts her vote at one of polling stations in Sarajevo cen-
ter yesterday. Bosnia holds general elections against the backdrop of mounting social discon-
tent as well as ethnic disputes and rampant corruption that are blocking its entry into the
European Union. Nearly 20 years since a devastating war between its Croats, Muslims and Serbs
the country is one of Europe’s poorest and remains split along ethnic lines. —AFP

BERLIN:  Germany’s foreign minister said yester-
day that Berlin had made serious mistakes in its
military engagement in Afghanistan since 2001
and warned against a hasty withdrawal. Ahead of
the end of US-led NATO combat operations in the
war-ravaged country this year, Frank-Walter
Steinmeier offered a sobering assessment of the
13-year mission.

“There is a lot to indicate that our biggest mis-
take was to create expectations that were too
high,” he wrote in a column for the weekly
Frankfurter Allgemeine Sonntagszeitung.

“We not only wanted to snuff out the security
threat that Afghanistan represented but also lead
the country at high speed into a future according
to our own vision.”

He said that despite progress in Afghanistan,
the country was still plagued by a thriving drug
trade and rampant corruption.

Warlords hold power in several provinces and
violence abounds, Steinmeier added, lamenting
that the extremist Taliban had been “long been
underestimated as a political player”.

But he said the deployment should not be
seen as a failure, noting that compared to the situ-
ation in Syria or Iraq “the results in Afghanistan are
fairly respectable”. 

And he cautioned against “hastily leaving the
country, like the Americans did in Vietnam in
1975”.

Amid calls for Germany to match its economic
might with more military muscle in the world’s

trouble spots, Steinmeier said there were clear
conclusions to be drawn from Afghanistan.

“We must engage more decisively, not only
look at military aspects,” he said. “But we also need
humility. We must accept sometimes how little can
be changed from the outside.”

Steinmeier served as chief of staff to then
chancellor Gerhard Schroeder when Germany
offered the United States “unlimited solidarity” in
the wake of the September 11, 2001 attacks.

Germany has been the third-largest contribu-
tor of troops to NATO’s International Security
Assistance Force in Afghanistan, behind the United
States and Britain.

After the end of combat operations this year, a
NATO follow-up mission will take over on January
1, made up of 9,800 US troops and about 3,000
soldiers from Germany, Italy and other member
nations.

The US force will be halved by the end of next
year, before being reduced to a normal embassy
protection presence by the end of 2016.

News weekly Der Spiegel reported Sunday that
German Chancellor Angela Merkel told a parlia-
mentary committee that she doubted the Afghan
army and police would be equipped to take over
by then.

She said the complete withdrawal in 2011 of
US troops from Iraq, which is now engulfed in
Islamist violence, served as a cautionary tale and
wanted to talk to Washington about an extension
of the mission beyond 2016, Spiegel said. —AFP

Germany regrets ‘mistakes’
in Afghanistan mission

PARIS: A former prostitute who walked 800 kilo-
metres (500 miles) across France to demand that
the government make good on its promise to
penalise clients ended her protest march in Paris
yesterday.

Rosen Hicher, 57, an activist who campaigns to
abolish prostitution, is protesting that a draft law
to fine men up to 1,500 euros ($1,900) for paying
for sex was shelved by a committee of the French
upper house Senate in July.

Flanked by a dozen current or former prosti-
tutes supporting her, Hicher made a symbolic stop
in an upmarket street near the Champs-Elysees
where she first prostituted herself, before making
her way to the Senate to call on lawmakers “to
wake up and finally act.”

Prostitution “is not a right, no one has the right
to buy a woman or sell her,” she said.

“If we want an end to prostitution, we must
penalise clients,” she added at the end of a march
that began on September 3 in the western city of
Saintes. The draft anti-prostitution law, which is
inspired by similar legislation in Sweden which
penalises prostitutes’ clients with the aim of elimi-
nating the world’s oldest profession, was initially
adopted by the lower house National Assembly in
December last year.

But critics fear the legislation will simply push
prostitution further underground and make the
women who earn their living from it more vulnera-
ble to abuse.

Paying or accepting payment for sex currently

is not, in itself, a crime in France. But soliciting,
pimping (which includes running brothels) and
the sale of sex by minors are prohibited.

The new bill decriminalises soliciting while
shifting the focus of policing efforts to the clients.

The government says it is aimed at preventing
violence against women and protecting the large
majority of prostitutes who are victims of traffick-
ing gangs.

Pascale Boistard, minister for women’s rights,
also joined Hicher on the last stretch of her march. 

“The Senate must re-visit this law. A large
majority of the French are in favour,” Boistard said,
hoping that the upper house would re-examine
the bill early next year.

Hicher was a prostitute for 22 years before
managing to quit in 2009.

She said many people had come to support
her along her march, including men who had
occasionally or regularly paid for sex and acknowl-
edged that this had represented “a sexual failure, a
failure in their lives.”

Her arrival in Paris coincided with a column in
the Journal du Dimanche weekly calling for the
Senate to re-visit and even reinforce the bill,
signed by elected officials from around France
including Paris Mayor Anne Hidalgo.

Two of Hicher’s six children also accompanied
their mother on her last Paris stretch.

“It’s not over. As long as she doesn’t get what
she wants, she will continue,” said her 17-year-old
daughter, “proud” of her mother. —AFP

Ex-prostitute ends long march 
for bill to penalise clients

MOSCOW: Russian President Vladimir Putin has
ordered his defence minister to pull thousands
of troops from the border with Ukraine, ahead of
key talks on a fragile truce in the ex-Soviet coun-
try. The announcement by the Kremlin late
Saturday comes as the Russian strongman is
gearing up to hold the talks with Ukrainian
President Petro Poroshenko and European lead-
ers in Milan on Friday, signalling the possibility
of shoring up the rickety truce.

Russia is facing its most serious international
isolation since the end of the Cold War, with the
economy in tatters, intensified capital flight and
an increasingly weakening ruble following sev-
eral rounds of Western sanctions.

“The head of state has tasked the defence
minister with beginning to bring troops back to
their permanent bases,” the Kremlin said. 

The order, the Kremlin said, meant that
17,600 servicemen, who had participated in
summer drills in the southern Rostov region on
the border with Ukraine, would be pulled back.

Defence minister Sergei Shoigu received the
order after reporting that “summertime training
on military ranges of the Southern military dis-

trict is over,” the Kremlin said.
The late Saturday meeting between Putin

and Shoigu took place after the president
chaired a meeting of his national security coun-
cil at his Black Sea resident in Sochi, said the
Kremlin, without providing further details. Kiev
has reported that attacks by pro-Moscow rebels
in eastern Ukraine have subsided.

The rebels and the Ukrainian military in the
eastern Donetsk region said for their part they
had agreed to a no-shooting period, and the
army announced “progress” in negotiations and
readiness to pull back forces.

Ineffective truce 
Putin will meet Ukraine’s Poroshenko for talks

on the sidelines of a Asia-Europe Meeting
(ASEM) in Milan on Friday.

The talks-which will also address the two
countries’ long-running gas dispute-will also
include the prime ministers of Italy and Britain as
well as German Chancellor Angela Merkel.

“I don’t expect that these will be easy negoti-
ations,” Poroshenko said on Saturday. “We are
very close to regulating the issue of the gas dis-

pute with Russia right now,” he added. Putin and
Poroshenko last met one-on-one in late August
in the Belarussian capital Minsk, after which Kiev
announced a truce accord with the pro-Moscow
separatists which has proven largely ineffective.

Ahead of Putin’s meeting with Poroshenko,
US Secretary of State John Kerry will hold talks
with his Russian counterpart Sergei Lavrov in
Paris on Tuesday.  Ukraine is expected to be high
on the agenda.

Throughout the six-month conflict, which has
killed more than 3,300 people, Russia has
massed tens of thousands of troops on the bor-
der with Ukraine. Moscow has repeatedly denied
that it sent regular troops into Ukraine to prop
up pro-Moscow separatists.

But rights activists representing the military
and relatives of Russian soldiers say military
commanders have used ranges in the Rostov
region to deploy troops to Ukraine.

End of ‘New Russia’ project? 
Some critics said the troop drawback meant

that the Kremlin was keen to drop its support for
separatists. “The project Novorossiya (New
Russia) is over,” former deputy prime minister
turned opposition leader Boris Nemtsov said,
referring to the loaded Tsarist-era name for what
is now southern and eastern Ukraine.

Putin has used the term to refer to sepa-
ratists, battling to mould Ukraine’s eastern
regions into an independent statelet.

Nemtsov said the results of the Kremlin’s six-
month campaign were “disastrous”. Putin “want-
ed respect from the Ukrainian people,” Nemtsov
wrote on Facebook. Instead “he has got an ene-
my for many years to come”.

Instead of winning international recognition,
the Russian president “has become an outcast,”
he added. Ukrainian analyst Taras Berezovets
said the troop pullback meant that Putin “had
lost”.  “Novorossiya has been left to its own
devices,” he said on Facebook. Washington
warned again on Wednesday that if Moscow
does not withdraw its forces from eastern
Ukraine more US and EU sanctions could follow.

The United States and European Union have
slapped sanctions on Moscow for its annexation
of Crimea from Ukraine, and its backing of the
pro-Russian separatists. —AFP

Putin orders troop pullback from Ukraine border

SCHASTYA: Ukrainian servicemen stand guard near the town of  Schastya, in the
Lugansk region in eastern Ukraine on Saturday. Ukrainian President Petro Poroshenko
said that he will meet his Russian counterpart Vladimir Putin next week to discuss the
six-month conflict between Kiev and pro-Russian rebels in eastern Ukraine. —AFP
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BEIJING: A Chinese scholar and rights
advocate who founded an influential non-
governmental think tank has been
detained on the criminal charge of pro-
voking troubles, his lawyer said yesterday.

Guo Yushan is the latest of dozens of
people who have been detained at a time
when Hong Kong protesters are demand-
ing universal suffrage in elections for the
top official of the semiautonomous terri-
tory.

Earlier this month, Beijing detained the
dissident poet Wang Zang and seven oth-
ers ahead of a poetry reading planned in
Beijing to support the Hong Kong protest-
ers.

At least 40 people in Beijing and
another dozen elsewhere in mainland
China have been held for supporting the
protesters, including posting pictures and
messages online showing solidarity and
planning to travel to Hong Kong to join

them, according to human rights group
Amnesty International.

Many have been detained on the sus-
picion of provoking troubles - a vague
charge that critics say has been increas-
ingly used to suppress dissidents, activists
and outspoken critics of the government
as Beijing tries to avoid speech or state
subversion charges that are more likely to
draw international condemnation.

It is unclear if Guo’s detention is direct-

ly related to the Hong Kong protests, as
Guo was not known to have made any
public comments in support of the pro-
democracy movement.

His lawyer Li Jin said she was yet to
meet with Guo at a Beijing detention cen-
ter and that it wasn’t immediately clear on
what basis police charged Guo.

Guo co-founded the Transition
Institute to research China’s social and
economic issues, but Beijing’s authorities,

citing lack of proper registration, shut
down the think tank last year.In 2012,
Guo was instrumental in helping the
blind activist Chen Guangcheng travel to
Beijing after Chen escaped from house
arrest in an eastern Chinese village.
While in Beijing, Chen sought shelter in
the US Embassy, and Hillary Rodham
Clinton, then the US secretary of state,
managed to negotiate for him to go to
the United States to study law. — AP

China detains scholar on charge of troublemaking

HONG KONG: Tourists from Singapore walk on a main road in an area occupied by pro-democracy protesters at Hong Kong’s Mongkok district,
yesterday. Students leading pro-democracy protests in Hong Kong issued an open letter Saturday to Chinese President Xi Jinping, urging him
to consider political reforms in the city and blaming the city’s unpopular leader for the demonstrations. — AP

HONG KONG: Hong Kong’s pro-democracy
protesters have an “almost zero chance” of
changing Beijing’s stance and securing free
elections despite more than two weeks of ral-
lies, the city’s embattled leader Leung Chun-
ying said yesterday.

Demonstrators calling for Beijing to grant full
democracy to the former British colony have
paralysed parts of Hong Kong, prompting clash-
es with elements who oppose the blockades
and widespread disruption.

Despite repeated orders to disperse, the ral-
lies have taken on an air of permanence, with
tents, portable showers and lecture venues-
drawing thousands of people in recent
evenings.

In an interview broadcast on local channel
TVB yesterday, Leung said the street protests
had “spun out of control” and warned it was
highly unlikely the action would alter Beijing’s
position.

After police were criticised for unleashing
tear gas on the rallies in late September, the
city’s chief executive said that if the government
had to clear the protests sites, police would use
a “minimum amount of force”.

China announced in August that while Hong
Kongers will be able to vote for Leung’s succes-
sor in 2017, only two or three vetted candidates
will be allowed to stand-an arrangement the

protesters dismiss as “fake democracy”.
Since last month students and pro-democra-

cy campaigners have taken to the streets-some-
times in their tens of thousands-to call for
Beijing to change its position and allow full, free
and fair elections and to demand Leung’s resig-
nation.

“In achieving universal suffrage in 2017, if
the prerequisite is to put down the Basic Law
and the decision made by the National People’s
Congress Standing Committee, I believe we all
know that the chance is almost zero,” Leung
said. Crunch talks between student leaders and
city officials collapsed last week, deepening the
crisis in the semi-autonomous city as protesters
vowed to dig in for the long haul. 

Heated stand-off 
Demonstrators are occupying three areas of

the city.  In the districts of Admiralty and
Causeway Bay on Hong Kong island many have
dug in with food, tents and bedding, as well as
displays of artwork, giving the usually busy
thoroughfares a carnival feel.

There was a heated stand-off yesterday as a
pro-government group marched on Mongkok-a
flashpoint district which has seen ugly scuffles-
with police intervening to keep them apart
from the rival activists.

About 200 people took to the streets of the

popular shopping hub to call for action to clear
the democracy camps, shouting slogans such as
“Support police to strictly enforce the law” and
“Clear the occupation”. “We want to have a
peaceful life. I don’t want anybody to occupy
Hong Kong. 

They are making our home a mess,” said  63-
year-old Stanley Yeung. “They cannot threaten
the central government with a knife at its neck.
China is a very powerful country now. Too much
freedom and democracy is no good,” the retired
civil servant told AFP.

In what has become a colour-coded battle,
the pro-government Blue Ribbon Movement
has threatened to surround the protest sites
unless authorities dismantle them by Tuesday
night. Leung was unable to say how the current
stalemate between the two sides might end,
despite being repeatedly asked for a solution
during the television interview. 

“We’ve resorted to all kinds of persuasions,
the way we resolve it in the end is being con-
stantly reviewed,” he said.

“We absolutely would not prefer clearing the
venue, but if one day the venue has to be
cleared, I believe the police will use their profes-
sional judgement and training using minimum
amount of force,” he said. Leung reiterated his
insistence that he will not resign, saying it
would not resolve the situation.  — AFP

HK leader says protests 
have ‘almost zero chance’

‘We want to have a peaceful life’

KABUL: Suspected Taleban militants led a
string of attacks on police and civilians
across northern and eastern Afghanistan
yesterday, killing at least 14 people, securi-
ty officials said.

The violence reflects the militants’ per-
sistent campaign against Afghanistan’s
Western-backed government, which last
month signed separate security agree-
ments with the United States and NATO
allowing over 10,000 foreign troops to
train and advise Afghan forces after the
international combat mission ends at the
end of the year.

In Mazar-e-Sharif, capital of the north-
ern Balkh province, two gunmen dressed
in police uniforms stormed into the
province’s police headquarters and
opened fire, killing two officers, said Sher
Jan Durani, a spokesman for the provincial
police chief. Police intercepted the attack-
ers at a second security gate inside the
compound, and shot them dead, he said.
Nine other policemen were wounded dur-
ing the gun battle.

Separately, Taleban attacked a police
checkpoint in Monogai district of eastern

Kunar province, killing three police officers
and wounding three others, an Interior
Ministry statement said. Six Taleban mili-
tants were killed and six others wounded
in the battle.

In the Alishing district of eastern
Laghman province, a rocket fired by mili-
tants killed three construction company
workers, said Sarhadi Zwak, a spokesman
for the provincial governor.

A car bomber carried out a suicide
attack in eastern Wardak province, killing
three civilians and three army soldiers in a
strike that blew out several vehicles, said
Attahullah Khogyani, a spokesman for the
provincial governor. Six other civilians and
two other soldiers were wounded in the
attack in Sayed Abad district.

More than a decade after US forces
helped topple the Taleban in the wake of
the Sept. 11 attacks, Afghanistan is still at
war with the Islamic militant group, which
regularly carries out attacks, mainly target-
ing security forces.  The Taleban have
stepped up their attacks on Afghan securi-
ty forces as many foreign combat troops
prepare to withdraw by year-end. —AP

Multiple attacks kill at 
least 14 in Afghanistan

MAZAR SHARIF: Afghan defence personnel stand over the body of an insurgent fol-
lowing a suicide attack in Mazar-i-sharif yesterday. At least two Afghan policemen
were killed and nine others wounded when two gunmen wearing police uniforms
attacked the police headquarters in the northern Afghan city of Mazar Sharif. — AFP

MUMBAI: Prime Minister Narendra Modi
spearheaded his party’s campaign for elec-
tions later this week in Maharashtra state,
knowing that victory in the home of India’s
financial hub Mumbai will make it easier to
push through economic reforms.

The smaller northern state of Haryana also
votes on Wednesday. But it is the western state
of Maharashtra that will provide the best test
of how well Modi’s appeal is holding up, five
months after he stormed to power in a general
election with promises to mend a country bat-
tered by corruption scandals, high inflation,
and sharply slowing growth.

Modi has campaigned personally in
Maharashtra, betting he can help his Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) win big in a state with a pop-
ulation of 110 million spread across an area the
size of Italy.

Local polls predict the BJP will win, but per-
haps only with a narrow margin. Newspaper
Mail Today’s survey showed the party is close
to gaining the 145 seats needed to clinch a
majority in the 288-member state assembly.
Maharashtra, along with Haryana, announces
results on Oct 19.

The BJP surprised analysts by breaking off a
decades-old alliance with Shiv Sena, a right-
wing regional party popular among the
region’s Marathi people that is now expected
to provide formidable competition.

The opposition Congress party, which has
ruled Maharashtra with an ally for 15 years,
faces defeat on the same anti-incumbency
wave that toppled it from power in the general
election but retains pockets of support in the
state.

Modi is making two dozen campaign stops
across the state, and his gift for working a
crowd was on full display at a rally in Mumbai
on Thursday.

“Unless Mumbai and Maharashtra pro-
gresses, the country won’t move forward. You
have wasted 15 years - please don’t waste any
more time,” he said as the crowd chanted his
name. Hopes that Modi would revive an econ-
omy that for two consecutive years has grown
under 5 percent - a rate too slow for a country
with India’s demographics - have spurred a
record-setting rally in shares and attracted $34
billion worth of foreign funds in markets this
year. But Modi has so far unveiled none of the
“big bang” reforms needed to revive the stag-
nating economy, focusing instead on small ini-
tiatives to reform governance.

Going it alone
Some of the major expected reforms, espe-

cially a reduction of price controls in diesel,
could prove unpopular. Others such as
changes in goods and services taxes or the
government’s right to acquire land faces
strong opposition from some states.

A big win in Maharashtra could make it eas-
ier to forge ahead on reforms in the run-up to
the annual budget next February.

“Modi will have more space to undertake
bolder reforms if his party receives a strong
political mandate at state level,” said Rupa
Rege Nitsure, chief economist of Bank of
Baroda in Mumbai.

Maharashtra will also provide the BJP a
testing ground for its go-it-alone strategy for
future state elections, given the need to nar-
row the lead held by Congress and its allies in
the upper house of parliament. State elections
allot seats to the Rajya Sabha, where the BJP
and its allies control 56 seats, behind the
opposition Congress alliance’s 90 seats.
Although less powerful than the lower house,
the Lok Sabha, the body still plays a critical role
in passing legislation.— Reuters

Modi seeks state election 
wins to support reforms

NEW DELHI: In this photograph released by the Press Information Bureau (PIB) on
Saturday  Indian Nobel Peace Prize awardee, Kailash Satyarthi (L) calls on Prime
Minister Narendra Modi in New Delhi. Nobel Peace laureate Kailash Satyarthi told
AFP he believes child labour can be eradicated in his lifetime, calling for everyone in
the world to “take a stand” against the practice. —AFP

JAMMU: Far fewer militants are attempting to
cross into Indian Kashmir this year from Pakistan,
an Indian army general said, contrary to expec-
tations that a drawdown of foreign forces in
Afghanistan would result in fighters flooding
there.

India has been bolstering its defences along
the de facto border with Pakistan, fearing mili-
tant groups fighting the US-led coalition in
Afghanistan will turn their energies to Kashmir
where it is trying to end a 25-year insurgency.

But Lieutenant General Konsam Himalay
Singh, who commands tens of thousands of
troops on the Kashmir frontier, said there had
been no jump in the number of Islamist fighters
trying to breach the fenced barrier to breathe
life into the revolt there.

“I was seriously expecting October-
November to be a time for, you know, massive
efforts by the militants who cross over to fight
the Indian army. It has not really unfolded in that
manner, “ he said in an interview at his com-
mand headquarters outside Jammu on Saturday.

The guerrillas have traditionally crossed over
from Pakistan before snowfalls close the high
mountain passes. India accuses the Pakistan
army of infiltrating militants into Kashmir to stir
trouble there. Over the past 10 days the two
armies have fired mortars and heavy machine
guns in the most serious outbreak of fighting
since a 2003 ceasefire.

Singh said some militants had moved from
the Afghan battlefield to try and fight in Kashmir
but it was nowhere near the flood that the
authorities had been warned about. So far 24
fighters had been killed this year while trying to

cross over.  Last year security forces killed 51.
Still, Singh estimated there were about 200-

250 fighters waiting to cross over from the
stretch of Kashmir south of the Pir Panjal moun-
tains that he commanded.

The army aggressively patrols some 40 identi-
fied infilitration routes and ambushes incoming
militants, officials said.

Caravan to India
The revolt in Jammu and Kashmir, India’s only

Muslim majority state, took off in 1989, the year
Soviet troops ended their occupation of

Afghanistan and many of the guerrillas who
fought the Red Army moved to Kashmir includ-
ing Afghan veterans.

Among the groups that India worries now
about is a new wing of Al Qaeda and the
Lashkar-e-Taiba, blamed for the November 2008
attacks on Mumbai. Pakistani militant Asim
Umar who the leads the South Asia branch of al
Qaeda declared India to be the new battle-
ground. “From the land of Afghanistan, a caravan
is heading toward India,” Umar, who spent at
least 16 years in Afghanistan, said in a video
message last June.—Reuters

Indian general says fewer 
militants entering Kashmir

BALI: A man places flower petals next to an Australian flag to pay his respects to victims of the
2002 Bali bombings on the 12th anniversary of the terrorist attacks on nightclubs that killed
202 people, including 88 Australians and seven Americans in Bali, Indonesia, yesterday. — AP
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Ban expressed the fears of many when he told the
conference the situation in Gaza remained potential-
ly explosive. “Gaza remains a tinderbox, the people
desperately need to see results in their daily lives,”
Ban said. “This must be the last time. There is clearly
some fatigue,” he later told reporters.

The Palestinian government unveiled a 76-page
reconstruction plan ahead of the conference, with
the lion’s share of assistance to build housing. “Gaza
has suffered three wars in six years. Entire neigh-
bourhoods have been destroyed,” Palestinian presi-
dent Mahmoud Abbas told the conference. Kerry
said the new aid brought Washington’s contribution
to helping Gaza to more than $400 million over the
last year alone. Kerry was due later to meet Abbas to
press for further peace efforts. “Make no mistake.
What was compelling about a two-state solution a
year ago is even more compelling today,” Kerry said.

Kerry’s dogged pursuit of an agreement to estab-
lish a Palestinian state alongside Israel collapsed in
acr imony in  Apr i l  a f ter  a  d i f f icult  n ine -month
process, and there is little prospect of fresh talks any
time soon. Israel and Hamas militants have yet to
even translate their open-ended August ceasefire
into a long-term truce. In his meeting with Abbas,
Kerry is expected to try to dissuade him from seek-
ing further recognition of the Palestinians at the
United Nations, a move vehemently opposed by
Israel.

This  summer ’s  conf l ic t  k i l led near ly  2 ,200
Palestinians, mostly civilians, while attacks by Gaza
militants killed 73 on the Israeli side, mostly soldiers.
It also left the densely populated enclave in ruins,
displacing more than a quarter of Gaza’s population
of 1.7 million and leaving 100,000 people homeless.
The UN agency for Palestinian refugees UNRWA has
described Gaza’s financial needs as “unprecedented”.

The United Nations already has plans for $2.1 bil-
lion of the funds, with $1.6 billion going to UNRWA
and the rest to other agencies including children’s
organisation UNICEF and development arm UNDP.
One crucial question will be how the aid is delivered,
especially given Israel’s strict blockade of the territo-
ry since 2006.

Israel  was not invited to the conference but
Foreign Minister Avigdor Lieberman said any effort
would need his government’s consent. “Gaza cannot
be rebuilt without the cooperation and participation
of Israel,” Lieberman said in an interview with news
website Ynet, though he added that Israel would be
“receptive” to plans for “the reconstruction of civilian
infrastructure in Gaza”.

Internal divisions among the Palestinians are also
a matter of widespread concern and they strived to
present a united front in advance of the conference.
On Thursday, a new unity government held its first
cabinet meeting in Gaza, months after a reconcilia-
tion deal between rivals Fatah, which dominates the
West Bank-based Palestinian Authority, and Hamas,
which is in de facto control of Gaza. — AFP 

Kuwait pledges $200m for Gaza
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Omair also said he expects falling crude prices to
recover in winter but that OPEC was unlikely to counter
the slide in the short term. “We expect (oil prices) to
increase in the winter season or at least preserve its
current level,” said Omair, cited by KUNA. The minister
also said he believes that oil prices will not drop below
$76-77 a barrel, which is the production cost in Russia
and the United States. 

The decline was expected due to geopolitical fac-
tors, a rise in supplies and negative forecasts for glob-
al economic growth, Omair said. He said Kuwait has
not received any invitation for an emergency OPEC
meeting to discuss prices but would attend if the call
came up. However, a cut in OPEC production “may not
necessarily boost prices” because of high output by
other producers, especially Russia and the United

States, he said.
A number of MPs plan in the meantime to introduce

amendments to a law issued 20 years ago which bans
the government from raising charges on public servic-
es without a law passed by the Assembly. MPs want to
make sure that the government does not escape with
any increases without going through the Assembly.

In another development, a National Assembly com-
mittee formed to probe alleged violations in the Al-
Zour North Power Plant project yesterday approved its
report on the investigation. Rapporteur of the panel
MP Abdulhameed Dashti said that the committee
found certain irregularities in the awarding of the proj-
ect that raise the suspicion of violations. The commit-
tee sent the report to the Assembly for a debate with
certain recommendations, he said. Dashti however
declined to provide further details on the outcome of
the investigation, citing confidentiality.

Ministers reassure no hike in prices...

Continued from Page 1

The Texas hospital had treated Thomas Eric Duncan,
the Liberian man who died on Wednesday. Duncan was
believed to have been infected with Ebola before he
left Liberia and boarded a plane to visit family in Texas.

The latest case underlines United Nations fears and
growing concerns in the United States about Ebola, for
which there is no vaccine or widely available treatment.
“The virus is far ahead of us and every day the situation
gets worse,” the head of the United Nations’ emergency
Ebola mission, Anthony Banbury, told UN leaders after
a tour of Liberia, Guinea and Sierra Leone, the nations
hardest hit by the epidemic. Passengers from the three
countries arriving at John F Kennedy International
Airport in New York will have their temperatures taken
and be screened for signs of illness and answer ques-
tions about possible exposure.

“Exit screening might not find every person with
Ebola, however, it does not have to be perfect to help
reduce the spread of Ebola,” the CDC said in a state-
ment. Four other major US airports are to start similar
checks next week. The CDC has predicted the number
of cases globally could mount in a worst-case scenario
to 1.4 million by January, unless strong measures are
taken to contain the disease.

In Spain, attention remained focused on 44-year-old
Teresa Romero, the Madrid nurse who became the first

person to get infected with the hemorrhagic fever out-
side of Africa. Her condition had “improved in the
night. She is conscious and talks from time to time
when she is in a good mood,” a hospital source told
AFP. Romero’s brother confirmed that his sister was
improving. Romero is thought to have contracted the
disease in late September in a Madrid hospital while
caring for a Spanish missionary infected with Ebola in
Africa who later died. Fifteen other people, mostly hos-
pital staff as well as Romero’s husband, are under
observation at the Carlos III hospital where Romero is
being treated.  The hospital said none of them were
showing any symptoms.

The WHO reported 4,033 people have died from
Ebola as of Oct 8 out of a total of 8,399 registered cases
in seven countries. Ebola causes fever, diarrhea, vomit-
ing and in some cases internal and external bleeding. It
is spread by contact and the exchange of bodily fluids.
The sharp rise in deaths came as the UN said aid
pledges to fight the epidemic have fallen well short of
the $1 billion (800 million euros) needed. IMF chief
Christine Lagarde pleaded on Saturday for the world to
remember that not all of Africa had been hit with
Ebola. With Sierra Leone, Guinea and Liberia already
seeing their economies crumble because of the dis-
ease, Lagarde emphasized: “We should be very careful
not to terrify the planet in respect of the whole of
Africa.” — AFP 

US Ebola case deals a blow
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The loaned works include da Vinci’s Portrait of an
Unknown Woman, Claude Monet ’s  Saint Lazare
Station and Andy Warhol’s Big Electric Chair, as well as
ancient statues, vases and masks from across Asia and
Africa.

Many of France’s grand museums, including the
Louvre, Musee d’Orsay and the Palace of Versailles will
loan art to Abu Dhabi as part of a 30-year collabora-
tion with the emirate worth one billion euros ($1.3 bil-
lion). French Culture Minister Fleur Pellerin said the
loaning of the works was “an acknowledgement of
both the extraordinary richness of our national collec-
tions and the expertise of our museums”.

The 64,000-sq-m Louvre Abu Dhabi, built on the
island of Saadiyat in the oil-flush emirate, will have
6,000 sq m dedicated to permanent installations and
2,000 set aside for temporary exhibitions. Hovering
above the complex will be a giant, 180-m dome perfo-
rated with designs that will project light patterns in
the shape of palm trees on the exhibition space
below.

In 2007, Abu Dhabi paid $520 million just to use
the name of Paris’ world famous art museum. A model

replica of the Louvre Abu Dhabi was displayed at its
parent gallery last year with a selection of what will
eventually become the emirate’s permanent collec-
tion in an exhibition titled “The Birth of a Museum”.
Also being loaned from France are Titian’s The Woman
with a Mirror,  Jacques-Louis  David’s  Napoleon
Crossing the Alps and Edouard Manet’s The Fife Player.

Among artworks from antiquity heading to Abu
Dhabi are a 4,000-year-old statue of Mesopotamian
ruler Gudea, a figurine of King Ramses II from Egypt’s
19th dynasty, and a 16th century ornate Nigerian salt
seller. Each piece will be displayed in Abu Dhabi for
up to two years, before the number of loaned French
works decreases over the course of a decade as the
museum builds its own collection. A French source
told AFP that normally-conservative Abu Dhabi had
not censored any nudity or religious symbolism that
appear in the donated works.

“No work has been refused,” for a collection that
includes a Jewish Torah from Yemen, an ancient Hindu
statue, a Buddha and works evoking African Animism,
the source said. According to its creators, the Louvre Abu
Dhabi, which was designed by French architect Jean
Nouvel, is the largest global cultural project since New
York’s Metropolitan Museum opened in 1870. — AFP  

Louvre Abu Dhabi to get 300 masterpieces

Continued from Page 1

“This costs a dollar every day and it’s a pain to get in
that line just so I can get my phone back so I can go
home,” 16-year-old Adam Scully said after retrieving his
phone from the bright blue Pure Loyalty Electronic
Device Storage van parked outside the Washington
Irving High School complex near Manhattan’s Union
Square. Adam said leaving his phone at home is not an
option, adding, “It’s not because I’m overly attached to
my phone. It’s because my mom might need to contact
me.”

Parents of teens who attend schools with metal
detectors say they too would welcome an end to the
phone ban. Walter McIntyre, who has two children at
Clara Barton High School in Brooklyn, said he currently
drives his children to school and holds on to their
phones during the school day - even though many of
their classmates leave their phones in a van. “They don’t
trust them in those places,” McIntyre said. “They don’t
want to lose their phones because they know they’re
not getting another one.”

The security issue came to the fore when a Pure
Loyalty van was robbed in the Bronx in June of 2012
and hundreds of students lost their phones. Advocates
urged then-Mayor Michael Bloomberg to end the
phone ban after the robbery but he stood firm. De

Blasio said he had other priorities after taking office Jan
1 such as expanding access to pre-kindergarten. But he
promised that the phone ban would end soon. City
education officials say they are formulating a policy that
includes sanctions against using a phone to cheat as
several dozen students at the selective Stuyvesant High
School did in 2012, forcing the principal into retirement.

A policy that allows phones inside a school but tells
students to keep them stowed during class will bring
New York in line with other large school districts such as
Los Angeles, Chicago and Atlanta. The phone-storage
operators, who saw a need and created an industry
unique to entrepreneurial New York, say they know
their days are numbered. “There’ll be a lot of people
who will not be working. That’s never a good thing,” said
David Perez, a Pure Loyalty employee who answered
the phone at the number painted on the company’s
vans.

Pure Loyalty was started in 2010 by correction officer
Vernon Alcoser, who has since sold the business. A Pure
Loyalty split-off known as UCT operates a van parked
outside the Norman Thomas High School complex,
where teens retrieve their phones in the shadow of the
Empire State Building. Asked about the cellphone ban’s
demise, a man who answered at the number on the van
but wouldn’t give his name said: “It’s going to put me
out of business but what can I do?” — AP 

NYC poised to end cellphone ban...

Boats sail during the 46th Barcolana regatta near Trieste yesterday. — AFP 
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By Steve Scherer

Italy legalised marijuana for medical use last year, but the high
cost of buying legal pot in a pharmacy meant few people signed
up. Now, the government has found a solution: Get the army to

grow it. Starting next year, a high-security lab in a military compound
in Florence will grow cannabis for Italy’s health care system in an
experiment the government says could bring safe, legal and afford-
able marijuana to suffering patients. The new army supply should
allow the government to lower the price for consumers, who now
have to pay up to 10 times as much at a pharmacy for marijuana offi-
cially imported from Holland as they might for a bag on the street
from a local drug dealer.

Regional health authorities are expected to offer it to qualified
patients cheaply or for free, helping to put mafia-linked drug dealers
out of business. But whether large numbers sign up will depend on
cultural factors in a Catholic country with an historic stigma against
drugs. About 60 km from Venice, Italy’s top cannabis expert, agricul-
tural scientist Gianpaolo Grassi, is trying to grow the perfect pot
plant on his 70-hectare research farm, the only place in the country
authorised to grow marijuana outdoors with more than 0.2 percent
of the psyochactive chemical THC. His breeds, also blooming indoors
under powerful lamps and behind armoured doors, are expected to
be grown in the Florence military lab, which already produces so-
called “orphan drugs” to treat rare diseases. The powerful odour from
flowers in full bloom permeates the air at Grassi’s farm. A 10-foot
high, barbed wire-crowned fence surrounds the fields, and video
cameras peer along the perimeter. The sophisticated system was
installed a few years ago to keep out thieves who raided the farm
and slashed the walls of the greenhouses to steal the plants. “All kids,”
chuckles Grassi.

Until the 1960s, this was hemp country, where a variant of
cannabis was grown for centuries to make rope, cloth and paper. The
57-year-old researcher fondly recalls the hemp fields of his youth.
Later as a scientist he became fascinated with the versatility of the
plant. Since 2002 Grassi has experimented with about 330 different
strains of medical-grade cannabis, which for millennia was used to
treat pain and illness until being outlawed in most of the world in the
20th century.

For now, the military pot plan is still defined as a “pilot project”,
with details on who will qualify for treatment still to be defined.
Italian officials have made very clear that they don’t plan to follow in
the footsteps of the United States, where medical marijuana laws
have been followed by full-blown legalisation of pot in some states,
including for recreational use. Italy wants to make sure that “curing
sick people does not become an excuse to expand the use of the
substance”, said Senator Carlo Giovanardi, an outspoken Catholic
anti-drug campaigner. Legalisation, he added, would lead to “a socie-
ty of zombies.”

Free Pot
Because of the bureaucracy of obtaining import permission,

ensuring purity and overseeing sale, legal cannabis from Holland
now costs about Ä38 a gram in Italian pharmacies, compared to as
low as 5 euros for illegal pot on the street. Even when a doctor pre-
scribes it, the state does not cover the cost, which could run to
around Ä1,000 ($1,200) a month for a typical patient. As a result,
when legalised medical marijuana arrived last year, only a few dozen
people signed up. Health Minister Beatrice Lorenzin said that should
change once the military production begins. The army should be
able to produce marijuana at a high enough standard to satisfy regu-
lators for less than half the cost of importing it, allowing the govern-
ment to offer it to patients at subsidised prices. At a news conference
last month announcing the army project, the minister said it would
be up to Italy’s regional governments, which manage the federal
healthcare system, to decide how much to charge patients. So far,
about half of Italy’s 20 regions have pledged to provide it for free.

There are no official estimates of how many people may end up
taking medical marijuana in Italy once it becomes free, or cheap
enough to compete with illegal pot. If everyone who could benefit
from it signed up, the number could be in the millions, according to
Grassi, the researcher. Yet some aren’t so sure that the stigma of tak-
ing a drug has worn off. Francesco Crestani, an anaesthesiologist and
president of Italy’s Association for Therapeutic Cannabis, predicts the
takers to be in the thousands, because of caution within the medical
community and because marijuana is generally prescribed only after
a patient fails to respond to other medicines.

Medical marijuana is a controversial idea in a country where the

Catholic Church has powerful influence and preaches against drugs.
Only in recent years, for example, have doctors warmed to prescrib-
ing opiates, and Italy still uses fewer opiate-based drugs than most
European countries. Cannabis “is a very effective medicine, but since
it’s also a drug... there’s always fear to use it,” said Umberto Veronesi, a
former health minister and one of Italy’s top cancer physicians. “The
same thing happened with morphine, which for years no one would
prescribe for the poor patients who were suffering terribly.” Laws
against marijuana in Italy are severe, with selling or growing it a
crime that could lead to imprisonment. Pope Francis has spoken out
against “every type of drug use”, including pot.

Logical Solution
Grassi, the agricultural expert, said putting marijuana production

under military security was a “logical solution” to the political prob-
lem. “Some political decisions are tied to country’s Catholic mentali-
ty... This makes growing medical cannabis agreeable for everyone.”
His work should benefit people like 36-year-old clothing designer
Elisa Bertero, who has a prescription to take medical marijuana to
relieve her fibromyalgia, a syndrome that causes body-wide pain in
joints, muscles, and tendons.

Bertero said she tried many medicines to seek to alleviate her
pain when the condition began four years ago. None worked.  So
after doing online research, she tried cannabis on her own as “an
experiment”, and it was so effective she never stopped. But Bertero
said she then ran into resistance by some 10 doctors who were
unwilling to prescribe marijuana even though it was legal as of last
year. Eventually she went to anaesthesiologist Crestani, who exam-
ined her, listened to her story, and prescribed cannabis.

“For a long time I took it every day. It was the only thing that
allowed me to get out of bed in the morning,” said Bertero.  She now
takes it only a few days a week, making marijuana tea in the morning
or inhaling with a vaporiser in the evening. Bertero says that while
cannabis makes her feel “happy and light”, it does not get in the way
of her work measuring, cutting and sewing garments. Sometimes
she even pays the official cost of Ä38 per gram, even though it is so
much cheaper on the street. “When I have the money, I buy it from
the pharmacy,” Bertero says. “But since I’m not a millionaire, I often
arrange to buy it for 5 euros a gram.” —Reuters

To grow cheap pot, Italy calls in army

Jean-Claude Juncker has come through his first big test as
the European Union’s chief executive with reasons to be
cheerful, even if he faces another tricky couple of weeks to

get a team in place that can take office next month. The presi-
dent-elect of the European Commission was pleased, aides said,
to see all but one of his 27 picks win approval in the European
Parliament, leaving only the slightly awkward task of finding a
role for the Slovenian substitute who arrives this week after law-
makers rejected the first nominee from Ljubljana. “There was a
really positive message,” one official said. “Mr. Juncker is very satis-
fied with the outcome.”

But if the incoming head of the executive can claim success in
the institutional tug-of-war with the legislature that is a feature of
EU politics, lawmakers also saw positives in how they asserted
their powers during a rare moment in the limelight. And both
parliamentary friends and foes of the president-elect argued
they were encouraged by the voting in the confirmation hear-
ings - a five-yearly spectacle that is part seminar for policy wonks,
part bear-baiting.

How Commission and Parliament interact can determine
how far Juncker succeeds in a program, endorsed by leaders of
the 28 member states, to focus energies on reviving and mod-
ernising the economy, create jobs and win back the trust of vot-
ers who turned despairingly toward Eurosceptic parties at EU
elections in May. If players across the board found grounds for
cheer, it is a safe bet the outlook is mixed: Juncker, who survived
nearly two decades as prime minister of Luxembourg, can build
majorities among the MEPs, but that may well vary issue by issue.

Parliament, with its “awkward squad” of media-savvy pop-
ulists and concern to assert its institutional role, will amend - at
times obstruct - Commission policy, notably in areas such as
trade, finance, the environment or data protection, where many
MEPs find the EU executive too pro-business.

Grand Coalition
The so far fairly smooth passage of the new Commission has

been assured by an informal “grand coalition” between the main
right and left groups which control 55 percent of seats. Juncker’s
predecessor, Jose Manuel Barroso, suffered serious maulings,
twice, during the confirmation hearings that follow EU legislative
elections every five years. “The coalition has worked,” said the EU
official close to Juncker. Unlike Barroso, Juncker can claim to have
a mandate from parliament in the first place. Predecessors were
exclusively the nominees of the European Council of member
state governments. But this time, EU leaders chose Juncker partly
as he had been the “lead candidate” of the victorious centre-right
EPP in the parliamentary election. Meanwhile, the runner-up,
from the centre-left S&D, remained speaker of parliament. A
series of late-night votes in committee saw the EPP and S&D
back down from threats of what lawmakers called “mutually
assured destruction” and jointly backed each others nominees.
That, said the EPP’s German floor leader Manfred Weber, showed
“our will, and that of our partners, to form a stable and democrat-
ic majority in the European Parliament”. His S&D counterpart also
praised the outcome, though Italian Gianni Pittella insisted there
was “no non-aggression pact”. Smaller parties did not conceal dis-
may. Greens were downcast at what they saw as business inter-
ests trumping the environment. “With this crooked deal, the
grand coalition in the EU parliament has trampled all over
European democracy,” bemoaned Sven Giegold, a leading
German Greens member who was incensed by the way the left
backed a Spanish conservative with ties to the oil industry as
energy and climate change commissioner. The S&D sold out by
backing several right-wingers just to prevent an EPP veto on a
single job - French Socialist Pierre Moscovici becoming economy
commissioner, Giegold said: “The European Parliament’s hard-
won right to confirmation hearings has been undermined by
tactical party calculations.”

Shifting Alliances
For many, however, parliament will remain a force to be reck-

oned with for the Commission and its new leader. “There is no
formal grand coalition ... You have to build your coalition every
time on every issue,” cautioned Richard Corbett, a long-serving
British Labour MEP in the S&D group. With EU legislation always
guided by national interests, cross-border party discipline in par-
liament is weak. Consensus was needed to produce detailed
results in committee. There, Corbett said, “there will be a coalition
sometimes, but you will get it fraying at the edges”. That was evi-
dent in the confirmation hearings when, for example, Spanish
socialists appeared to vote with the Greens and against the joint
EPP-S&D line on the Spanish energy commissioner, Miguel Arias
Canete. Commission plans for a free trade pact with the United
States could hit trouble in parliament, Corbett said, as popular
disquiet grows over an impact on environment and food stan-
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In Brussels, 
reasons to 
be cheerful

By Dan Perry

The wars between Israel and Hamas tend to
be futile and frustrating for all. Each side
ends up more or less where it began, having

learned little, entrenched in its position, preparing
for the next pointless, deadly round. Cynicism
seems reasonable in the Middle East, but this
summer’s Gaza war may prove an exception.
Neither side seems able to dislodge the other, yet
the situation is even more unbearable than
before. The shared need for change has nudged
along a series of compromises that set the stage
for a conference yesterday in Cairo where world
donors were expected to fork over billions of dol-
lars for reconstruction in Gaza.

Hamas seems concerned about its standing
with the people in Gaza, however cowed by
authoritarian rule they might be. Thousands died
in a war that started with the usual cycle of violent
escalation and mutual recrimination but was cer-
tainly prolonged by the militant rulers of Gaza -
and there is little to show for the sacrifice. For
Israel it’s about world opinion, where a storm is
brewing. Beyond horror at the devastation in Gaza
there is growing impatience with the wider Israeli-
Palestinian wrangle, a vexation made worse by
Israel’s continued settlement-building in the West
Bank, in stark defiance of global opposition.

It’s a rare confluence of interests that also
draws in Western-backed Palestinian President
Mahmoud Abbas, who needs to reverse the
humiliating 2007 loss of the Gaza Strip, where his
forces were expelled by Hamas militants with
unbecoming ease. After nine months of US-led
peace talks with Israel collapsed earlier this year,
Abbas set up a “unity government” with Hamas,
linking Gaza with the West Bank autonomy
enclaves set up in the 1990s. A nimbler Israeli
leadership might have welcomed that move:
Many had previously argued, logically enough,
that concessions to Abbas were dangerous since
he didn’t speak for all Palestinians.  Instead, Israeli
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu took to the
airwaves calling on world leaders to shun the
moderate Abbas for having allied himself with ter-
rorists.

With the unity government blocked by Israel,

its members unable to travel to Gaza, frustration
grew. After a series of violent events in the West
Bank and an Israeli arrest sweep of Hamas activists
there, Hamas launched rocket attacks on Israel
from Gaza. And despite several cease-fires, these
did not stop until Israeli strikes left more than
2,100 Gazans dead, at least half and maybe more
of them civilians. The seaside strip was in smolder-
ing ruins.

Victory 
Both sides claimed victory: Israel got the rock-

ets to stop, and Hamas survived in power against
an enemy whose army is one of the top forces in
the world. But no one is content with the situa-
tion. Hamas is running out of money, has tens of
thousands of homeless on its hands, and runs a
territory not only blockaded by Israel from the
land, sea and air, but also on the south by Egypt,
whose new President Abdel-Fattah Al-Sisi abhors
the Muslim Brotherhood that spawned Hamas.

Indeed, Hamas seems lucky to be in power at

all: The first Brotherhood offshoot to gain any
power, it has seen sister movements rise all over
the region during the Arab Spring only to be
undone by a backlash. Israel, its economy slowed
by the war, faces possible war crimes investiga-
tions. It says the military was as careful as possible
given the need to stop rockets being fired from
civilian areas. But that logic has trouble compet-
ing with the predicament of Gazans ruled by
Islamic extremists they can hardly overthrow,
under blistering air attacks.

Chastened, Netanyahu has unofficially but
rather clearly backed off his opposition to the
“unity government.” After all, Israel itself negotiat-
ed indirectly with Hamas in Cairo for weeks lead-
ing up to the cease-fire that finally took hold in
late August. Hamas, for its part, has understood
that the world will not let it run the Gaza recon-
struction. Too great is the fear that money will be
diverted to line pockets and purchase more rock-
ets. Hamas has agreed to give Abbas’ West Bank-
based government a real say in running the bor-

der crossings with the outside world and in see-
ing the aid to its ultimate destination. The star-
tling image of the week was the Abbas-appoint-
ed prime minister and his Cabinet colleagues,
allowed to travel from West Bank to Gaza by
Israel, touring areas where once they dared not
tread, surrounded by Hamas security men linking
arms to protect them. It was symbolic but some-
how convincing: Thursday’s inaugural meeting of
the Palestinian unity government in Gaza. Donors
needed to see such images ahead of yesterday’s
aid conference in Cairo, where the Palestinians
were hoping to raise $4 billion - the price tag
Abbas’ government has set on even minimally
setting things right. There is a sense that world
donors, from the West and from the Gulf, will
largely come through.

Skepticism  
Reasons for skepticism certainly remain:

Hamas refuses to give up its militia and, in effect,
its security control in Gaza. Abbas will share rule
only in a sense, and only at its pleasure. But mon-
ey talks, and it does look as though Hamas will
receive funds to pay tens of thousands of loyal
civil servants. In theory, new elections for the
Palestinian Authority lie down the road.
Constitutionally, they are long overdue. Abbas is
in the ninth year of a four-year presidential term.
Hamas has some legitimacy derived from its vic-
tory in the 2006 elections for a parliament -
whose term has long expired.

Those elections may be held, or not. But then
again, the very existence of the Palestinian
Authority is hardly well-rooted. It stems from a
1994 interim agreement between Israel and the
Palestine Liberation Organization that was meant
to lead to a final status agreement in 1999.
Fifteen years and much violence later, the sides
are surlier by far, and no closer to a real deal. The
Gaza reconstruction effort may focus attention
for a while. But down the pike lies a question that
won’t go away: Will the Holy Land ultimately be
divided into an Israel and a truly independent
Palestine - or will it continue to meld slowly into a
single angry place, its component parts strug-
gling to fit together, yet also straining to break
free. —AP

In wake of Gaza war, hints of change

Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas (left) meets Egyptian President
Abdel-Fattah Al-Sisi in Cairo yesterday. —AP
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BELGRADE: Serbia fans should keep their anger in check over the national
team’s poor results and be more supportive, defender Aleksandar Kolarov
said after the team’s 1-1 Euro 2016 qualifying draw at Armenia. Fan mes-
sage boards were littered with abusive comments after the Serbs barely
avoided defeat with a last-gasp Zoran Tosic equaliser in the Group I match
on Saturday and Kolarov lashed out at the critics. “I have been here for a
while and I can say that we have never had the right kind of support,” the
Manchester City left back told Belgrade’s SOS sports television channel on
Sunday. “It seems people in Serbia can’t wait for us to falter so they can
insult us. It’s annoying although I don’t have a personal problem with it
because I know who and what I am.

“Most of them are probably using their keyboards to vent their
own frustrations.” Serbia, who failed to reach either Euro 2012 or
the 2014 World Cup, have been jeered by fans throughout both
qualifying campaigns and often played their home games in
half-empty stadiums. Several hours before their Euro 2012

qualifier away to Italy, Serbian fans attacked their own team bus
and then forced the game to be abandoned after only seven

minutes when they rioted in Genoa’s Luigi Ferraris stadi-
um.—Reuters

Kolarov blasts Serbia fans
SYDNEY: Versatile Wallabies back Adam Ashley-Cooper will quit Australia after
next year’s World Cup to play club rugby in Europe, the 99 times capped inter-
national said yesterday. The 30-year-old, who is set to become only the sixth
Australian to win 100 caps, said he would like to link up with former Wallabies
team mate Matt Giteau at big-spending European champions Toulon in
France. “I’m certainly scoping out the areas of Toulon but there are a few other
clubs that are interested,” Ashley-Cooper told AAP yesterday. “I’m sure that will
all come to a head over the next four of five weeks because I think that’s when
those things usually start to wrap up.

“But, yeah, I certainly see myself and my girlfriend heading towards Europe
after the World Cup. I’m very happy career-wise with what I’ve been able to
achieve.” A talented centre, wing or fullback, Ashley-Cooper is expected
to bring up his test century against the All Blacks in the third Bledisloe
Cup clash of the year in Brisbane next week. He began his career
playing sevens before making his Wallabies debut at 15s in 2005
against South Africa in Perth. He helped Australia win the 2011
Tri-Nations title and then scored five tries for the Wallabies as
they made the semi-finals of the World Cup later that year
in New Zealand, including a hat-trick of scores in the
group win over United States.—Reuters

SHANGHAI: American twins Bob and Mike Bryan added another accolade
to their lengthy resume after taking the Shanghai Masters men’s doubles
title yesterday to become the first pair to win all nine ATP World Tour
Masters 1000 tournaments.

The 35-year-old siblings defeated French Open champions Julien
Benneteau and Edouard Roger-Vasselin 6-2 7-6(3) on the Chinese hard
court to take an unprecedented 101st career title in their 152nd final. The
Masters 1000 events are the top ranking tournaments on the ATP Tour out-
side of the grand slams with the Bryans now boasting 31 of them after
multiple wins in Indian Wells, Paris, Rome, Monte Carlo, Miami, Toronto,
Madrid and Cincinnati.

They also won the now defunct Hamburg Masters in 2007. Today’s vic-
tory was their fifth Masters 1000 title of the season, a joint personal best,
after they secured the year-end doubles number one ranking earlier this
week for the 10th time. “It’s another great milestone,” Bob Bryan said. “This
week was full of them for us. To come and get in the title match, have a
shot at winning the tournament that’s eluded us, complete the Golden
Masters, is amazing. 

“It was really the last thing left for us to do. We can definitely shut it
down today and be happy guys.—Reuters

Bryans win doubles title

S PORTS

Cooper to quit Wallabies

Penguins drop Leafs
TORONTO: Sidney Crosby had a goal and two
assists, all on the power play, for his second
straight three-point game and the Pittsburgh
Penguins beat the Toronto Maple Leafs 5-2 on
Saturday night.

Patric Hornqvist, Chris Kunitz, Evgeni Malkin
and Brandon Sutter also scored for Pittsburgh,
which got a solid showing in goal from Marc-
Andre Fleury.  Malkin also had a three-point
night, with a pair of assists. The line of Crosby,
Hornqvist and Kunitz finished with six points
and the Penguins went 3-for-5 on the power
play. Crosby had two goals and an assist in the
Penguins’ season-opening win over Anaheim.
Joffrey Lupul and Tyler Bozak scored for Toronto.
The Maple Leafs lost their home opener 4-3 to
Montreal on a late goal Wednesday night.
Toronto’s James Van Riemsdyk and Pittsburgh’s
Simon Despres had a brief fight with 33 seconds
remaining.

CAPITALS 4, BRUINS 0
Alex Ovechkin scored his first two goals of

the season, Braden Holtby stopped 29 shots
and Washington coach Barry Trotz got his first
win with the Capitals in a 4-0 victory over the
Boston Bruins on Saturday night.

The three-time league MVP Ovechkin, who
led the NHL with 51 goals last season, scored
Washington’s first two goals. Defenseman Mike
Green had a power-play goal and John Carlson
added a late score.

Trotz, the longtime Nashville coach, was
hired during the offseason after Washington
missed the playoffs for the first time in seven
years and fired Adam Oates. The Capitals lost
Trotz’s first game, 2-1 in a shootout to Montreal
at home Thursday night.

BLACKHAWKS 6, SABRES 2
Patrick Kane, Marian Hossa, Patrick Sharp and

Dan Carcillo scored for Chicago in the third peri-
od, and the Blackhawks beat Buffalo in their
home opener.

Andrew Shaw had a goal and an assist, and
Duncan Keith also scored for the Blackhawks.
Brandon Saad had a career-high three assists
and Corey Crawford made 21 saves. Zemgus
Girgensons and Tyler Ennis scored in the first
period for Buffalo.

COYOTES 3, KINGS 2
Oliver Ekman-Larrson beat Jonathan Quick

with a wrist shot into the top right corner of the
net on a power play with 14 seconds left in
overtime to lift Arizona past Los Angeles.

An apparent goal for the Coyotes’ Shane
Doan with 2:47 left in regulation was waved off
when Doan was called for interference. That
gave the Kings a late power play, but they
couldn’t convert.

Antoine Vermette and Mikkel Boedker also
scored for Arizona. Tanner Pearson and Jeff
Carter scored for the defending Stanley Cup
champion Kings, coming off a shutout loss in
their season-opening game against San Jose.

WILD 3, AVALANCHE 0
Darcy Kuemper stopped 30 shots for

Minnesota for his second straight shutout of
high-scoring Colorado and Jason Zucker scored
his first goal since January.

Charlie Coyle also scored and Zach Parise
added an empty-netter for the Wild, who
spoiled the Avalanche’s home opener two days
after routing Colorado 5-0 in Minnesota.

In back-to-back games against their Central
Division rival, the Wild have outshot the Avs 82-
46. Semyon Varlamov made 31 saves for the
Avalanche.

DUCKS 3, RED WINGS 2
Ryan Getzlaf scored two goals, including the

unassisted winner with 24 seconds left, in
Anaheim’s victory over Detroit. 

Matt Beleskey also scored and Frederick
Andersen stopped 27 shots to help the Ducks
get their first win of the season. Anaheim
opened the season with a 6-4 loss at Pittsburgh
on Thursday night. Gustav Nyquist and Luke
Glendening scored for Detroit, and Jimmy
Howard had 23 saves.

ISLANDERS 4, HURRICANES 3
John Tavares and Brock Nelson each had a

goal and an assist, and New York began its final
home schedule at Nassau Coliseum with a victo-
ry over Carolina.

Tavares and Nelson powered the Islanders’
offense again after they filled the score sheet in
a 5-3 win at Carolina on Friday night. Cory
Conacher and Josh Bailey added goals for the
Islanders, who will move to Brooklyn next sea-
son following 42 years on Long Island.

Chad Johnson, the backup to Jaroslav Halak,
stopped 21 shots to earn his first win with the
Islanders. Carolina’s Jiri Tlusty scored two pow-
er-play goals in the first period and completed
his second NHL hat trick with 5:58 left in the
third.

BLUES 4, FLAMES 1
Joakim Lindstrom and David Backes scored

in the first period, Brian Elliott stopped 23 shots,
and St. Louis beat Calgary.

Alex Pietrangelo and Vladimir Tarasenko
also scored for the Blues, and Paul Stastny and
Kevin Shattenkirk each had three assists. St.
Louis improved to 7-1-1 in its last nine games
against Calgary.

Curtis Glencross ended Elliott’s shutout bid
with a power-play goal with 4:13 left. Mark
Giordano picked up an assist on the play for his
200th NHL point.

BLUE JACKETS 5, RANGERS 2
Cam Atkinson scored twice while Marko

Dano and Nick Foligno each had a goal and an
assist to lead Columbus past New York.

Artem Anisimov, like Atkinson, scored for the
second game in a row for the Blue Jackets, who
moved to 2-0 for the first time in five years.

Dano had his first NHL goal and points and
Scott Hartnell and Ryan Johansen, who joined
the Blue Jackets on Wednesday after a contract
holdout,  had two assists apiece. Former
Columbus captain Rick Nash picked up his third
goal and Lee Stempniak also scored for the
Rangers.

DEVILS 5, PANTHERS 1
Damon Severson scored his first NHL goal to

cap New Jersey’s four-goal first period and the
Devils chased Roberto Luongo early to beat
Florida.

Severson also got his first assist. Ryane
Clowe, Mike Cammalleri, Martin Havlat and Eric
Gelinas scored goals for the Devils and Cory
Schneider stopped 28 shots.

Derek MacKenzie scored for Florida. Luongo
gave up five goals on 14 shots before leaving
the game 2:59 into the second. Al Montoya fin-
ished with 10 saves in relief.

CANADIENS 4, FLYERS 3
Pierre-Alexandre Parenteau scored in the

shootout, and Montreal rallied from a three-
goal deficit to beat Philadelphia. Andrei Markov,
Tomas Plekanec and Alex Galchenyuk scored in
third period for the Canadiens (3-0).

Wayne Simmonds scored twice and Mark
Raffl had a goal for the Flyers, winless through
three games for the third straight season.

SENATORS 3, LIGHTNING 2
Mika Zibanejad scored the deciding goal in

the shootout and Ottawa beat Tampa Bay.
Zibanejad’s score made it 2-1 in the third round
of the shootout and Steven Stamkos was unable
to beat Ottawa goalie Robin Lehner on the
Lightning’s third attempt. Erik Karlsson and
Mark Stone scored in regulation for the
Senators, and Lehner stopped 38 shots through
overtime. Victor Hedman and Brett Connolly
had Tampa Bay’s goals and Ben Bishop made 32
saves.

PREDATORS 4, STARS 1
Eric Nystrom had a goal and two assists to

lead Nashville past Dallas. Shea Weber, Paul
Gaustad, and Roman Josi also scored for
Nashville and Pekka Rinne stopped 17 shots to
help the Predators open the season with their
second straight win. Antoine Roussel scored for
Dallas.

SHARKS 3, JETS 0
Marc-Edouard Vlasic and Tomas Hertl scored

first-period goals, and Alex Stalock made 30
saves to give San Jose Sharks its second straight
shutout to open the season.

Patrick Marleau added an insurance goal late
in the second period in the Sharks’ home open-
er. San Jose began the season with a 4-0 win
behind Antti Niemi against defending champi-
on Los Angeles and followed it up with Stalock’s
third career shutout. Ondrej Pavelec made 23
saves for Winnipeg.

CANUCKS 5, OILERS 4
Chris Higgins scored the only goal in a

shootout to lift Vancouver past Edmonton.
Higgins beat Viktor Fasth with a quick shot in
the third round, and Ryan Miller stopped Benoit
Pouliot on Edmonton’s final chance. Henrik
Sedin and Radim Vrbata each had a goal and an
assist, Nick Bonino and Linden Vey picked up
their first goals with the Canucks, and Daniel
Sedin added three assists. Miller finished with
25 saves. Mark Arcobello,  Brad Hunt, Nail
Yakupov and Jesse Joensuu scored for
Edmonton. —AP

TORONTO: Olli Maatta No. 3 of the Pittsburgh Penguins skates with the puck pursued by Phil
Kessel No. 81 of the Toronto Maple Leafs in an NHL game at the Air Canada Centre. —AFP

Western Conference
Pacific Division

W L OTL GF GA PTS  
San Jose 2 0 0 7 0 4    
Vancouver 2 0 0 9 6 4    
Anaheim 1 1 0 7 8 2    
Arizona 1 1 0 5 8 2    
Calgary 1 2 0 8 10 2    
Edmonton 0 1 1 6 10 1    
Los Angeles 0 1 1 2 7 1    

Central Division
Minnesota 2 0 0 8 0 4    
Nashville 2 0 0 7 3 4    
Chicago 2 0 0 9 4 4    
St. Louis 1 1 0 6 4 2    
Winnipeg 1 1 0 6 5 2    
Dallas 0 1 1 3 7 1    
Colorado 0 2 0 0 8 0    

Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division

Montreal 3 0 0 10 7 6    
Tampa Bay 1 0 1 5 5 3    
Detroit 1 1 0 4 4 2    
Ottawa 1 1 0 5 5 2    
Boston 1 2 0 3 7 2    
Florida 0 1 1 3 8 1    
Toronto 0 2 0 5 9 0    
Buffalo 0 2 0 3 9 0    

Metropolitan Division
New Jersey 2 0 0 11 5 4    
Columbus 2 0 0 8 3 4    
Pittsburgh 2 0 0 11 6 4    
NY Islanders 2 0 0 9 6 4    
Washington 1 0 1 5 2 3    
NY Rangers 1 1 0 5 7 2    
Philadelphia 0 2 1 8 12 1    
Carolina 0 2 0 6 9 0    
Note: Overtime losses (OTL) are worth one point in the
standings and are not included in the loss column (L).

NHL results/standings
Washington 4, Boston 0; Pittsburgh 5, Toronto 2; Anaheim 3, Detroit 2; Ottawa 3, Tampa Bay 2 (So); New Jersey 5,
Florida 1; NY Islanders 4, Carolina 3; Montreal 4, Philadelphia 3 (SO); Columbus 5, NY Rangers 2; St. Louis 4, Calgary 1;
Nashville 4, Dallas 1; Chicago 6, Buffalo 2; Minnesota 3, Colorado 0; Arizona 3, Los Angeles 2 (OT); Vancouver 5,
Edmonton 4 (SO); San Jose 3, Winnipeg 0.

DUBAI: Toyota Racing experienced a dramat-
ic but very frustrating Six Hours of the Circuit
of the Americas in Austin, Texas last week
which ended with a podium finish but prom-
ised much more for the fourth round of the
FIA World Endurance Championship.

Heavy rain early in the race caused chaos
and necessitated a stunning recovery drive
for the #8 TS040 Hybrid of Anthony Davidson,
Nicolas Lapierre and SÈbastien Buemi, who
finished third to leave with a 11-point lead in
the drivers’ standings.

According to Takayuki Yoshitsugu, Chief
Representative, Middle East and North Africa
Representative Office, TOYOTA Motor
Corporation, “The team did very well to place
third and get a podium finish and credit goes
to the entire team and support staff for com-
peting hard and overcoming the challenging
weather conditions. It’s now time to move on
and prepare for the next round at the Six
Hours of Fuji race where Toyota will look to
build on its successful track record and go for
victory to remain in the hunt for winning the
drivers’ championship.”

On this occasion, Yoshiaki Kinoshita, Team
President said: “This is a frustrating result
because we had the fastest car but couldn’t
win the race. The wet conditions were
extremely challenging and unfortunately we
suffered more than our rivals. From then on, it
was a damage limitation exercise where we
had to push as hard as we could to get the
maximum points available. We wanted a lot
more from this weekend and we will be push-
ing very hard to achieve a much better result
at Fuji Speedway.”

Anthony Davidson said: “Looking on the

bright side, which you have to do when the
result doesn’t go your way, the good news is
we had the fastest car. We should have won,
that was clear. Going forward, we have a car
to fight for the championship. It is going to
be tough but we are still ahead in the drivers’
championship at least. We can only look for-
ward and make sure we win as many races as
we can from here on in.”

The race had begun very promisingly with
the 1,000PS, four-wheel-drive TS040 Hybrids
taking control at the start;  pole sitter
SÈbastien pulling out a substantial lead while
Alex brought the #7 up to second place in the
opening laps. After Mike Conway in the #7
and Nicolas in #8 took over their respective
cars close to the hour mark, the race was
turned upside down by a heavy rainstorm. In
impossible conditions on slick tyres both cars
aquaplaned off track, with the #8 getting
stuck in the gravel. After a delay of nearly an
hour, during which the race clock continued
to count down, Nicolas took the safety car
restart in fourth, with Mike back in seventh.

As the standings settled down and the
next round of pit stops came, Anthony in the
#8 was pushing to close the gap on the podi-
um positions while StÈphane was sixth, with
both by now on slick tyres. SÈbastien began a
determined pursuit of the podium places and
a string of quick laps, including the fastest of
the race, earned a third place which looked
highly unlikely earlier in the race, while Alex
took the flag in sixth. Toyota Racing will
attempt to recover the winning habit at its
home race, the Six Hours of Fuji on 12
October, and heads to Japan aiming for a
third consecutive victory at the historic track.

Toyota Racing take third
place in Six Hours of the

Circuit of Americas

PRETORIA: Disgraced South African track star
Oscar Pistorius returns to court today to find
out whether he will serve a long stretch
behind bars for the negligent killing of his
model girlfriend, or walk out a free man.

After a six-month, on-off trial that capti-
vated South Africa, and millions more around
the world who admired Pistorius as a symbol
of triumph over physical adversity, opinion is
starkly divided on the eventual outcome. A
non-custodial sentence would likely spark
public anger, fuelling a perception among
black South Africans that, 20 years after the
end of apartheid, wealthy whites can still
secure preferential justice.

The Paralympic and Olympic athlete,
whose lower legs were amputated as a baby,
was convicted of culpable homicide last
month for the Valentine’s Day shooting of 29-
year-old law graduate Reeva Steenkamp.
Judge Thokozile Masipa cleared the 27-year-
old of the more serious charge of murder, say-
ing prosecutors had failed to prove Pistorius’
intent to kill when he fired four 9mm rounds
through the door of a toilet cubicle, in what
he said was the mistaken belief an intruder
was lurking behind it.

A murder conviction would have almost
certainly carried a jail sentence. Culpable
homicide, South Africa’s equivalent of
manslaughter, can be punished by anything
from 15 years in jail to a suspended sentence
or community service.

In a front page headline on Friday, South
Africa’s Times newspaper cited experts say-
ing: ‘Oscar won’t go to jail ’.   Conversely,
Johannesburg’s Star said he was likely to get
as many as 10 years behind bars, with a por-
tion suspended.

At the sentencing hearing, Masipa is likely
to hear arguments from prosecution and
defence, possibly for as long as a day each,
and psychological and probation experts
before making her ruling.

LEGAL REPERCUSSIONS
The decision by 66-year-old Masipa, only

the second black woman to rise to South
Africa’s bench, to absolve Pistorius of murder
drew criticism from legal experts and the
public in a country infamous for violence, par-
ticularly against women.

The professional criticism centred on the
legal notion of intent via ‘dolus eventualis’,
whereby a person is held responsible for the
foreseeable consequences of their actions.
Laymen have pondered the practical conse-
quences of the ruling, in particular what it
meant for the legal principal of self-defence.
Pistorius said the shooting in his upmarket
Pretoria home was a tragic mistake, but at the
trial prosecutors presented a written firearms
licence test in which he acknowledged that
using lethal force against an intruder was
only allowed if there was a direct threat to a
person’s life. —Reuters

Pistorius faces sentencing 
over girlfriend’s death
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BALTIMORE: Lorenzo Cain No. 6 slides safe to home plate to score on Billy Butler No. 16 of the Kansas City RoyalsRBI double to right field in the
third inning against Bud Norris No. 25 of the Baltimore Orioles during Game Two of the American League Championship Series. —AFP

BALTIMORE: Alcides Escobar doubled in the go-
ahead run in the ninth inning, Mike Moustakas
extended his home run-binge and Kansas City
remained perfect in the playoffs, beating the
Baltimore Orioles 6-4 Saturday for a 2-0 lead in
the AL Championship Series.

Now, the Royals head back to Kansas City
with the knowledge that no team has ever lost a
best-of-seven LCS after winning the first two
games on the road.

“We don’t want to be the first team to do
that,” designated hitter Billy Butler said. “That’s all
I get from that.” Lorenzo Cain had four hits,
scored twice and drove in a run for the wild-card
Royals, who are 6-0 in the playoffs this year,
including 4-0 on the road. The Orioles hadn’t lost
two in a row in Baltimore since June 28-29, but
Kansas City found a way to quiet the towel-wav-
ing, screaming crowds.

“The atmosphere here is great. It didn’t affect
us,” Butler said. “Now we’ll go home and see if
they can play in our atmosphere.” Moustakas
homered for the fourth time in five games as the
Royals won their ninth straight in the postsea-
son, a string dating to the 1985 World Series.

“To come in here and win two games against
a great team like that, it ’s huge for us,”
Moustakas said. “A lot of confidence going back
home.”

Game 3 is today at Kauffman Stadium.
Former Oriole Jeremy Guthrie will start for the
Royals against either Wei-Yin Chen or Miguel
Gonzalez.

Manager Buck Showalter’s team has lost two
in a row at Camden Yards for the first time since
June 28-29, and now the Orioles must buck his-
tory to earn its first pennant since 1983. No club
has ever won a best-of-seven LCS after dropping
the first two games at home.

“If one team can do it, it’s us,” slugger Nelson
Cruz said. “The series ain’t over,” insisted Adam
Jones, who hit his first playoff home run. “If you
guys (are) thinking it’s over, why are we going to
show up today?” After squeezing out an 8-6 win
in 10 innings on Friday night, the Royals again
took apart the Baltimore bullpen with a late
uprising.

With the score tied at 4 in the ninth, Omar
Infante beat out an infield roller off Darren
O’Day, the losing pitching for the second
straight day.

Zach Britton entered, and Moustakas laid
down a bunt that moved pinch-runner Terrance
Gore to second. Alcides then sliced an opposite-
field grounder inside first base to bring home
Gore. Two batters later, Cain hit an RBI single.

At St. Louis, Madison Bumgarner pitched
shutout ball into the eighth inning and the San
Francisco Giants combined just enough hitting
with a couple of defensive errors by St. Louis to

beat the Cardinals 3-0 in the NL Championship
Series opener.

Bumgarner set a major league postseason
record with 26 2-3 consecutive scoreless innings
on the road. “That’s pretty cool,” he said. “There’s
stats for everything nowadays. I’ve happened to
have a little extra good luck on the road.”

Maybe, although his numbers show that per-
haps it’s more than luck. In four postseason road
starts, he’s 4-0 with an 0.59 ERA.

The left-hander, already a key part of two
World Series championship teams in San
Francisco, was in complete command.

But 20-game winner Adam Wainwright made
another early exit for the Cardinals. In his two
playoff outings this month, he’s failed to last
even five innings.

“I think there’s a scenario out there where I
give up one run,” Wainwright said. “As ugly as it
was, I would say my arm felt better than last
time.”

Pablo Sandoval got three hits as San
Francisco won for the 12th time in its last 13
postseason games, including three straight vic-
tories to erase a 3-1 deficit in the 2012 NLCS
against St. Louis.

“Man, exciting to be in October, you know,”
Sandoval said. “Last year I was home watching
the game on TV.” Jake Peavy gets the Game 2
start for the Giants on Sunday night against
Lance Lynn.

Bumgarner, who began the playoffs by
throwing a shutout at Pittsburgh in the wild-
card game, gave up four hits in 7 2-3 innings.

Bumgarner bested the mark of 23 straight
postseason scoreless innings on the road set by
Art Nehf of the New York Giants from 1921-24.

The Cardinals’ threatened against him only in
the seventh on consecutive one-out singles by
Yadier Molina and Jon Jay, but Kolten Wong
tapped out and pinch-hitter Tony Cruz fanned.

The Giants’ bullpen finished with hitless relief
as Sergio Romo got the last out in the eighth
and Santiago Casilla closed for a save. The
Cardinals twice failed to seal the deal defensively
in the Giants’ two-run second.

Third baseman Matt Carpenter’s fielding error
with the bases loaded on Gregor Blanco’s soft
one-hop liner at his feet was their first error of
the postseason.

Sandoval doubled to start the inning when
rookie right fielder Randal Grichuk gloved the
ball but couldn’t hang on as he ran into the wall.
Travis Ishikawa, 0 for 5 with five strikeouts and a
walk against Wainwright, had an RBI single on a
jam-shot bloop just over Carpenter’s head in
shallow left.

Wong misplayed a double-play ball at second
base in the third, and Brandon Belt’s sacrifice fly
made it 3-0. “We make a few plays and we can
still be out there playing right now,” manager
Mike Matheny said. —AP

Royals march over Orioles

ST LOUIS: Santiago Casilla No. 46 of the San Francisco Giants pitches in the ninth inning
against the St. Louis Cardinals during Game One of the National League Championship
Series. —AFP

CALIFORNIA: South Korean Bae Sang-
Moon eagled the par-four 17th and
birdied the final hole to earn a four-stroke
lead after the third round of the Frys.com
Open in Napa, California on Saturday.

In just two holes, Bae turned a tenuous
advantage into a commanding lead at the
PGA Tour season opener at Silverado
Country Club north of San Francisco.

He carded 65 for 16-under-par 200,
while American Zac Blair shot 69 for sec-
ond place on 12-under with his compatri-
ots Matt Kuchar (66), Brooks Koepka (67)
and Scott Langley (69) tied for third at 11-
under with Scot Martin Laird (71).

Bae, 28, is seeking his second PGA Tour
victory. His lone success came at the Byron
Nelson Championship in May last year, but
he has not had a top-10 finish since.

The barnstorming finish was impressive
but a 15-foot par save from the fringe at
the par-f ive 16th was perhaps more
important, preserving his confidence after
three poor shots in a row looked like cost-

ing him a shot at an easy hole.
“It was more (important) than a birdie

putt.  I t  really woke me up,” Bae told
repor ters after wards.  Buoyed by the
reprieve, he striped his tee shot at the dri-
veable 17th and his ball landed on the
green and nestled up within six feet of the
hole, from where he drained the putt.

“I felt I played perfect today besides
two bogeys (both three-putts),” continued
Bae, whose round also included five con-
secutive birdies on the front nine.

“A four-shot lead makes me a little
comfortable for Sunday but I don’t think
about a win.” Tour rookie Blair displayed
poise beyond his experience to earn a
spot in the final group late yesterday,
while Kuchar has bounced back from the
disappointment of being on the losing
American Ryder Cup team less than two
weeks ago.  “On the front  nine I  had
(birdie) opportunities (on) every hole, so
it was a good round,” said the world num-
ber nine. —Reuters

Late surge gives Korean 
Bae four-stroke lead

GOLD COAST: Fiji’s Jasa Veremalua scored a try in the cor-
ner to seal a 31-24 win over Samoa in the final of the Gold
Coast Sevens yesterday, the first leg of the World Sevens
Series which counts as a qualifier for the 2016 Rio
Olympics.

The Fijians raced into a 24-0 lead after four first half tries
only for the Samoans to storm back to within two points in
a pulsating finale before Veremalau put the game out of
reach with his late score.

The victory put the Fijians, 2005-06 Series winners, on
top of the table with 22 points, with the top four teams at
the end of the season qualifying automatically for rugby’s
return to the Olympics.

Seven more places will be available in regional quali-
fiers. The next round of the nine-event World Series will be
played in Dubai in December, with South Africa, New
Zealand, Japan, United States, Scotland, Hong Kong and
England hosting legs.

The Fijians are one of the sport’s traditional powerhous-
es, with their tall, powerful athletes entertaining fans
around the world with their deft skills. “Everyone in Fiji
expects us to win a gold medal,” Fiji’s English coach Ben
Ryan said.

New Zealand, who have won 12 of the 15 World Sevens
Series events, finished a surprising fifth in Australia after
being knocked out by England in the quarter-finals.

“We came over here with a few new players and it’s a
new level for them and I suppose we’ve got to get back on
the horse and look to redeem ourselves in the next two
tournaments in Dubai and South Africa,” New Zealand
coach Gordon Tietjens said. —Reuters

Fiji defeat Samoa in 
first leg of Sevens Series

AUSTRALIA: Fiji’s Isake Katonibau (left) tackles Tofatuimoana Solia (right) of Samoa
during the final of the IRB Gold Coast World Series Sevens rugby tournament at the
CBUS Super Stadium. —AFP

CALIFORNIA: Bae Sang-moon of South Korea holds up his ball after making a birdie
putt on the second green of the Silverado Resort North Course during the third
round of the Frys.com PGA Tour golf tournament. —AP

HAWAII: Sebastian Kienle and Mirinda
Carfrae used contrasting strategies to win
the men’s and women’s divisions at the
Ironman world championship triathlon on
Hawaii on Saturday.

German Kienle, who finished third last
year, rode a sizzling bike leg to set up a
huge win in the 2014 event in humid con-
ditions at Kailua-Kona.

The 30-year-old built an eight-minute
lead over his main rivals starting the
marathon run and was never challenged as
he finished in eight hours, 14 mins. 18 sec-
onds.

American Ben Hoffman was second in
8:19:23, with another German Jan Frodeno,
the 2008 Olympic champion, third in

8:20:32. “I never thought I was going to win
this thing,” Kienle told the crowd at the fin-
ish line, revealing that he had quit a train-
ing session three weeks ago due to prob-
lems with a troublesome Achilles tendon.
Australian Carfrae, meanwhile, used a bril-
liant run to successfully defend her title,
overcoming a deficit of more than 14 min-
utes in the marathon and mowing down
Swiss athlete Daniela Ryf.

Carfrea was in eighth place starting the
run but powered home to win her third
world title in 9:00:55 ahead of Ryf in second
with Britain’s Rachel Joyce third. The iron-
man comprises a 2.4-mile (3.86km) swim,
112-mile (180.25km) bike and 26.2-mile
(42.2km) run.—Reuters

Kienle, Carfrae win 
Ironman world titles

HAWAII: Apolo Ohno hugs coach Paula Newby Fraser after finishing the Ironman
World Championship triathlon on Saturday. —AP
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Photo of the day

Competitors perform during the Red Bull Flugtag at Sankey Tank in Bangalore, India.— www.redbull.com

HAVANA: Cuba has some of the world’s
best volleyball players, but none of them
are helping the national team, once one of
the most feared. 

Instead, they are caught in a sporting
Cold War. Cuba’s women won the Olympic
gold medal three times in a row between
1992 and 2000 and were fourth at the 2008
Beijing Games.

But they failed to qualify for the 2012
Games in London and suffered five straight
defeats at the world championships just
ending in Italy, against minnows such as
Azerbaijan, Belgium and Puerto Rico. The
country’s men were world championship
finalists in 2010 but also failed to qualify for
the London Olympics and only managed
12th place at the world championships in
Poland last month.

Most observers blame the rigid attitude
of Cuba’s sporting authorities, under the
close control of the communist govern-
ment of President Raul Castro.

The national federation considers the 50
top players now earning handsome wages
in leagues in Italy, Russia and Turkey as
“deserters” to be banished from the nation-
al side. 

The spikers have followed top athletes
from baseball and boxing, Cuba’s other
national sports, in escaping the island’s
economic crisis by going abroad. 

Osmany Juantorena won four world
club championships with Italian side
Trentino, but is excluded from the national
side.  The same goes for the 2.06-metre (6ft
9 inch) Robertlandy Simon, now in the
South Korean league;  Wilfredo Leon, with
Zenit Kazan in Russia; and Raidel
Hierrezuelo with Halkank Ankara in Turkey.

Women’s stars Rosir Calderon, Nancy
Carrillo and Yanelis Santos are central fig-
ures in Russian sides Dinamo Krasnodar,
Omichka Omsk and Club Leningradka in St

Petersburg, respectively.
Their absence leaves Cuba to rely on

young, untried players and those who
would not normally get a look into the
once feared national team.

TIME FOR CHANGE
The volleyball exports and officials still

in the island have pleaded for a change as
Cuba falls in the world rankings-the
women are now 22nd, and the men are
11th, having fallen four places this year.

The national federation “must explain”
why the national team does not use its best
players, said Nelson Paez, a leading Cuban
volleyball commentator.

“If nothing is done quickly ... we are
going to drown,” warned Hierrezuelo, who
was a member of the men’s team that
reached the 2010 world championship
final.

In 2013, federation president Ariel Sainz
set up a commission to study Cuba’s col-
lapse on the international stage.  The minis-
terial-level Cuban Institute of Sports said it
was ready to start talks with exiled athletes
to see if they could play for the national
side. But nothing has been done.

Castro announced three years ago that
top-level athletes would get better salaries.
But they have still only gone up to a few
hundred dollars a month, a pittance next to
the wages being earned abroad.

Cuban authorities recently allowed
some baseball players to join clubs in
Mexico and Japan. But the number is small
and in June, six players were kicked out of
the national squad after being accused of
seeking to follow the island’s baseball hero
Yasiel Puig, who fled in 2012 and now stars
with the Los Angeles Dodgers. Cuba won
only two titles at last year’s world amateur
boxing championships, an event it tradi-
tionally dominates.—AFP

Struggling Cuba 
misses ‘deserters’

NANNING: Teenager Simone Biles won two
more gold medals to finish with four and leave
the United States as the top team ahead of
China as the world gymnastics championships
ended yesterday.

The 17-year-old, who earlier retained her all-
around title and powered USA to a second
straight women’s team gold, stole the show as
she beat China’s Bai Yawen by just 0.067 points
on the beam and blew away the field to keep
her floor crown.

Biles’ heroics accounted for all four of the
United States’ gold medals at the 10-day event in
Nanning, China, ahead of the hosts on three and
North Korea in third place with two.

“Oh, it feels just amazing,” Biles said of her
two more gold yesterday. “And it is an honour to
get here representing the United States.” Asked
what was in her mind before each performance,
she said: “Just get there and hit all my routines,
that’s about it, and have fun.”

Veteran Ri Se-Gwang doubled North Korea’s
haul as he won his first ever global title in the
men’s vault, with South Korea’s defending world
and Olympic champion Yang Hak-Seon, nick-
named the “god of vault”, falling twice on land-
ing. Ri’s triumph followed his compatriot Hong
Un-Jong’s victory in the women’s vault Saturday.

The 29-year-old Ri, who grabbed the 2007
world vault bronze and the Asian Games title in
2006, pulled off two technically demanding
vaults to collect 15.416 points.

“I am very happy and satisfied with my per-
formance today,” Ri said, expressing sympathy
for his South Korean rival Yang. “Mistakes are
inevitable in athletic competitions,” he said.
“Actually (Yang) had a injury, so his performance
was not so good. I hope he will recover soon and
be better.”

FLYING DUTCHMAN 
Olympic and world high bar champion Epke

Zonderland of the Netherlands dominated the
apparatus with 16.225. Japan’s Kohei Uchimura,
who won a record-extending fifth straight men’s
all-around title on Thursday, finished second 0.5
points adrift with Croatia’s Marijo Moznik third
on 15.000.

Zonderland, known as the “Flying Dutchman,”
wowed a near-capacity crowd at the 4,000-seat
Guangxi Gymnasium with two sets of breathtak-
ing aerial skills.

“My own routine was so flawless. I don’t know

if it could have been any better at this stage,”
said the 28-year-old, adding that his weaknesses
were “getting fewer and fewer.  “My weakness
was execution (artistry) but I think it’s getting
much better and I will keep working on that,” he
said. Ukraine’s Oleg Verniaiev, the European par-
allel bars champion, won the event with 16.125
points to take his first world title. American
Danell Leyva came second with 15.933 and
Japan’s Ryohei Kato was third with 15.666. “I
have been told not to try and bite off more than
I can chew. I just wanted to do my level,” said
Verniaiev, 21.—AFP

Teen queen puts USA 
on top of the world

NANNING: Simone Biles of the US performs during the women’s beam final at the Gymnastics
World Championships yesterday. —AFP

CHICAGO: Rita Jeptoo of Kenya celebrates after winning of the 2014 Bank of America
Chicago Marathon. —AFP

CHICAGO: Eliud Kipchoge and Rita Jeptoo
won Chicago Marathon titles yesterday,
completing only the fourth Kenyan double
title sweep at the event but the second in
as many years.

Kipchoge, a two-time Olympic 5,000m-
medalist competing for only his fourth time
at the 26.2-mile distance, won in two hours,
four minutes and 11 seconds to defeat his
countryman Sammy Kitwara by 17 seconds.
Dickson Chumba was third in 2:04:32, com-
pleting the eighth Kenyan podium sweep
in the past 14 events and second in a row.

Jeptoo, 33, defended her title in 2:24:35
and collected her fourth marathon triumph
in a row since settling for second at
Chicago in 2012 behind Atsede Baysa, hav-
ing swept the Boston and Chicago crowns
this year and last.

“I’m the queen of Chicago,” Jeptoo said.
Ethiopia’s Mare Dibaba, a 2012 Olympian
and the third-place finisher in Boston, was
second, more than a minute off the pace,
with Kenya’s Florence Kiplagat third in
2:25:57. Windy conditions greeted runners
from more than 100 nations in the 37th
edition of the event.

Kipchoge, 29, took $155,000 in prize
money and bragging rights over long-time
Ethiopian track rival Kenenisa Bekele, the
three-time Olympic champion and 5,000
and 10,000 world record holder who fin-
ished fifth in 2:05:51 in only his second
marathon start.

Kipchoge, who took 5,000-meter silver
at the 2008 Beijing Olympics and bronze
four years earlier at Athens and captured a
2003 world title at the distance, won his
marathon debut last year at Hamburg. The
Kenyan podium trio pulled away from the
lead pack after 20 miles and Kipchoge left
his countrymen behind in the penultimate
mile.

Kipchoge was six seconds off his per-
sonal best, set last year at Berlin, but had
the third-fastest winning time in race histo-
ry. Kipchoge finished 26 seconds off the
course record set last year by Kenyan
Dennis Kimetto, who did not try to defend
his crown but instead won last month’s
Berlin Marathon in a world record time of
2:02:57. Kenya’s Bernard Koech, runner-up
to Kipchoge in Rotterdam this year, was
fifth in 2:08:30.

Jeptoo, coming off a course-record run
of 2:18:57 in Boston, was wll off her 2013
Chicago winning time of 2:19:57. American
Amy Hastings surged ahead early in quest
of the first Chicago triumph by a US
woman since 2005, but by mile eight she
was caught by the pack and settled for a
fifth-place finish in 2:27:03. Kiplagat, the
world half-marathon record holder, and
Dibaba battled Jeptoo into the 23rd mile
before the defending champion began
pulling away.

American Joshua George won his fourth
men’s wheelchair title in 1:32:12 while
Russian-born American Tatyana McFadden
won her fifth women’s wheelchair crown,
and fourth in a row, in 1:44:50. —AFP

Kenya’s Kipchoge, Jeptoo 
win at Chicago Marathon

CHICAGO: Eliud Kipchoge of Kenya cele-
brates his win of the 2014 Bank of
America Chicago Marathon. —AFP

JAPAN: Marc Marquez retained his
MotoGP title with a fighting second
place finish in the Japanese Grand
Prix yesterday, the dominant
Spaniard securing a fourth global
title in five years at his Honda
team’s home Motegi circuit.

By claiming 20 points for a sec-
ond-place finish, the 21-year-old
stretched his championship lead
over Italian Valentino Rossi of
Yamaha and his team mate and
compatriot Dani Pedrosa to an
unassailable 82 points with three
races remaining.

“I am really happy to win the
title on Honda’s home circuit and I
offer my thanks to my family and to
the team for giving me the best
material and motivation to win the
world title,” an elated Marquez told
reporters.

Yamaha’s double former world
champion Jorge Lorenzo claimed
victory on the day 1.638 seconds
ahead of Marquez, who overtook
Rossi with eight laps remaining and
held off the Italian to secure the
title. Pedrosa finished fourth.

It was the second consecutive
win for Spaniard Lorenzo after his
victory in the rain-hit Aragon Grand
Prix last month.

Catalan Marquez continues to
blaze a trail through every class he
has raced in, first winning the 125cc
title in 2010, then the Moto2 crown
in 2012 before claiming back-to-
back MotoGP titles.

He could have settled the cham-
pionship earlier in the season after
registering a record-equalling 10
consecutive wins but crashes in San
Marino and Alcaniz in the last two
races delayed his coronation.

“It’s difficult to explain right now
but I have been in MotoGP for two
years and won two titles. I t is
incredible and something I could

not have imagined,” Marquez said,
adding that he was under pressure
after the last two crashes. “I am in
like a dream, it’s incredible.”

BRAKING POINTS
Starting from fourth on the grid

with Rossi and Pedrosa ahead of
him, the Honda rider made a
decent start and overtook Yamaha’s
Pol Espargaro, Pedrosa and Andrea
Iannone of Pramac Racing in the
opening laps to get closer to the
front group.

He then passed Ducati’s Andrea
Dovizioso, who had started on
pole, and overtook Rossi on the
second attempt after a gripping

three-lap duel to climb up into sec-
ond position.

“Maybe I was not riding like
always. I don’t know why but the
body felt different,” Marquez said.
“For me it was more difficult to
overtake at the braking points
because I didn’t want to make
another mistake because of what
happened in the last race.”

Rossi tried a late assault to stay
in the championship hunt but
Marquez was too quick. “I had a
chance to keep the party open for
the championship.  I tried as hard
as I could to keep the battle with
Marc going for another race,” Rossi
said. “I had good pace but Marc had

a little extra.”
Marquez, who last year became

the youngest MotoGP world cham-
pion at the age of 20, stopped on
his victory lap and was presented
with a ceremonial sword by a
Samurai warrior flanked by a pair of
kimono-clad female assistants.

He waved the sword above his
head towards his supporters before
returning it to the Samurai and
remounting his bike to complete
the lap of honour.

The Spaniard took his season
tally to 312 points with Rossi and
Pedrosa on 230. Lorenzo is fourth,
three points further adrift. A race
win is worth 25 points.—Reuters

Marquez retains MotoGP title

JAPAN: Rider Alex Marquez of Spain (center) poses with second placed SaxoPrint-RTG rider Efren Vazquez
of Spain (left) and third placed Ambrogio Racing rider Brad Binder of South Africa (right) on the podium of
the MotoGP Japanese Grand Prix. —AFP
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KOLKATA: India’s new football league
kicked off late yesterday with a spirited
clash and a glitzy pyrotechnic opening
ceremony that organisers hope will
ignite the country ’s passion for the
“beautiful game”. Atletico de Kolkata
trounced Mumbai City 3-0 in the first
match of the Indian Super League (ISL),
that has lured former international stars
such as Spain’s Luis Garcia and France’s
Nicolas Anelka out of retirement.

Cricketing hero Sourav Ganguly said
the league was the beginning of some-
thing great, arguing there was room for
football in the cricket-obsessed country
of 1.25 billion people. 

“It may not be cricket but it will be
the next biggest sport,” Ganguly, co-
owner of Kolkata, told AFP just ahead of
kick-off in the eastern city. “Everybody
will be pleasantly surprised as the tour-
nament goes on,” the former national
captain said.

He conceded the international veter-
ans fronting the eight teams are “not the
current stars of football”, but predicted
the league would eventually attract the
best in the game. “Obviously they are
not the current stars, that will happen
over time. It’s the beginning of some-
thing.” 

Former Ethiopian captain Fikru
Lemessa, 28, scored in the first half,
while 33-year-old Spaniard Borja
Fernandez hit the net in the second,
sending the home crowd at Salt Lake
stadium into raptures.

Spain’s Arnal Carbo sealed the win
with a goal in stoppage time. “It was
incredible. A lot of people and so many
of them pushed, pushed us,” Fernandez
said of the crowd.

Organisers hope the city-based fran-
chises, each with a famous-if ageing
frontman and modelled on cricket’s
glamorous Indian Premier League, will

bolster popularity for the sport during
the 10-week competition. Cricketing
greats such as Sachin Tendulkar and
Bollywood A-listers are co-owners of the
teams along with Spanish La Liga side
Atletico Madrid.

Rupert Murdoch’s Star TV is showing
the tournament, which is being backed
by sports management giant IMG.

BOLLYWOOD, FIREWORKS 
The opening ceremony included

throbbing Bollywood music, dancers
and a large fireworks display, watched
by celebrities, politicians and sports
stars.

Mamata Banerjee, chief minister of
West Bengal of which Kolkata is the capi-
tal, was front row, chatting to Indian bil-
lionaire Mukesh Ambani who is
bankrolling the league, and Bollywood
icon Amitabh Bachchan.

Some 70,000 tickets were sold for the

match, according to organisers, but
pockets of the stadium were empty. S.
Bardhan, a soldier stationed at Kolkata
airport, said he “loved football” although
this was the first time he had ever seen a
match live.

“I watch (international leagues) all the
time on TV,” said Bardhan, whose wife
and two-year-old son also came along.
The crowd roared with approval during
the ceremony as Bollywood actress
Priyanka Chopra introduced Tendulkar.

The two coaches had pledged to
“deliver the goods” for the opener even
though Mumbai were missing their star
players. Ex-Arsenal midfielder Freddie
Ljungberg of Sweden, the 37-year-old
poster boy for Mumbai, was ruled out
with a calf injury.

Mumbai were also missing Anelka,
35, as he serves a ban for a controversial
“quenelle” goal celebration in late 2013,
which also got him the sack from West

Bromwich Albion. He has denied the
gesture was racist.

Mumbai manager Peter Reid said he
had “no excuses” for the loss, saying “the
better team won on the day”. “We didn’t
deserve it, it happens in football,” the for-
mer Sunderland and Manchester City
boss said. Experts say the ambitious ISL
faces an uphill battle to convert India’s
cricket-mad population and develop the
country’s existing pockets of passion for
football.

On a visit to India in 2007, FIFA presi-
dent Sepp Blatter said India was the
“sleeping giant” of world football. But its
national side languishes at 158 in the
world rankings, which experts blame on
sports authorities’ failure to develop
training grounds and young players.

Reid, however, was optimistic about
the future. “There’s room enough for two
brilliant sports in this sports-mad coun-
try,” he said ahead of the match.—AFP

India launches new league with glitzy opening ceremony

WARSAW: Poland’s Arkadiusz Milik (left) and Germany’s Mats Hummels go for a header during a Euro 2016 Group D qualifying soccer match. —AP

PARIS: Not even the return of Cristiano
Ronaldo could arrest Portugal’s ailing for-
tunes as new manager Fernando Santos
watched his men defeated 2-1 by France in
a friendly in Paris on Saturday.

Following their shocking loss to Albania
in their first qualifier for Euro 2016, Santos,
the replacement for Paulo Bento, had been
looking for a bright start to his reign, only
for goals from Karim Benzema and Paul
Pogba to ruin the script at the Stade de
France.

A 79th minute goal from Ricardo
Quaresma offered late hope following a
decent spell from the visitors but another
defeat, after their ill-starred World Cup
campaign, will have done nothing for
morale as Portugal prepare to take on
Denmark on Tuesday, seeking their first win
of the qualifying campaign. Even more sur-
prisingly, perhaps, Ronaldo, back after
missing the Albania debacle through
injury, failed to hit the target after a prolific
spell in La Liga which has been extraordi-
nary even by his standards. His best chance

came in the 52nd minute when Portugal
were a goal down but his header was
superbly saved by Steve Mandanda.  When
Ronaldo was substituted in the 76th
minute, the sight of him holding an ice
pack to his left knee may have made
Santos’s misery complete.

Portugal were on the back foot from the
moment after three minutes when Bacary
Sagna shot across goal and the resultant
save from Rui Patricio fell  k indly for
Ronaldo’s Real Madrid club mate Benzema,
who finished crisply.

In the 69th minute, the goalscorer
turned provider, teeing up the Juventus
powerhouse Pogba to slot home the sec-
ond after a fine surging run down the flank
from Patrice Evra.

When Pogba mistimed a challenge on
Joao Mario, Quaresma gave Portugal hope
as he smashed his penalty straight down
the middle but ultimately it still could not
prevent France continuing their winning
streak against Portugal, which now stretch-
es back 36 years.—Reuters

Portugal’s woes continue, 
France prevail in friendly

BERLIN: World champions Germany will be des-
perate to bounce back with home win over
Ireland next week to recover from a shock 2-0
defeat to Poland in their Euro 2016 qualifier on
Saturday but in order to achieve that, they need
to start scoring goals.

The Germans wasted a plethora of golden
opportunities in Warsaw before slumping to
their first ever loss to Poland, a stunning defeat
that sent them tumbling down to third spot in
qualifying Group D. Failing to score is not a new
problem for Germany, who encountered the
issue as recently as this summer’s World Cup
with coach Joachim Loew switching his forma-
tion midway through the tournament to pro-
mote Miroslav Klose as a lone striker.

The results were devastating for their oppo-
nents as the Germans raced to a fourth World
Cup triumph. But Klose cannot add to his record
goal tally for Germany, having retired after the
World Cup, and Loew has to figure out how his
team can make their total domination around

the rest of the pitch count in front of goal.
“We have to look ahead to Tuesday and

Ireland and make sure we show a good reaction,”
said Loew, who only had six players in his lineup
from the side that started the World Cup final in
July. “We only played on one goal but could not
score,” he said.

INJURY ABSENCES
It would be far too premature to draw any

conclusions on the state of the new German
team given the large number of injury absences,
including Bastian Schweinsteiger, Mesut Ozil
and Marco Reus to name but a few.

The retirements of former captain Philipp
Lahm, Klose and Per Mertesacker have also
robbed the team of much-needed experience
with 25-year-old Thomas Mueller being the
most-capped player in the starting lineup on
Saturday.

Loew started without an out-and-out striker
on Saturday and with attacking midfielder

Mueller up front. It was a similar situation in the
early stages of the World Cup.

Newcomer Karim Bellarabi added plenty of
pace down the flanks but failed to score from
several good chances he carved out for himself.
Mario Goetze, who also plays as an occasional
forward, was equally as ineffective.

With only one natural forward, Borussia
Moenchengladbach’s Max Kruse, in the squad
but on the bench on Saturday, Loew will have to
come up with a more effective plan if they are to
beat Ireland in Gelsenkirchen.

“We just failed to score and given the amount
of chances we had it was a joke,” Germany
defender Mats Hummels lamented.

With three points from two qualifiers so far,
Germany are well aware this is a long campaign
and a maiden defeat to Poland, however damag-
ing to their pride, is not a total disaster.

“It was just not our day,” Goetze said.
“Tomorrow, we will win, get the three points and
the table will look a lot different.”  —Reuters

Scoring drought an old 
problem for Germany

PARIS: France’s Karim Benzema (left) controls the ball as Portugal’s Pepe runs after
him, during their international friendly soccer match, at the Stade de France. —AP

MALTA: Italy’s new strike pairing of Ciro
Immobile and Simone Zaza hardly shined
against Azerbaijan on Friday but are likely to
be given another chance to establish them-
selves in today’s Euro 2016 Group H qualifier
in Malta.

With Mario Balotelli still settling in at his
new club Liverpool and Giuseppe Rossi once
again plagued by injury, Conte handed his
unlikely front duo a start in the 2-1 win in
Palermo. While neither found the target, both
showed glimpses of why Conte had shown
faith in them.

Immobile’s strength and movement creat-
ed space for his team mates, despite opposi-
tion who were content to defend in numbers
and the former Torino forward looks confi-
dent and determined following his close-sea-
son move to Germany’s Borussia Dortmund.

Zaza, who plays for Serie A minnows
Sassuolo, has the skill-set to deliver moments
of unexpected brilliance - and he went close
to a memorable goal with an acrobatic bicy-
cle kick.

But the shaven-headed forward missed a
clear chance from close range and both he
and Immobile lacked decisiveness in the
penalty area.

“It is not important that we didn’t score
because we play to help the team win games,”
said Immobile, who accepted however that
“we had chances to kill the game before their
equaliser”.

It was left to defender Giorgio Chiellini to
score the Azzurri’s goals, either side of an own
goal from the Italy centre back, and Conte
was quick to point out that while his team
had done well to secure the three points,
their finishing was wayward. “I couldn’t really
ask for more from the lads, apart from the
lack of sharpness in finishing in front of goal,”

said the coach, who took over from Cesare
Prandelli after Italy’s first-round exit at the
World Cup.

WINNING HEADER
It would be no surprise though if the pair

start again on Monday although the former
Juventus coach does have a couple of inter-
esting options.

Sebastian Giovinco brought Italy’s attack
to life after coming on as a second-half substi-
tute and hitting the bar as well as providing
the cross for Chiellini’s winning header. But
the Juventus forward was quick to praise the
contribution of Immobile and Zaza in tiring
out the Azerbaijan defence.

“They are doing extremely well in attack,
they are running a lot and are very important
for the team even when they are far from the
opponent’s goal,” he said.

The other option, who may well see some
time on the field against Malta, is Graziano
Pelle, who after a prolific spell in the Dutch
league has enjoyed an impressive start to life
in the Premier League with Southampton.

A more physical presence, in the mould of
former Italy strikers like Christian Vieri and
Luca Toni, Pelle certainly offers something dif-
ferent and it would be a surprise if Conte did
not want to at least get a taste of what he
could bring to the Azzurri.

Whether the work-rate and effort of
Immobile and Zaza proves to be enough to
cement a starting place for the new pairing
remains to be seen.

If they fail to score against minnows like
Azerbaijan and Malta they can have few com-
plaints if Conte returns to Balotelli or other
options for the much tougher test in
November against Croatia, joint leaders with
Italy on six points.—Reuters

Italy’s strike duo need 
to deliver against Malta

E L B A S A N :  A late  Lasse  Vibe
equaliser for a sluggish Denmark
side cancelled out Ermir Lenjani’s
first-half goal for Albania as the
two sides drew 1-1 on Saturday
in their Group I Euro 2016 qualifi-
er in Elbasan.

Having scored a surprise away
victory away to Portugal in their
opening group game, Albania
defended deep and were happy
to concede possess ion to the
Danes, but restricted their oppo-
nents  to  few chances  and h i t
them quickly on the break.

Albania took the lead in the
38th minute when Lenjani surged
through the middle  and
unleashed a speculative shot that
cl ipped Simon Kjaer ’s  leg and
wrong-footed Kasper Schmeichel
in the Danish goal before nestling
in the bottom corner.

Despite Denmark’s pedestrian
passing and toothless  attack ,
they almost equalised 10 min-
utes into the second half when
substitute Vibe’s low cross was
turned onto the post by Albania
captain Lorik Cana. Lenjani then
wasted a glorious opportunity to
double his  ta l ly  for  the home
side, dragging a left-footed shot
agonisingly wide of the far post
after turning Kjaer inside out.

The Danes equalised in the
81st  minute  when N ick las
Bendtner slalomed into the area
and was  upended for  what
looked like a certain penalty, but
Vibe was on hand to slam the

loose ball home before the refer-
ee  had a  chance to  b low his
whistle.

The result means Denmark top
the f ive -team group on four

points, the same as Albania but
with more goals scored. Serbia,
who host Albania next week, and
Armenia both have one point
after drawing earlier on Saturday.

Por tugal,  who vis i t
Copenhagen to play Denmark
tomorrow,  are bottom of  the
group having lost their only game
to date against Albania. —Reuters

Denmark draw with Albania

ELBASAN: Albania’s Taulant Xhaka (left) vies for the ball with Denmark’s Simon Kjaer (right) during the
Euro 2016 qualifying football match. —AFP

Preview
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Russia held by Moldova

TALLINN: Wayne Rooney spared Roy Hodgson’s
blushes as the England captain’s fine free-kick
secured a 1-0 win against 10-man Estonia in a
hard-fought Euro 2016 qualifier in Tallinn yester-
day.

Hodgson had taken a significant gamble by
leaving out Raheem Sterling after he com-
plained of feeling tired in training and England
looked impotent without the teenage Liverpool
midfielder for long periods at the Le Coq Arena.

Even after Estonia captain Ragnar Klavan was
dismissed for a second booking early in the sec-
ond half, Hodgson’s side still laboured to see off
the Baltic minnows.

But they finally made the breakthrough
thanks to Manchester United striker Rooney,
who curled home a free-kick with 17 minutes
remaining to maintain England’s 100 percent
record after three Group E matches.

Rooney’s moment of inspiration took him to
43 international goals-within one of Jimmy
Greaves and only six behind record holder
Bobby Charlton’s tally of 49.

“It was hard work. We played well in the first
half without taking our chances and that meant
there was an air of frustration setting in,”
Hodgson told ITV.

“Everyone was aware that when you have
played well you have to take at least one chance.
Luckily we did that in the second half. “It was a
good free-kick from Wayne and it’s four wins in a
row, which is not to be sniffed at.”

After winning their opening two qualifiers at
a canter, Hodgson and his players had boldly
declared their desire to win all 10 group match-
es. They remain on course to fulfil that ambition,
but this was hardly the kind of dynamic display
Hodgson would have hoped for from his youth-
ful line-up.

The part-timers from San Marino barely made
England break sweat in midweek, but Estonia,
ranked 81st in FIFA’s world rankings, represented
a step up in class. Even so, Hodgson had insisted
England could have no excuses for failing to
beat the unheralded hosts.

That warning didn’t appear to have been
heeded as Estonia threatened with less than a
minute played when Sergei Zenjov saw his shot
deflected into the side-netting before Henri
Anier blazed over from the resulting corner.

TERRITORIAL DOMINANCE 
Hodgson’s team took a while to emerge from

their shell after that tentative opening, but they
went close when Rooney, winning his 99th cap,
met Jack Wilshere’s lofted pass with a volley that
flashed just over.

He had a much easier chance moments later
when a Leighton Baines cross found him
unmarked at the near post, but Rooney was left
holding his head in frustration after completely
missing his kick.

Danny Welbeck’s cross-shot was scrambled
clear, Wilshere prodded into the side-netting
and Rooney was off target with a header as
England’s lack of cutting edge ensured the first
half petered out. After a frustrating opening
period, Hodgson’s men received a welcome
boost three minutes into the second half when
Klavan was sent off following his second book-
ing for a cynical block on Fabian Delph in central
midfield. Inevitably, Estonia responded to their
skipper’s dismissal by defending even deeper

and, with less than half an hour to go, Hodgson
moved to break the impasse by sending on
Arsenal winger Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain for
Delph and Sterling for Jordan Henderson.

Hodgson was looking increasingly agitated
and the England manager’s nerves were hardly
eased when, with the goal at his mercy, Oxlade-
Chamberlain mistimed his attempted header
from Calum Chambers’ cross. But mounting
England anxiety at the potential for an embar-
rassing result was finally quelled in the 73rd
minute.

Sterling won a free-kick on the left edge of
the Estonia penalty area and Rooney stepped up
to score with a fine curling free-kick that goal-
keeper Sergei Pareiko, despite getting both
hands to the ball, could only push into the net
via a post.

Rooney should have put a more flattering
gloss on the scoreline in stoppage-time when he
went through on goal, yet his erratic perform-
ance was summed up by a tame finish. —AFP

Rooney sees off Estonia 
to spare England’s blushes

TALLINN: Estonia’s Karol Mets (left) and Igor Morozov fight for the ball with England’s Wayne
Rooney (right) and Phil Jagielka during the Euro 2016 qualifying soccer match. —AP

MOSCOW: Skipper Alexandru Epureanu’s
equaliser earned Moldova a precious 1-1
Euro 2016 qualifier draw against Russia in
Moscow yesterday.

Epureanu scored in the 74th minute to
cancel out Artem Dzyuba’s opener allowing
Moldova to chalk up their first qualifying
point in Group G. Russia, who drew 1-1
with Sweden on Friday, are on five points
from three matches, two behind Austria,
who beat Montenegro 1-0. Sweden face
Liechtenstein late yesterday.

This was the Russia of Fabio Capello’s
first meeting with Moldova, staged at the
newly-built 42,000-seat Otkrytie Arena, a
venue for the 2018 World Cup. Capello was
missing a set of first-choice players due to
minor injuries following Friday’s match
with Sweden.

Villarreal left winger Denis Cheryshev
had a chance to put Russia into the lead in

the 15th minute but his shot from the cor-
ner of the six-yard box went slightly wide
off the left post.

Moldova, who sat back from the start
and replied with rare and unimpressive
counter-attacks, also had a chance to score
four minutes before the break but midfield-
er Aleksandr Gackan’s angled shot failed to
find the target.

After the interval Russia continued test-
ing the visitors’ defence with midfield duo
Denis Glushakov and Alan Dzagoev miss-
ing clear opportunities.

Dzyuba finally put Russia ahead with a
precise spot-kick in the 73rd minute after
Moldovan defenders brought him down in
the area.

But Epureanu silenced the home crowd
just a minute later when he headed the ball
home from the edge of the six-yard box off
a well-served corner. —AFP

MOSCOW: Moldova’s Andrei Cojocari (foreground) fights for a ball with Russia’s
Denis Glushakov during an Euro 2016 Group G qualifying round soccer match. —AP

JOHANNESBURG: Holders Nigeria suffered another shock
defeat in African Nations Cup qualifying on Saturday when a
1-0 loss to Sudan left them facing the possibility of missing
out on the chance to defend their title next year.

Nigeria, who won the tournament in 2013, have only a sin-
gle point at the halfway stage of qualifying and will need to
win their remaining three Group A games to stand any chance
of playing at the finals in Morocco in January.

Babeker Bakri headed home in the 42nd minute in
Khartoum to hand Sudan their first points in the group and
leave Nigeria, who suffered their first home defeat in a com-
petitive qualifier for over 30 years at home to Congo last
month, rooted to the foot of the standings.

Zambia, the 2012 champions, are also in peril after being
held to draw away in Niger, leaving them with just two points
from three games in Group F.

Algeria continued to live up to their billing as Africa’s top-
ranked team and emerged from the weekend’s qualifiers as
the only remaining side with a 100 percent record from three
games in Group B. Central defender Rafik Halliche headed
home from a corner after 10 minutes and Djamel Mesbah
added a late second in a 2-0 away win over Malawi in Blantyre
that edged them closer to becoming the first team to secure a
place at the finals. Burkina Faso, Cameroon, the Cape Verde
Islands and Congo all dropped points for the first time in their
respective encounters. Gabon, with Pierre-Emerick
Aubameyang among the scorers, overcame Burkina 2-0 at
home in Libreville while Cameroon, after beating the powerful
Ivory Coast in their last game, were held to an unexpected
goalless draw by Sierra Leone. The match was moved to
Yaounde because of a ban on playing at home following the
Ebola virus outbreak. Cape Verde, surprise quarter-finalists at
the last finals, had their winning run ended in a 2-0 defeat in
Mozambique while Congo were beaten 2-0 at home by a
resurgent South Africa, who now top the Group A standings.

Strikers Bongani Ndulula and Tokelo Rantie scored twice in
two minutes soon after halftime in Pointe Noire as Bafana
Bafana advanced to seven points.

The Ivory Coast and Mali bounced back from defeat in their
last qualifiers with wins on Saturday while Togo, led by
Emmanuel Adebayor, won their first points with a 1-0 away
victory in Uganda.

The Ivorians triumphed 2-1 away at the Democratic
Republic of Congo with goals from Wilfried Bony and Max
Gradel while Mali won 2-0 in Ethiopia.—Reuters

Nigeria suffer
another Nations

Cup setback

BUCHAREST: Balazs Dzsudzsak’s perfectly execut-
ed free kick gave Hungary welcome relief as they
fought back to draw 1-1 at neighbours Romania
amid a feverish, feisty affair both on and off the
pitch in their Euro 2016 Group F qualifier on
Saturday.

In a game which witnessed crowd trouble and
12 yellow cards brandished, Raul Rusescu gave the
hosts a deserved lead on the stroke of halftime,
putting the Hungarians, who were beaten 2-1 at
home by Northern Ireland in their group opener,
under even more pressure.

Yet the visitors breathed a sigh of relief when
Dzsudzsak gave keeper Ciprian Tatarusanu no
chance with his precise shot eight minutes from
time. Romania, who began their campaign with a
1-0 win at Greece, are top with four points from
two matches but Finland and Greece, who have
three points each, play their matches later on
Saturday. There was an electric feel at the National
Arena, with both teams’ vociferous fans creating a
deafening roar and letting off dozens of firecrack-
ers and flares shortly before kick off.

Following their shock opening defeat,
Hungary’s players had decided to make it up to
their fans by buying them 1,200 tickets to the
match in Bucharest. Tempers boiled over in the

stadium throughout the eagerly-anticipated
encounter, with fans warned by the stadium
announcer about their behaviour on several occa-
sions and riot police spraying tear gas to dampen
crowd trouble.

Scottish referee William Collum also had a busy
night policing affairs on the pitch, needing to
show 12 yellow cards. The home team’s 4-2-3-1
formation, featuring Rusescu up front, took the
early initiative and enjoyed more possession with
Lucian Sanmartean working hard to pull the
strings in midfield. However, Romania coach Victor
Piturca, already without injured striker Ciprian
Marica, was forced to make an early substitution
with centre back Dorin Goian replaced by Florin
Gardos after four minutes. Hungary’s Adam Szalai
had a goal disallowed for offside six minutes
before the break, causing visiting fans to set sever-
al seats on fire. Rusescu put the home side in front
with his first international goal with an easy finish
after some good work by captain Razvan Rat, play-
ing his 99th match for Romania, on the left flank.

Rusescu also had a penalty shout waved away
and a goal disallowed for offside in the second half
though Hungary almost stole the win soon after
Dzsudzsak’s strike when substitute Nemanja
Nikolic sent a shot just wide. —Reuters

Hungary fight back to hold Romania

BUCHAREST: Hungary’s Nemanja Nikolic (bot-
tom) challenges for the ball with Romania’s
Ovidiu Hoban, during the Group F, Euro 2016
qualifying match. —AP

Australia
A. Finch c Irfan b Ali 18
D. Warner c and b Afridi 56
S. Smith b Tanvir 77
G. Bailey c Shahzad b Irfan 0
G. Maxwell c Amin b Afridi 20
P. Hughes lbw b Tanvir 5
B. Haddin run out 2
J. Faulkner c Amin b Tanvir 33
M. Starc run out 5
K. Richardson not out 9
X. Doherty not out 1
Extras: (lb3, nb1, w1) 5
Total: (for nine wkts, 50 overs) 231 
Fall of wickets: 1-48 (Finch), 2-102 (Warner), 3-103
(Bailey), 4-138 
(Maxwell), 5-157 (Hughes), 6-159 (Haddin), 7-199
(Smith), 8-220 (Starc), 9-221 (Faulkner)
Bowling: Irfan 10-0-61-1 (1w), Tanvir 10-1-40-3
(1nb), Ali 10-0-41-1, Babar 10-0-42-0, Afridi 10-1-
0-44-2

Pakistan
Ahmed Shahzad b Doherty  26
Sarfraz Ahmed run out 32
Asad Shafiq lbw b Faulkner  50
Fawad Alam c Smith b Doherty 0
Maqsood c Warner b Richardson 34
Umar Amin b Starc  19
Afridi c Smith b Richardson 6
Anwar Ali c Maxwell b Faulkner 14
Sohail Tanvir b Maxwell  10
Zulfiqar Babar not out 14
Irfan c Faulkner b Maxwell 0
Extras: (b2, lb5, w18) 25
Total: (all out; 50 overs) 230
Fall of wickets: 1-56 (Shahzad), 2-80 (Ahmed), 3-
80 (Alam), 4-154 
(Maqsood), 5-160 (Shafiq), 6-174 (Afridi), 7-204
(Amin), 8-208(Ali), 9-230 (Tanvir), 10-230 (Irfan) 
Bowling: Starc 10-1-33-1 (10w), Richardson 10-0-
36-2, Faulkner 10-0-52-2 (1w), Maxwell 8-1-41-2
(6w), Doherty 10-1-54-2 (1w), Smith 2-0-7-0

SCOREBOARD
ABU DHABI: Scoreboard in the third and final day-night ODI between Pakistan and Australia at the
Sheikh Zayed Stadium yesterday.

DUBAI: Australian Xavier Doherty delivers the ball during the second one day inter-
national match between Australia and Pakistan. —AP

ABU DHABI: Glenn Maxwell bowled a
maiden final over and got two wickets to
seal a thrilling one-run win for Australia
in the third and final one-day interna-
tional against Pakistan in Abu Dhabi yes-
terday.

Chasing a modest 232-run target,
Pakistan needed just two runs in the
final over but Maxwell (2-41) kept his
cool dismissing Sohail Tanvir (10) with
the second ball of the 50th over and
Mohammad Irfan (nought) with the final
ball to complete Australia’s 3-0 series
whitewash.

It was Australia’s third cleansweep
against Pakistan after a 3-0 win in
Pakistan in 1998 and a 5-0 triumph on
home ground four years ago.

Pakistan once again lived up to their
reputation of throwing away a winning
position as they needed just 28 runs to
win with four wickets in hand at one
stage.

Tanvir and Zulfiqar Babar (14 not out)
took them to within two runs of the win
but Australia staged a strong comeback.
For Pakistan, Asad Shafiq hit a solid 50
while Sohaib Maqsood made 34.

Pakistan were without captain
Misbah-ul-Haq who surprisingly
dropped himself after a poor run of
scores, handing the captaincy to Shahid
Afridi.

With the series already in the bag,
Australia rested paceman Mitchell
Johnson and off-spinner Nathan Lyon
who shared nine wickets in the first two
matches.

That significantly weakened the
bowling attack as Pakistan raced to a
solid 56-run start with Ahmed Shahzad
(26) and Sarfraz Ahmed (32) batting with

confidence. But left-arm spinner Xavier
Doherty provided Australia with a break-
through when he bowled Shahzad with
his first delivery.

Pakistan lost two wickets at 80 with
Ahmed run out and Fawad Alam scoop-
ing a catch off a miscued sweep off
Doherty with slip fielder Smith running
from slip to leg-slip to grab the ball.

Shafiq and Sohaib Maqsood, one of
four changes in Pakistan side, added an
invaluable 74 for the fourth wicket
before Pakistan lost three wickets in the
space of just 20 runs.

Maqsood was caught off paceman
Kane Richardson (2-36) who also had
Afridi (two) and Shafiq fell to James
Faulkner.

Umar Amin (19) and Anwar Ali (14)
brought Pakistan close to the win but
both fell within four runs of each other,
leaving Pakistan at 208-8. Australia had
got off to a confident start of 48 before
Aaron Finch miscued a drive and was
caught at mid-off for 18.

Steve Smith added an invaluable 54
for the second wicket with Warner as
Australia tried to consolidate the
innings. Warner hit spinner Zulfiqar
Babar for six to reach his ninth half-cen-
tury off 41 balls before he gave a return
catch to Afridi. 

Australian skipper George Bailey fell
for nought while Maxwell holed out off
Afridi for 20. Paceman Tanvir then had
Smith, who hit an impressive 77, Phil
Hughes (five) and James Faulkner (33) to
finish with 3-40 in his ten overs while
Afridi finished with 2-44. Both teams
now play a two-match Test series with
the first starting in Dubai from October
22.—AFP

Australia beat Pakistan by 
one run for series sweep



While Hamilton had an easy afternoon on
the track, others remained haunted by
Suzuka. Marussia entered only one car for the
race, keeping Bianchi’s in the garage, with
Britain’s Max Chilton lasting just 10 laps
before returning to the pit lane and retiring.

Rosberg, who started alongside Hamilton
on the front row, got ahead of his team mate
at the start but then locked up and went
wide, ‘flat spotting’ his front tyres in the
process. “It was just a mistake on my
side...after that the tyres were just square,
vibrating so much. I thought that was it,” the
German told reporters.

Told to give the place back, the German
informed the team he would have to pit.

After a change from the soft to medium tyres,
he rejoined with only Brazilian Felipe Massa
behind him in the second Williams, asking
over the radio ‘what’s the strategy now?’.

“We think we need to go to the end on
these,” came the reply and Rosberg did just
that, making the tyres last for the remaining
52 laps. McLaren’s Jenson Button finished
fourth with Danish team mate Kevin
Magnussen fifth.

Ferrari’s Fernando Alonso was sixth, after a
chaotic pitstop, while Red Bull’s Daniel
Ricciardo and four-times world champion
Sebastian Vettel were seventh and eighth.
Ferrari’s Kimi Raikkonen took ninth place, with
Force India’s Sergio Perez 10th. —Reuters
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CHINA : Roger Federer of Switzerland (right) and France’s Gilles Simon pose with their trophies after the men’s singles final at the Shanghai Masters 1000 tennis tournament held in the Qizhong Tennis Stadium. — AFP

SHANGHAI: Roger Federer claimed one of the few
titles to have previously eluded him after he over-
came a sluggish start to beat injured Frenchman
Gilles Simon in the Shanghai Masters final yesterday.
The Swiss 17-times grand slam singles champion tri-
umphed 7-6(6) 7-6(2) to register his 23rd Masters
Series title and first in China, where strong winds
caused the roof on the Stadium Court to be closed.
The 33-year-old Federer let off a huge roar and
threw both fists into the air after a battling Simon
netted a return to hand the Swiss his fourth title of
the year and the 81st of his career.

“Well, it just makes me very happy winning here
because this tournament means a lot to me,” Federer
told reporters.”I’ve always enjoyed coming here. I’ve
come close a couple of times, but I’ve always wanted
to win it as a Masters 1000.

“I feel unbelievable prestige to win this event.
Especially putting my hands on the trophy for the
first time is a good feeling, I must say. I’m very happy
with the way I’m playing.”

It had all begun so well for the unseeded Simon,

who broke a sloppy, error-strewn Federer in the
opening game and comfortably held firm until he
felt the pressure of serving for the set at 5-4 and
began to creak.

With his first serve and accurate groundstrokes
deserting him, Federer had two break points but
wasted the first with an alarmingly high 14th
unforced error only for Simon to hand him the game
on the next point after netting a backhand.

A wobbling Simon fought off two set points on
his next service game after finding his range with his
first serve again to force a tiebreak with a booming
ace as he refused to buckle in search of his first
Masters Series title.

GROIN PROBLEM
The world number 29 then had a set point of his

own in the tiebreak but Federer came up with an
unreturnable first serve to snuff out the danger
before producing a near-perfect backhand winner
down the line to take the breaker 8-6.

Simon, who had knocked out Australian Open

winner Stan Wawrinka and sixth seed Tomas
Berdych en route to the final, took a medical time
out for treatment on a suspected groin problem at
the end of the set and looked uncomfortable upon
his return.

However, the Frenchman fought on admirably,
digging himself out of some early holes to hold his
six service games before threatening an unlikely
break in the 11th game of the set.

Having struggled to make an impact on the
Federer serve throughout the set he fashioned two
set points out of nowhere, only to waste both with
groundstroke errors as Federer held on.

The Swiss then stepped it up in the breaker, firing
some big serves and stunning winners to fashion
four championship points with Simon folding on the
first.

“He was just more opportunistic,” Simon said.
“We had a close match. I had a set point in the first,
two in the second. “It’s just a few points deciding it,
and he was always really good on these points. He
played some great shots. — Reuters

Federer claims first title in China

TOKYO: Australia’s Samantha Stosur
continued her love affair with the Osaka
hardcourts by claiming a third Japan
Open title after edging Zarina Diyas of
Kazakhstan in yesterday’s final.

The top seed prevailed 7-6(7) 6-3
over her 20-year-old opponent, who
was competing in her first WTA final.
The 2011 US Open winner was broken
in the first game of the match as Diyas
confidently held on for a 5-3 advantage
before losing serve for the first time as
she tried to close the set out.

Diyas recovered in the tiebreak and
held two set points but could not con-

vert as the 30-year-old Stosur fought
back to take it and avoid dropping her
first set of the week.

The Queensland native, ranked 18th
in the world, then scored an early break
at the start of the second set and
claimed another to seal her sixth career
title and first of the season.

World number 37 Diyas, who had
never reached a WTA semi-final before,
was one of four players selected earlier
this week to take part at the WTA Rising
Stars Invitational event on the sidelines
of the WTA Tour finals in Singapore later
this month. — Reuters

Stosur lifts Osaka title

KUWAIT: Kuwait’s disabled team headed to
Incheon city South Korea yesterday to partici-
pate in the Asian Paralympic games due to kick
off October 18 to 25. The Kuwaiti delegation
consists of 35 staff members and players who
will  participate in basketball, archery, fencing
and athletics, head of the delegation Nasser Al-
Ajmi told Kuwait News Agency (KUNA).

The basketball team will start competing
against teams from Iran, Malaysia, Thailand and
Hong Kong on Wednesday, while the rest of the
teams will start the competitions after the
opening ceremony of the tournament, said Al-

Ajmi, who’s also the Deputy Chairman of the
Board of Kuwait Disabled Sports Club. Al-Ajmi
also noted that two Kuwaiti female athletes Saja
Al-Azmi and Basma Al-Najim will participate in
the athletics games, including the Javelin throw
and Shot Put.

Meanwhile, Al-Ajmi noted that he would
attend the meeting of the Asian  Paralympic
Committee as Chairman of the West Asia
Paralympic Federation, to be  held on the
sidelines of the tournament, aiming to
develop sports for the disabled in the conti-
nent. — KUNA

SOCHI: Lewis Hamilton won the inaugural
Russian Formula One Grand Prix and extend-
ed his championship lead to 17 points yester-
day in a Mercedes one-two that clinched the
team’s first constructors’ title.

The Briton, who started on pole position,
chalked up his fourth win in a row and ninth
of the season after German team mate Nico
Rosberg locked up at the first corner and
damaged his tyres in a costly error. With 100
points still to be won from the final three
races, thanks to double points in Abu Dhabi,
Hamilton has 291 points to Rosberg’s 274
with everything still to play for.

Hamilton, the 2008 world champion, also
became only the fourth driver in F1 history to
win nine races in a single season and
equalled Nigel Mansell’s British record of 31
career victories.

On a warm and sunny afternoon in the
Black Sea resort, Rosberg kept himself firmly
in contention with a fine recovery drive from
20th place after his second lap pitstop.

“Nico did a great job to return from his
mistake,” said Hamilton. “To get the first
championship for Mercedes Benz is amazing,
a beautiful day. “It’s very cool to have won the
first race here.”

PUTIN PRESENT
Finland’s Valtteri Bottas finished third for

Williams, and set the fastest lap, in a race
watched by Russian President Vladimir Putin
at a circuit snaking around some of the land-

mark venues from this year’s Winter
Olympics.

Putin also presented the trophies, in what
Hamilton described as a ‘kind of surreal’
moment, with the drivers making sure he
had left the podium before spraying the
champagne that had lain virtually untouched
last weekend following Jules Bianchi’s horrific
accident in Japan.

The one-two was the ninth of the season
for Mercedes, one shy of McLaren’s 1988
record, and formally ended Red Bull’s run of
four titles in a row.

“It will be going just up the road to
Brackley and congratulations to Mercedes on
what they have achieved this season, they
have been phenomenal,” said Red Bull princi-
pal Christian Horner. “We will be working
hard to take the trophy back the 12 miles to
us in 12 months’ time.”

Mercedes returned to Formula One with a
works team only in 2010, after pulling out in
1955, while the constructors’ championship
did not exist before 1958.

Before the start, the 21 drivers had stood
silently in a circle on the starting grid in a
tribute to Bianchi, who remains critically
injured, while the Russian national anthem
sounded.

The 25-year-old Marussia driver was in all
their thoughts following his crash into a
recovery tractor at Suzuka and the sport
breathed a collective sigh of relief that the
race in Russia was uneventful.

Hamilton bags Russian GP

Kuwait’s disabled team 
heads to Paralympic Games

SOCHI: Mercedes driver Lewis Hamilton of Britain holds his tro-
phy after winning the Formula One Russian Grand Prix. — AP
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DUBAI: Stock markets across the Middle East tumbled yes-
terday, led by Dubai and Saudi Arabia where the main index-
es sank 6.5 percent, as declines on global bourses and falling
oil prices sparked a broad sell-off in the region. Global mar-
kets took a big hit on Friday as investors fled to the safety of
government bonds after a raft of weak indicators from
Europe and China collided with concerns about the U.S.
Federal Reserve’s plans to reduce monetary stimulus.

Brent crude oil touched its lowest level since December
2010 at $88.11, though it recovered to $90.21 by the end of
Friday trade on short-covering. It has tumbled about $25
since June.

So far, these trends do not spell disaster for Middle
Eastern economies or markets. With its current account and
state budget surpluses, the Gulf is better equipped to with-
stand global turbulence than most emerging markets.
Although the Gulf relies on oil exports, governments have
built up huge financial reserves that will allow them to con-
tinue spending on growth if necessary, while private sectors
have been expanding robustly.

A Reuters poll of analysts late last month, when the oil
price slide was well underway, found them predicting eco-
nomic growth in the Gulf would actually rise slightly next
year. Fahd Iqbal, head of Middle East research at Credit
Suisse in Dubai, said that historically, there had been no
direct correlation between oil prices and stock markets in
the Gulf, and only a prolonged slump would begin affecting
the region.

Nevertheless, the global turbulence prompted many

investors to take some of the big profits which the markets
have built up this year. At yesterday’s opening, Dubai was up
47 percent year-to-date and Egypt was up 41 percent.

The pull-back snowballed as some investors started
dumping stocks to cut losses and margin calls were made.
Dubai’s index posted its biggest daily percentage decline
since August 2013, to 4,620 points. Abu Dhabi’s benchmark,
which is usually less volatile, dropped 3.5 percent, its worst
day since January 2011.

Some stocks, such as Dubai builder Arabtec and develop-
er Union Properties, fell by their daily limit of 10 percent. “We
might see some more profit-taking in the coming sessions,”
said Sebastien Henin, head of asset management at The
National Investor in Abu Dhabi.

The Dubai index’s drop below chart support on the
September low of 4,808 points triggered a minor double top
formed by the September peaks and pointing down to
about 4,455 points.

Saudi, Qatar
Saudi Arabia’s main index fell to 10,145 points in its

biggest daily drop since January 2011, causing the bench-
mark to close below its 100-day average for the first time
since December 2012. Virtually all liquid stocks declined and,
just as in Dubai, some went limit-down, including Al-Jazira
Bank.  Petrochemicals giant Saudi Basic Industries Corp
(SABIC) was the main drag, tumbling 7.0 percent.

Shares in Almarai, the Gulf ’s largest dairy company,
dropped 4.4 percent, even though the company had report-

ed a 13.4 percent increase in third-quarter net profit on
Sunday, slightly ahead of analysts’ estimates. The Saudi mar-
ket’s slide was magnified by the fact that it, like Kuwait,
Qatar and Oman, were closed throughout last week for the
Eid al-Adha holiday, so they were reacting on yesterday to an
entire week’s worth of deterioration in global sentiment.

Qatar’s benchmark fell 3.0 percent with all stocks in the
red, while Egypt dropped 4.1 percent, although a sustained
period of lower oil prices could be good news for Egypt’s
external and state budget deficits. “What we’re seeing right
now is in part a knee-jerk reaction,” said Iqbal. “The markets
have had a good run and some profit-taking was due, but its
timing has been driven very much by what’s happening in
global markets.”

He added, “I’m bullish on the region over the medium
term, therefore I would use the current weakness to accu-
mulate stocks.”

However, with oil prices now very near the levels which
Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates need to balance
their budgets, government spending growth may slow,
which could dampen economic growth somewhat. “If we
see oil prices stabilize and sustain at levels below budget
break-even prices, there will pressure on governments to
slow down the rate of investment expenditure,” Iqbal said.

“Oil-exporting Gulf countries can easily finance a deficit
and there’s good appetite for their debt, but given their
more conservative approach in recent years they may prefer
to avoid deficit financing, or at the very least minimize it by
as much as possible.” —  Reuters

Stocks plunge after global sell-off
MIDEAST STOCK MARKETS

BREMERHAVEN: Shipyard workers gather at the Quantum of the Seas cruise ship for final equipment at the harbour of Bremerhaven, northern Germany, on Saturday. The 167.800-gt and 348 m long cruise ship, the third largest cruise
ship in the world, has been built by German luxury passenger ships company Meyer Werft for US cruise operator Royal Caribbean International.  — AFP 

BERLIN: German Finance Minister Wolfgang Schaeuble put
on a brave face at the end of IMF meetings in Washington
this weekend, dismissing suggestions that Berlin had come
under pressure to shift its economic course as “spin doctor-
ing”. But the reality is that Germany hasn’t looked this isolat-
ed over its policy prescriptions for Europe since the height
of the euro zone financial crisis more than two years ago.

In Washington, Schaeuble not only endured lectures
from longtime critics such as Larry Summers, the former US
Treasury Secretary who in an unusually frank panel discus-
sion accused Germany of leading Europe down a path of
Japanese-style deflation with a misguided focus on budget
consolidation. He also had to listen to advice from tradi-
tional allies such as Finland’s Jyrki Katainen, a future vice
president of the European Commission, who warned that
Germany could not remain strong forever if it failed to
invest more in its own infrastructure and education system.

The criticism did not go unnoticed in Germany, where
the media has so far been supportive of Berlin’s drive for a
balanced budget, its rejection of stimulus and its insistence
that partners such as France and Italy press ahead with
painful structural reforms despite slowing economies.

In its lead editorial yesterday, conservative newspaper

Die Welt argued that a weakening German economy
should force a policy rethink and warned that Schaeuble’s
push to achieve a “schwarze Null” - a federal budget that is
in the black - in 2015 should not turn into a mindless
“fetish”.

The Sueddeutsche Zeitung suggested Chancellor
Angela Merkel’s Christian Democrats (CDU) risked turning
into the “Tea Party of Europe” with their single-minded
focus on deficit reduction. Guntram Wolff, head of the
Brussels-based Bruegel think tank, said he believed the
economic case for running a small deficit in Germany was
“very compelling”, although he played down the prospects
of Berlin abandoning its balanced budget goal in a public
way anytime soon.

“I do think the political preference for a balanced budg-
et will become weaker as the economy deteriorates, but
the shift will happen in a silent way,” he told Reuters.

‘Very substantial error’
Back in February, when Merkel’s new “grand coalition”

government presented a report on the economic outlook
for 2014, it described Germany as being in the midst of a
“stable, broad-based recovery”. Gross domestic product

(GDP) was forecast to rise by 1.8 percent this year and by
2.0 percent next. Since then, weakness in key euro area
trading partners has begun hitting German exports and a
deepening Ukraine crisis has unnerved businesses, which
are postponing investments.

Last week, manufacturing orders, industrial output and
exports in quick succession suffered their steepest one-
month falls since early 2009, when the German economy
was reeling from the after-effects of the Lehman Brothers
bankruptcy and entering its deepest recession of the post-
war era.

No one expects such a precipitous fall this time. But
after a 0.2 percent contraction in the second quarter,
Germany risks falling into a technical recession in the third
quarter. If the weakness continues into the final months of
the year, the government’s ambitious budget goal will look
even more out of touch with economic reality, and the
pressure to loosen the purse strings and invest more public
money will grow. This week, Berlin is expected to cut its
growth forecasts for this year and next to 1.2 percent.

In Washington, International Monetary Fund chief
Christine Lagarde and European Central Bank president
Mario Draghi were relatively polite in nudging Germany to

adopt a more flexible approach, while Summers was typi-
cally blunt.

“What’s happening in Europe is not working,” he said,
sitting alongside a frowning Schaeuble. “The monolithic
focus on the financial deficit to the exclusion of the invest-
ment deficit, which causes a growth deficit, has been a
very substantial error.”

Schaeuble responded that “writing checks” was no way
to boost the European economy. He rejected the idea that
Germany was headed towards recession and put the onus
firmly on France and Italy, urging them to press ahead with
long overdue reforms.

Until now, Schaeuble and Merkel have spoken only
about the need to encourage more private investment, for
example by cutting red tape for businesses. This has also
been the focus of a panel of experts set up by Economy
Minister Sigmar Gabriel, which is due to meet for a second
brainstorming session later this month.

But over the weekend, Ulrich Grillo, the influential presi-
dent of Germany’s BDI industry federation, joined the skep-
tics in Washington in pressing Merkel to go further and
present an action plan for public investment. “Only then
will the private investors follow,” Grillo said.  —  Reuters

Germany draws flak amid economic woes
Berlin accused of pushing Europe into Japan-style stagnation

ABU DHABI: The United Arab Emirates approved its 2015
budget yesterday projecting no deficit and increased
income and public spending as the oil-rich nation contin-
ues its rebound from years of financial peril. Vice President
Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al-Maktoum said on his
Twitter account that the UAE cabinet had approved a bal-
anced budget of 49 billion dirhams ($13.35 billion/10.57
billion euros), up 6.5 percent from 2014. 

Sheikh Mohammed, also the ruler of Dubai, said 49 per-
cent of the budget had been allocated for social develop-
ment projects and other benefits for UAE citizens. He said
$5.45 billion was allocated for government affairs and
upgraded services. “Our budget comes in line with our
plans and the government’s strict financial standards,”
Sheikh Mohammed added. 

The budget does not include huge oil revenues and is
mainly focused on administrative spending, public servic-
es, and wages for federal employees. The UAE is a federa-
tion of seven emirates-Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Sharjah, Ajman,
Ras Al-Khaimah, Umm Al-Qaiwain and Fujairah.

In addition to the federal budget, all seven emirates
have their own budgets, the total spending of which is
much higher than that of the central government. With
crude oil reserves estimated at 97.8 billion barrels, mostly
in the capital Abu Dhabi, the UAE pumps out around 2.7
million barrels per day. It has a population of about eight
million people, more than 80 percent of them expatriates,
mostly from Asia. — AFP

UAE okays 2015
federal budget
without deficit
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ASIAN COUNTRIES
Japanese Yen 2.686
Indian Rupees 4.733
Pakistani Rupees 2.815
Srilankan Rupees 2.218
Nepali Rupees 2.967
Singapore Dollar 228.800
Hongkong Dollar 37.325
Bangladesh Taka 3.733
Philippine Peso 6.484
Thai Baht 8.944
Irani Riyal transfer 1160.420
Irani Riyal cash 140.645

GCC COUNTRIES
Saudi Riyal 77.285
Qatari Riyal 79.634
Omani Riyal 752.760
Bahraini Dinar 769.570
UAE Dirham 78.918

ARAB COUNTRIES
Egyptian Pound - Cash 42.466
Egyptian Pound - Transfer 40.411
Yemen Riyal/for 1000 1.351
Tunisian Dinar 162.210
Jordanian Dinar 409.060
Lebanese Lira/for 1000 1.943
Syrian Lira 2.064
Morocco Dirham 33.669

EUROPEAN & AMERICAN COUNTRIES
US Dollar Transfer 289.550
Euro 368.160
Sterling Pound 467.330
Canadian dollar 260.860
Turkish lira 128.690
Swiss Franc 305.430
Australian Dollar 255.960
US Dollar Buying 288.350

GOLD
Tola 1 140.650
Tola 2 276.550
Tola 5 685.400

COUNTRY                                  SELL CASH SELLDRAFT
Europe

Belgian Franc 0.007535 0.008535
British Pound 0.459337 0.468337
Czech Korune 0.005391 0.017391
Danish Krone 0.045358 0.050358
Euro 0.361175 0.369175
Norwegian Krone 0.040707 0.045907
Romanian Leu 0.083051 0.083051
Slovakia 0.008410 0.018410
Swedish Krona 0.036081 0.041081
Swiss Franc 0.296302 0.306502
Turkish Lira 0.128201 0.135201

Australasia
Australian Dollar 0.243444 0.254944
New Zealand Dollar 0.220314 0.229814
America
Canadian Dollar 0.253479 0.261979
US Dollars 0.285450 0.290150
US Dollars Mint 0.285950 0.290150

Asia
Bangladesh Taka 0.003371 0.003971
Chinese Yuan 0.045698 0.049198
Hong Kong Dollar 0.035271 0.038021
Indian Rupee 0.004495 0.004896
Indonesian Rupiah 0.000020 0.000026
Japanese Yen 0.002604 0.002784
Kenyan Shilling 0.003238 0.003238
Korean Won 0.000260 0.000275
Malaysian Ringgit 0.085984 0.091984
Nepalese Rupee 0.002958 0.003128
Pakistan Rupee 0.002788 0.003068
Philippine Peso 0.006366 0.006666

Sierra Leone 0.000064 0.000070
Singapore Dollar 0.224173 0.230173
South African Rand 0.020153 0.028653
Sri Lankan Rupee 0.001917 0.002497
Taiwan 0.009417 0.009597
Thai Baht 0.008605 0.009155

Arab
Bahraini Dinar 0.761579 0.769579
Egyptian Pound 0.038811 0.041911
Iranian Riyal 0.000080 0.000081
Iraqi Dinar 0.000187 0.000247
Jordanian Dinar 0.404300 0.411800
Kuwaiti Dinar 1.000000 1.000000
Lebanese Pound 0.000143 0.000243
Moroccan Dirhams 0.023573 0.047573
Nigerian Naira 0.001168 0.001803
Omani Riyal 0.746052 0.751732
Qatar Riyal 0.078822 0.080036
Saudi Riyal 0.076577 0.077277
Syrian Pound 0.001715 0.001935
Tunisian Dinar 0.157732 0.165732
Turkish Lira 0.128201 0.135201
UAE Dirhams 0.077852 0.079001
Yemeni Riyal 0.001307 0.001387

UAE Exchange Centre WLL

COUNTRY                                      SELL DRAFT SELL CASH 
Australian Dollar 230.69 227.69
Canadian Dollar 262.50 263.50
Swiss Franc 306.95 304.95
Euro 368.65 369.65
US Dollar 289.75 292.75
Sterling Pound 468.26 471.26
Japanese Yen 2.73 2.75
Bangladesh Taka 3.734 4.004
Indian Rupee 4.734 5.034
Sri Lankan Rupee 2.220 2.655
Nepali Rupee 2.972 3.507
Pakistani Rupee 2.824 2.790
UAE Dirhams 78.78 79.24
Bahraini Dinar 769.05 771.12
Egyptian Pound 40.41 41.01
Jordanian Dinar 411.23 416.88
Omani Riyal 751.44 758.74
Qatari Riyal 79.79 80.34
Saudi Riyal 77.19 77.59

Rate for Transfer                                                           Selling Rate
US Dollar 281.500
Canadian Dollar 259.510
Sterling Pound 475.750
Euro 391.810
Swiss Frank 320.975
Bahrain Dinar 749.235
UAE Dirhams 76.620
Qatari Riyals 78.200
Saudi Riyals 75.340
Jordanian Dinar 396.715
Egyptian Pound 40.115
Sri Lankan Rupees 2.154
Indian Rupees 4.679
Pakistani Rupees 2.852
Bangladesh Taka 3.622
Philippines Pesso 6.322
Cyprus pound 691.420
Japanese Yen 3.750

Syrian Pound 2.900
Nepalese Rupees 3.880
Malaysian Ringgit 87.040
Chinese Yuan Renminbi 45.395
Thai Bhat 9.680
Turkish Lira 134.045

By Naeimah Al-Kharafi

In the past five years, Kuwait has wit-
nessed an extraordinary rise in entre-
preneurship and small business start-

ups.  However, there is an area which has
yet to be explored: social entrepreneur-
ship. Social enterprises are businesses
set up to address social, economic and
environmental challenges. While non-
profit organizations have existed for sev-
eral decades, for-profit businesses with a
social purpose embedded into their
vision are relatively rare.

If proven successful, kinder financially
rewarding businesses will contain impor-
tant lessons for both charities and purely
profit-based corporations. Is it possible
to create a profitable organization by
finding solutions to community’s prob-
lems?

Several models for a social enterprise

that could be valuable for current local
community follows:

l A business which invests in clean
energy production

l A business which creates and pro-
motes healthy foods for children to encour-
age good eating habits at an early age

l A business that trains seniors to
remain productive members of society
and opens a new pool of skilled labor

l A business which creates a venue
for volunteering opportunities and vol-
unteers to meet

Rather than depending on public and
private sectors only, government sup-
port for social entrepreneurs can allow
public policy to meet employment and
other social, economic, and environmen-
tal challenges in a more effective and
efficient manner. Kuwait benefits not
only from the jobs created, but also from
the variety of objectives and wide range

of operating sectors of such enterprises,
including elderly care, social house
development, health awareness and
care, amongst various others.  Social
enterprises allow the delivery of quality
welfare services and support for society’s
most vulnerable. 

Public policy can encourage social
entrepreneurship creation in several
ways:

Voice benefits, formulate 
a plan, and monitor

The government can integrate social
entrepreneurship into education and train-
ing to form a positive outlook and thus
attract young talent.  It can generate a plan
for youth in social economy and embed it
as a main component of local develop-
ment, and ultimately create a monitoring
committee to serve as an observatory.

Develop legal definitions and 

regulation structure
Policy development in social enterprise

requires a clear legal definition of social
enterprise to govern matters such as
access to capital and its regulations.
Regulation measures, such as financial
reporting requirements, must recognize
both aspects: social benefit and economic
profit.  Such measures should be formed to
allow the enterprise to meet both goals
and survive in the long-term.

Finance
Public policy can provide funding for

social entrepreneurs start-up through
small loans. These start-up grants aimed at
social economy can be investigated
through feasibility before the launch of the
enterprise and monitored by the govern-
ment in later phases. Investment support
can also be supplied as an incentive to
overcoming some difficulties, such as hir-

ing disadvantaged.
Public funds spent on social enterprises

which pursue general interest are a more
efficient way to employ resources, consid-
ering both economic and social return on
investment.  Proceeds for the government
from public resources on social enterprises
include savings from reduced social bene-
fits and spending from profits of social
enterprises. The social entrepreneur can be
a cost-effective policy improving the
spending of public money in addition to
meeting demands unavailable in current
conventional markets.

l Naeimah Al-Kharafi is an administra-
tive engineer and lecturer in Kuwait
University. Although graduated and trained
in architecture, she completed her MBA in
2014 with distinction and is an avid contribu-
tor in topics of business, entrepreneurship,
and public policy.

Encouraging social entrepreneurship in Kuwait

Al Mulla Exchange

Currency Transfer Rate (Per 1000)
US Dollar 288.400
Euro 371.000
Pound Sterlng 470.000
Canadian Dollar 262.000
Indian Rupee 4.740
Egyptian Pound 40.325
Sri Lankan Rupee 2.212
Bangladesh Taka 3.725
Philippines Peso 6.468
Pakistan Rupee 2.810
Bahraini Dinar 768.150
UAE Dirham 78.550
Saudi Riyal 77.050
*Rates are subject to change
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Jordan inflation rate 
dips to 3.11% in Sept

AMMAN: Jordan’s year-on-year consumer price inflation
fell slightly to 3.11 percent in September from 3.16 percent
in August, Department of Statistics figures showed yester-
day. The government and the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) are targeting inflation between 3 and 4 percent in
2014 against an average of 5.6 percent last year, reckoning
with continued  subsidies and an expected lower energy
import bill.  

Saudi Almarai Q3 
profit rises 13.4%

DUBAI: Saudi Arabia’s Almarai, the Gulf’s largest dairy
company, reported a 13.4 percent increase in third-
quarter net profit yesterday, slightly beating analysts’
forecasts as sales rose. Almarai made a profit of 539.4
million riyals ($143.8 million) in the three months to
Sept. 30, up from 475.6 million riyals in the year-earlier
period, according to a statement to Riyadh’s bourse.
Eight analysts polled by Reuters had forecast on aver-
age that Almarai would make a quarterly profit of 520
million riyals. The firm said third-quarter sales rose 11.7
percent to 3.27 billion riyals. Separately, Almarai said a
fire had caused “significant” damage at one of its bak-
eries in Jeddah last week and that it would evaluate the
financial impact of the blaze in coming weeks. 

Oman plans first big 
wind farm project 

MUSCAT: Oman plans to build its first major wind
farm at a cost of $200 million to generate electrici-
ty in its southern governorate of Dhofar, as part of
efforts to limit the use of oil and gas in power gen-
eration. Electricity demand is rising rapidly as the
country pushes large industrial projects, but
Oman’s oil reserves are not as ample as those of its
wealthy neighbors, so it is exploring the use of
renewable energy. The wind farm at Harweel will
have a capacity of 50 megawatts, enough to meet
about 50 percent of demand in the governorate
during the winter, and is expected to begin oper-
ating early in 2017, state-owned Rural Areas
Electricity Co (RAEC) said in a statement seen yes-
terday. The project will be coordinated by Abu
Dhabi Future Energy Co (Masdar) and financed by
a grant from Mohammed bin Zayed Al-Nahyan,
the crown prince of Abu Dhabi, RAEC officials said.
The United Arab Emirates is a significant aid donor
for Oman. The turbines will be made in a Western
nation while local contractors will be given a large
share of the construction work, RAEC said without
elaborating.

News
i n  b r i e f

Special report

Urban decay threatens 
hot Philippine economy

Peak-hour hell comes in many forms
MANILA: Manila’s creaking train network means a miserable
three-hour work commute for salesman Gerard Galang-just
one example of major infrastructure woes that analysts say
threaten to cool the Philippines’ red-hot economy. Peak-
hour hell comes in many forms in the city of 12 million peo-
ple, with commuters experiencing a sweaty, stinky crush on
dilapidated trains and giant queues to buy tickets.

“I pity myself and my fellow commuters but I don’t have
any other option than the train,” said Galang, 29, who inhales
antiseptic rubbed on to his hands to help negate the stench
on the train.  “It gets so crowded our faces get pressed
against each other and on doors and windows.” Galang
spends three hours commuting to work every day, half of
which is spent in queues. For other commuters on buses or
in cars, daily gridlock worsens to a complete standstill that
can trap people for hours when even small rain storms trig-
ger flash floods.

The Philippine economy has in recent years shed its repu-
tation as one of Asia’s laggards, with growth of 6.4 percent in
the second quarter maintaining its status as the region’s best
performing after China. The country also recently gained its
first investment grade scores from the big three global credit
rating agencies.  

Urban decay 
Infrastructure development, however, hasn’t moved at

the same pace, and economists warn the creaking systems
that are of so much frustration to millions of people will also
have a growing impact on economic growth. “Our facilities
are not built for an economy that is growing at seven per-
cent every year,” Ronald Mendoza, a senior economist at the
Asian Institute of Management, in Manila said.

Mendoza said growth could have been faster had it not
been for the ageing airports and road networks that turn off
foreign investors and tourists, and limit the movement of
local trade. Manila already loses 2.4 billion pesos ($53 mil-
lion) in potential income daily due to traffic jams, according
to a study by the Japan International Cooperation Agency.

Among the other infrastructure problems are power
shortages that lead to brownouts, clogged drainage that
exacerbate frequent rainy season floods and an Internet net-
work so slow that it sparked a parliamentary enquiry.
Millions of people in slums, and even some residents of mid-
dle class districts, do not have access to running water.

And Manila’s decades-old international airport, with mal-
functioning air conditioning and leaking toilets, has been
cited by a travel website as the worst in the world. 

No quick fix 
President Benigno Aquino and his team are acutely

aware of the problems. “Sustaining the economy’s high-
growth trajectory requires continued investment in infra-
structure,” Economic Planning Secretary Arsenio Balisacan
told Japanese businessmen last week.

The government is planning to increase infrastructure
spending from 2.2 percent of gross domestic product in
2012 to five percent by the end of Aquino’s term in 2016. As
part of that, the government will pursue its so-called public-
private partnership program. More than 50 projects are
being put out to private builders.

Balisacan also said implementing a 2.6-trillion-peso
($58 bil l ion) “dream plan” drafted by the Japan
International Cooperation Agency was a top priority.

The agency’s plan calls for an expansion of rail and toll
road networks to provinces north and south of Manila,
spreading economic activity, as well as a subway system
for the capital. It also envisages a new Manila airport ter-
minal. Many of the projects cited by the Japanese plan are
included in the PPP pipeline, but these have moved
painfully slowly due to regulatory delays and court cases
between rival bidders.

Fewer than 10 contracts for the public-private partner-

ship program have been awarded during Aquino’s first
four years in office, with no projects yet completed.  And
while Aquino’s intentions are laudable, there is only a lim-
ited amount it can do before his term ends in the middle
of 2016, according to Mendoza.

“Many of these projects are perfectly doable, especially
the airports and toll roads,” Mendoza said. “What’s needed
is a multi-administration plan... many of them take up to
three administrations to finish.”

Philippine leaders are elected to single, six-year terms,
raising continuity problems. Manila residents, in the
meantime, have little choice but to count the personal
cost of the urban decay.

Jury Domino, who owns a catering business, said ever-
growing delivery times eat into his profits-with his vans
held hostage for hours guzzling fuel in traffic and staff
having to be paid overtime. “It’s a big hassle, expenses rise
every month and the problems pile up,” he said. —AFP

MANILA: Stranded passengers walking through a flooded major thoroughfare during a heavy down-
pour in Manila. Manila already loses 2.4 billion pesos ($53 million) in potential income daily due to
traffic jams, according to a study by the Japan International Cooperation Agency. —AFP
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World economies
warn of 

global risks
WASHINGTON: The International Monetary Fund’s mem-
ber countries on Saturday said bold action was needed to
bolster the global economic recovery and they urged gov-
ernments not to squelch growth by tightening budgets too
drastically, although Germany poured cold water on the
idea of a new global “crisis.” With Japan’s economy flounder-
ing, the euro-zone at risk of recession and even China’s
expansion slowing, the IMF’s steering committee said
focusing on growth was the priority.

“A number of countries face the prospect of low or slow-
ing growth, with unemployment remaining unacceptably
high,” the International Monetary and Financial Committee
said on behalf of the Fund’s 188 member countries. The
Fund this week cut its 2014 global growth forecast to 3.3
percent from 3.4 percent, the third reduction this year as
the prospects for a sustainable recovery from the 2007-
2009 global financial crisis have ebbed, despite hefty injec-
tions of cash by the world’s central banks.The IMF has
flagged Europe as the top concern, a sentiment echoed by
many policymakers, economists and investors gathered in
Washington for the Fund’s fall meetings.

European officials sought to dispel the gloom.
European Central Bank President Mario Draghi said the
drag from fiscal tightening in the euro zone was set to fade,
while German Finance Minister Wolfgang Schaeuble down-
played the idea that the region’s largest economy was at
risk of recession.

“There is no reason to talk about a crisis in the global
economy,” Schaeuble said. The IMF committee called for fis-
cal policy flexibility, but efforts to provide more room for
France to meet its European Union deficit target looked set
to founder on Germany’s insistence that the agreement on
fiscal rectitude was set in stone and that the bloc would not
be writing any new checks.

Storm clouds gather 
The United States has been a relative bright spot in the

otherwise darkening global economic picture, and
investors have rushed into dollars as a result. Still, while US
growth has picked up, soft inflation and wage growth sug-
gest the slowest-ever postwar recovery is not delivering a
sustained boost to demand, and concerns are growing that
the global slowdown will undercut the US economy as well.

Top officials from the US Federal Reserve highlighted
growing risks, with the central bank’s No 2 saying the global
slowdown could delay plans for a US interest rate hike. “In
determining the pace at which our monetary accommoda-
tion is removed, we will, as always, be paying close atten-
tion to the path of the rest of the global economy and its
significant consequences for US economic prospects,” Fed
Vice Chairman Stanley Fischer said at a conference of the
Institute for International Finance.

The IMF panel urged nations to carry out politically
tough reforms to labor markets and social security to free
up money to invest in infrastructure to create jobs and lift
growth. “Our key concern is to look ahead so that we avert
.... the very real risk of a prolonged period of subpar
growth,” said Singaporean Finance Minister Tharman
Shanmugaratnam, the panel’s chairman.—Reuters

By Francisco Quintana 

KUWAIT: The current decline in oil prices is not
strange. Supply has been rising steadily since the
2008 crisis. According to EIA, total production of
crude oil and liquid fuels rose by 10 percent in the
last five years, from 83.3 million barrels per day (bpd)
in early 2009 to 91 million in mid-2014. 

Additionally, in recent years, demand has been
losing strength. United States, Europe and Japan
have reduced their consumption of oil since 2008 by
around 10 percent or four million bpd, due to
improvements in energy efficiency and low GDP
growth. Demand from emerging economies keeps
rising, but growth is weaker than in previous years.
China, the main source of additional demand, is
using every year an extra 300,000 bpd, but that num-
ber is stagnating, even coming down slightly in 2014.
A similar pattern is taking shape in Africa and Latin
America: Africa added 100,000 barrels per day in
2013, but growth will come down in 2014 and in
2015. Latin America used almost 200,000 bpd in
addition in 2013, but in 2015 additional consump-
tion will be closer to 150,000 bpd. 

But these trends have been ongoing for years
now. Why did prices hold? Oil remained above the
$100 level because markets have been saddled with
uncertainty in two fronts. First, a feeling of general

tension prevailed about the possibility of conflict
involving global powers that could affect global
investment and trade. Tension between Russia and
Western countries about Ukraine is the most recent
example but last year, geopolitical instability in the
East and South China seas involving Korea, Japan,
Philippines, Vietnam and China also added pressure
to prices. 

Overall, the sentiment of insecurity was quite
widespread. According to the Global Terrorism data-
base of the University of Maryland, the number of
oil-related terrorist attacks in 2013 was close to 200,
more than twice the amount registered only in 2011.
The second source of uncertainty came from the oil
supply side. A number of countries traditionally con-
sidered “less reliable” suppliers started to deliver in a
consistent manner. Iraq and the Kurdistan region are
losing ground to terrorist organizations in the north
of the country. Libya never managed to get full con-
trol of the country after the Arab Spring. Nigeria is
rampant with strikes and disruptions due to theft
and poor maintenance. Iran is burdened with poor
infrastructures and international sanctions and South
Sudan remains a highly volatile country with com-
mon disruptions. Yemen and Syria are now close to
be considered failed states. In early 2012, all coun-
tries mentioned above produced around 1 million
bpd. 

Since then, even though most issues remain
unresolved, the combined output more than trebled
to 3.5 million bpd by the summer of 2013 and has
sustained that level. Finally the steady supply
weighed down on prices.  

But even if this period of relative peace lasts, it is
unlikely that prices continue to fall consistently well
above current levels. Two key producers, United
States and Saudi Arabia, will probably reduce supply
if prices keep declining. In the case of the United
States, the reduction in output would come due to
the fact that extraction costs in the new shale fields
are too high to remain competitive after a period of
low prices. 

In the case of Saudi Arabia, rising domestic con-
sumption will utilize a growing share of the country’s
output. In fact, the Middle East is expected to register
the fastest growth in global consumption in 2014,
rising from 200,000 additional bpd demanded in
2013 to 300,000 bpd expected next year by the FGE
consultants. Furthermore, rising breakeven prices in
Saudi have reduced the country’s fiscal flexibility.
The IMF estimates that Saudi needs more than $80 a
barrel to be able to balance the budget. Incentives to
cut production to support prices are higher now
than in previous periods of low prices. A few months
of prices below current levels will probably reduce
output and support prices back to previous levels. 

Oil prices will not 
decline in long run

KCIC Weekly Asia Analysis 

WASHINGTON: The International Monetary
Fund was launched in 1944 with the world’s
new superpower, the United States, in posi-
tion as the key force and shareholder in the
global crisis bank. Today, China is on the
verge of becoming the world’s largest econo-
my. 

But its voice at the IMF-wrapping up its
annual meeting this weekend in Washington-
remains that of a minor country, and some
worry this could undermine the crucial, 70-
year-old institution. The IMF estimates that by
the end of this year, China’s economy will sur-
pass the US in size: $17.63 trillion versus
$17.42 trillion, based on the purchasing pow-
er parity standard.

On a more traditional basis, linked to cur-
rent prices, the clearly much more affluent
United States still leads by a wide margin. But
there is no debate about China’s rise to power
in the industrial world.  And its growth rate, at
7.4 percent this year, still far outpaces that of
the rest of the advanced economies.

The IMF has had difficulty conforming to
this new global power balance. The US holds
16.7 percent of the voting power in the Fund,
which gives it an effective veto over any
major changes in its structure and activities.

China meanwhile has a 3.8 percent voting
share, not far from Italy’s, which has an econ-
omy one-fifth the size.  And the US Congress’s
repeated refusal to ratify a four-year-old set of
reforms that would boost China, India and
other emerging powers at the institution is
beginning to cut into the Fund’s stature.

“The risk for the IMF is that it will become
less and less relevant and increasingly illegiti-
mate,” said Paulo Nogueira Batista, the IMF
representative of Brazil and 10 other coun-
tries, speaking on his own behalf.

Overdue IMF reform 
The 2010 reforms would change quotas,

effectively their voting power, for sharehold-
ers and also sharply increase the IMF’s overall
financial resources, crucial for conducting
huge operations like the rescue of Greece and
Ireland and, most recently, support for
Ukraine.

The reforms have been endorsed by all
other major economies. But to be implement-
ed, they need US backing. The administration
of President Barack Obama has endorsed
them from the beginning, but repeatedly has
been unable to persuade Congress to ratify
the pact.

The problem has gone on for so long that
some are talking of seeking an alternative to
the current governance. Clearly frustrated,
IMF Managing Director Christine Lagarde said
Thursday that she would perform a belly
dance in front of the US Congress if they were
to ratify the reforms.

“It was due in 2012. It is overdue in 2014,”
she said. Agustin Carstens, Mexico’s central
bank governor and a former IMF deputy man-
aging director, highlighted the importance of
the Fund maintaining legitimacy.

“It’s important because the IMF provides
policy advice. And for it to be followed, it
needs to come from a legitimate institution,”
Carstens said. Another former IMF official,
Peter Doyle, said: “The rise of China and  India
have rendered the IMF voting rights alloca-
tion not just unfair and illegitimate, but
ridiculous.”

Lagarde stressed that, even with the
skewed voting rights, China, India and oth-
er emerging powers are generously repre-
sented in the top management circle of the
Fund. That includes Chinese economist Min
Zhu as a deputy managing director. Some
say even the 2010 reforms won’t rectify the
situation.  For one, China’s voting share will
only rise to 6.1 percent. “Even the delayed
2010 quota reform represents only a mod-
est step towards changing the governance
structure of the IMF to reflect shifting eco-
nomic realities,” Eswar Prasad, a former IMF
official, said. According to Nogueira Batista,
there is  st i l l  st i f f  resistance to change
ins ide the inst i tut ion,  inc luding f rom
Europeans.

“The US has been incapable of delivering,
and the Europeans have been hiding behind
this lack of delivery on the part of the US to
postpone the other elements of the process,”
he said. — AFP

China’s economic 
rise challenges IMF

WASHINGTON: International Monetary Fund Managing Director Christine Lagarde
speaks during a discussion on ethics and finance at the 2014 IMF - World Bank Annual
Meetings at George Washington University’s Jack Morton Auditorium yesterday in
Washington, DC. — AFP

GENEVA: Weakened by its failure in July to seal a
key deal on a global customs pact amid contin-
ued wrangling with India, the World Trade
Organization is at a crossroads, observers say.
“We are in a unique situation in the history of the
organization,” a European diplomat said on con-
dition of anonymity ahead of a meeting later
this month that others warn could fatally under-
mine the global trade body if the deal is not res-
cued.

A draft of the so-called Trade Facilitation
Agreement emerged at the WTO’s Bali confer-
ence in December last year and was meant to be
finalized at the end of July. But sparring between
members, notably over demands from India that
the world body gives the green light to the
developing power’s stockpiling of food, have
put the long-sought deal on ice. India and its
supporters say such stockpiling is essential to
ensure poor farmers and consumers survive in
the cut-throat world of business, while Western
countries meanwhile have raised concerns that
this food could be syphoned onto global mar-
kets, skewing trade.

Opening Pandora’s box 
If WTO gives in to India’s demands, this

would “create a very bad precedent”, the
European diplomat said, warning this would
open a Pandora’s box as other member states
would certainly take the move as a license to
change positions and block texts they had
helped pass by consensus. “How could we know
if another member state won’t say: we don’t
accept anymore what we have agreed?” the

diplomat said. The Europeans staunchly insist
that Bali cannot be renegotiated, the diplomat
said, warning that WTO’s credibility was at stake.

Instead, “we need to find a solution based on
Bali,” the diplomat said. The 160 countries which
make up the WTO set trade rules among them-
selves in an attempt to ensure a level playing
field and spur growth by opening markets and
removing trade barriers, including subsidies,
excessive taxes and regulations. Bali was the first
multilateral agreement concluded by the WTO
since its inception in 1995.

It also signalled the first concrete progress on
the Doha Round of trade liberalization talks,
launched in 2001 and aimed at underpinning
development in poorer nations. It took nearly a
decade to conclude the trade facilitation part of
the talks, which began in 2004, and the organi-
zation is loath to return to the drawing board. At
Bali, India was granted the right to continue its
food stockpiling subsidies until a final solution is
found by the end of 2017. But last July the coun-
try insisted it wanted the issue conclusively set-
tled by the end of this year.

Western countries however insist the trade
facilitation deal must move in lockstep with
other parts of the Doha deal on agricultural
and industrial goods. Late last month, Indian
Prime Minister Narendra Modi told US
President Barack Obama he hoped for a deal
“soon” to allow the blocked trade facilitation
deal to go forward. “India supports trade facili-
tation. However, I also expect that we are able
to find a solution that takes care of our concern
on food security. —AFP

DUBLIN: An EU probe into a tax deal between
Ireland and Apple is raising pressure for a tight-
ening of a controversial corporate tax system
helping the country accelerate away from crisis.
The attention will be on any changes in
Ireland’s draft budget to be presented next
week. In the face of strong criticism that
Ireland’s tax policy is unduly favorable and dis-
torts investment decisions, Ireland and Apple
insist that the arrangements for the US compa-
ny’s European headquarters do not amount to
illegal state aid as defined by EU competition
rules.

The investigation by European Union
authorities in Brussels is putting the spotlight
back on the tax strategy, following scathing
attacks during US Senate committee hearings
last year that accused Ireland of acting as a tax
haven. Ireland’s strategy to attract companies
has also been the target for frequent criticism
from some EU leaders, notably in France, which
objects that Ireland is undermining investment
and tax revenues in other EU countries. Ireland
is pulling away from near bankruptcy and a res-
cue program by the International Monetary
Fund, EU and European Central Bank, and at
the height of the crisis fought off pressure for it
to raise its tax rates, arguing that this was a vital
part of its recovery strategy.

But the continuing criticism has also trig-
gered calls for compromise within the former
“Celtic Tiger”, which has successfully drawn big-
time investors for decades.

“The government must tread a balance
between appeasing the international commu-
nity and retaining an attractive offering to
entice multinational investment,” Ian Kehoe,
the editor of the Sunday Business Post, said in
an editorial this past week. “Change is coming
in the budget,” Kehoe said. That change is high-
ly unlikely to affect the 12.5-percent corpora-
tion tax rate, a cornerstone of policy which is
backed by all political parties.

Michael McGrath, the finance spokesman
for the opposition Fianna Fail party, said the
debate had moved on from the tax rate. “It is
now a debate on how our corporation tax sys-
tem interacts with some of the world’s largest
multinationals who by their nature will seek to
minimize the amount of tax that they pay
around the world,” he told AFP.

During the US Senate hearings, Apple said it
had been paying an effective tax rate in Ireland
as low as 2.0 percent, just a sliver of the head-
line 12.5 percent rate.

It also emerged that one Irish-based Apple
subsidiary paid just $10 million (7.8 million

euros) in taxes on $22 billion in revenue in
2011. The European Commission has taken a
preliminary view that the tax arrangements
with Apple agreed in 1991 (and later amended
in 2007) gave the company an unfair advan-
tage, constituting illegal state aid.

The case focuses on the issue of transfer
pricing, where subsidiaries of the same compa-
ny trade with each other, and whether Apple
was able to mark up costs in these trades to
arrive at a pre-determined, or “reverse engi-
neered” tax bill. Apple, in comments on the
controversy, said it “has received no selective
treatment from Irish officials over the years.”
Some commentators have predicted that
Apple could owe the Irish exchequer 800-850
million euros in back taxes dating back a
decade, but others put it much lower. Seamus
Coffey, an expert in taxation at University
College Cork, said the amount would be only “a
couple of million”. “There’s been references to
billions but that relates to Apple’s intellectual
property but Apple’s intellectual property is not
located in Ireland,” he told AFP.

Apple’s intellectual property rights-the
brand, design and patents-are held elsewhere
and licensed to other companies in the group
for a fee, which can be offset against taxable
profits in Ireland. 

Ireland has ‘nothing to fear’ 
Dublin has said it will fight any adverse rul-

ings in court. Last month, the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development in
Paris called for Dublin to close a tax loophole,
known as the Double Irish-a method of shifting
profits through Ireland to a low-tax haven to
minimize tax.

Finance Minister Michael Noonan has long
insisted that Ireland’s corporate rules are open,
transparent and statute-based and said last
month that Ireland had “nothing to fear” from
the OECD proposals to limit multinational tax
avoidance. McGrath said the government
should not respond impulsively in the wake of
the investigation over the deal for Apple.

“I don’t believe that we should panic and
announce unilateral changes which could end
up damaging Ireland’s corporation tax offering,
which is after all a key element of our inward
investment strategy,” he said. 

More than 1,000 multinationals operate in
Ireland, employing more than 285,000 people
directly or indirectly-a huge number in a coun-
try of 4.5 million people-meaning the sector
has massive importance as Ireland continues its
economic recovery.—AFP

WTO at a crossroads 
amid blocked trade deal

PHNOM PENH: Cambodian workers stand on a truck during a protest to demand higher
wages in Phnom Penh yesterday.  Cambodian trade unionists and hundreds of garment
workers marched to demand a pay rise for their monthly minimum wages.   — AFP

EU tax probe spotlights Ireland’s 
allure for multinationals
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Britain’s ring-fence a new 
hurdle for bank directors

LONDON/DUBLIN: Britain’s major lenders
may find it hard to hire dozens of directors
that are required as part of a radical
reshape of the industry aimed at protect-
ing it from future investment bank crashes.
Britain wants banks such as HSBC, Barclays
and the UK arm of Spain’s Santander to
ring fence their retail units from their
wholesale operations, including creating a
separate board for their retail divisions
that would be independent of the parent
group.

But the banks may struggle to fill these
boards because the directors will be more
exposed if things go wrong, particularly
under new rules which will make it easier
for the regulator to hold senior bankers to
account for misconduct, including the
threat of jail for reckless decisions that
cause a bank to fail.

“I think it may be hard to find directors
for these ring fenced banks,” said Simon
Gleeson, a partner at UK law firm Clifford
Chance. “You’re practically volunteering for
the role of scapegoat.” “It almost feels as if
the ring fenced bank is going to operate
on a kind of strict liability level because
having been set up to be failsafe, if it does
fail, regulators, politicians and others will
be very, very incensed.”

Investment banks are viewed as riskier
because they make bets on markets but
retail banks are also sources of instability.
Many of the banks that got into trouble
during the global financial crisis were retail
banks that provided loans to finance
home purchases such as Britain’s HBOS,
which was taken over by Lloyds. Britain
wants to make directors more accountable
and responsible for their actions, aiming to
prevent a repeat of the 2007-09 financial
crisis when taxpayers spent tens of billions
of pounds bailing out major banks whose
directors walked away with their pensions
intact.

The threat of prison will be remote and
tougher rules are necessary, bankers and
headhunters admit, but it will add another
reason to avoid bank boards, already
shunned by some qualified candidates
because of the increased workload and
complexity of being a financial services
sector director following the crash. “We
should be under no illusions: finding
enough people with the appropriate
experience, who are not tainted by the
financial crisis, and who are willing to take
on the extra responsibility and culpability
placed on them by the senior manager
regime will be challenging,” said Omar Ali,
head of UK banking and capital markets
for consultancy EY.

This week two board members of
HSBC’s UK unit were preparing to quit,
partly because of concern about regula-
tion, a person familiar with the matter said.

Tobacco and banks 
Any bank with 25 billion pounds of UK

deposits will need to set up a ring-fenced
unit by 2019 and will have to submit pre-
liminary plans to the Bank of England by
January 6 of next year. At present, six firms
would need to do so: HSBC, Lloyds
Banking Group, Barclays, Royal Bank of
Scotland, Santander UK and the Co-opera-
tive Bank. Another batch of lenders have
deposits of almost 25 billion pounds and
could be above that level by 2019, includ-
ing TSB , Virgin Money, National Australia
Bank’s UK operations, and Williams & Glyn,
a business being spun out from RBS.

Some, like TSB, may be pure retail banks
so will not have to set up a separate ring-
fenced structure. That could leave seven or
eight ring-fenced banks, each with a board

of 8-12 people, industry sources said,
meaning that more than 60 people could
be needed to fill the positions, including
40 non-executives.

The expected surge in demand for
directors comes at a time when there has
already been increased calls for directors
with financial experience as several new
banks have set up in Britain and interna-
tional banks have been trying to improve
the quality of their UK boards.

The breadth and depth of the financial
crisis mean there is a limited number of
experienced people, untainted by the mis-
deeds of the past, who banks can call
upon. “They need to find more people to
do this at a time when some people think
the risk/reward has tilted against non-
execs, so you may find a situation where
supply has gone down at a time that
demand has gone up,” said Clifford Smout,
Deloitte’s co-head for regulatory strategy
in Europe.

Widening the pool to people outside of
financial services can also be problematic.
Non-executive directors of banks typically
have to devote one day a week to the role
compared to an average of around 25
days a year before the crisis and that’s
assuming they are willing to enter an
industry which in Europe is still a lighten-
ing rod for public criticism. “Any executive I
sit down with who is shifting into non-
executive roles will typically open the con-
versation by saying, ‘I will join the board of
any industry unless it’s tobacco, defense or
financial services’,” said one London-based
headhunter.

Bank non-executives could be paid
more, or have contracts specifying their
responsibilities and with indemnities to
cover problems in areas outside their
reach, headhunters said.

Conflicts of interest
Sitting on the board of a ring-fenced

retail bank will also open the director to
conflicts of interest between their obliga-
tions to the ring-fenced bank and the
wider group. The idea of shielding the
retail bank from the rest of the group is to
ensure that it is not treated like the com-
pany piggy bank, its deposits plundered to
support risky market bets.

But a situation could arise where it
makes sense for the good of the overall
business if funds or funding or capital is
transferred from the ring-fenced bank to
another ailing part of the group.

The directors are then faced with a con-
flict between their obligations to the regu-
lator under the ring-fencing rules and their
obligations to shareholders under English
corporate law. “You have got a set of rules
coming in which can never satisfactorily
resolve that conflict of interest,” said Bob
Penn, a partner at Allen & Overy, a London
law firm.

“This will embed a very conservative,
possibly overly cautious approach on the
part of management dealing with the
wider world because they have to look
over their shoulders on every decision.” So
far, the Bank of England appears to be
leaving it to the banks to solve any con-
flicts, noting in its consultation paper this
week that the ring-fenced banks must set
out, “arrangements to identify and man-
age” any such potential friction.

But it remains to be seen how constric-
tive the Bank of England’s rules will be.
Many issues still need to be clarified,
including how much capital the ring-
fenced bank needs to hold and how far it
can share technology and other assets
with the rest of the group. —Reuters

LONDON: China’s economy, the second largest in
the world, gets a spot check this week with a bar-
rage of data due that should indicate how suc-
cessful Beijing has been in supporting growth.

It may be even more pertinent than usual, giv-
en that the Federal Reserve has been surprisingly
cautious about the US economy and with euro
zone powerhouse Germany suddenly appearing
to stagger. The world economy may not be on the
brink of falling back into recession, but it is hardly
on fire. The International Monetary Fund, for

example, has lowered its growth expectations for
this year and next in Europe, Japan and China,
among others.

Since April, Beijing has taken steps to keep up
growth, including cutting reserve requirements
for selected banks and hastening construction of
railways and public housing. Some of this week’s
Chinese data - inflation, trade, bank credit, money
supply and FX reserves - will pave the way for third
quarter gross domestic product numbers on
October 21.

Annual GDP growth quickened slightly to 7.5
percent in the second quarter from 7.4 percent in
the previous three months, but the economy was
losing steam going into the third quarter as the
property market slowed. Analysts at UBS are
expecting a mixed picture, with better export
numbers offset by weaker import numbers, softer
inflation and modestly slower credit growth.

That points to continuing slack domestic
demand with year-on-year GDP easing back some
more. UBS is expecting growth of 7.1 percent,

Germany eyes more bad news amid a ray of hope from China

while HSBC has pencilled in 7.3 percent.
Either number would signal the slowest

year-on-year expansion in China since the
first quarter of 2009 and the fourth quarter of
2001 before that. “Given the ... downside
risks to growth and clear signs of a negative
output gap, we expect more easing meas-
ures in the coming months to stabilize
growth. These could be in the form of mone-
tary, as well as fiscal policies and help steady
economic activity in the coming months,”
economists at HSBC said.

Euro-zone drag 
If China is looking for an expanding desti-

nation for its exports, it can probably skip the
euro-zone. Already struggling with no
growth and minimal inflation, the 18-mem-
ber currency bloc has recently seen a new
danger as its main economic engine,
Germany, sputters.

Last week, industrial orders and output
data showed the steepest drops in more
than five years while the country’s dominant
export sector suffered a plunge. More bad
news is expected on Tuesday when the ZEW
research group issue its economic sentiment
survey.

This has fallen every month since
December when the index- which primarily
indicates direction-hit 62. Reuters polls sug-
gest the latest number will be just 3.

“The industrial and trade numbers that
we have had in the recent week or two on

Germany have been pretty awful,” James
Knightley, senior economist at ING, told
clients. “It does highlight concerns that the
German economy really is slowing quite
markedly and that the euro zone as a whole
could slip into recession.” European Central
Bank chief Mario Draghi will speak mid-week
and may repeat his calls for countries with
available budget surpluses to increase
spending to boost the euro zone economy.
He means Germany.

Fed watch 
Federal Reserve policymakers will mean-

while be out in force, with Janet Yellen, who
chairs the US central bank, speaking in
Boston on Friday. With the Fed set to finally
end its program of bond-buying with new
money at its next interest rate setting meet-
ing on October 18-19, keen attention will be
paid to any hints about the direction of inter-
est rates.

This will especially be the case after
some mixed messages in the past week
about what is expected and the release of
relatively dovish minutes of the last meet-
ing. Fed Vice Chairman Stanley Fischer said
financial markets had it “more or less” right
that there would be a hike in the middle of
next year. But St. Louis Fed President
James Bullard said investors and the cen-
tral bank were far apart on their view of
where interest rates will be at the end of
2015. —Reuters

GLOBAL ECONOMY WEEK AHEAD
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The twelve-week one-way move of the USD ended this
week, driven by a variety of factors. Some were led by
domestic stories beginning to unfold, while others were
more global. The yen has been the biggest beneficiary,
meanwhile the euro, rallied steadily all week up to
Thursday.The momentum started on Monday on profit tak-
ing and continued on Wednesday after the dovish Fed min-
utes, raising the question as to whether the Fed might
remove considerable period at the October meeting. 

The US dollar recouped some of the losses at the end of
the week after Draghi, reiterated that the governing council
was “unanimous in its commitment to take additional
unconventional measures to address the risks of a too pro-
longed period of low inflation. This means that we are ready
to alter the size and/or the composition of our unconven-
tional interventions, and therefore of our balance sheet, as
required.” In summary, on the foreign exchange side, the
USD saw a rebound on Thursday, after the relatively strong
US initial claims data and extended on comments from
ECB’s Draghi, even if there was little news in them. The
Dollar gains were mainly broad based, though struggled to
hold above 108.00 against the Yen with equities slipping in
another reversal of the post-FOMC minutes move. 

The euro ended the week on the lower side at 1.2628
after reaching a high of 1.2791 on Wednesday. The sterling
pound on the other hand started the week recouping some
of its losses towards the 1.6227 level, however ended the
week on the low side of 1.6076.In the commodities markets,
the USD strength managed to send oil prices down to their
lowest in two years, while Gold recovered from its losses
after the release of the Federal Open Market Committee
minutes for 17 September meeting. The minutes showed
that a number of participants said US growth might be
slower than they expected if foreign economic growth
came in weaker than anticipated.  

Fed speakers on the wire
James Bullard, President of the Federal Reserve Bank of

St Louis, maintained his view that the Fed should be tight-
ening in the first quarter of 2015 and he was not worried
about the US dollar strength. On the other hand, Fed’s Vice
Chairman Fischer noted that the Fed will discuss the dollar
again at next FOMC meeting and they needed to take into
account the dollar impact on aggregate demand. Fed
Fischer noted also that considerable time is somewhere
between  2 months and a year and capital market are more
or less right in terms of rate hikes and the exchange rate
reflects changes in Europe and the US.  

San Francisco Fed President John Williams stayed with
the likely rate liftoff in mid-2015 but of course, he reiterated
that it was data-contingent.   

Draghi delivers dovish notes
Draghi’s speech this week, touched on previous points

mentioned in the previous ECB conferences, but the full
speech was quite dovish. “Let me be clear: we are account-
able to the European people for delivering price stability,
which today means lifting inflation from its excessively low
level. And we will do exactly that. The Governing Council
has repeated many times, even as it was adopting new
measures: it is unanimous in its commitment to take addi-
tional unconventional measures to address the risks of a too
prolonged period of low inflation. This means that we are
ready to alter the size and/or the composition of our uncon-
ventional interventions, and therefore of our balance sheet,

as required.”

German data are worrying
The stream of disappointing data continues out of

Germany with investors questioning the solidity of the
German economy and whether it could continue to support
the rest of the euro-zone. 

Looking at the data, Germany’s trade numbers con-
firmed this week that exports have slowed down. German
exports slumped 5.8 percent, which is once again the
biggest fall since the financial global crisis in 2009. The
Federal Stats office blamed summer vacations in some
German states had contributed to the fall in both exports
and imports, but the figures still painted a gloomy picture
for Germany following steep drops in industrial orders and
output data earlier in the week. Germany trade balance
dropped to 17.5bn, from 22.2bn in July, markedly below
expectations of 18.5bn. Despite the continuation of weak

data, Bundesbank chief, Jens Weidmann, warned in a
German magazine that there was a danger the ECB would
buy “low-quality loan securitizations” at inflated prices as
part of its ABS program. He also warned “the credit risks tak-
en by private banks would be transferred to the central
bank and therefore taxpayers without them getting any-
thing in return”. In addition, former ECB chief economist
Juergen Stark, who resigned in 2011 in protest over the
ECB’s intervention in the government bond markets, said
that the ECB’s unconventional measures were “an act of des-
peration”. This continuation of weak data is likely to be of
great concern and is likely to fuel debate over whether
Chancellor Angela Merkel’s government should be increas-
ing public investment, instead of prioritizing deficit reduc-
tion. It also raises the question whether Germany Schaeuble
has any more reason to oppose Draghi’s ECB policies. 

Slowing housing market 
The RICS survey in the UK provided further evidence of a

slowing housing market. The prices balance remained
decent at +30 percent but that is far lower than the mid-50s
levels 3-6 months ago. These are national figures; a slowing
is much more evident in London. The price balance fell to -8
percent in the capital, the first negative print since early

2011. Sales & sales expectations are also negative but the
big fall in September was in buyer enquiries, which dropped
to -54 percent, one of the most negative prints on record
(the last time it was worse was in 2008). Valuations seem to
be putting London buyers off, and further falls in asking
prices appear to be likely.

Japan economy
The BoJ refrained from further monetary expansion last

week as BoJ members seemed concerned that investors
may view April 2015 as a binding deadline, fueling specula-
tion that the bank will boost stimulus to meet the inflation
target goal. Analysts also think the BoJ will likely find it diffi-
cult to ease further in the absence of a sharp economic
slowdown that leads to yen appreciation against the dollar,
and there have been speculations whether politicians are
likely to start debate on whether the 2 percent inflation is
necessary if the yen continues to weaken.

During the G20 this week, in an effort to ease the Yen
volatility, Governor Kuroda spoke in New York and did not
comment on the latest FX volatility. He only reiterated that
fundamentals should continue to drive the currency and
maintained that the central bank will continue their effort to
reach their 2 percent Inflation target.

Shaky Australian employment
Australian employment fell an estimated 29.7k in

September while unemployment rate was up to 6.1 percent
from a revised 6.0 percent. The Australia Bureau of Statistics
announced this week that it will change the way it breaks
down employment numbers for July, August and
September, by excluding seasonality factors. As a result, the
September employment figures released on Thursday
showed the economy losing 29.7k jobs, much worse than
analysts’ expectations for an addition of 20,000 jobs. These
job revisions reinforce the Reserve Bank’s view that the
unemployment rate will remain high,” and keep rates on
hold in the near term.

Kuwait
Kuwaiti dinar at 0.28870
The USDKD opened at 0.28870 yesterday morning.

PHANG NGA, Thailand: As rubber prices slump,
hard-up farmers in Thailand-the world’s top pro-
ducer  of  the commodity-are appeal ing for  a
bailout, testing the junta’s resolve to end populist
policies and an entrenched subsidy culture.

The global price for a one kilogram sheet of nat-
ural rubber has retreated to 43 Thai baht ($1.3)
after a three-year slide. That decline, from highs of
up to 120 baht in 2011, has chiselled away the
income of Thailand’s estimated six million rubber
farmers.

Many of them reside in the nation’s south, a
region home to the ultra-royalists who backed a
May army coup that toppled the elected govern-
ment. Now, as their profits shrivel, they want pay-
back from an army they helped propel to power.

With dawn creeping over his plantation in Pa Ko
subdistrict of Phang Nga province, Jade Charongan
said tapping his 500 trees for the once-lucrative
sap yields around $130 a month.

Three years  ago he earned f ive t imes that
amount, as surging demand from China saw rubber
reach highs of $3.6 a kilo.

“Now the rubber price is very, very low and life is
tough,” Jade said adding that rising living costs
mean “farmers in almost every house have prob-
lems”. The uncertainty heaps further misery on the
daily 4:00 am torch-lit trudge to bleed the trees for
the milky white sap, he added.

The Thai Rubber Farmers’ Association says the
kingdom produces around four million tons per
year  with an average annual  expor t  value of
around $8 billion-although that sum has been
sheared by falling global prices.  

Rubber revolt? 
Farmer Somjai Chomkhwan, 51, was among thou-

sands of southerners who travelled to Bangkok to join
the mass rallies that paralyzed Yingluck Shinawatra’s
government, paving the way for the May 22 coup.

“When the junta came into power, we expected
the rubber price would probably be increased,” he
said. “But it has been months and the rubber price
has kept dropping.” Farmers’ groups are calling on the
military government to guarantee the price at 80
baht a kilo.

They also want the suspension of a plan to release
210,000 tons of stockpiled-but fast-degrading-rubber
to the market, fearing it will further depress prices.
Their disquiet threatens a fallout with the junta. “If the
government does not adjust the price, we will go to
meet the Prime 

Minister,” Sawad Ladpala, president of the Thai
Rubber Farmers’ Association, told AFP. 

“We have been calling for help for a long time but
there has been no clear stance or direction (from the
government) yet,” he added. 

The protests which presaged the coup targeted
Yingluck and the political ascendancy of her brother
Thaksin-a billionaire former premier who is reviled in
the Thai south but adored in the rice-growing north.
The demonstrators accused the Shinawatra clan of
lavishing state subsidies on its rice farming electoral
base at the expense of the rest of the country. 

Yingluck swept to power in 2011 on a wave of sup-
port from the north and northeast on a pledge to pay
up to 50 percent of the market price for rice-a policy
she said was necessary to help the rural poor.

State largesse under her tenure also extended to

rubber farmers. Following violent protests in the
south last summer, she doled out $80 per 0.4 acres
(0.16 hectares) to help ease dropping prices.

‘Please be patient’ 
From rice to rubber and sugar cane to fruit, suc-

cessive Thai governments have seen the political
wisdom in buttressing the agricultural economy
with cash handouts.  The ruling junta initially vowed
to extinguish Thailand’s subsidy culture, but even
they have swiftly opened the tap amid complaints
from rice and rubber farmers. 

Prayut Chan-O-Cha, the tough-talking army chief
turned prime minister, has released $1 billion for
rubber farmers to help ease the pain of falling
prices.

He says he wants to spur domestic demand for
rubber and value-added products, while also urging
farmers to diversify or change their crop to palm oil.
But as yet he has failed to respond to the call for an
80 baht price guarantee. In a weekly television
address recently Prayut implored rubber farmers to
“please be patient” with his administration.

Rumblings from senior officials since suggest a
climbdown could be imminent. Yet the subsidy
question remains awkward for a leader who has
vowed tough action to restore Thailand’s economic
fortunes after its once fizzing economy went flat
during the political crisis. “The government will
probably put in some money,” according to Viroj
NaRanong of the Thailand Development Research
Institute.  “But as with the rice farmers, some of them
will say ‘It’s better than nothing’ while others will say
‘It is not enough.’” —  AFP

PARIS: Health checks on Europe’s
banks may reveal takeover tar-
gets, but because protectionist
regulation across the region has
yet to be addressed, any post-
”stress test” tie-ups are likely to be
along national lines and could
make a splintered industry more
so. The European Central Bank
takes direct authority over the cur-
rency area’s 120 top banks on Nov
4 after publishing the results of its
review of their balance sheets on
Oct 26.

But prospects for subsequent
cross-border mergers have faded
since Europe has yet to address
national regulators’ power to stop
capital moving across borders,
company law requiring sub-
sidiaries to be run independently
and secrecy laws.

All have a chilling effect on
cross-border investment. “There
are two key obstacles,” said a sen-
ior bank executive with long
experience of cross-border opera-
tions, who spoke on condition of
anonymity to avoid antagonizing
regulators.

“One is fragmentation that
takes various forms - capital, liq-
uidity, legal and structural. The
other is that it is inherently more
difficult to generate synergies
with cross-border mergers.”

Bank mergers prompted by
the launch of the euro in 1999
have stalled since Lehman
Brothers collapsed in 2008 - an
event that prompted then Bank of
England governor Mervyn King to
observe that “global banks are
global in life but national in death”.

Data compiled by Reuters
show cross-border banking merg-
ers and acquisitions in the euro
area peaked in 2007 - the year a
consortium led by Royal Bank of
Scotland bought ABN AMRO of
the Netherlands in a deal that
turned disastrous for all parties.
Deals have since dwindled to
barely $1.5 billion in value in the
first nine months of this year as
bankers were put off by the cost
of unwinding soured mega-deals
and new rules which make major
banks more expensive to run.

Nonetheless, some European
banking experts are optimistic the
obstacles will diminish over time,
once the ECB settles into its role as
single supervisor and gets to
work. The European Commission,
which polices the EU’s single mar-
ket, is working with the European
Banking Authority to try to curb
restrictions on the free movement
of capital. And Danielle Nouy, the
head of the ECB’s supervisory
board, has pledged to stop coun-
tries “ring-fencing” their banks.

“There may not be a wave of
pan-European consolidation
immediately, given the uncertain-
ties that will continue to weigh on
the European banking sector after
the balance-sheet review, but it is
likely within three to five years,”
said Nicolas Veron, a specialist at
the Bruegel economic think-tank
and the Peterson Institute for
International Economics.

“Beyond accelerating the cre-
ation of pan-European banking
groups, banking union should
also strongly favour the internal
integration of banks that are
already active in several euro zone
countries such as BNP Paribas,
Deutsche Bank or UniCredit.”

Bankers with experience of the
constraints are less sure.

Banking nationalism
The introduction of a single

supervisor is arguably the biggest
leap forward in European integra-
tion since the launch of the euro
in 1999. But putting the ECB at the
head of a network of country reg-
ulators seems unlikely to end the
“banking nationalism” demon-
strated in a series of regulatory
spats. Early in the financial crisis,
Polish regulators restricted Italy’s
UniCredit from shifting funds
from its well capitalized subsidiary
Pekao SA to Italy, fearing retrench-
ment by foreign banks could drain
their economy of liquidity.

At the height of the crisis in
2011, Germany’s financial regula-
tor BaFin took similar action, ban-
ning Italy’s UniCredit from trans-
ferring billions of euros from its
German subsidiary back to its
Milan headquarters.

BaFin feared Italy might need a
euro zone bailout and the trans-
fers could leave German deposi-
tors exposed to supporting
UniCredit, Italy’s largest bank by
assets.

Following Germany’s move the
Bank of Italy increased its scrutiny
of Deutsche Bank’s Italian opera-
tion - an apparent act of retalia-
tion - and pushed it to become
financially self-sufficient. The dis-
pute was eventually settled after
talks between the Bank of Italy
and BaFin, with UniCredit agree-
ing to a smaller transfer, sources
familiar with the case said.

“Ring-fencing is a European
problem. It happens in all the

countries not just Germany,” said
UniCredit chief executive Federico
Ghizzoni.

“The indication from the ECB is
that in the euro-zone this problem
of liquidity should no longer exist
once the ECB takes on the single
supervision. We just have to wait
and see.”

While the crisis has blown over
- and UniCredit no longer needs
to move capital - German regula-
tors say the rules still apply
despite the European
Commission’s introduction of the
single supervisory mechanism
(SSM) that put the ECB in charge.

“The law that requires any
German bank to have a certain
level of capital and liquidity will
still exist after the introduction of
the SSM,” a German regulatory
source said. “Regulators have to
avoid a German bank parking liq-
uidity overnight at its parent
abroad and bearing the risk of not
getting it back.”

The Polish Finance Ministry
said the advent of joint supervi-
sion should reduce barriers to the
flow of funds within multinational
banks although some regulations
would remain.

It’s not hard to find other
examples of nationalistic regula-
tory decisions: Britain’s Financial
Services Authority has pressured
large euro-zone banks operating
in the City of London to set up
subsidiaries that would be subject
to British regulation, rather than
branches, which are not.

And Austria introduced rules
that set tougher conditions for its
banks to lend in central Europe
than at home, although it eventu-
ally backed down after they com-
plained to the EU. From a multina-
tional bank’s perspective, such
obstacles and other national legal
constraints make it hard to
achieve cost savings that are a key
attraction of mergers in other sec-
tors.

Test cases 
Aware of the problems, the

European Commission launched
a survey of national practices in
January 2013. Some measures
“raised questions about their pro-
portionality”, a Commission
spokesperson told Reuters in
response to detailed questions.
The unpublished report showed
that in certain cases “national
supervisors decided to take
action unilaterally, without con-
sulting the other supervisors con-
cerned, even when they were
obliged to cooperate under EU
banking legislation,” the
spokesperson said.

EU executives hope new har-
monized rules on how much liq-
uidity banks should hold to see
them through any crisis will pro-
mote confidence and cooperation
among national supervisors - to
whom the Commission has writ-
ten urging them to act “to prevent
the risk of unduly restrictive prac-
tices.

The first test cases of the M&A
climate could arise if banks such
as Italy’s number three lender
Monte dei Paschi di Siena or
Germany’s number two,
Commerzbank, are forced to look
for a partner by the stress test
results. Commerzbank said in
August it felt “well positioned to
pass these tests”. MPS’s chief exec-
utive has said the bank’s capital
raising efforts put it on a stable
footing but a big shareholder said
late last month it was uncertain
whether the health checks would
result in further capital require-
ments.

Lawyers and bankers special-
ized in M&A say Britain’s Barclays,
France’s BNP Paribas and Spain’s
Banco Santander might all be
interested in bidding for
Commerzbank, but regulatory
problems make such a deal
unlikely.

Any foreign bank trying to take
over Commerzbank would be
shackled by German company
law, which requires a German sub-
sidiary to have a supervisory
board independent of the parent
company, the senior bank execu-
tive noted.

Then there are the legal con-
straints to consider. For example:
Directors of foreign-owned
German banks are criminally liable
for up to 10 years after the event
for decisions deemed to have
been counter to the interest of the
bank in Germany. “I just don’t see
any game-changing, bet-the-
bank M&A,” one London-based
lawyer said. “We’re seeing national
retrenchment everywhere.
Political, regulatory headwinds
just aren’t conducive to big M&A.”

More likely, lawyers and
bankers say, banks may divest
non-core activities and sell off
loan portfolios, mostly to
domestic rivals but with
Chinese and Japanese banks
potentially getting involved in
small deals.— Reuters

Markets confused
over Fed direction 
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NEW YORK: Specialist Anthony Matesic works at his post on the floor of the New York Stock Exchange on
Friday. — AP

Thai rubber farmers wheeze as prices fall

A farmer Jade Charongan collecting the white liquid sap of rubber trees a few
hours after the trees were bled at his rubber plantation in the Ka Po village of the
southern Thai province of Phang Nga. — AFP photos

A farmer Jade Charongan (back) and his wife Toiy flattening still drying sheets of
unprocessed rubber before stretching them at their rubber farm in the Ka Po vil-
lage of the southern Thai province of Phang Nga.  

European bank mergers 
still face major hurdles 
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KUWAIT: Commercial Bank of Kuwait held
the Al Najma Account mega and daily draws
yesterday. The draw was held under the
supervision of the Ministry of Commerce &
Industry represented by Abdulaziz Ashkanani.

The winner of the Najma mega draw of Eid
Al-Adha is:

Abu Jar Mansour Ali — KD 100,000

The winners of the Najma daily draw on
12th October 2014 are :-

Khaled Ghaffar Abdal Ghaffar — KD 7,000 
Azzah Ali Mohammad — KD 7,000
Ashraf Mousa Khalifa — KD 7,000
Ahmad Ali Mohammad — KD 7,000
Abdullah Eissa Abdulaziz — KD 7,000
Helwa Ahmad Al Zeer — KD 7,000

.
Commercial Bank of Kuwait announces

the biggest daily draw in Kuwait with the

launch of the new Najma account. Customers
of the bank can now enjoy a KD 7,000 daily
prize which is the highest in the country and
another 4 mega prizes during the year worth
KD 100,000 each on different occasions: The
National Day, Eid Al-Fitr, Eid Al- Adha and on
the 19th of June which is the date of the
bank’s establishment.

With a minimum balance of KD 500, cus-
tomers will be eligible for the daily draw pro-
vided that the money is in the account one
week prior to the daily draw or 2 months pri-
or to the mega draw. In addition, for each KD
25 a customer can get one chance for win-
ning instead of KD 50.

Commercial Bank of Kuwait takes this
opportunity to congratulate all lucky win-
ners and also extends appreciation to the
Ministry of Commerce and Industry for their
effective supervision of the draws which
were conducted in an orderly and organized
manner.

KUWAIT: Ooredoo in Kuwait announced yesterday
that it is equipping 5 Human Resources Kuwaiti
nationals with an international skill-based
Certificationin Human Resources Practice (“CHRP”)
from the British Chartered Institute of Personnel
and Development (“CIPD”); an international net-
work founded in 1913 embodying 130,000 mem-
bers across private, public and voluntary sectors
and one of the most reputable in professional
development and training in the UK. 

Ooredoo HR employees currently attending the
program are expected to be CHRP Qualified by the
end of 2014. 

The CHRP qualification is intended to provide
nominated employees with a firm foundation in all
areas of Human Resources, helping them to devel-
op essential skills to be able to deal effectively with

and set HR policies and procedures to add real val-
ue to the HR function. The certification will also help
Ooredoo employees develop practical and relevant
skills in HR, and above all, give them the confidence
to be more efficient in the workplace by going
beyond mere performance assessment and selec-
tion to understanding HR in a business context.

Commenting at the launch of this qualification,
Omar Al-Bassam, Director for Human Resources and
Strategic Development, said: “This certification is a
confirmation to Ooredoo’s future leaders, who have

a passion for learning and education. Our most
important capital is our people; therefore, equip-
ping the HR team with the most advanced qualifi-
cations to help them choose the right resources is
of utmost importance. In line with the Ooredoo’s
vision of enriching people’s lives, we strive to give
our employees opportunities to gain internationally
renowned certifications that help them become
truly global.” 

This program is part of a full-fledged profession-
al development and education calendar of high lev-
el international training programs. 

Ooredoo in Kuwait announced last week that it
was the first in Kuwait to nominate 2 senior leaders
to complete 5 month Business Leaders
Development program at the International Institute
for Management Development, IMD in Switzerland.  

Ooredoo in Kuwait equips 5 Kuwaiti 
staff with international qualifications

DUBAI: Samsonite continues its journey
into the prestige luggage market with
the release of its Python Collection - a
combination of the finest craftsmanship,
innovation and textural sensuality usual-
ly only associated with the flamboyance
of haute couture. Drawing inspiration
from the textures and subtle forms of
one of nature’s most magnificent and
beautiful reptiles, Python, the collection
reinforces Samsonite’s position as the
creators of the finest luxury travel goods
for travellers who demand the best. 

Whether you travel for business or
pleasure, Python not only ensures that
you travel in style but also guarantees
the highest levels of safety and security
for your personal items. Robust yet styl-
ish external shells and seductive scarlet
linings combine to produce lightweight,
easily manoeuvrable luggage which
make packing and travelling a pleasure
in itself.

The new Samsonite Black Label
Python models include the Spinner 55,
the Spinner 66 and the Spinner 76. These
models are available in vibrant shades of
shimmering red, glistening black or
gleaming grey-white. The external shells
exemplify Samsonite’s attention to detail.
Their tactile snakeskin effect underlines
the promise of the strength hidden
beneath the product. 

Commenting on the announcement,
Jai Krishnan, Vice President Middle East,
East Africa & SAARC at Samsonite, “We’re
delighted to launch our new range and
extremely excited by the design of
Python, which marks a new direction in
the art of luggage design. Samsonite has
long been recognised as the leader in
providing luggage solutions for discern-
ing travellers and, with Python, we have
again achieved a breakthrough in both
form and functionality.”

Jai Krishnan added, “The unique quali-
ties of Python are a combination of inno-
vative and ergonomic product design,

and an appreciation of what our cus-
tomers have become accustomed to -
the finest materials, the highest levels of
attention to detail and an intangible aura
which goes beyond everyday require-
ments, taking luggage offerings to the
next level.”

Python is manufactured from 100 per-
cent polycarbonate which is proven to
be durable and resistant to bumps,
bangs and accidental spillages, while
being extremely lightweight. The secret
of the shell is that it is layered with a spe-
cial wax coating which will wear gently,
with time, to result in a unique and indi-
vidual patina. Each piece is embedded
with a certified TSA combination lock, for
added security, and comes with a leather
ID tag, leather handle grip and pull han-
dle grip for extra comfort and conven-
ience. Silent and multi-directional wheels
ensure effortless handling.

The interior of the Python range con-
tinues Samsonite’s obsession with and
passion for the detail of refinement. Each
piece is lined with durable but light-
weight herringbone jacquard and fea-
tures a Y-compartment strap and lug-
gage cover. Complimentary accessories
include a shoe pouch, cosmetic bag and
ID tag. With the Spinner 66 and 76, an
additional garment suit hanger is includ-
ed. 

Samsonite is the worldwide leader in
superior travel bags, luggage and acces-
sories, combining notable style with the
latest design technology and the utmost
attention to quality and durability.
Utilizing top designer expertise from
around the globe, Samsonite creates
unparalleled products that fulfill the trav-
el and lifestyle needs of the sophisticated
traveler. For 104 years, Samsonite has
continued to build upon its rich design
heritage. Samsonite markets products
under the Samsonite Black Label,
Samsonite and American Tourister
brands. 

KUWAIT: The Sultan Center (TSC), the lead-
ing retailer in Kuwait has achieved another
milestone in its journey to satisfy its cus-
tomers and influence their lives with easi-
ness and convenience. TSC has topped up
its unparalleled service branded as - “iZone
Services” by adding Mada for Wireless
Internet Service. This partnership allows
TSC customers to renew their Mada
Internet subscription at iZone Services
counters which is a time saving and flexible
option for customers.

iZone Services is available at three of
TSC locations; Shuwaikh, Al-Kout mall and
Souk Sharq and soon to be spread to other
branches across Kuwait out of TSC’s com-
mitment to provide topnotch services as a
one-stop-shop designed to cater to cus-
tomers’ needs and demands.

The iZone Services initiative developed
by Arabian ITS, a subsidiary of The Sultan
Center has set the IT infrastructure and
sealed deals  with internet providers
including Kems and now Mada to provide
internet subscription renewal at TSC
branches.

Naveed Ahmed, General Manager of
Arabian ITS said: “”We have strategically
selected three key locations of TSC to start
with. These locations have been selected to
enable our customers to have easier access
to renewal of Internet services. We would
like to be the one stop shop for all home
Internet requirements. Our partnership
with Mada will enable our TSC customers
to take advantage of the wireless services

being offered across Kuwait. The idea is to
enable our customers to have a better and
reliable service experience while shopping
at TSC”.

Ahmed confirmed that iZone Services is
to diversify offerings soon to include more
convenient services. Several partnerships
with different data providers are currently
under consideration to provide services
related to satellite subscription renewal
and with other internet providers.

Since its Inception, TSC has promised its
customers state-of-the-art services. With
that in mind at the main core of its strategy,
TSC is committed to adding value services
based on criteria of flexibility, integrity and
easiness to enhance the customers shop-
ping experience.

The Sultan Center Food Products Co KSC
is a regional conglomerate in retail, restau-
rants, distribution, real estate, telecom, and
security services with revenues over $1 bil-
lion. With a commitment to the core values
of an open and diverse culture and a focus
on respect and excellence in service, TSC
became Kuwait ’s largest independent
retailer and supplier of grocery items, fresh
food, and general merchandise, with oper-
ations across the Gulf and Middle East
region. Each week, more than 600 thou-
sand customers visit our 63 stores and 26
restaurants in Kuwait, Bahrain, Oman,
Jordan and Lebanon, where our 10 thou-
sand associates provide unrivalled service,
quality and range of products to make TSC
“the customer’s preferred choice”. 

Burgan Bank
announces Yawmi
account winners

KUWAIT: Burgan Bank announced yesterday the
names of the lucky winners of its Yawmi account
draw, each taking home a prize of KD 5,000.

The lucky winners for the daily draws took home a
cash-prize of KD 5,000 each, and they are: 

1. Badreyah Hussain Hashem
2. Ali Mahmoud  Nasser
3. Jassim Hussain  Al-Wazzan
4. Mohammad Mustafa Alshawadfi
5. Mohammad Saleh  Al-Eessa
6. Mohammad Abdullah Ali
To further add to the anticipation of Yawmi

account customers, Burgan Bank now offers a
Quarterly Draw with more chances to win higher
rewards, entitling one lucky customer to win KD
125,000 every three months. The Yawmi Account
now offers daily and quarterly draws, the quarterly
draw requires customers to maintain a minimum
amount of KD 500 in their account for 2 months prior
to draw date. Additionally, every KD 10 in the
account, will entitle customers to one chance of win-
ning.  If the account balance is KD 500 and above, the
account holder will be qualified for both the quarter-
ly and daily draws.  

Burgan Bank encourages everyone to open a
Yawmi account and/or increase their deposit to maxi-
mize their chances to becoming a winner. The more
customers deposit, the higher the chances they
receive of winning.

For more information on opening a Yawmi
account or about the new quarterly draw, customers
are urged to visit their nearest Burgan Bank branch
and receive all the details, or simply call the bank’s
Call Center at 1804080 where customer service rep-
resentatives will be delighted to assist with any ques-
tions on the Yawmi account or any of the bank’s
products and services. 

Established in 1977, Burgan Bank is the youngest
commercial Bank and third largest by assets in
Kuwait, with a significant focus on the corporate and
financial institutions sectors, as well as having a
growing retail,  and private bank customer base.
Burgan Bank has five majority owned subsidiaries,
which include Jordan Kuwait Bank, Gulf Bank Algeria,
Burgan Bank - Turkey, Bank of Baghdad, Tunis
International Bank, in which Burgan Bank owns a
majority stake. Burgan Bank Group has one of the
largest regional branch networks with more than 231
branches across Kuwait, Turkey, Jordan, Algeria, Iraq,
Tunis, Lebanon and Palestine. 

The Bank has continuously improved its perform-
ance over the years through an expanded revenue
structure, diversified funding sources, and a strong
capital base. The adoption of state-of-the-art services
and technology has positioned it as a trendsetter in
the domestic market and within the MENA region.
Burgan Bank’s brand has been created on a founda-
tion of real values - of trust, commitment, excellence
and progression, to remind us of the high standards
to which we aspire. ‘People come first’ is the founda-
tion on which its products and services are devel-
oped.

Samsonite brings style
and fashion together for

SBL Python collection

The Sultan Center 
reinforces its ‘iZone Services’

Standard Life boosts
infrastructure 

investment capability
KUWAIT: Global investment manager, Standard
Life Investments has further developed its capa-
bility in infrastructure investment with the
appointment of Jeremy Allcock as its Head of
Infrastructure Debt. 

Reporting to Craig MacDonald, Head of
Credit,and working closely with Fiona Dickinson,
Investment Director, Credit, Jeremy’s London
based role will  see him head up a new
Infrastructure Debt team and assume responsibil-
ity for investment into the asset class. Further
appointments are expected to follow. Previously
Head of Project Finance (Public Sector) at
Nationwide Building Society, Jeremy has 17 years’
experience in the infrastructure funding sector.

The infrastructure debt team’s strategy will be
to focus on providing long term senior debt to
core infrastructure projects within the UK and
some selected European jurisdictions, in sectors
such as transport, social infrastructure and ener-
gy. The Standard Life Investments’ fixed income
team manages in excess of £29.5bn investment
grade credit, of which around £3bn is invested in
infrastructure and related assets. Craig
MacDonald, Head of Credit at Standard Life
Investments said: “I am very pleased to welcome
Jeremy to Standard Life Investments. He has a
vast amount of experience within the infrastruc-
ture funding sector and his appointment will rein-
force and broaden Standard Life Investments’
capabilities in this area. Jeremy’sappointment
demonstrates our commitment to infrastructure
investment and reflects client desire to lock in
long dated, reliable cash-flows generated by such
‘alternative’ or ‘hard’ assets - an arena in which
Standard Life Investments has already established
a strong reputation through its credit and real
estate teams.”

PARIS: France must not shy away from further reforms of
its costly unemployment benefit system, its economy
minister said in a newspaper interview, fanning a debate
that has divided the ruling Socialists and angered power-
ful trade unions. France is under pressure to implement
deep structural reforms after acknowledging it would
only bring its budget deficit into line with EU rules by
2017, two years later than promised, due to anaemic
growth. “There should be no taboo...The social benefits
system has a 4 billion euro deficit, what politician could
be satisfied with this,” Macron told yesterday’s Journal du
Dimanche.

“There was a reform, but it is not enough”, he told the
weekly. France’s socialist Prime Minister Manuel Valls
sparked an outcry on the left last week when he suggest-

ed more needed to be done to encourage the unem-
ployed back into work. “It’s up to unions to get things
done,” said Macron, a former banker and one-time eco-
nomic adviser to President Francois Hollande.

“But as the government funds the system, it can also
take control of the situation if there are deadlocks in
negotiations,” he said, adding the topic would not go
away. On Wednesday, France submits to the European
Commission a 2015 budget that sees the public deficit
falling from 4.4 percent of output this year to 4.3 percent,
only falling below the EU-mandated threshold of 3 per-
cent in 2017. France had previously promised EU partners
it would bring its deficit back into line by next year, having
already won an extension from 2013. France’s spending
watchdog doubts the new targets can be met.

European officials are seeking to persuade France and
Italy to adjust their draft budgets for next year, which
could face rejection as they stand, a source told Reuters.

Under the proposed deal, details of which were
sketchy, Paris would commit to go further than previously
announced in implementing labor market reforms to ease
hiring and firing, the source said.

France’s unemployment rate is stuck above 10 per-
cent despite billions of euros spent on subsidized jobs
and the country is under pressure to show it can imple-
ment reform. Reflecting the fight Valls faces to get
change past his own party, Socialist National Assembly
speaker Claude Bartolone said Macron’s reform propos-
als were a fantasy and that it was too early to discuss
measures in public. — Reuters 

Al-Tijari announces winners 
of Najma Account draw

France must tackle jobless benefit reform: Minister

HEART: An Afghan horse cart driver transports passengers through in a street in
Herat province on yesterday. Afghanistan’s economy has improved significantly
since the fall of the Taleban regime in 2001 largely because of the infusion of inter-
national assistance. — AFP
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SAN FRANCISCO: Audio technology veter-
an Bose Corporation and Beats Electronics
on Friday called a ceasefire in a lawsuit over
patented technology for canceling noise in
earphones. Lawyers for the companies
asked a federal judge to dismiss the Bose
lawsuit, saying the companies had settled
their differences, without elaborating.

The suit filed in federal court in the US
state of Delaware in July had set the 50-
year-old firm against an Internet Age
youngster bought by Apple in a deal val-
ued at $3 billion. “Bose brings this action
against Beats to protect its valuable patent-
ed technology for noise-canceling head-
phones,” the July complaint said. Bose

accused Beats of infringing on five of its
patents for cutting out unwanted noise in
headphones, particularly by cancelling it
out with other sound waves.

The technology is referred to as active
noise reduction. Bose had called on the
court to order Beats to stop using the
patented technology and to pay unspeci-

fied damages. The deal for the maker of
high-end audio equipment and operator of
a subscription streaming music service is
Apple’s largest acquisition ever. It called for
Beats co-founders Dr Dre, a Grammy-win-
ning hip-hop pioneer, and Jimmy Iovine, a
veteran music executive, to join the
California company. Since launching five

years ago, Beats has become a popular
brand for audio equipment and has attract-
ed the likes of Lady Gaga, Lil Wayne and
Nicki Minaj, who have designed their own
customized Beats headphones and speak-
ers. Beats was reported to have claimed 60
percent of the billion dollars spent on top-
end earphones in the US last year. —AFP

Bose and Beats end beef over headphone patents

NEW YORK: A plastic bust statue of Kevin Micelli, center, and his family, made by a 3-D scanner and printer, sits on a shelf inside
Micelli’s coffee shop. —AP

WASHINGTON: Microsoft chief executive Satya
Nadella’s gaffe over women, pay raises and karma
comes as the US tech industry is facing up to
questions over diversity and gender equality.
Nadella, named CEO at the tech giant in April,
swiftly backtracked from his comments in which
he suggested working women should trust karma
for pay raises. “I answered that question com-
pletely wrong,” Nadella said in a memo to staff,
aiming to quell a firestorm over his comments at
a conference on Thursday.

Yet Nadella touched a nerve at a time when
Silicon Valley faces renewed scrutiny over the
gender pay gap, and a lack of diversity in both the
workforce and top management. “The tech sector
is still a non-traditional occupation for women,”
said Ariane Hegewisch, study director at the
Washington-based Institute for Women’s Policy
Research, which monitors issues on women and
employment. “There’s not a lot of evidence that
karma has been friendly to women in this area.”

Research earlier this year by Joint Venture
Silicon Valley, a California think tank, found that
men in the region who hold graduate or profes-
sional degrees earn 73 percent more than women
with the same educational qualifications. The gap
was 40 percent for those with a bachelor’s degree.
An “Equal Pay Project” campaign launched this
week calculated that American women over the
course of their careers are paid $435,000 less than
male counterparts, adding up to a staggering $29
trillion in aggregate. In recent weeks, major tech
firms have been looking at the issue with “diversity
reports” that examine the composition of the work-
force. Microsoft reported earlier this month that its
staff was only 29 percent women. At Google, the
figure was 30 percent. For Facebook, the percent-
age of women was 31 percent, but just 15 percent
in technical jobs.

The ‘geek culture’ 
According to research from the National

Center for Women and Information Technology,
citing census data, women obtained 18 percent
of computer science degrees in 2012, down
from 37 percent in 1985. The report said women
held 25 percent of jobs in the technology indus-
try, down from 37 percent in 1990. Some blame
the male-dominated geek culture.

Researcher Catherine Ashcraft  of  the
University of Colorado said that despite “a
wealth of educational efforts to promote girls’
participation in computing,” there has been lit-
tle increase in the number of women in the
field. She said these programs often fall short
because they “take a narrow view of their pur-
pose, ignoring important factors that shape
girls’ identities and education/career choices-
not least broader narratives around gender,
race, and sexuality.” The tech sector has its
share of well-known female CEOs-Marissa
Mayer at Yahoo, Meg Whitman at Hewlett-
Packard, and co-CEO Safra Catz at Oracle-
despite the small proportion in the industry
overall.

Hegewisch said that the tech sector has
become in some ways more difficult for women
since the 1980s. “The geek culture has gotten
stronger and the work-all-night culture has got-
ten stronger, so this might be pushing women
out,” Hegewisch said. She said women remain
underrepresented in just about every segment
of the tech industry, in contrast to some other
fields like finance. “Women might study math or
science, but they might go into general busi-
ness, because the working conditions and cul-
ture (in tech) are not that welcoming,” she said.
Nadella’s comments came coincidentally during
an on-stage discussion at the Grace Hopper
Celebration of Women in computing conference
in Arizona. The Microsoft chief stunned the
audience by saying that women, instead of ask-
ing for a raise should just trust “that the system
will actually give you the right raises as you go
along.” Nadella later scrambled to damp down
the controversy, in comments in Twitter and in a
memo to Microsoft staff. —AFP

Microsoft CEO gaffe fuels 
debate on women in tech
Tech industry facing questions on gender equality

WASHINGTON: Microsoft CEO Satya
Nadella speaks during his keynote
address at the Microsoft Worldwide
Partner Conference 2014. —AFP

NEW YORK: Walk into Eddie DaRoza’s office
and you’ll find two of him there: the actual
32-year-old video producer, and a 5-inch
statuette of him. “There are a lot of double
takes. It’s like a little action figure of myself,”
the Los Angeles native said. He had the stat-
ue made on a lark. While waiting for his
brother at a mall, he stepped into a studio
that scanned his body and sent the scan off
to a 3-D printer. These studios are popping
up rapidly as 3-D scanning and printing tech-
nology gets more advanced. In New York
City alone, there are at least four stores that
offer the service, including three just in the
past year. You can get scanned in just a few
seconds and get your statue delivered in
days.

The advent of digital cameras and smart-
phones killed the traditional mall portrait
studio, but 3-D printing has sparked a new
trend. Overloaded with digital photos, stat-
ues may be moving in to fulfill our desire for
portraits that stand out. Many of the cus-
tomers of the statue studios are parents who
want statues of their kids. Sylvain Preumont,
who opened a New York branch of his
London-based iMakr store this year, said a
soldier ’s wife had their three children
scanned so he could bring them to
Afghanistan. Victor De Los Angeles, owner of
New York 3-D printing and scanning store
Cubo, has scanned several pregnant women.

“I had a lady come in the day before she
went into labor and she was like: ‘I need it
done today,’ “he said. New York’s Museum of
Art and Design offered scans and statues
earlier this year. Shapeways, the company
that supplied the exhibit, said it scanned
about 6,000 people and sold about 1,500
statues for $30. Woody Allen got himself
scanned there, so it’s now possible to buy a
3.5-inch statue of a slumping Woody Allen in
a cardigan. The Smithsonian Institution
scanned President Barack Obama and
revealed a 3-D printed bust of him this sum-
mer. It will be added to the National Portrait
Gallery.

Chocolate statues
The typical 3-D-printed statue is printed in

full color in a material known as “sandstone” -
really, gypsum powder. It’s glued together by
color ink ejected from a head similar to the
one found in an inkjet printer. The statues
range from three to eight inches tall. The
technology allows for a lot of variation in
materials. IMakr offered chocolate statues for
Easter. For 99 pounds, you got a box with six
small chocolate likenesses of yourself.

Big businesses are getting into 3-D statu-
ary as well, with Wal-Mart Stores Inc. at the
forefront. In July, at a newly opened Sam’s
Club in Montgomery, Illinois, and another
outside Fort Worth, Tex, 3 -D printers
scanned shoppers’ faces and placed resin
printouts of their heads on action figure-
sized bodies of one of three Marvel charac-
ters. Wal-Mart’s British unit, ASDA, starting
testing a service in November that lets cus-
tomers buy 8-inch figurines of themselves
for 60 pounds, or $100. The studio is now
permanent in one store, and it’s been so
popular that the company is considering
rolling it out to other locations.

“It’s become the new family portrait,” said
ASDA spokesman Russell Craig. A Staples
store in New York scans people’s faces and
puts them on NBA and Star Trek figurines.
The goal of the pilot program is to get small
businesses to use Staples Inc. for 3-D scan-
ning and printing jobs, just like they’ve pro-
vided those services for paper.

One example of what that might look
like: A bakery that wants to use statues of
the bride and groom as wedding cake top-
pers would need a printer that cost $60,000
or so, plus the expertise to use it. Staples
wants to do that job for them, for $70.
Before that can happen, small businesses
like bakeries have to learn about the possi-
bilities of 3-D printing. “There’s a really big
education component that I don’t think can
be underestimated,” said Damien Leigh, sen-
ior vice president of business services for the
office supplies retailer. —AP

The new family portrait? 
3D-printed statue selfies

HANNOVER: Exhibitors work on laptop computers in front of an illuminated
sign of the Google logo at the industrial fair Hannover Messe. —AP

TOKYO: A Japanese judge has ordered Google to
remove search results of a man’s unflattering past
in an order the plaintiff’s lawyer compared to
Europe’s “right to be forgotten” ruling. The Tokyo
District Court ordered Google Japan on Thursday
to remove search results that hinted at the man’s
relations with a criminal organization after he
complained his privacy rights were violated.

Google Inc spokesman Taj Meadows said the
company has a standard process for removal
requests, and people can come to Google. “We
remove pages from our search results when
required by local law, including Japan’s longstand-
ing privacy and defamation laws,” he said. He said
the company was reviewing the ruling. The plain-
tiff ’s lawyer, Tomohiro Kanda said the case
addressed privacy, defamation and other issues
defined by Japanese law but also took the
European “right to be forgotten” ruling in May as

an example and used some of its logic and lan-
guage. In that case, Europe’s highest court ruled
Google should delete references to negative past
information, including old debts and past arrests.
Google has scrubbed more than 200,000 Web links
from its European search results after reviewing
nearly 145,000 individual requests submitted from
32 countries, according to statistics that the
Mountain View, California, company released
Friday. “We asserted Google as a controller of the
site had the duty to delete the material,” Kanda
told The Associated Press. “We are fighting the
same battle as the one in Europe, and we won a
similar decision.” Some experts say Japan needs to
define the borders of privacy and search functions.
In the court injunction, Judge Nobuyuki Seki said
some of the search results “infringe personal
rights,” and had harmed the plaintiff, according to
Kyodo News. —AP

Japan orders Google to 
remove search results

NEW YORK: Security software maker
Symantec is the latest company to
announce plans to split itself into two.
The maker of Norton antivirus soft-
ware said Thursday that it will sepa-
rate into one business focused on
security and the other on information
management. Symantec said that
separating its businesses will create
greater growth opportunities and
more value for its shareholders. The
announcement comes about six
months after Symantec fired its chief
executive Steve Bennett and named
Michael Brown as his replacement.
Brown is the current CEO.

The security business provides
services including data encryption,
user authentication, and mail, web
and data center security. The compa-
ny said that the unit had about $4.2
billion in revenue in its latest fiscal
year. Brown will be president and CEO
of the security business.

The information management
company’s services will include back-
up and recovery, archiving and stor-
age management. It has about $2.5
billion in annual revenue. Symantec
Corp. is the third major tech company
to announce a separation in recent
weeks.  EBay Inc is planning to spin
off its mobile payment service divi-
sion PayPal, and PC and printer maker

Hewlett-Packard Co wants to split off
its technology service business.

The company had been reorganiz-
ing before announcing the split.
Along with replacing its CEO earlier
this year - the second time in less than

two years that it had fired its CEO -
Symantec has trimmed some execu-
tive and middle-management jobs,
split its sales force and tried to focus
on its most promising products.
Symantec is planning a tax-free spin-

off and wants to complete the sepa-
ration by the end of 2015. The stock
gained 27 cents, or 1.2 percent, to
$23.71 in aftermarket trading. The
stock has dropped 5 percent over the
past 12 months. —AP

CALIFRONIA: This undated photo provided by Symantec shows the company’s world headquarters. —AP

Symantec will split into two companies

SAN FRANCISCO: A supplier enlisted to make
sapphire screens for Apple mobile devices on
Friday urged a bankruptcy court to free it from
contracts it branded “oppressive and burden-
some.” Sapphire touch screens are a very
tough synthetic replacement for the glass cur-
rently used on many Apple mobile devices,
and are already used in a limited way for par-
ticularly sensitive parts of devices.

The synthetic screens were also expected to
be used in the Apple Watch and in some ver-
sions of the latest iPhones. US-based GT
Advanced Technologies (GTAT) “believes that it
has many claims against Apple arising out of its
business relationship,” lawyers for the firm said
in paperwork filed in US Bankruptcy Court.

“The agreements imposed oppressive and
burdensome terms and obligations on GTAT.”

GTAT also asked the court to let it wind down
synthetic sapphire manufacturing facilities in
two states to extinguish an “ongoing cash
burn” that threatens to devour its liquidity.
GTAT argued in court documents that con-
tracts benefiting Apple shifted the company’s
business model from primarily supplying sap-
phire-making equipment to being a sapphire
materials manufacturer. GTAT has formally
filed for petitioned for bankruptcy protection,
bringing into question where Apple would
turn for its supply of sapphire touch-screens.
GTAT told the court that careful evaluation
had led it to conclude that to protect its
assets it needs to wind down sapphire facili-
ties in Arizona and Massachusetts and elimi-
nate supporting staff at its offices in New
Hampshire. —AFP

Screen maker wants 
to nix Apple contract
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MONROVIA: A man walks past a billboard warning people of the deadly Ebola virus. —AP

The IKEA Foundation has given euro 5 mil-
lion, its largest single emergency donation
ever-to Medecins Sans Frontieres (MSF) to
fight the worst Ebola virus outbreak in his-
tory. MSF has been responding to the out-
break since March and currently has 2,000
staff working in West Africa, treating a rap-
idly increasing number of patients. As the
world struggles to contain and beat the
outbreak, organizations like MSF need help
from the private sector to keep funding
their programs as needed. The IKEA
Foundation’s donation will support the
organization’s medical relief efforts for
those stricken with Ebola for the rest of this
year and into 2015.

Per Heggenes, CEO of the IKEA
Foundation, said: “Our wish is that other
private-sector partners will step up and
fund programs that will not only save lives
and fight the spread of Ebola but also help

in other emergency situations that get less
media coverage. This crisis, like others, will
not go away quickly-and for those who
have lost loved ones, the pain will last for-
ever. That’s why organizations like MSF
need long-term support from partners like
the IKEA Foundation.”

Bruno Jochum, Executive Director of
MSF Switzerland, added on behalf of the
MSF movement “We are extremely grateful
to the IKEA Foundation for this very signifi-
cant contribution, which will help our teams
make a real difference on the ground. The
IKEA Foundation is a longstanding and priv-
ileged partner of MSF and we are thrilled to
count once again on its support at a critical
time in the fight against Ebola and its con-
sequences.” The IKEA Foundation has previ-
ously supported MSF’s work providing med-
ical treatment to refugees from Syria and
the Central African Republic. 

IKEA Foundation helps 
fight the Ebola outbreak

At Fort Campbell in Kentucky, spouses of US sol-
diers headed to Liberia seem to be lingering just
a bit longer than usual after pre-deployment
briefings, hungry for information about Ebola.
For these families, the virus is raising a different
kind of anxiety than the one they have weath-
ered during 13 years of ground war in
Afghanistan and Iraq. They want to know how

the military can keep soldiers safe from the epi-
demic, a new addition to the Army’s long list of
threats.

“Ebola is a different problem set that the divi-
sion hasn’t (faced) before,” said Major General
Gary Volesky, who will soon head to Liberia
along with soldiers from the 101st Airborne
Division. There are already more than 350 US
troops on the ground in West Africa, mostly in
Liberia, including a handful from the 101st. That
number is set to grow exponentially in the com-

ing weeks as the military races to expand
Liberia’s infrastructure so it can battle Ebola.

Right precautions
The military has already stood up a head-

quarters in Liberia’s capital, Monrovia, and hopes
to have a 25-bed field hospital up and running
by the middle of this month. It also aims to

quickly build up to 17 Ebola treatment units.
Volesky said he has seen more of what he called
“stay behind dialogue” after these pre-deploy-
ment briefings, something he encourages. The
message at Fort Campbell and at American mili-
tary bases elsewhere is that the threat from
Ebola is manageable. With the right precautions,
the risk is low. US soldiers certainly will not be
treating sick Liberians and, if all goes according
to plan, they will not interact with them either.

But there is still concern among military

families. That is something US forces on the
ground say they are wrestling with, even as
they report feeling relatively safe from infec-
tion. “I have two kids... Of course they’re worry-
ing about their dad,” Lieutenant Colonel Scott
Sendmeyer,  the chief  engineer now in
Monrovia, told Reuters by phone. “At the same
time, I’ve shared the training that I’ve received
with my family ... That’s the way I (relieve) them
of their fears.” The hemorrhagic fever, which
has no proven cure, has killed more than 4,000
people in West Africa since an outbreak that
began in March. More than half the dead have
been in Liberia, where the healthcare system is
still reeling from a devastating 1989-2003 civil
war.

Safety training
The risks of failing to contain Ebola in West

Africa have come into sharp focus in the United
States after the first patient diagnosed with the
disease on US soil, Thomas Eric Duncan, died on
Wednesday. As the Ebola threat evolves, the
Pentagon has acknowledged the size and dura-
tion of the mission in West Africa could too.
Deployments might even top the current pro-
jection of nearly 4,000, an increase from an ear-
lier estimate of around 3,000. To operate safely
in Monrovia and beyond, the Army is giving sol-
diers’ safety training, including a course for 150
soldiers on Thursday at Fort Campbell.

The group of soldiers carefully listened to
instructors from the US Army Medical Research
Institute of Infectious Diseases, who spelled out
the dangerous of Ebola, which kills nearly half
of the people it infects. Captain Alex Willard,
who was undergoing the training, said the West
Africa mission was far different than the kinds of
operations in Iraq and Afghanistan than many
in the 101st “probably are more comfortable
with.” —Reuters

US military faces 
threat with Ebola
The virus is raising a different kind of anxiety

MONROVIA: Liberian officials are pleading
with nurses and physician assistants to show up
to work Monday amid a dispute over hazard
pay that has prompted calls for a strike in the
middle of the Ebola epidemic. A strike could
deliver a serious blow to the fight against Ebola
in Liberia, where the World Health Organization
has recorded more than 2,300 confirmed, sus-
pected and probable deaths from the deadly
disease - more than any other country.

President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf personally
toured Ebola treatment units around Monrovia
asking health workers to remain in their posts,
assistant health minister Tolbert Nyenswah said
yesterday. “Everybody is appealing because it
has adverse and very negative consequences
on people suffering from Ebola and progress
that has been made with the fight,” Nyenswah
said. Members of the National Health Workers
Association are demanding $700 in monthly
hazard pay on top of monthly salaries that are
generally around $200 or $300. Monthly hazard
pay is currently less than $500. The association
boasts more than 10,000 members, though the
health ministry says only about 1,000 of those
are employed at sites receiving Ebola patients.
George Williams, the association’s secretary-
general, said he was waiting for the govern-
ment to address their specific demands.

Strike action
“Up to this point nobody has come to us to

resolve them, so the strike action stands” he
said. “Our doors are still open to negotiation
and we are waiting.” He accused the govern-
ment of rushing to license nursing students to
replace striking professionals. “They are plan-

ning to hire people to take our places. Because
of that they don’t want to engage us,” he said.
More than 4,000 people have died in the ongo-
ing Ebola epidemic, according to World Health
Organization figures published Friday. The dis-
ease is spread via the bodily fluids of infected
patients, leaving health workers especially vul-
nerable. More than 400 health workers have
contracted the disease - about half of them in
Liberia, where personal protective equipment
is scarce. Both Liberia and Sierra Leone have
recorded 95 health worker deaths. When the
first Ebola cases were confirmed in Guinea back
in March, Liberia agreed to pay $700 per month
in hazard pay because there were only two
treatment centers and far fewer health workers
involved, Nyenswah said. As the epidemic and
efforts to contain it expanded, however, that
commitment placed a “huge financial burden
on the state,” he said.

The government then lowered the monthly
hazard allowance to $435 per month. By com-
parison, doctors receive at least $825 in month-
ly hazard pay, and their salaries are more than
double most other health workers, Nyenswah
said. Ordinary Liberians expressed alarm on
Sunday at the prospect of a strike, saying it
could cripple the campaign against Ebola just
as the international community ramped up
assistance. Over 300 US troops are currently on
the ground in Liberia, and US officials say up to
4,000 could ultimately be deployed to increase
the number of treatment units and available
beds.

‘Pray and work together’
Georgia Moulton, principal of the Ronald

Reagan Institute, a day-care and elementary
school in the Monrovia suburb of Bardnersville,
asked the government to negotiate with
health workers to keep them on the job. “If
they leave work, we will go on the rampage as
patients also star t  to leave,” she said.
Pentecostal preacher Kortu Brown, vice presi-
dent of the Liberian Council of Churches, asked
leaders “to pray and work together” to resolve
the impasse.  “To put it simply, (a strike) will be
a blow and it is something that we should
avoid,” he said.

In Sierra Leone, the country that has record-
ed the second highest number of Ebola deaths,
a road accident involving eight Ebola patients
being transferred for treatment highlighted
the logistical hurdles in providing care. The
vehicle transporting the patients tipped over
on a rough dirt road between Mongera village
and the city of Bo, located more than 200 kilo-
meters southeast of the capital, district med-
ical officer Dr. Alhaji Sayru Turay said Saturday.
No one was killed, though at least one patient
was in critical condition after finally reaching
their destination in Kailahun, in the east, he
said. Like Liberia, Sierra Leone is woefully short
of available beds. As of Oct 8, the country had
304 of  an estimated 1,148 beds needed,
according to the WHO.

On a tour of the country Saturday, Magdy
Martinez-Soliman, assistant secretary-general
of the United Nations Development Program,
reiterated calls for more support from interna-
tional donors to fight Ebola.”It is imperative
that we step up our efforts, scaling up the
response to help Sierra Leone fight the dis-
ease,” he said. —AP

DALLAS: This undated file image made available by the Centers for Disease Control (CDC)
shows the Ebola virus. —AP

Liberia nurses threaten 
strike over Ebola pay

Here are some facts about how Ebola
spreads.

When is Ebola contagious?
Only when someone is showing

symptoms, which can start with vague
symptoms including a fever, flu-like body
aches and abdominal pain, and then
vomiting and diarrhea.

How does Ebola spread?
Through close contact with a sympto-

matic person’s bodily fluids, such as
blood, sweat, vomit, feces, urine, saliva or
semen. Those fluids must have an entry
point, like a cut or scrape or someone
touching the nose, mouth or eyes with
contaminated hands, or being splashed.
That’s why health care workers wear pro-
tective gloves and other equipment. The
World Health Organization says blood,
feces and vomit are the most infectious
fluids, while the virus is found in saliva
mostly once patients are severely ill and
the whole live virus has never been
culled from sweat. The Texas Department
of State Health Services said Sunday that
a health-care worker who provided hos-
pital care for the first patient to die from
Ebola in the United States has tested pos-
itive for the virus. The worker was not
identified and it was unclear what level
of care the worker provided or when the

health worker came into contact with the
patient. If the diagnosis is confirmed, it
would be the first known case of Ebola
being transmitted in the US.

What about more casual contact?
Ebola isn’t airborne. Dr Tom Frieden,

director of the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, has said people
don’t get exposed by sitting next to
someone on the bus. “This is not like flu.
It’s not like measles, not like the common
cold. It’s not as spreadable, it’s not as
infectious as those conditions,” he added.

Who gets tested when 
Ebola is suspected?

Hospitals with a suspected case call
their health department or the CDC to go
through a checklist to determine the per-
son’s level of risk. Among the questions
are whether the person reports a risky
contact with a known Ebola patient, how
sick they are and whether an alternative
diagnosis is more likely. Most initially sus-
picious cases in the US haven’t met the
criteria for testing.

How is it cleaned up?
The CDC says bleach and other hos-

pital disinfectants kill Ebola. Dried virus
on surfaces survives only for several
hours. —AP

Ebola: How it is contagious

DONETSK: Maria, a nine-year-old girl suffer-
ing from cerebral palsy, was able to stand and
walk unsteadily on her own before the out-
break of armed conflict between Ukrainian
forces and pro-Russian separatists in eastern
Ukraine. Now, after five months of shelling in
and around her hometown of Yasynuvata, a
strategic rail hub that has changed hands sev-
eral times during the conflict, her condition
has deteriorated as stress has stiffened her
muscles and crippled her posture. She can no
longer stand unsupported.

“Kids like Maria are much more afraid than
others,” said Maria’s grandmother Tamara, who
brought the girl through fighting and road-
blocks for treatment in Donetsk, the region’s
largest city and now the separatists’ main
stronghold. “All this bombing has pushed her
recovery back by about a year and a half,” she
said, cradling Maria in her arms.

Maria is among about 30 young patients
undergoing treatment in the half-full Donetsk
clinic which specializes in children’s neurologi-
cal disorders. It is now awaiting the arrival of a
boy who needs to learn how to walk again
after sustaining shrapnel wounds that dam-
aged his spine. He is one of the more than
8,700 people to have been wounded in the
conflict which erupted in east Ukraine in April
and which has so far killed more than 3,660
people, according to the United Nations.

No resources
Many schools, hospitals and other public

institutions are closed after being hit by
shelling or because of nearby fighting that
has meant it is too dangerous to continue
operating. The clinic also suffers from an acute
shortage of money in rebel-held territory,
where many public-sector workers no longer
receive salaries from Kiev and the separatists’
self-proclaimed “Donetsk People’s Republic”
(DNR) has virtually no resources to make up
for the shortfall.

“I treat children and that requires money,
whether they come from Ukraine yesterday
or the DNR tomorrow. We just need to keep
going,” said the clinic’s director, Oleg
Yevtushenko. “And I don’t ask my staff who
they are backing (in the conflict). We need to
work for the children and that’s it.” On his

desk lies a pile of papers prepared for when
he is required to register his clinic and staff
under the DNR rather than Ukraine.

“For now, the DNR has nowhere to take
money from, they first need to start collect-
ing taxes. I am ready to register as required
but I need to know there will be money for
us,” said Yevtushenko. He said the Ukrainian
authorities were still covering the clinic’s util-
ity bills and, after a break, had paid his staff’s
salaries for July, August and half of
September. But the future remains very
uncertain, despite a fragile ceasefire - marred
by sporadic shelling - which has broadly held
across the region now for more than a
month.

Fear growing 
The crisis in east Ukraine, which has affect-

ed the lives of many civilians, has dragged
ties between Russia and the West to new
lows. The West has imposed economic sanc-
tions on Russia for what it sees as Moscow’s
role in fanning the separatist unrest and sup-
porting the rebels with arms and troops.
Moscow accuses Kiev of mistreating the
mainly Russian-speaking region of east
Ukraine but denies playing a role in the con-
flict, despite evidence to the contrary cited by
human rights campaigners and groups repre-
senting Russian soldiers’ families.

In Yasynuvata, the fighting often left
Maria and her grandmother without electric-
ity, enough food or medicines. Maria has
grown to fear the sound of shelling and men
wearing military camouflage, widely used by
both sides in the conflict. Even in the clinic
she has not been able to forget the war. One
day, she got a shock when a rebel fighter
wearing dark-green camouflage uniform
walked in.

It turned out he was visiting his wife and
their heavily disabled baby daughter, who
was being treated next to Maria. “When
Stephanya was born, she was unresponsive,
everyone told us she would die,” said her
mother Viktoria, holding her daughter
wrapped in a white shawl. “But she is with us
and we are treating her here. From the tone
of her voice I can now tell what she needs
from me.” —Reuters

Ukraine conflict hampers 
recovery of sick children
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NEW ORLEANS: This photo provided by the Audubon Nature Institute shows chocolate chip cookies, with crickets. —AP 

MANILA: This image released by Philippine Institute of Volcanology and
Seismology (PHIVOLCS) shows Mayon volcano spewing smoke as seen from the
observation post in Legazpi City. —AFP

NEW ORLEANS: The menu includes crick-
ets and wax worms on toothpick skewers
for dipping in a fountain of melted choco-
late, along with “tarsal toffee” made with
bug legs and mealworms and fudge
infused with crickets and marshmallows.

The bug feast was served up Saturday at
the Audubon Butterfly Garden and
Insectarium in New Orleans. The 23,000-
square-foot facility is the largest free-stand-
ing museum in the United States dedicated
to insects. It houses thousands of live bugs,
including beetles, cockroaches, wasps,
bees, ants and termites. It also has a butter-
fly exhibit created to resemble a Japanese
garden.

Insect-infused cuisine is also a huge
draw. Thousands annually visit the muse-
um’s Bug Appetit kitchen, where six-legged
critters and worms are cooked and served.
There is a Tiny Termite CafÈ with bug-free
foods for the less-adventurous eaters. “We

get every range of reaction in here,” said
Zack Lemann, the museum’s animal and
visitor programs manager. “There are peo-
ple who come here knowing about Bug
Appetit, and they come to eat the bugs. We
also have people who have trepidation and
anxiety. Some just won’t try it.” Lemann said
the Food and Drug Administration allows
60 or more microscopic insect fragments
for each 100 grams of chocolate - so it’s not
a huge leap to just go ahead and have a
whole bug. The chocolate-infused bug fare
was being offered as a special “treat” along-
side the museum’s year-round offerings of
chocolate “chirp” cookies - made with, yes,
crickets - sugared wax worms and spicy
Cajun crickets. “I wish I could get her to eat
vegetables like she eats bugs,” said Val
Russell of her 8-year-old daughter, Porter,
who ate three chocolate-dipped wax
worms and went back for seconds of the
cricket-infused fudge. —AP

Chocolate covered bugs 
served at insect museum

MANILA: Lava is again flowing out of Mayon, the
Philippines’ most active volcano, raising fears an eruption
could be imminent, authorities said yesterday. The govern-
ment has already evacuated around 63,000 people living
inside a six-kilometer danger zone around the volcano,
after it began to spew out white smoke and some lava last
month. Activity had appeared to quite down but a fresh
cascade-confirmed by the Philippine Institute of
Volcanology and Seismology yesterday-this time stretch-
ing further down the slopes, has prompted concerns that
an eruption may soon take place.

“The first activity started on September 15 and lasted
for a few days. After that, there was a lull or no summit
activity, but this morning, our volcanologists spotted a lava
flow,” said Renato Solidum, head of the government vol-
canology agency told ABS-CBN television. “What is hap-
pening now is that there is very slow movement... of lava
flow about 350 meters in length from the summit,” he
added.

Explosive phase
Solidum warned lava flow from Mayon was usually fol-

lowed by “an explosive phase of eruption” although he
could not estimate when such blasts could occur. He
explained magma inside the volcano was now rising to the
summit slowly but added that it could accelerate, prompt-
ing quakes and small explosions and potentially causing a
much larger eruption.

The 2,460-metre Mayon, located about 330 kilometers
southwest of Manila, has a long history of deadly erup-
tions. Four foreign tourists and their local tour guide were
killed when Mayon last erupted, in May 2013. In 1814 more
than 1,200 people were killed when lava flows buried the
town of Cagsawa. An explosion in August 2006 did not
cause direct deaths, but four months later a typhoon
unleashed an avalanche of volcanic mud from Mayon’s
slopes that killed 1,000 people. The head of civil defense
operations around Mayon, Bernardo Alejandro said the
government had done an aerial survey of the volcano and
cabinet ministers were in the area to assess the needs of
people who had fled their homes. He said they would now
be stricter in enforcing a ban on the entry of people into
the danger zone. Mayon is now rated on “level 3” meaning
a possible eruption in weeks but Alejandro said they were
now assessing whether to raise this to “level 4” meaning a
possible eruption in days or even hours. —AFP

Fresh lava spews out 
of Philippine volcano

63,000 people forced to evacuate

SYDNEY: Several beaches were closed in Western
Australia yesterday after a suspected shark attack
on an inflatable boat, officials said, just a week
after a surfer had parts of his arms bitten off in a
separate mauling. The two men who were on
board the inflatable canoe escaped unhurt and
paddled back to shore, local media said. Although
government officials said they could not confirm
what caused the damage to the boat, they said the
puncture marks were consistent with a shark bite.

The marks looked like “a series of punctures in
an arc, giving the impression of a bite” said Lisa
Clack of the WA Fisheries Department’s shark
response unit, speaking to the Australian
Broadcasting Corporation yesterday The two
men were in the canoe off Castle Rock near
Dunsborough in south-west Australia late
Saturday when the suspected attack happened.

Two great white sharks were caught and killed off
WA’s south coast near Esperance after 23-year-old
surfer Sean Pollard lost parts of both arms when
he was attacked just over a week ago.

The attack followed the Western Australian
government’s decision to abandon its controver-
sial catch-and-kill policy-where sharks are caught
on hooks attached to floating drums placed off
beaches-after objections from the state’s envi-
ronmental agency. There is no current catch-
and-kill order for the Castle Rock incident.  The
last shark-related death was in September when
a man was killed in front of his wife after being
bitten on the leg while swimming at Byron Bay
on Australia’s east coast.  Experts say attacks by
sharks, which are common in Australian waters,
are increasing as water sports become more
popular. —AFP

Australian beaches evacuated 
after suspected shark attack

Man held for starting 
devastating wildfire

JERUSALEM: Israeli and Palestinian officials met
at the weekend to draw up an action plan to pre-
vent the Ebola epidemic from spreading to the
territories they control, the Israeli military said
yesterday. “During the meeting, updates were
exchanged between the parties, and transfer of
information was agreed upon by way of addition-
al meetings to take place in order to further track
the issue,” said COGAT, the defense ministry unit
responsible for Palestinian civilian coordination.
One proposal to combat the disease was for Israel
to provide courses in advanced epidemiology for
Palestinian and Jordanian medical staff, a health
ministry official said on condition of anonymity.

Ebola has killed more than 4,000 people this
year, nearly all of them in the West African coun-
tries of Liberia, Guinea and Sierra Leone, accord-
ing to the World Health Organization (WHO).
“There are contacts with the Israeli side regarding

this within the context of WHO’s instructions on
fighting this virus, which is a global task,” said
Assad Ramlawi of the Palestinian health ministry.
“There are common crossings and we have con-
tacts on this, nothing more or less,” he said.

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
held a meeting yesterday with health, military,
police, border crossings and other relevant offi-
cials over the epidemic. “We are taking a certain
number of measures to isolate any sick people
from countries at risk and to treat them of
course,” Netanyahu said in a statement.  “This is a
global epidemic and we are cooperating with
other states.” Efforts to counter the spread of the
disease would focus on border crossings and
Ben Gurion International Airport, near Tel Aviv,
said the statement. There have been no report-
ed cases of Ebola in Israel or the Palestinian ter-
ritories. —AFP

Israel and Palestinian join 
forces to combat Ebola

WEED: A Northern California man was arrest-
ed Saturday on charges of starting a wildfire
that devastated the lumber town of Weed last
month, authorities said.  Ronald Beau
Marshall, 24, was taken into custody on felony
counts of arson to inhabited structures, prop-
erty and forest land, Sgt Justin Mayberry, a
police spokesman, said.  The Siskiyou County
District Attorney’s office filed a criminal com-
plaint against Marshall on Friday. A judge
issued a warrant for Marshall’s arrest, which
came after a three-week investigation by

police, sheriff and California Department of
Forestry and Fire Protection investigators.  “As
fire danger remains extreme across California,
arson puts life, property and natural
resources at risk and we will continue to dedi-
cate as many resources as needed to track
down and prosecute those who purposely
threaten our state,” CalFire Director Ken
Pimlott said in a statement.  Mayberry said he
couldn’t discuss what led to Marshall’s arrest
because the investigation into the cause of
the fire is ongoing. —AP
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Happy birthday
to Carminas
Mariano.

Many many happy
returns of the day,
best wishes from
Ward 4 Staff (Medical
- Surgical Ward)
Taiba hospital.

Birthday greetings
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McDonald’s Kuwait announced yesterday
the launch of its new premium line - the
Clubhouse Sandwich.  This tasty combina-

tion of first-class flavors is available now for a limit-
ed time only. Customers can look forward to enjoy-
ing the zesty, savory tastes of a quarter-pound beef
patty or juicy chicken breast, topped with beef
bacon, caramelized grilled onions, Emmental
Cheese, crispy leaf lettuce and fresh tomato, all lov-
ingly layered on a golden artisan roll with a premi-

um special sauce.
Commenting on this new premium offering

from McDonald’s, Sheriff Country, marketing direc-
tor at McDonald’s Kuwait said: “This bold taste rep-
resents McDonald’s ongoing commitment to
responding to the unique preferences of our loyal
customers, who are increasingly looking for greater
premium options for their quick service restaurant
experience. Our new Clubhouse range is all about
taste, juiciness, and the quality of our sources. Our

new Clubhouse is savory, not stuffy, and we look
forward to welcoming all who have good taste. “

McDonald’s is committed to serving the very
best, and will not compromise on food quality. All
products served at all McDonald’s restaurants in
the Middle East are Halal, inspected and approved
by local authorities and Halal officers. Meat used in
McDonald’s restaurants can be traced back to a
trusted supplier that shares its dedication to the
highest quality standards. 

McDonald’s welcomes premium Clubhouse sandwich range

Continually introducing exciting new
culinary innovation to its restaurants,
The Regency Hotel presents an excit-

ing new food feast, “Thailand Returns”, and is
proud to welcome, directly from Bangkok in
Thailand Chef Pinyo Daomasratasamee who
will creating Thai masterpieces of taste, spice
and flavor from 20th- 30th October 2014.
With 25 years experience in Indonesia, Hong
Kong, Shanghai and throughout all regions of
Thailand Chef Pinyo will create many subtle
new dishes as well as old established
favorites.

Thai cooking places much emphasis on
lightly prepared dishes with strong aromatic
ingredients and a spicy edge. The interplay
and fusion of four or five fundamental taste
sensations in each dish or throughout the
overall meal are as important to Thai people
as the food itself. The main sensations of sour,
salty, sweet, bitter and spicy are, as an experi-

ence all different, but it is the effective blend
that produces the perfect finished article.
Simplicity is not the focus as Thai diners enjoy
the complex interaction of spice, texture, col-
or, taste and smell.

There are four regional cuisines in Thailand
from the central, north eastern, northern and
southern Thai areas and these areas show
marked influences of history with dishes
influenced by climate, geography as well as,
in the case of the north of Thailand, the occa-
sional cross border interference with Burma
(Myanmar), Laos, as well as Yunnan province
in China whereas the northeastern areas have
an influence reflecting more Cambodian and
Vietnamese styles. In contrast the cuisine in
the south of Thailand contains liberal
amounts of turmeric and coconut milk and
has much more in common with Malaysia
and Indonesia.

Many dishes that are now popular in

Thailand today were originally Chinese dishes
and were introduced to Thailand by the
Hokkien people in the 15th century and by
the Teochew race three hundred years later
and it is from China that the use of the wok
and the predominance of deep and stir frying
developed within Thai cuisine.

Additional influences came from Western
colonists, particularly the Portuguese, who
arrived in Thailand in the 15th century so all

in all the Thai cuisine of today has been devel-
oped with many distinctive influences over
many hundreds of years. From pastes, to noo-
dles, from fried rice to fish sauce, galangal,
kaffir lime leaves, garlic, rice vinegar, freshly
chopped chili, srircha sauce and even sugar
the excitement and uplifting nature of Thai
food, with all the medical benefits that it is
supposed to offer make excellent Thai cook-
ing a favorite all around the world.

Under the patronage of the Thai
Ambassador, His Excellency Mr. Surasak
Chuasukonthip, Chef Pinyo will enchant and
amaze you with his artistry in the blending of
spices and the balance of his flavors so please
book a table early to avoid disappointment.
Also available is a full Thai buffet to compli-
ment all the other flavors available every
night from 7pm at the Silk Road restaurant at
The Regency Hotel, Kuwait.

‘Thailand Returns’ to the Regency Hotel’s Silk Road Restaurant

Jumeirah Messilah Beach
Hotel & Spa holds beach

clean-up activity

Jumeirah Messilah Beach Hotel & Spa conducted a
beach clean-up on Saturday to show support for envi-
ronmental protection and preservation efforts. Armed

with gloves and trash bags, the colleagues of Kuwait’s idyl-
lic resort scoured the Anjafa Beach to collect rubbish that
can cause harm to marine life.

“We must all do our share in protecting and preserving
our environment. This activity represents our contribution
and legacy to our future generations. As professionals
working in the hospitality industry, we must lead by exam-
ple in ensuring that such environments are always kept
clean and well-preserved,” said general manager, Hakan
Petek. Jumeirah Messilah Beach Hotel & Spa is committed
to corporate social responsibility so that the future genera-
tions can continue to enjoy Kuwait’s beauty and splendor.

KSNA Kuwait 
theatre festival

The Kerala Sangeetha Nataka Akademi (KSNA) will con-
duct Gulf Malayali Pravasi Theatre competition in February
2015 across the GCC countries as scheduled.  According to
KSNA officials, theatre troupes wishing to participate in the
competition in Kuwait are requested to submit their scripts
before October 31, 2014. The duration of the play must be
less than two hours and not less than one hour. The
troupes may submit the scripts — three typewritten copies
mentioning only the title of the play and the name of the
troupe — to KSNA Kuwait Chapter Ad-Hoc Committee. 

The Gandhidarsan photo
exhibition was inaugurated
by Kerala State Film

Academy chairman and National
award winner Rajeev Nath. The
meeting was presided by KJ John,
working president, and the wel-
come address was by gen secre-
tary Somu Mathew. Raju Zakarias,
John Abraham, Adv John Thomas,
Tony Mathew and Chessil
Ramapuram spoke on the occa-
sion. Pala KM Mathew memorial
ever rolling trophy for the highest
scoring students in the IOC fest
2014, Kalamayukha and Kalasurya
were given to Bibin Sam Thomas
and Athira Ravi Prasad.

Indian Overseas Congress holds Gandhidarsan

John Mathew, an expatriate business
person in Kuwait for the past 52-years
has published an English novel, The

Saga of an Expatriate. The book available
through Amazon details the 50-year old his-
tory of Kuwait since its independence in
1961. The 349-page book has, according to
Amazon, a captivating and profound tale of
an Indian expatriate who, in 1962, decides
to leave behind the poverty of his village of

Kerala in India to explore his fortunes in
Kuwait. His journey is met with hardship,
poverty and the constant threat of war, as
Kuwait’s neighbor Iraq, governed by the
tyrant Saddam Hussein, sets about his cru-
sade of world domination. As his life begins
to prosper he finds love, yet his world is
about to be torn abruptly away from him as
he continues to battle against the despotic
ruler of Iraq and the laws that remain unjust

to a civilized world.
John Mathew has published three books

in Malayalam an ancient regional language
of India. The first two books are on evolu-
tion and third one is a large novel, nominat-
ed as one of the best three novels pub-
lished in the Malayalam language in 2013.
Mathew is an expatriate Indian engineer
who has been working in Kuwait for fifty-
two years.

Expat businessman-writer publishes English novel



By Nawara Fattahova

The International Women’s Group (IWG) held its
monthly meeting, yesterday morning at the
Radisson Blu Hotel. This meeting was attended

by most of the IWG’s members, who were wearing pink
symbolizing awareness of breast cancer.  During this
meeting the IWG members enjoyed live demonstration
of Thai massage presented by Pimpra Grom Koedkam
from Spa Time. Also during this meeting the members
bid farewell to one of them; Sguyen Thi Bao Tam who
is leaving Kuwait back to her homeland Vietnam.   

Josephine Cole, the spouse of the Maltese
Ambassador to Kuwait, and the President of IWG for
this year addressed a welcome speech, on this occa-
sion. She expressed her happiness of the successful
cultural and social activities of the Group. “The activi-
ties and programs are excellent and I enjoy attending
it. It’s also a great opportunity to meet friends and
new members,” she told the Kuwait Times. The mem-
bers are meeting regularly and hold different events
and activities. “These activities include different cele-
brations and event such as visiting traditional places,
and others. In addition it includes other cultural activi-
ties such as those presented by the diplomat women
from their country,” added Cole.

“At the beginning of each season we review the
program of the Group including all different activities.
We also take in consideration the suggestions and
opinions of the members regarding the activities and
programs. And this month we will have two main

activities; a visit to Wefa Bakery, and a breast cancer
awareness day, presented by Al Sidra Association on
October 21,” she added. The IWG Kuwait chapter is a
branch of the International Women’s Association resid-
ing in Denmark and has branches all over the world,

where they organize similar programs and activities.
Here in Kuwait the new wives of ambassadors will
meet with the other members to exchange informa-
tion about their country, tradition, food, culture and
others.

W H AT ’ S  ON
MONDAY, OCTOBER 13, 2014

IWG meet for breast cancer awareness

Josephine Cole, the spouse of the Maltese
Ambassador to Kuwait and the President of IWG
for this year gives her welcome speech. 

—Photos by Joseph Shagra
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THE PEACEMAKER ON OSN MOVIES HD ACTION

JESUS HENRY CHRIST ON OSN MOVIES COMEDY HD 

00:00 Limitless-PG15
02:00 The Expendables 2-PG15
04:00 Pop Star-PG15
05:45 Chinese Zodiac-PG15
08:00 Phantom-PG15
10:00 After Earth-PG15
12:00 The Expendables 2-PG15
14:00 Hitchcock-PG15
16:00 Phantom-PG15
18:00 The Last Stand-PG15
20:00 Oblivion-PG15
22:15 Chernobyl Diaries-18

01:00 Rugby Union Currie Cup
03:00 World Match Racing Tour
04:00 Sydney Darts Masters
07:00 Golfing World
08:00 Rugby Union ITM Cup
10:00 Rugby Union Currie Cup
12:00 NRL Premiership
14:00 Top 14
16:00 Rugby Union ITM Cup
18:00 Golfing World
19:00 Trans World Sport
20:00 Inside The PGA Tour
20:30 European Tour Weekly
21:00 Live Darts World Grand Prix

00:00 BBC World
01:00 BBC World
02:00 BBC World
03:00 BBC World
04:00 BBC World
05:00 BBC World
07:00 BBC World
08:00 BBC World
09:00 BBC World
10:00 BBC World
11:00 BBC World
12:00 BBC World
13:00 BBC World
16:00 BBC World
17:00 BBC World
18:00 BBC World
19:00 BBC World
20:00 BBC World
21:00 BBC World

00:00 Bones
01:00 Good Morning America
03:00 The Bachelor
04:00 Nip/Tuck
05:00 Good Morning America
07:00 Emmerdale
07:30 Coronation Street
09:00 Almost Human
10:00 Emmerdale
10:30 Coronation Street
12:00 Chicago Fire
13:00 Bones
14:00 Live Good Morning America
16:00 Almost Human
17:00 Chicago Fire
18:00 Bones

01:15 The Great Bear
02:45 Barbie And The Magic Of
Pegasus
04:15 Blue Elephant
06:00 Back To The Sea
08:00 Barbie Fairytopia Mermaidia
09:45 Dragon Hunters
11:15 Kim The River Of Peace
12:45 Barbie And The Magic Of
Pegasus
14:15 The Legend Of Secret Pass
16:00 Happily N’Ever After 2: Snow
White
18:00 Dragon Hunters
20:00 Puppy In My Pocket: The
Movie
22:00 The Legend Of Secret Pass
23:45 Happily N’Ever After 2: Snow
White

01:00 The Fosters
02:00 Downton Abbey
03:00 American Horror Story :
Coven
08:00 Castle
12:00 Emmerdale
12:30 Coronation Street
14:00 Castle
16:00 Emmerdale
16:30 Coronation Street
17:00 The Ellen DeGeneres Show
18:00 Castle
19:00 The Fosters
20:00 Marvel’s Agents Of S.H.I.E.L.D.
21:00 The Voice
22:00 Mistresses
23:00 Bates Motel

00:45 Hoarding: Buried Alive
01:35 My Naked Secret
02:00 My Naked Secret
02:25 I Didn’t Know I Was Pregnant
02:50 Mob Wives
03:40 Long Island Medium
04:05 Say Yes To The Dress
04:30 Say Yes To The Dress
05:00 Toddlers & Tiaras
06:00 Something Borrowed,
Something New
06:25 Oprah: Behind The Scenes
07:15 Super Saver Showdown
08:05 Ask Oprah’s All-Stars
08:55 Oprah Presents: Master Class
09:45 Cake Boss
10:10 17 Kids And Counting
10:35 Little People, Big World
11:00 Toddlers & Tiaras
11:50 Say Yes To The Dress
12:15 Say Yes To The Dress
12:40 Oprah: Behind The Scenes
13:30 Say Yes To The Dress
13:55 Say Yes To The Dress
14:20 Secret Eaters
15:10 Something Borrowed,
Something New
15:35 Cake Boss
16:00 Super Saver Showdown
16:50 Jon & Kate Plus 8
17:15 Little People, Big World
17:40 Toddlers & Tiaras
18:30 Something Borrowed,
Something New
18:55 Say Yes To The Dress
19:20 Say Yes To The Dress
19:45 Oprah: Behind The Scenes
20:35 Cake Boss
21:00 My Five Wives
21:50 Secret Eaters
22:40 Long Island Medium
23:05 Mob Wives
23:55 Hoarding: Buried Alive

01:00 Bernie-PG15
03:00 Wish You Were Here-PG15
05:00 House At The End Of The
Street-PG15
07:00 Trespass-PG15
09:00 Red Lights-PG15
11:00 House At The End Of The
Street-PG15
13:00 The Intouchables-PG15
15:00 Sins Expiation-PG15
17:00 Red Lights-PG15
19:00 Stuck In Love-PG15
21:00 Citizen Gangster-PG15
23:00 The Iceman-18

00:30 Eastenders
01:00 Doctors
01:30 The World Of Stonehenge
02:20 Last Tango In Halifax
03:15 Dead Boss
03:45 Big School
04:15 The Weakest Link
05:00 Me Too!
05:20 Boogie Beebies
05:35 Teletubbies
06:00 Charlie And Lola
06:15 Me Too!
06:35 Boogie Beebies
06:50 Teletubbies
07:15 The Weakest Link
08:00 Absolutely Fabulous
08:30 Big School
09:00 Eastenders
09:30 Doctors
10:00 The World Of Stonehenge
10:50 Monty Halls’ Island Escapes
11:40 Absolutely Fabulous
12:10 Big School
12:40 Walk On The Wild Side
13:10 Eastenders
13:40 Doctors
14:10 The World Of Stonehenge
15:00 Monty Halls’ Island Escapes
15:55 Big School
16:25 The Weakest Link
17:10 Eastenders
17:40 Doctors
18:10 The World Of Stonehenge
19:05 Gates
19:30 Absolutely Fabulous
20:00 Whitechapel
20:45 Lennon: Naked
22:10 Hebburn
22:40 Hotel Secrets With Richard E
Grant
23:25 The Weakest Link

01:15 No Country For Old Men-
PG15
03:30 Smashed-PG15
05:00 The Past-PG15
07:30 Blackfish-PG15
09:00 The Last Harbor-PG15
11:00 Mud-PG15
13:15 Son Of Rambow-PG
15:15 Strictly Sinatra-PG15
17:00 The Last Harbor-PG15
19:00 Dangerous Minds-PG15
21:00 Prisoners-PG15
23:30 Jennifer Eight-18

01:00 The Call-PG15
03:00 Beautiful Creatures-PG15
05:00 Lego Batman: The Movie - DC
Super Heroes Unite-PG
07:00 The Call-PG15
09:00 The Smurfs 2-PG
10:45 The Great Gatsby-PG15
13:15 R.I.P.D.-PG15
15:00 The Sapphires-PG15
17:00 The Smurfs 2-PG
19:00 The Heat-PG15

00:20 What Happened Next?
00:45 What Happened Next?
01:10 Dynamo: Magician
Impossible
02:00 Fast N’ Loud
02:50 Storage Hunters
03:15 American Diggers
03:40 Storage Hunters
04:05 How It’s Made
04:30 How Do They Do It?
05:00 Gold Divers: Under The Ice
06:00 Overhaulin’ 2013
06:50 Alaska: The Last Frontier
07:40 Fast N’ Loud
08:30 Storage Hunters
08:55 American Diggers
09:20 Storage Hunters
09:45 How It’s Made
10:10 How Do They Do It?
10:35 You Have Been Warned
11:25 What Happened Next?
11:50 What Happened Next?
12:15 Dynamo: Magician
Impossible
13:05 Storage Hunters
13:30 American Diggers
13:55 Storage Hunters
14:20 Alaska: The Last Frontier
15:10 Overhaulin’ 2013
16:00 Fast N’ Loud
16:50 How It’s Made
17:15 How Do They Do It?
17:40 Gold Divers: Under The Ice
18:30 Hardcore Heroes
19:20 Americarna
19:45 Americarna
20:10 Savage Family Diggers
20:35 Storage Hunters
21:00 Hardcore Heroes
21:50 Americarna

00:00 Comet of The Century
01:00 Big, Bigger, Biggest
02:00 Somewhere In China
03:00 World’s Toughest Fixes
04:00 Doomsday Preppers
05:00 Brain Games
05:30 Brain Games
06:00 Brave New World 
07:00 Ultimate Airport Dubai
08:00 Comet of The Century
09:00 Big, Bigger, Biggest
10:00 Somewhere In China
11:00 Animal Intervention
12:00 Swamp Men
13:00 Alaska Wing Men
14:00 Breakout
15:00 Close Quarter Battle
15:30 Close Quarter Battle
16:00 Time Scanners
17:00 Animal Autopsy 
18:00 Shark Men
19:00 Close Quarter Battle
19:30 Close Quarter Battle
20:00 Time Scanners
21:00 Animal Autopsy 
22:00 Shark Men
23:00 Animal Intervention

00:20 American Buffalo: Battling
Back
01:10 Shark Gangs
02:00 Man-Eater Of The Congo
02:50 World’s Deadliest
03:45 America’s Deadly Obsession
04:40 Animal Fight Club
05:35 Man-Eater Of The Congo
06:30 World’s Deadliest
07:25 America’s Deadly Obsession
08:20 Crocodile King
09:15 Amazonia’s Giant Jaws
10:10 World’s Deadliest: Jaws & Sins
11:05 Mudcats
12:00 Fish Warrior
12:55 Built For The Kill
13:50 World’s Deadliest
14:45 Dragon’s Feast
15:40 World’s Deadliest Animals
16:35 Killer Dragons
17:30 Ultimate Honey Badger
18:25 Africa’s Blood River
19:20 Built For The Kill
20:10 World’s Deadliest
21:00 Dragon’s Feast
21:50 World’s Deadliest Animals
22:40 Killer Dragons
23:30 Ultimate Honey Badger

00:30 Super League 
02:30 PGA European Tour
Highlights
03:30 Challenge Series Golf
Highlights
04:00 NRL Premiership
06:00 European Senior Tour
Highlights
07:00 Darts World Grand Prix
11:00 Challenge Series Golf
Highlights
11:30 NRL Full Time
12:00 Golfing World 
13:00 Trans World Sport
14:00 World Match Racing Tour
15:00 Top 14 Highlights
15:30 NRL Full Time
16:00 Darts World Grand Prix
19:00 WWE Vintage
20:00 World Match Racing Tour
21:00 Golfing World 
22:00 WWE Vintage
23:00 Currie Cup 

00:00 Violetta
00:45 The Hive
00:50 Art Attack
01:15 Art Attack
01:40 Jungle Junction
01:55 Jungle Junction
02:05 Jungle Junction
02:15 Jungle Junction
02:30 Violetta
03:15 The Hive
03:20 Art Attack
03:45 Art Attack
04:10 Jungle Junction
04:20 Jungle Junction
04:35 Jungle Junction
04:50 Jungle Junction
05:00 Art Attack
05:25 Art Attack
05:50 Mouk
06:00 Jessie
06:25 Liv And Maddie
06:50 Dog With A Blog
07:15 I Didn’t Do It
07:40 Sabrina: Secrets Of A
Teenage Witch
08:05 Good Luck Charlie
08:30 Good Luck Charlie
08:55 Good Luck Charlie
09:20 Austin & Ally
09:45 Jessie
10:10 Prank Stars
10:35 High School Musical
12:15 Mako Mermaids
12:40 Mako Mermaids
13:05 Mako Mermaids
13:30 Mako Mermaids
13:55 Jessie
14:20 Jessie
14:55 Mako Mermaids
15:20 I Didn’t Do It
15:45 Liv And Maddie
16:10 Violetta
17:00 Dog With A Blog
17:25 Jessie
17:50 Sabrina: Secrets Of A
Teenage Witch
18:15 I Didn’t Do It
18:40 Win, Lose Or Draw
19:05 Liv And Maddie
19:30 Violetta
20:20 High School Musical
22:00 Good Luck Charlie
22:25 A.N.T. Farm
22:50 Shake It Up
23:10 Wolfblood
23:35 Wolfblood

00:30 Fashion Police
01:25 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians
02:20 E! News
03:15 #RichKids Of Beverly Hills
03:40 #RichKids Of Beverly Hills
04:10 E! Investigates
05:05 E!ES
06:00 E!ES
07:50 Style Star
08:20 E! News
09:15 Giuliana & Bill
10:15 Giuliana & Bill
11:10 Eric And Jessie: Game On
11:35 Eric And Jessie: Game On
12:05 E! News
13:05 Extreme Close-Up
13:35 E!ES
14:30 Style Star
15:00 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians
16:00 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians
17:00 Giuliana & Bill
18:00 E! News
19:00 E!ES
20:00 #RichKids Of Beverly Hills

00:05 Sweet Genius
00:55 Marion’s Thailand
01:20 Recipes That Rock
01:45 Chopped SA
02:35 Roadtrip With G. Garvin
03:00 Roadtrip With G. Garvin
03:25 Charly’s Cake Angels
03:50 Chopped
04:40 All You Can Meat
05:05 Roadtrip With G. Garvin
05:30 Reza’s African Kitchen
05:50 Siba’s Table
06:10 Sweet Genius
07:00 Roadtrip With G. Garvin
07:25 Roadtrip With G. Garvin
07:50 Guy’s Big Bite
08:15 Street Eats
09:05 Barefoot Contessa - Back To
Basics
09:30 Chopped Canada
10:20 Recipes That Rock
10:45 All You Can Meat
11:10 Roadtrip With G. Garvin
11:35 Marion’s Thailand
12:00 Street Eats
12:50 Siba’s Table
13:15 Jenny Morris Cooks Morocco
13:40 Sandwich King
14:05 Chopped Canada
14:55 Recipes That Rock
15:20 Guy’s Big Bite
15:45 Chopped
16:35 Street Eats
17:25 Jenny Morris Cooks Morocco
17:50 Diners, Drive-Ins & Dives
18:15 Diners, Drive-Ins & Dives
18:40 Siba’s Table
19:05 Marion’s Thailand
19:30 Sandwich King
19:55 Roadtrip With G. Garvin
20:20 Chopped Canada
21:10 Chopped
22:00 Marion’s Thailand
22:25 Marion’s Thailand
22:50 Siba’s Table
23:15 Siba’s Table
23:40 Diners, Drive-Ins & Dives

00:30 The Daily Show With Jon
Stewart
01:00 The Colbert Report
01:30 Legit
02:00 South Park
02:30 The League
03:30 Baby Daddy
04:00 Til Death
04:30 The Tonight Show Starring
Jimmy Fallon
05:30 Seinfeld
06:00 My Boys
06:30 Men At Work
07:00 Late Night With Seth Meyers
08:00 Til Death
08:30 Seinfeld
09:30 Young & Hungry
10:00 Brooklyn Nine-Nine
10:30 Men At Work
11:00 The Tonight Show Starring
Jimmy Fallon
12:00 My Boys
12:30 Til Death
13:00 Seinfeld
13:30 Men At Work
14:00 Baby Daddy
14:30 Young & Hungry
15:00 Brooklyn Nine-Nine
15:30 The Daily Show With Jon
Stewart
16:00 The Colbert Report
16:30 My Boys
17:00 Late Night With Seth Meyers
18:00 Parks And Recreation
18:30 Baby Daddy
19:00 Melissa & Joey
19:30 Brooklyn Nine-Nine
20:00 The Tonight Show Starring
Jimmy Fallon
21:00 The Daily Show With Jon
Stewart
21:30 The Colbert Report
22:00 The Boondocks
22:30 Brickleberry
23:00 The League
23:30 Late Night With Seth Meyers

01:30 The Grandmaster-PG15
04:00 Blown Away-PG15
06:00 Inside Man-PG15
08:15 The Peacemaker-18
10:30 Daylight-PG15
12:45 Dangerous Attraction-PG15
14:45 Inside Man-PG15
17:00 The Peacemaker-18
19:15 Armageddon-PG15
22:00 The Chronicles Of Riddick-
PG15

00:00 England v India T20I
Highlights
01:00 ICC Cricket 360
01:30 Royal London One-Day Cup
Highlights
02:30 Royal London One-Day Cup
Highlights
03:30 ICC Cricket 360
04:00 Caribbean Premier Leaue
Highlights
05:00 Caribbean Premier Leaue
Highlights
06:00 Caribbean Premier Leaue
Highlights
07:00 ICC Cricket 360
07:30 England v Sri Lanka ODI
Highlights
08:30 England v Sri Lanka T20I
Highlights
09:30 England v India ODI
Highlights
10:30 England v India T20I
Highlights
11:30 ICC Cricket 360
12:00 Live  India v West Indies One
Day International
20:00 ICC Cricket 360
20:30 Champions League
Twenty20 Highlights
21:30 Champions League
Twenty20 Highlights
22:30 Champions League
Twenty20 Highlights
23:30 India v West Indies ODI
Highlights

00:00 All American Christmas
Carol-PG15
02:00 Ingenious-PG15
04:00 Uptown Girls-PG15
06:00 Deuce Bigalow: Male Gigolo-
PG15
08:00 The Money Pit-PG15
10:00 Jesus Henry Christ-PG15
12:00 All American Christmas
Carol-PG15
14:00 All In Good Time-PG15
16:00 The Money Pit-PG15
18:00 Undercover Brother-PG15
20:00 Deuce Bigalow: European
Gigolo-18
22:00 Bob Funk-18

20:30 #RichKids Of Beverly Hills
21:00 Fashion Police
21:30 Escape Club
22:30 E! News
23:30 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians

21:00 McCanick-PG15
23:00 The Purge-PG15

00:10 Eat Street
00:35 Valentine Warner’s Wild Table
01:00 Dog Whisperer
01:50 Eat Street
02:15 Eat Street
02:40 Market Values
03:05 George Clarke’s Amazing
Spaces
03:55 The Best Job In The World
04:20 On Hannibal’s Trail
04:45 Into The Drink
05:10 Dream Cruises
06:00 A Model Adventure
06:50 Dog Whisperer
07:40 Eat Street
08:05 Eat Street
08:30 Market Values
08:55 George Clarke’s Amazing
Spaces
09:45 The Best Job In The World
10:10 On Hannibal’s Trail
10:35 Into The Drink
11:00 Dream Cruises
11:50 A Model Adventure
12:40 Cesar To The Rescue
13:35 Street Food Around The
World
14:00 Street Food Around The
World
14:30 Market Values
14:55 George Clarke’s Amazing
Spaces
15:50 The Best Job In The World
16:20 On Hannibal’s Trail
16:45 Into The Drink
17:15 Dream Cruises
18:10 Cesar to the Rescue Asia
19:05 George Clarke’s Amazing
Spaces
20:00 The Best Job In The World
20:25 On Hannibal’s Trail
20:50 Into The Drink
21:15 Dream Cruises
22:05 Cesar to the Rescue Asia
22:55 Cesar To The Rescue
23:45 Street Food Around The
World

00:20 Speed Kills
01:10 Man v. Monster
02:00 Africa’s Deadliest
02:50 Animals Gone Wild
03:45 Built For The Kill
04:40 Built For The Kill
05:35 Africa’s Deadliest
06:30 Animals Gone Wild
07:25 Built For The Kill
08:20 Animal Fight Club
09:15 Python Hunters
10:10 Hunter Hunted
11:05 Ultimate Predator
12:00 Shark Men
12:55 Phantom Wolverine
13:50 Animals Gone Wild
14:45 World’s Deadliest GPU
15:40 Animal Fight Club
16:35 Python Hunters
17:30 Hunter Hunted
18:25 Kangaroo Kaos
19:20 World’s Deadliest GPU
20:10 Animal Fight Club
21:00 Python Hunters
21:50 Hunter Hunted
22:40 Kangaroo Kaos
23:30 Shark Men

19:00 Almost Human
20:00 Chicago Fire
21:00 Bones
22:00 The Bachelor
23:00 Nip/Tuck

00:30 All The Pretty Horses
02:30 A Good Man In Africa
04:00 Submerged
05:45 In The Dark Half
07:15 Love And Honor
09:00 All The Pretty Horses
11:00 The Final Cut
12:30 Barricade
14:00 Nuclear Family

00:00 According To Jim
00:30 The Listener
01:30 MasterChef Australia
02:30 Switched At Birth
03:30 Scrubs
03:55 Scrubs
04:30 Greek
05:30 Lost
06:30 The Listener
07:30 Scrubs
07:55 Scrubs
08:30 Greek
09:30 Lost
10:30 Switched At Birth
11:30 According To Jim
11:55 According To Jim
12:30 According To Jim
13:00 Greek
14:00 Private Practice
15:00 According To Jim
15:25 According To Jim
16:00 Lost
17:00 Greek
18:00 The Listener
19:00 MasterChef Australia
20:00 Bones
21:00 How I Met Your Mother
21:25 How I Met Your Mother
22:00 Greek
23:00 Lost

15:45 Love And Honor
17:30 The Final Cut
19:15 Submerged
21:00 Battle Of The Brave
23:30 John Carter
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ACCOMMODATION

FOR SALE

CHANGE OF NAME

Single bed accommoda-
tion for bachelor and room
for family for 2 months in
Salmiya. Call: 66711141.
(C 4782)
13-10-2014

My old name was Athar
Mobeena, W/o Athar
Akbar Saheb, Passport No.
J4442142, issued on 27-
08-2009 in Kuwait. My
new name is Shaik Athar
Mobeena, W/o Shaik
Athar Akbar Saheb.
Address: 1-86 Makan
Street, Tarigonda (Post)
Gurram Konda (Mandal)
Chittoor (Dist) Andhra
Pradesh. Pin code: 517291
- India. (C 4779)

My old name was Athar
Akbar Saheb, S/o Athar
Latheef Saheb, Passport
No. H5226267, issued on
27-08-2009 in Kuwait. My
new name is Shaik Athar
Akbar Saheb, S/o Shaik
Athar Latheef Saheb.
Address: 1-86 Makan
Street, Tarigonda (Post)
Gurram Konda (Mandal)
Chittoor (Dist) Andhra
Pradesh. Pin Code: 517291
- India. (C 4780)

Thiru Sivanandam
(Hindu) son of
Thirukaruppaiyan, born
on 29th May 1983 (native
district: Thiruvarur) resid-
ing at No. 66 Mariyamman
Kovil Kudiyana street,
Parappanamedo village,
Sithamalli Post,
Needamangalam,
Thiruvaruru - 614 103, has
converted to Islam, with
the name of Mohamed Ali
with Passport No.
G2904164 on 21st March
2008. (C 4781)
12-10-2014

Fajr: 04:27

Shorook 05:46

Duhr: 11:35

Asr: 14:55

Maghrib: 17:24

Isha: 18:40

Prayer timings

THE PUBLIC AUTHORITY 
FORCIVIL INFORMATION

Automated enquiry 
about the Civil ID card is

1889988

112

Arrival Flights on Monday 13/10/2014
Airlines Flt Route Time
QTR 1084 Doha 00:05
JZR 267 Beirut 00:25
JZR 539 Cairo 00:30
DLH 637 Dammam 00:35
JZR 239 Amman 01:00
PGT 858 Istanbul 01:25
MSC 403 Sohag 01:30
AFG 416 Jeddah 01:30
THY 764 Istanbul 01:40
RJA 642 Amman 01:45
GFA 211 Bahrain 02:00
UAE 853 Dubai 02:25
JAI 576 Kochi/Abu Dhabi 02:35
ETD 305 Abu Dhabi 02:45
FDB 067 Dubai 03:05
CEB 7694 Manila 03:10
MSR 612 Cairo 03:15
QTR 1076 Doha 03:25
MSC 401 Alexandria 04:00
FDB 077 Dubai 04:15
THY 770 Istanbul 04:35
DHX 170 Bahrain 05:10
RBG 555 Alexandria 05:25
KAC 412 Manila/Bangkok 06:15
JZR 563 Sohag 06:35
BAW 157 London 06:35
JZR 1541 Cairo 06:40
JZR 503 Luxor 07:40
FDB 053 Dubai 07:45
KAC 206 Islamabad 07:50
KAC 302 Mumbai 07:50
QTR 1086 Doha 07:55
UAE 855 Dubai 08:25
KAC 362 Colombo 08:45
ABY 125 Sharjah 08:50
KAC 284 Dhaka 08:55
IRA 667 Esfahan 09:00
ETD 301 Abu Dhabi 09:30
KAC 344 Chennai 09:35
GFA 047 Bahrain 09:35
FDB 055 Dubai 09:40
KAC 352 Kochi 09:55
QTR 1070 Doha 10:00
GFA 213 Bahrain 10:40
IRC 6521 Lamerd 10:50
MEA 404 Beirut 10:55
MSC 405 Sohag 11:20
FDB 8051 Dubai 11:45
JZR 165 Dubai 11:50
FDB 065 Dubai 11:55
JZR 561 Sohag 12:00
SYR 341 Damascus 12:20
FDB 071 Dubai 12:35
UAE 871 Dubai 12:45
MSR 610 Cairo 13:00
MSR 579 Sohag 13:05
THY 766 Istanbul 13:10
KAC 672 Dubai 13:40
KAC 538 Sohag 13:40
QTR 1078 Doha 13:45

FDB 057 Dubai 13:55
GFA 221 Bahrain 14:20
SVA 500 Jeddah 14:30
KNE 472 Jeddah 14:40
FDB 081 Dubai 14:55
KAC 788 Jeddah 15:00
KAC 562 Amman 15:30
ABY 127 Sharjah 15:35
OMA 645 Muscat 15:50
RJA 640 Amman 15:55
KNE 460 Riyadh 15:55
KAC 118 JFK 16:00
QTR 1072 Doha 16:15
NIA 251 Alexandria 16:20
FDB 051 Dubai 16:25
ETD 303 Abu Dhabi 16:45
UAE 857 Dubai 16:45
JZR 565 Sohag 16:55
FDB 073 Dubai 16:55
SVA 510 Riyadh 17:15
GFA 215 Bahrain 17:30
JZR 177 Dubai 17:45
FDB 075 Dubai 17:45
KAC 542 Cairo 18:15
RBG 553 Alexandria 18:20
GFA 048 Istanbul 18:20
QTR 1080 Doha 18:25
KAC 786 Jeddah 18:30
KAC 104 London 18:45
FDB 063 Dubai 18:45
KAC 618 Doha 19:00
ABY 129 Sharjah 19:00
GFA 217 Bahrain 19:00
UAE 875 Dubai 19:05
KAC 774 Riyadh 19:15
KAC 674 Dubai 19:25
JAI 572 Mumbai 19:35
OMA 647 Muscat 19:55
FDB 061 Dubai 20:05
DLH 634 Frankfurt 20:15
MEA 402 Beirut 20:15
MSR 618 Alexandria 20:30
AFG 405 Kabul 20:40
DHX 173 EBL 20:50
FDB 079 Dubai 21:05
ALK 229 Colombo 21:10
FDB 069 Dubai 21:10
UAE 859 Dubai 21:15
QTR 1074 Doha 21:30
ETD 307 Abu Dhabi 21:30
JZR 135 Bahrain 21:45
GFA 219 Bahrain 21:45
FDB 059 Dubai 22:10
ETD 309 Abu Dhabi 22:15
AIC 975 Chennai/Goa 22:25
JZR 185 Dubai 22:55
TAR 327 Tunis 22:55
PIA 205 Lahore 23:15
JAI 574 Mumbai 23:20
MSR 614 Cairo 23:30
KLM 411 Amsterdam/Dammam 23:40
THY 772 Istanbul 23:45

Departure Flights on Monday 13/10/2014
Airlines Flt Route Time
AIC 982 Ahmedabad/Hyderabad /Chennai 00:05
JAV 622 Amman 00:15
JAI 573 Mumbai 00:20
UAL 981 IAD 00:25
MSR 615 Cairo 00:30
BBC 8011 Jeddah/Dhaka 00:35
PIA 206 Lahore 01:00
JZR 502 Luxor 01:30
DLH 637 Frankfurt 01:35
THY 773 Istanbul 02:20
AFG 416 Kabul 02:30
MSC 404 Sohag 02:30
PGT 859 Istanbul 02:55
FDB 070 Dubai 03:40
UAE 854 Dubai 03:45
FDB 068 Dubai 04:05
ETD 306 Abu Dhabi 04:10
MSR 613 Cairo 04:15
QTR 1077 Doha 04:25
CEB 7695 Manila 04:40
MSC 406 Sohag 05:00
FDB 078 Dubai 05:00
QTR 1085 Doha 05:20
JZR 560 Sohag 05:35
THY 765 Istanbul 06:00
RBG 556 Alexandria 06:05
DHX 172 EBL 06:10
JAI 575 Abu Dhabi/Kochi 06:30
RJA 643 Amman 06:35
THY 771 Istanbul 06:50
GFA 212 Bahrain 07:00
JZR 164 Dubai 07:15
KAC 537 Sohag 08:00
BAW 156 London 08:25
FDB 054 Dubai 08:25
QTR 1087 Doha 08:55
KAC 671 Dubai 09:25
ABY 126 Sharjah 09:30
KAC 787 Jeddah 09:35
UAE 856 Dubai 09:50
IRA 666 Esfahan 10:00
ETD 302 Abu Dhabi 10:15
KAC 561 Amman 10:15
GFA 047 Istanbul 10:20
FDB 056 Dubai 10:20
JZR 564 Sohag 10:30
QTR 1071 Doha 11:00
KAC 541 Cairo 11:30
GFA 214 Bahrain 11:35
IRC 6522 Lamerd 11:40
KAC 165 Rome/Paris 11:45
MEA 405 Beirut 11:55
MSC 402 Alexandria 12:20
FDB 8052 Dubai 12:30
KAC 103 London 12:30
FDB 066 Dubai 12:40
KAC 785 Jeddah 13:00
JZR 176 Dubai 13:10
FDB 072 Dubai 13:15
SYR 342 Damascus 13:20

MSR 580 Sohag 13:50
MSR 611 Cairo 14:00
THY 767 Istanbul 14:10
UAE 872 Dubai 14:15
FDB 058 Dubai 14:35
QTR 1079 Doha 14:55
GFA 222 Bahrain 15:05
KAC 673 Dubai 15:05
KAC 617 Doha 15:30
KNE 473 Jeddah 15:35
FDB 082 Dubai 15:35
SVA 501 Jeddah 15:45
KAC 773 Riyadh 15:50
ABY 128 Sharjah 16:15
KNE 461 Riyadh 16:45
OMA 645 Muscat 16:50
RJA 641 Amman 16:55
JZR 266 Beirut 17:05
FDB 052 Dubai 17:10
QTR 1073 Doha 17:20
NIA 252 Alexandria 17:20
FDB 074 Dubai 17:35
JZR 538 Cairo 17:40
ETD 304 Abu Dhabi 17:45
SVA 511 Riyadh 18:15
GFA 216 Bahrain 18:20
JZR 184 Dubai 18:20
FDB 076 Dubai 18:25
UAE 858 Dubai 18:25
JZR 238 Amman 18:45
JZR 134 Bahrain 18:50
RBG 554 Alexandria 19:00
GFA 048 Bahrain 19:05
FDB 064 Dubai 19:25
QTR 1081 Doha 19:25
ABY 120 Sharja 19:40
GFA 218 Bahrain 19:45
KAC 283 Dhaka 20:30
UAE 876 Dubai 20:35
JAI 571 Mumbai 20:35
FDB 062 Dubai 20:45
KAC 331 Trivandrum 20:50
OMA 648 Muscat 20:55
KAC 351 Kochi 21:05
MEA 403 Beirut 21:15
MSR 619 Alexandria 21:30
DHX 171 Bahrain 21:50
FDB 080 Dubai 21:50
ETD 308 Abu Dhabi 22:15
ALK 230 Colombo 22:20
UAE 860 Dubai 22:25
QTR 1075 Doha 22:35
KAC 301 Mumbai 22:40
GFA 220 Bahrain 22:45
FDB 060 Dubai 22:50
ETD 310 Abu Dhabi 23:00
KAC 205 Islamabad 23:35
KAC 411 Bangkok/Manila 23:40
TAR 327 Dubai/Tunis 23:45

DIAL161 FOR AIRPORT INFORMATION

Toyota Camry 2000 model
in good condition for sale
for KD 1,100. Call :
66711141. (C 4783)

Toyota Camry Grandy 2004
white color (6 clr) full
options. KD 1,450. Tel:
66729295. (C 4784)
13-10-2014
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Making peace with the past is essential now, and it’s the only way you
can get to the future you want. Ignore this and the questions about the

past will never go away. People who cannot help themselves pay a bigger role in your
life now: do unto others. Meditation brings self-awareness, and that can set you free
from being a prisoner of your own plan. Sometimes lazy and perhaps a bit absent-
minded, you would benefit from making a list of your goals . . . Long-term and short-
term. This will bring some focus into your day as well as recognizing progress. Make it
a point to mark off at least two of the most important things on your list. This is a day
where you can get your personal needs met and much can be accomplished-emo-
tionally and physically.

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

Your happiest times all month are the days, like this day, when you
spend time with friends in group activities. Spiritual practices and some charity work
may be involved in making this a rewarding time. You may find yourself being put to
good use by your friends and this should go rather smoothly. You have quick
answers, great wit and a surplus of solutions. This is a good time to write and com-
municate with real originality. Inventions and breakthroughs are possible. Everything
conspires to value and to bring out your unique and unusual qualities. You may find
that someone close to you understands and is supportive of your eccentricities. You
could feel loving and warm to those around you and you are appreciative of your
own life.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

This may be a challenging day where you can use your skills and expert-
ise to solve problems and feel successful. You may be teaching in a reli-

gious setting or you could be working with a few co-workers to help you on this day.
You may find that your personal growth depends on how you can handle some very
sensitive psychological material coming up now. Perhaps the people you are commu-
nicating with today have plenty of questions for you-regardless of what job you are
undertaking. You can take control and rise above whatever stress you experience at
this time. You will benefit from investigative insights and getting to the heart of
things. Enjoy a sunset or, if possible, get away from the city lights this evening, per-
haps with a loved one.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

This sunday may be challenging, but it is quite gratifying when you look
back to see the accomplishments you make in such a short time. This

could mean that some project is completed successfully or you help a friend install
the border around a vegetable garden. Whatever the case, you seem to have the ener-
gy and enthusiasm to keep up with the requirements of the day. Time away from reg-
ular responsibilities this afternoon gives you new insight and renewed appreciation of
just where you are in your life’s path at this time. Opinions and beliefs of different cul-
tures have an appeal for you. There is an urge to study religious, cultural or philosophi-
cal controversies: crusades that have a way of stirring your blood.

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

If you need a loan, the first of next week brings high probabilities of being
granted a loan. Get the necessary papers together now, especially if this is

something you want at the beginning of next week. Social affairs are wonderful ways in
which to network. Accept the invitations that will be coming now and through the end of
this month. Neighbors or relatives, brothers or sisters in particular, can be subjects for con-
cern on the home front today. It may take some effort and patience on your part to keep
things on an even keel. Remember that there is a tendency to be out of touch or uncom-
municative just now; listen to your conversations and be your own judge as to how you
want to improve your communication skills in order to be most clear. Hugs are healing.

Leo (July 23-August 22)

Independence, a need for freedom and an interest in trying new and dif-
ferent things may take hold of you now. You may behave in unusual or unconventional
ways. You could also have an interest in the exotic or in eccentric friends. Breaking
away and upsetting the trend of the moment may be the name of the game. A much
more adventurous you will emerge. However, be careful that you do not become some
sort of a speed demon. This urge to speed may be at your command for a good long
time. The thrill of the chase, the smell of the greasepaint or the roar of the crowd is
what gets your juices flowing now that you have entered a new cycle. To be appreciat-
ed, to be admired-adored, even-is what you desire. Make your passions positive.

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

You may be watching little children play or may see a beautiful view
from one of your windows, and you become quickly involved in creating

a poem. This attitude of writing and creating is how your day begins and just naturally
aids you in positive thinking. You see the beauty all around you and can be a leader in
solving any difficulty and in positive thinking. Chores are begun late in the day but
miraculously ended early. There are opportunities to step up your energies with some
enthusiasm in learning a new game or in beginner’s luck when it comes to some form
of gambling. Chatter among friends consists of curiosities in the news and plans for
the future, never anything frustrating. Many people gather to celebrate your day.

Libra (September 23-October 22)

This whole month gives you the opportunity to work on focus and
understanding. Understand your feelings and take responsibility for

them-you will jump ahead in the game of life many, many steps. You can demonstrate
great understanding and sensitivity to the needs of others just now. You are in a good
position to communicate concerning groups and society in general. You could be
most persuasive with others and moving in speech and communication. The situation
is a natural for self-expression and lends itself to your particular thinking. You may find
yourself in charge of a sports team or teaching manners to young people. A good con-
versation with those you love is possible. You might enjoy updating the photo album
this evening.

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

Friends may take control of most of your day today-you do not mind.
You love a social life-friends and relationships play a major role in your

makeup. You draw emotional sustenance and a sense of security from ideals, friends
and social involvement. You love to communicate and discuss ideas with other peo-
ple. Your ideas are always fair and impartial, especially when it comes to helping oth-
ers and perhaps in helping further charity organizations. You are at your mental best
when you are communicating with others. This evening you are highly motivated
when it comes to a particular romantic relationship and you may show off your best
attire for a special event. Keep grounded with your own emotions, perhaps through
gardening.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

Confidence and conviction are keynotes of a new phase you have begun.
There is power behind your ideas and the way you gain attention for your

viewpoint. On this day it may be fun to join into group conversations but you may find
yourself exhausted from the effort if the subject in not interesting to you. Travel and adven-
ture are compelling temptations and you seriously consider lining up your next adventure.
Sympathy and understanding are emotional qualities that take on a greater importance.
You have plenty of enthusiasm to be helpful when needed. You have an inner self-confi-
dence that burns with its own light. Your taste in art and appreciation in general are height-
ened and you may find yourself creating or enjoying a visit to an art show this day.

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

You are concerned with preserving the usual and are stable and
methodical in your ways of keeping everything the same. You resist

change and may have trouble initiating change; once on the move, you are
indomitable. A kind of romantic thinking characterizes your approach to life now. This
could mean a longing for a soul mate or a yearning to save the world. Community or
family concerns may hold your interest this afternoon. There is an interest in bringing
people together. This could mean that you become involved in developing communi-
cations between neighbors, friends or family-healing. Others want to help you in
whatever you decide your quest is-you will find all the support or help you need is
available.

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

Communicating and getting your message across to others is at a
high just now. Your timing should be perfect and those around you

should find you most spontaneous. Romance, recreation and creativity take on an
inspirational and perhaps wildly idealized quality now. Such experiences can be
truly soul-stirring. Someone you care about-a child or lover perhaps-may have diffi-
culty distinguishing fantasy and reality. Experimenting with different types of
music may help you to unveil the different types of moods. Music can be enchanti-
ng but some music can be quite grounding. You have real vision and insight into
the unity that ties this world together. You find new ways to bring people together-
to unify situations.

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

CROSSWORD 692

ACROSS
1. God of love and erotic desire.
5. A word for chaos or fiasco borrowed from

modern Hebrew (where it is a loan word
from Russian).

12. The principal activity in your life that you
do to earn money.

15. A translucent mineral consisting of hydrat-
ed silica of variable color.

16. A member of the Siouan people formerly
inhabiting the Black Hills of western South
Dakota.

17. A federal agency established to coordinate
programs aimed at reducing pollution and
protecting the environment.

18. Baked dish of layers of lasagna pasta with
sauce and cheese and meat or vegetables.

20. Being one hundred more than three hun-
dred.

21. Obvious and dull.
23. A constellation in the southern hemi-

sphere near Telescopium and Norma.
24. A state in the Rocky Mountains.
27. King of Saudi Arabia since 1982 (born in

1922).
30. Lacking or deprive of the sense of hearing

wholly or in part.
32. Having an elongated seating area.
35. Any orchid of the genus Aerides.
39. A distinguishing feature of one's personal

nature.
41. A member of the dominant Hindu military

caste in northern India.
43. Large evergreen tropical tree cultivated for

its large oval smooth-skinned fruit.
44. The United Nations agency concerned

with civil aviation.
45. The condition of belonging to a particular

place or group by virtue of social or ethnic
or cultural lineage.

48. Wood of any of various alder trees.
49. Cubes of meat marinated and cooked on a

skewer usually with vegetables.
51. (computer science) A unit for measuring

the execution speed of computers.
53. The compass point midway between

northeast and east.
54. A trivalent metallic element of the rare

earth group.
55. A radioactive element of the actinide

series.
57. (Scottish) Bluish-black or gray-blue.
62. A wall hanging of heavy handwoven fabric

with pictorial designs.
64. English courtier (a favorite of Elizabeth I)

who tried to colonize Virginia.
66. Give an education to.
70. A town in north central Oklahoma.
71. A syllabic script used in writing Sanskrit

and Hindi.
74. (informal) Being satisfactory or in satisfac-

tory condition.
75. A capacious bag or basket.
76. Relating to or characteristic of Arabs.
77. The arch of bone beneath the eye that

forms the prominence of the cheek.
78. Informal terms for a meal.
79. West Indian tree having racemes of fra-

grant white flowers and yielding a durable
timber and resinous juice.

80. Type genus of the Anatidae.

DOWN
1. Tree bearing large brown nuts containing

e.g. caffeine.
2. South American armadillo with three bands

of bony plates.
3. An independent group of closely related

Chadic languages spoken in the area
between the Biu-Mandara and East Chadic
languages.

4. A flat wing-shaped process or winglike part
of an organism.

5. Handsome tree of central and eastern North
America having large bipinnate leaves and
green-white flowers followed by large
woody brown pods whose seeds are used
as a coffee substitute.

6. Title for a civil or military leader (especially
in Turkey).

7. A white soft metallic element that tarnishes
readily.

8. Type genus of the Alcidae comprising solely
the razorbill.

9. Large family of important mostly marine
food fishes.

10. A silvery ductile metallic element found
primarily in bauxite.

11. Tag the base runner to get him out.
12. The battle in 1806 in which Napoleon deci-

sively defeated the Prussians.
13. Large elliptical brightly colored deep-sea

fish of Atlantic and Pacific and
Mediterranean.

14. With no effort to conceal.
19. Florentine painter who gave up the stiff

Byzantine style and developed a more nat-
uralistic style.

22. Related by marriage.
25. A chronic inflammatory collagen disease

affecting connective tissue (skin or joints).
26. Distinguished from Bovidae by the male's

having solid deciduous antlers.
28. Australian moundbird.
29. A picture of a person or scene in the form

of a print or transparent slide.
31. Any property detected by the olfactory

system.
33. An investigator who is employed to find

missing persons or missing goods.
34. The seventh month of the Moslem calen-

dar.
36. Small scales from animal skins or hair or

bird feathers that can cause allergic reac-
tions in some people.

37. Austrian general in the service of the Holy
Roman Empire during the War of the
Spanish Succession (1663-1736).

38. A store or supply (especially of food or
clothing or arms).

40. King of the Huns.
42. A state in northwestern United States on

the Pacific.
46. The executive agency that advises the

President on the federal budget.
47. A cut of pork ribs with much of the meat

trimmed off.
50. Capital city of the Apulia region on the

Adriatic coast.
52. Capital and largest city of Bulgaria located

in western Bulgaria.
56. High quality grape brandy distilled in the

Cognac district of France.
58. An ascocarp having the spore-bearing lay-

er of cells (the hymenium) on a broad disk-
like receptacle.

59. A master's degree in literature.
60. Yellow-fever mosquitos.
61. Green algae common in freshwater lakes

of limestone districts.
63. A soft yellow malleable ductile (trivalent

and univalent) metallic element.
65. Small buffalo of the Celebes having small

straight horns.
67. A Kwa language spoken in Ghana and the

Ivory Coast.
68. The basic unit of money in Western Samoa.
69. An unfledged or nestling hawk.
72. United States liquid unit equal to 4 quarts

or 3.785 liters.
73. A loose sleeveless outer garment made

from aba cloth.
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Yesterday’s Solution
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Ahmadi Sama Safwan                                    Fahaeel Makka St 23915883
Abu Halaifa                                        Abu Halaifa-Coastal Rd 23715414
Danat Al-Sultan                              Mahboula Block 1, Coastal Rd 23726558

Jahra Modern Jahra                                   Jahra-Block 3 Lot 1 24575518
Madina Munawara                        Jahra-Block 92 24566622

Capital Ahlam                                                   Fahad Al-Salem St 22436184
Khaldiya Coop                                 Khaldiya Coop 24833967

Farwaniya New Shifa                                           Farwaniya Block 40 24734000
Ferdous Coop                                   Ferdous Coop 24881201
Modern Safwan                               Old Kheitan Block 11 24726638

Hawally Tariq                                                      Salmiya-Hamad Mubarak St 25726265
Hana                                                      Salmiya-Amman St 25647075
Ikhlas                                                    Hawally-Beirut St 22625999
Hawally & Rawdha                         Hawally & Rawdha Coop 22564549
Ghadeer                                              Jabriya-Block 1A 25340559
Kindy                                                    Jabriya-Block 3B 25326554
Ibn Al-Nafis                                        Salmiya-Hamad Mubarak St 25721264
Mishrif Coop                                     Mishrif Coop 25380581
Salwa Coop                                        Salwa Coop 25628241

Ophthalmologists
Dr. Abidallah Al-Mansoor            25622444
Dr. Samy Al-Rabeea                         25752222
Dr. Masoma Habeeb                        25321171
Dr. Mubarak Al-Ajmy                      25739999
Dr. Mohsen Abel                                 25757700
Dr  Adnan Hasan Alwayl               25732223
Dr. Abdallah Al-Baghly                  25732223

Ear, Nose & Throat (ENT)
Dr. Ahmed Fouad Mouner          24555050 Ext 510
Dr. Abdallah Al-Ali                            25644660
Dr. Abd Al-Hameed Al-Taweel  25646478
Dr. Sanad Al-Fathalah                    25311996
Dr. Mohammad Al-Daaory         25731988
Dr. Ismail Al-Fodary                         22620166
Dr. Mahmoud Al-Booz                   25651426

General Practitioners
Dr. Mohamme Y Majidi                  24555050 Ext 123
Dr. Yousef Al-Omar                           24719312
Dr. Tarek Al-Mikhazeem               23926920
Dr. Kathem Maarafi                          25730465
Dr. Abdallah Ahmad Eyadah     25655528
Dr. Nabeel Al-Ayoobi                      24577781
Dr. Dina Abidallah Al-Refae       25333501

Urologists
Dr. Ali Naser Al-Serfy                       22641534
Dr. Fawzi Taher Abul                        22639955
Dr. Khaleel Abidallah Al-Awadi 22616660
Dr. Adel Al-Hunayan FRCS (C)   25313120
Dr. Leons Joseph                                66703427

For labor-related inquiries 
and complaints:

Call MSAL hotline 128 

Sabah Hospital                                                 24812000

Amiri Hospital                                                  22450005

Maternity Hospital                                         24843100

Mubarak Al-Kabir Hospital                        25312700

Chest Hospital                                               24849400

Farwaniya Hospital                                    24892010

Adan Hospital                                                23940620

Ibn Sina Hospital                                         24840300

Al-Razi Hospital                                            24846000

Physiotherapy Hospital                            24874330/9

Kaizen center 25716707

Rawda 22517733

Adaliya 22517144

Khaldiya 24848075

Kaifan 24849807

Shamiya 24848913

Shuwaikh 24814507

Abdullah Salem 22549134

Nuzha 22526804

Industrial Shuwaikh 24814764

Qadsiya 22515088

Dasmah 22532265

Bneid Al-Gar 22531908

Shaab 22518752

Qibla 22459381

Ayoun Al-Qibla 22451082

Mirqab 22456536

Sharq 22465401

Salmiya 25746401

Jabriya 25316254

Maidan Hawally 25623444

Bayan 25388462

Mishref 25381200

W Hawally 22630786

Sabah 24810221

Jahra 24770319

New Jahra 24575755

West Jahra 24772608

South Jahra 24775066

North Jahra 24775992

North Jleeb 24311795

Ardhiya 24884079

Firdous 24892674

Omariya 24719048

N Khaitan 24710044

Fintas 23900322

GOVERNORATE PHARMACY                            ADDRESS PHONE

Plastic Surgeons

Dr. Mohammad Al-Khalaf                        22547272

Dr. Abdal-Redha Lari                                   22617700

Dr. Abdel Quttainah                                 25625030/60

Family Doctor

Dr Divya Damodar                        23729596/23729581

Psychiatrists

Dr. Esam Al-Ansari                                         22635047

Dr Eisa M. Al-Balhan                                  22613623/0

Gynaecologists & Obstetricians

DrAdrian arbe                                   23729596/23729581

Dr. Verginia s.Marin                       2572-6666 ext 8321

Dr. Fozeya Ali Al-Qatan                              22655539

Dr. Majeda Khalefa Aliytami                  25343406

Dr. Ahmad Al-Khooly                                  25739272

Dr. Salem soso                                                  22618787

General Surgeons

Dr. Amer Zawaz Al-Amer                          22610044

Dr. Mohammad Yousef Basher             25327148

Internists, Chest & Heart

Dr. Adnan Ebil                                                   22639939

Dr. Mousa Khadada                                      22666300

Dr. Latefa Al-Duweisan                              25728004

Dr. Nadem Al-Ghabra                                  25355515

Dr. Mobarak Aldoub                                    24726446

Dr Nasser Behbehani                                25654300/3

Paediatricians

Dr. Khaled Hamadi                              25665898

Dr. Abd Al-Aziz Al-Rashed                         25340300

Dr. Zahra Qabazard                             25710444

Dr. Sohail Qamar                                   22621099

Dr. Snaa Maaroof                                  25713514

Dr. Pradip Gujare                                  23713100

Dr. Zacharias Mathew                        24334282

Dermatology

Dr. Mohammed Salam 
Bern University                                      23845955

Dentists

Dr Anil Thomas                                       3729596/3729581

Dr. Shamah Al-Matar                          22641071/2

Dr. Anesah Al-Rasheed                     22562226

Dr. Abidallah Al-Amer                       22561444

Dr. Faysal Al-Fozan                              22619557

Dr. Abdallateef Al-Katrash             22525888

Dr. Abidallah Al-Duweisan             25653755

Dr. Bader Al-Ansari                              25620111

Neurologists

Dr. Sohal Najem Al-Shemeri         25633324

Dr. Jasem Mola Hassan                     25345875

Gastrologists

Dr. Sami Aman                                        22636464

Dr. Mohammad Al-Shamaly         25322030

Dr. Foad Abidallah Al-Ali                 22633135

Endocrinologist

     Dr. Abd Al-Naser Al-Othman 25339330

     Dr. Ahmad Al-Ansari 25658888

     Dr. Kamal Al-Shomr 25329924

Physiotherapists & VD

     Dr. Deyaa Shehab 25722291

     Dr. Musaed Faraj Khamees 22666288

Rheumatologists:

     Dr. Adel Al-Awadi 25330060

     Dr. Khaled Al-Jarallah 25722290

Internist, Chest & Heart

     DR.Mohammes Akkad           24555050 Ext 210

     Dr. Mohammad Zubaid
     MB, ChB, FRCPC, PACC
     Assistant Professor Of Medicine
     Head, Division of Cardiology
     Mubarak Al-Kabeer Hospital 25339667

Consultant Cardiologist

     Dr. Farida Al-Habib          2611555-2622555
     MD, PH.D, FACC
     Inaya German Medical Center
     Te: 2575077
     Fax: 25723123

Soor Center
Tel: 2290-1677
Fax: 2290 1688

info@soorcenter.com
www.soorcenter.com

Psychologists
/Psychotherapists

PRIVATE CLINICS

William Schuilenberg, RPC 2290-1677
Zaina Al Zabin, M.Sc. 2290-1677

Kaizen center
25716707

Noor Clinic
23845955

INTERNATIONAL
CALLS

PRAYER TIMES
Fajr

Sunrise
Zuhr
Asr

Sunset
Isha

STATION

4 DAYS FORECAST

DAY DATE WEATHER
Temperatures

Wind Direction Wind SpeedMAX. MIN.

Expected Weather for the Next 24 Hours

RECORDED YESTERDAY AT KUWAIT AIRPORT
MAX. Temp.  
MIN. Temp. 
MAX. RH 
MIN. RH 

MAX. Wind
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WARNING
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Afghanistan 0093

Albania 00355

Algeria 00213

Andorra 00376

Angola 00244

Anguilla 001264

Antiga 001268

Argentina 0054

Armenia 00374

Australia 0061

Austria 0043

Bahamas 001242

Bahrain 00973

Bangladesh 00880

Barbados 001246

Belarus 00375

Belgium 0032

Belize 00501

Benin 00229

Bermuda 001441

Bhutan 00975

Bolivia 00591

Bosnia 00387

Botswana 00267

Brazil 0055

Brunei 00673

Bulgaria 00359

Burkina 00226

Burundi 00257

Cambodia 00855

Cameroon 00237

Canada 001

Cape Verde 00238

Cayman Islands 001345

Central African 00236

Chad 00235

Chile 0056

China 0086

Colombia 0057

Comoros 00269

Congo 00242

Cook Islands 00682

Costa Rica 00506

Croatia 00385

Cuba 0053

Cyprus 00357

Cyprus (Northern) 0090392

Czech Republic 00420

Denmark 0045

Diego Garcia 00246

Djibouti 00253

Dominica 001767

Dominican Republic 001809

Ecuador 00593

Egypt 0020

El Salvador 00503

England (UK) 0044

Equatorial Guinea 00240

Eritrea 00291

Estonia 00372

Ethiopia 00251

Falkland Islands 00500

Faroe Islands 00298

Fiji 00679

Finland 00358

France 0033

French Guiana 00594

French Polynesia 00689

Gabon 00241

Gambia 00220

Georgia 00995

Germany 0049

Ghana 00233

Gibraltar 00350

Greece 0030

Greenland 00299

Grenada 001473

Guadeloupe 00590

Guam 001671

Guatemala 00502

Guinea 00224

Guyana 00592

Haiti 00509

Holland (Netherlands) 0031

Honduras 00504

Hong Kong 00852

Hungary 0036

Ibiza (Spain) 0034

Iceland 00354

India 0091

Indian Ocean 00873

Indonesia 0062

Iran 0098

Iraq 00964

Ireland 00353

Italy 0039

Ivory Coast 00225

Jamaica 001876

Japan 0081

Jordan 00962

Kazakhstan 007

Kenya 00254

Kiribati 00686

Kuwait 00965

Kyrgyzstan 00996

Laos 00856

Latvia 00371

Lebanon 00961

Liberia 00231

Libya 00218

Lithuania 00370

Luxembourg 00352

Macau 00853

Macedonia 00389

Madagascar 00261

Majorca 0034

Malawi 00265

Malaysia 0060

Maldives 00960

Mali 00223

Malta 00356

Marshall Islands 00692

Martinique 00596

Mauritania 00222

Mauritius 00230

Mayotte 00269

Mexico 0052

Micronesia 00691

Moldova 00373

Monaco 00377

Mongolia 00976

Montserrat 001664

Morocco 00212

Mozambique 00258

Myanmar (Burma) 0095

Namibia 00264

Nepal 00977

Netherlands 0031

Netherlands Antilles 00599

New Caledonia 00687

New Zealand 0064

Nicaragua 00505

Nigar 00227

Nigeria 00234

Niue 00683

Norfolk Island 00672

N. Ireland (UK) 0044

North Korea 00850

Norway 0047

Oman 00968

Pakistan 0092

Palau 00680

Panama 00507

Papua New Guinea 00675

Paraguay 00595

Peru 0051

Philippines 0063

Poland 0048

Portugal 00351

Puerto Rico 001787

Qatar 00974

Romania 0040

Russian Federation 007

Rwanda 00250

Saint Helena 00290

Saint Kitts 001869

Saint Lucia 001758

Saint Pierre 00508

Saint Vincent 001784

Samoa US 00684

Samoa West 00685

San Marino 00378

Sao Tone 00239

Saudi Arabia 00966

Scotland (UK) 0044

Senegal 00221

Seychelles 00284

Sierra Leone 00232

Singapore 0065

Slovakia 00421

Slovenia 00386

Solomon Islands 00677

Somalia 00252

South Africa 0027

South Korea 0082

Spain 0034

Sri Lanka 0094

Sudan 00249

Suriname 00597

Swaziland 00268

Sweden 0046

Switzerland 0041

Syria 00963

Serbia 00381

Taiwan 00886

Tanzania 00255

Thailand 0066

Toga 00228

Tonga 00676

Tokelau 00690

Trinidad 001868

Tunisia 00216

Turkey 0090

Tuvalu 00688

Uganda 00256

Ukraine 00380

United Arab Emirates 00976

United Kingdom 0044

Uruguay 00598

USA 001

Uzbekistan 00998

Vanuatu 00678

Venezuela 00582

Vietnam 0084

Virgin Islands UK 001284

Virgin Islands US 001340

Wales (UK) 0044

Yemen 00967

Yugoslavia 00381

Zambia 00260

Zimbabwe 00263
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Hugh Grant never prepares for a movie role. The 54-
year-old actor admits it’s rare that he does any
preparatory work for a part and instead prefers to

deal with whatever challenge he’s been handed on the first
day of filming on set. He told ITV’s ‘Good Morning Britain’:
“I’ve barely ever done any research for a film. I just turn up
and say the lines and hope they sound convincing.” What’s
more, Grant - who has appeared in iconic films such as
‘Notting Hill’ and ‘Love Actually’ - said he has no interest in
starring in a high-profile action role like James Bond, sug-
gesting such parts are “boring”. He explained: “I mean you
sit around all day, your stuntman does most of your work,
and occasionally you say, ‘Noooo!’ and that’s the end of
your day.” Earlier this week, Grant’s long-time collaborator
Richard Curtis said he initially considered the actor to be
“too good looking” for the role he ultimately played in the
1994 film ‘Four Weddings and a Funeral’. Speaking at the
Cheltenham Literature Festival, Curtis, 57, explained he was
reluctant see Grant fill the role of Charles because he was
too handsome. He said: “The absolutely key thing for that
film when I was writing it was that the person who was
playing the lead would not be good looking. That was the
absolute starting thesis of the film. “So when finally we’d
auditioned every single young person in the country and
we were voting, me, Mike [Newell, the director] and
Duncan [Kenworthy, producer], two people voted for Hugh
- that was them. And I voted for someone else.”

Evan Rachel Wood thinks it is important to take care of
“mind, spirit and body”. The ‘Wrestler’ actress - who
has a 14-month-old son with estranged husband

Jamie Bell - has regular massages to help her ease stress
and tension and also to help with the back problems she
has since having a child. She said: “I love massages. I think
you’ve got to take care of your mind, spirit and your body.
“I told a lot of stress physically so I need to get that all
worked out otherwise my whole body will start to
hurt.”Especially now after having a kid, and picking him up
all the time, my back is just a mess.” The 27-year-old beauty
is a big fan of yoga, which she “fell in love” with while preg-
nant. She said: “My favorite exercise is yoga. I studied it
when I was pregnant and I kind of fell in love. It’s the best
way to get stretched out and keep calm.” Every morning,
Evan starts the day with a special smoothie to detox and
keep herself in the best possible condition. She told Look
magazine: “I always have a smoothie for breakfast to jump-
start the day.”I’ll make sure it has protein powder because
that fills me up, flaxseed which is really good for your skin
and then I’ll add some blueberries as they’re full of antioxi-
dants and some banana as it’s my favorite.”

Lea Seydoux has signed up for the new James Bond film. The 29-year-old French
actress will join Daniel Craig, Ralph Fiennes, Ben Whishaw and Naomie Harris for the
latest installment of the 007 film franchise called ‘Bond 24’. According to the Daily

Mail newspaper, the blonde beauty will undergo a series of costume, make-up and camera
tests under the watchful eye of the movie’s director, Sam Mendes and the producers,
Barbara Broccoli and Michael G. Wilson who will determine what “look” her Bond girl char-
acter should have. Lea has already made her mark on the film industry, after she took
home the coveted Palme D’or award at the 2013 Cannes International Film Festival for her
performance in the French language film, ‘Blue Is The Warmest Colour’, alongside her co-
star Adele Exarchopoulos and the film’s director, Abdellatif Kechiche. She has also starred
in several Hollywood blockbusters, including ‘Mission Impossible: Ghost Patrol’ and
Quentin Tarantino’s ‘Inglourious Basterds’. The Daily Mail also reported that the movie
executives originally wanted a Scandinavian actress to play the Bond girl, however, a last
minute change of heart meant that the casting went to the French star. The crew were also
spotted looking at sites in Rome, sparking speculation that the film will include some
Italian flavor as well.

Lea Seydoux
cast as Bond girl 

Will Arnett tormented his lactose-
intolerant director on ‘Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles’ with ice

cream sundaes throughout the shoot. The
44-year-old actor discovered Jonathan
Liebesman suffered from the food allergy
but also had a sweet tooth for ice cream so
as a joke he presented him with sundaes
every day, and the filmmaker couldn’t
resist even though it made him ill. In an
interview with The Guardian newspaper,
Arnett said: “He didn’t resist. After it

became a daily thing, he’d say, ‘No, no, no,
no, no! I do not want any more ice cream!’
And we’d go, ‘OK, we’ll just leave it, uh,
right here.’ He’d always buckle and eat it -
like angrily, furiously!” In ‘Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles’ Arnett plays Vern Fenwick, a
news cameraman who is in love with
reporter April O’Neil - played by Megan
Fox. ‘The Millers’ star admits he was tasked
with the role of injecting extra humour
into the film - which he wanted to star in
to impress his two sons, Archibald, six, and
Abel, four, whom he raises with his ex-wife
Amy Poehler. He said: “The Turtles are a
known entity - there’s a fun factor to them,
almost a parody of superheroes, but
they’re still superheroes, just jokier, more
smart-ass and funny, and you have to keep
that balance. My job was to make it lighter,
to give you a contrast to the more hard-
driving action scenes. There was a lot of
space given to improvisation, to finding
things that felt fresh, made sense and were
funny. 

Arnett 
tormented TMNT director with ice cream 

Jamie Dornan claims he isn’t very good at “selling himself” in auditions. The ‘Fifty Shades of Grey’
actor has admitted that he struggles when trying out for a role because he doesn’t think he
comes across well. Talking about his attempt to get a part on the television series, ‘The Fall’,

Jamie said: “I’m not very good at
auditions, I don’t sell myself well. I
didn’t do a good audition for ‘The
Fall’. But the show’s writer, Allan
Cubitt, saw something in me. I think
he had to work pretty hard to con-
vince everyone else.”‘The Fall’
changed my life - that’s not an over-
statement.” The ‘Fall’ writer admits he
could see “potential” in the hunky
star that went beyond his hand-
some face. Allan told Britain’s Vogue
magazine: “I guess I saw his poten-
tial and didn’t let anything else
stand in my way. You only need to
meet Jamie once to realize that he
has a huge amount going for him
beyond being physically attractive.”
Jamie recently admitted shooting
sex scenes with Dakota Johnson for
‘Fifty Shades of Grey’ was “strange
work”, but he had no problem get-
ting intimate on camera. He said:
“I’m not really fearful of that stuff. It’s
just work. It’s strange work, sure, but
it’s still work. I just get on with it.” He
even revealed that his father had
encouraged him to take on the role
of Christian Grey, as he added:
“[Dad] was all for it. I don’t come
from a cagey family. We’re fairly lib-
eral.”

Jamie Dornan 
doesn’t audition well 

Robert Duvall did not remember working with
Robert Downey Jr before the pair reunited for
new movie ‘The Judge’. Speaking to Jimmy Fallon

on ‘The Tonight Show’, Downey Jr explained Duvall
“doesn’t really recall” working on the same films, even
though they’ve both appeared in 1989’s ‘The
Gingerbread Man’ and 2007’s ‘Lucky You’. Downey Jr -
who appears alongside Duvall for the third time in new
comedy-drama ‘The Judge’ - said: “I’ve also gone up to
him at restaurants and went, ‘Mr Duvall, I just want to...’
and he’s like, ‘What?’ and then he didn’t know who I
was. “He also said that his favourite movie of mine is
Chaplin, even though he hasn’t seen it!” He added:
“When you’re Robert Duvall you can say that sort of
stuff!” ‘The Judge’ - which was produced by Downey Jr,
49, and his wife Susan, 40 - is released in the US on
October 10 and in the UK on October 17. Meanwhile,
Downey Jr revealed recently that he is in negotiations
to play Iron Man again. During an appearance on ‘The
Ellen DeGeneres Show’, the award-winning actor was
asked if there are plans for ‘Iron Man 4’, to which he
replied: “I know there are going to be a bunch more
Marvel movies and they have big ideas of how to do it
best and [they’re] in the middle of negotiation.

Duvall 
did not remember working with 

Downey Jr 

Grant
doesn’t prepare for film roles 

Evan Rachel Wood
needs massages 

Freida Pinto fainted because she pushed herself
so hard in preparing for her role in ‘Desert
Dancer’. The 29-year-old actress was left in con-

stant agony training to portray Afshin Ghaffarian in
the movie, which follows her attempts to be a
dancer in Iran, but was thrilled her hard work paid
off when it came to shooting the scenes. She said: “I
trained and trained. I had to put in eight hours every
day for one year. “I got blisters and cuts and bruises
and back problems. I was fainting and I was like, ‘Oh
my God, I can’t do this.’  “But in the end it all worked
out, and the day I was actually performing, the day
we were shooting the scenes, I had this energy from

somewhere that I don’t even know where it came
from. It was the spirit of all these various dancers
that kind of just empowered me to do this.” Despite
her stunning looks, Freida admitted she hates being
complimented on her beauty and would prefer peo-
ple to just focus on her acting skills. She told Britain’s
HELLO! magazine: “I don’t like that, to be honest.
Every time someone tells me, ‘Oh you look so beauti-
ful in the film’, I don’t care. “Just tell me the perform-
ance was good.”

Freida Pinto’s tough role 
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With summer over, every fashionista is
thinking about their Autumn/Winter
wardrobe. The latest collection from

Max is the perfect combination of high fash-
ion and affordability; the styles may be
inspired by high fashion catwalks, but the
costs are not.

For women, this season’s collection is
inspired by the international catwalks love of
monochrome. Urban inspired monochrome
pieces are featured heavily throughout the
collection. Tartan grunge and rich warm col-
ors are also seen, taking cue from the
Metropolitan Museum of Art’s Costume
Institute Gala, adding Max’sown ready to
wear animal print elements to the mix. The
Scottish Highlands are another source of
inspiration with kilts, tartan skirts and print
on print combinations. Embellished collars
and hems are also trends to keep an eye out
for at Max this season. It’s all about the detail.

This winter, Max men’s wear experiments
with specific key trends across the season
starting off with the ever popular tartan
trend offering items like, blazers, printed
sweaters cardigans and shorts. Influenced by

rock music, the featured studs add detail to
basic wardrobe items; tees, sweaters and
denims in black, ivory, grey marl and ink.
There is a dominance of military prints in the
collection, but with a modernized approach,
including animal prints, camouflage military
styled shirts, plaid shirts and military uniform
styled jackets and trousers.  The New York ‘90s
are back with bomber and baseball jackets,
sneakers, thick sweaters, hoodies, coats &
baggy tees.

For girls between 8 and 14 years old, floral
jeans, polka dots, lace and stripes make up
the key trends. Country chic, tartan, mono-
chrome and plaids will all be seen this
autumn and are a perfect way to update any
young fashionistas wardrobe. The adorable
Infant Boys collections are full of cute pieces
for your little one. They are heavily inspired
by the great outdoors, with key themes of
Snow Valley, Varsity Sports and lovely graphic
tees with chunky knits or plaid flannel shirts. 

Max’s autumn/winter collection for Infant
Girls is as cute as it gets! Key items for the
season include festive dresses and a-line
woven tops, all of which are ideal to be lay-

ered underneath the adorable duffle jackets
and coats. The mixed palette of classic reds
and deep purples combined with herring-
bone and tweeds, as well as rich purples with
turquoise, echoes the full collection. 

This season the boys between 2 and 8 col-
lection is packed with great pieces in exciting
themes. With cut and sew polo’s, padded
gilets and washed chinos, collegiate and
argyle themes featuring lots of chunky
striped polos, elbow patch shirts and paneled
jeans are the focal point of the collection.
Some edgy looks for your aspiring rock star
are also available, with the Rock Rebel collec-
tion, with a classic monochrome palette with
a splash of red and forest. This season the 2-8
girls collections updates some classic shapes
with modern details, mixed with lovely tex-
tures such as herringbone and tweed. If this
wasn’t enough, the My Little Kitty collection
consists of golds, ebony and ivory with gor-
geous prints and girly shapes.

Max unveils autumn collection

(From left) Andrea Riseborough, Emma Stone, Michael Keaton, director Alejandro G Inarritu, Edward Norton, Naomi Watts, Amy Ryan and Zach
Galifianikis attend the Closing Night Gala Presentation of “Birdman Or The Unexpected Virtue Of Ignorance” during the 52nd New York Film
Festival at Alice Tully Hall on October 11, 2014 in New York City.—AFP  

Lindsay Lohan pouts from the bill-
boards of London’s West End theatre
district, where the Hollywood wild-

child is making her stage debut in a bid to
relaunch a career eclipsed by her off-screen
antics. “Lilo” is appearing as secretary Karen
in “Speed-the-Plow”, David Mamet’s three-
act play satirizing the US movie business,
running at the Playhouse Theatre until
November 29. The 28-year-old former
Disney actress has recently moved from
New York to a flat in London, calling the
British capital a more “adult” city.

She has had to instil some self-discipline
to deal with the rigours of the London
stage, contrary to commentators who
deemed her out of control. The play helps
counter “the perception that I’m just a psy-
cho that goes out and stuff”, she told Time
Out magazine. “I think it shows that I can be
accountable. “I’ve done things, but people

grow up and they change. I’m willing to
work hard to gain back the respect that I
once had and have lost.”

Although she won praise for her per-
formance as a teen in the 2004 film “Mean
Girls,” she has since become better known
for her drug problems, rehab visits, legal
woes and lively social life. She has been in
and out of court on a regular basis since
2007. Before curtain up at the Playhouse,
theatre goers took pictures of themselves
in front of the posters, which feature a tight

close-up of Lohan. “I want her to be really
good. I want her to prove all her critics
wrong,” said Matthew Nichols, 33, from
Manchester in northwest England. “It’s
been brave for her to do it because she’s
never done any theatre work and obviously
London is the theatre capital of the world,”
he said.

‘I know what it is to be bad’ 
Doubtless aware of the gamble, Lohan

has plumped for a play where she is not in
the lead role, even if she is the star attrac-
tion. On stage, she is flanked by two old
hands who set the pace. Emmy Award win-
ner Richard Schiff played White House
communications director Toby Ziegler in
“The West Wing”. Meanwhile British theatre
veteran Nigel Lindsay starred as Shrek in
“Shrek the Musical” in the West End and
Islamist convert Barry in the 2010 dark
comedy film “Four Lions”.

As a sexy secretary, Lohan convincingly
embodies the role which seems tailor-
made when her character says: “I know
what it is to be bad. I’ve been bad. I know
what it is to be lost.” And there have been
encouraging reviews from the London the-
atre critics, who are reputed for their sharp
tongues. “The doomsayers, the mockers
and those quick to bitch on Twitter can go
hang,” said The Daily Telegraph newspaper.
Lohan “made her stage debut with a sur-
prising-and smouldering-degree of style.”

The West End Whinger blog said:
“People coming to observe a train wreck
should stay away”, saying Lohan was “on
top of things” and had “clearly got balls” in
facing critics waiting for her to fail.
Members of the audience seemed to agree.
“She’s doing all right,” said theatre buff
Sergio Leitao. “I already watched it before,
in New York,” with Madonna playing the
role of Karen. “This was very good. She can
do the character.”

After the show, a crowd of fans waits at
the stage door hoping to catch a glimpse
of the actress appearing as herself. Isle
Morret, who came especially from Belgium
to see Lohan on stage, hopes “Speed-the-
Plow” will be a fresh start for the troubled
star. “I hope she stays clean, off the drugs,”
she said. After a lengthy wait, a big black
sedan rushes up and Lohan gets in without
stopping, offering a brief wave to her fans
on the way. “My dream came true,” Morret
said.—AFP

Lindsay Lohan
seeks redemption on London stage

Lindsay Lohan

The Film Society of Lincoln Center, the
Gotham nonprofit that presents the New
York Film Festival, has tapped Robert

Redford to receive its 42nd annual Chaplin
Award. The laurel, which honors the film indus-
try’s most notable talents, will lionize Redford for
a career that has included iconic acting work
(“Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid,” “All the
President’s Men,” “The Sting,” “The Natural”); a
string of films as a director (“Ordinary People,” “A
River Runs Through It,” “The Company You
Keep”); Broadway credits (“Barefoot in the Park”);
and staunch support of independent cinema as
the founder of the Sundance Institute and its
influential film festival.

Last year’s “All is Lost,” the J.C. Chandor film
that Redford toplined, had a slot in the 2013
New York Film Festival. He just wrapped “A Walk
in the Woods,” based on the Bill Bryson memoir,
and is now at work on “Truth,” in which he stars
as Dan Rather opposite Cate Blanchett. Redford
joins a venerable list of Chaplin honorees that
includes Charlie Chaplin, Elizabeth Taylor, Alfred
Hitchcock, Martin Scorsese, Catherine Deneuve
and Barbra Streisand, among others. Last year
Rob Reiner received the award. Redford will take
home the award April 27. FSLC finishes up the
2014 edition of NYFF tonight with closing film
“Birdman.”—Reuters

Redford to receive Film Society 
of Lincoln Center’s Chaplin Award

Robert Redford

“Gone Girl,” “Alexander and the Terrible,
Horrible, No Good, Very Bad Day” and
“Dracula Untold” emerged relatively

unscathed from a pile-up at the box office this
weekend, while Robert Downey Jr.’s “The Judge”
got banged up from the collisions at the multi-
plexes.  David Fincher’s adaptation of Gillian
Flynn’s marital mystery was tops for the second
week in a row, unearthing $26.8 million and
bringing its total to $78.3 million. At this rate, it
could surpass “The Curious Case of Benjamin
Button” ($127.5 million domestic) as Fincher’s
biggest commercial success. 

Meanwhile, “Dracula Untold” exceeded pre-
release tracking, sinking its fangs into $23.5 mil-
lion across 2,887 locations. The story of how Vlad
the Impaler developed a taste for blood arrives
courtesy of Universal Pictures and cost $70 mil-
lion to produce.  Younger crowds turned out for
Disney’s “Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible, No
Good, Very Bad Day,” as the $28 million produc-
tion picked up a respectable $19.1 million from
3,088 locations. The low price tag means the film
will likely be profitable. 

That “The Judge” got made at all is a testa-
ment to Downey Jr’s star wattage, but his power
was not great enough to secure a strong open-
ing for the court room drama. “The Judge”
grossed a disappointing $13.3 million from 3,003
locations, lower than pre-release estimates
which put it in the $16 million to 18 million
range. The film was produced by Warner Bros.
and Village Roadshow for $50 million, but strug-
gled to find a place among older audiences who
were lured instead to “Gone Girl.” 

Perhaps the weekend’s biggest surprise was
Lionsgate and CodeBlack’s “Addicted,” which
scored an impressive $7.6 million from just 846
locations. The low-budget thriller about a
woman (Sharon Leal) who threatens her picture-
perfect marriage by engaging in a series of

affairs targeted African-American audiences and
had been expected to make between $3 million
to $4 million.  Among holdovers, “Annabelle”
dropped 58% in its second weekend to $16.4
million, but the horror film ranks as an unquali-
fied success for NewLine. It will pass the $100
million mark globally this weekend-not bad for a
picture that only cost $6.7 million to produce.  

Boy next door
Also sticking around, “The Equalizer” added

$9.7 million to its nearly $80 million bounty. At
this rate, it will likely pull in $100 million domes-
tically, only the fifth Denzel Washington film to
hit that mark. “The Maze Runner” is also eying
$100 million domestically, adding $7.5 million to
its $83.8 million total.  In limited release, “St
Vincent,” the story of a curmudgeon (Bill Murray)
who befriends the boy next door, earned
$121,054 in four theaters. Its $30,920 per-screen
average will likely be the highest one for the

weekend. The comedy, which was co-produced
by The Weinstein Company and Chernin
Entertainment, will expand to 60 theaters in the
top 25 markets next weekend before going wide
on October 24.

Another awards hopeful, Sony Pictures
Classics’ “Whiplash” picked up $143,503 on 6
screens for a per-screen average of $23,917. The
film features Miles Teller as a musical prodigy
and J.K. Simmons as his demanding mentor.
Reviews have been sterling.  Journalism drama,
“Kill the Messenger,” which finds Jeremy Renner
sans crossbow as a reporter who exposes CIA
corruption, grossed $939,000 from 374 theaters.
Focus Features is distributing the picture.
Overall, the box office was up more than 30%
from the year-ago weekend, when “Gravity”
topped the box office for a second week in a row
and “Captain Phillips” opened at more than $25.7
million.—Reuters 

Box Office: ‘Gone Girl’ edges out ‘Dracula
Untold,’ ‘The Judge’ with $26.8 million

The 51st Antalya Golden Orange Film
Festival in Turkey kicked off on a high
note over the weekend despite politi-

cal turbulence that put the country’s oldest
film event at risk of regularly taking place.
The Turkish government’s unwillingness to
intervene in the ongoing battle with ISIS
militias over the predominantly Kurdish
Syrian city of Kobani, on its border, has
prompted a recent burst of local anti-gov-
ernment protests and violent clashes which
caused more than thirty deaths.  In turn, this
initially caused organizers to consider post-
poning the October 10-18 shindig. Instead,
the fest’s traditional parade and several relat-
ed concerts and celebrations were cancelled
to strike a more somber note, but the show
went on.

“The art of cinema has healing powers
that we need more than ever today,” said
Antalya mayor Menderes Turel at the packed
opening ceremony in the city’s Expo center
on Friday. “That is why we believe we needed
to raise the curtain,” added the pol who is
driving the fest’s revamp. The mayor has big
plans for Antalya, the scenic city known for
its long coastline, to become Turkey’s prime
film industry hub. During the ceremony, a
lifetime achievement award was handed to
Ellen Burstyn who thanked the audience in
Turkish. Veteran Turkish multi-hyphenate
Haldun Dormen was also honored. 

A reception co-hosted by Variety and the
festival followed at the Hotel Rixos, with

Burstyn, Anna Ivara (pictured), Dormen, and
lots of industry heavyweights and Turkish
stars, including Baran Seyhan, 

Janset Pacal, and Haluk Piyes in atten-
dance.  The opening film, Giorgi Ovashvili’s
almost wordless fable “Corn Island,” which is
Georgia’s foreign Oscar candidate and took
the top prize in Karlovy Vary, screened dur-
ing a gala on Saturday. Antalya’s solid lineup
comprises a national competition featuring
recent Turkish movies such as recent Venice
Special Jury prize winner “Sivas,” by Kaan
Mujdeci, and Kutlug Ataman’s Anatolia-set
“The Lamb,” which got good notice earlier
this year in Berlin. 

And also a cherry-picked international
competition that includes buzzed-about
courtroom drama “Court,” by Indian first-
timer Chaitanya Tamhane, which took both
the Lion of The Future and the top nod in the
Horizons section at Venice.  As part of the
respected fest’s revamp effort the industry
component has been beefed up this year,
with the launch of the Antalya Film Forum, a
co-prod and project development mart dedi-
cated to giving Turkish cinema a boost at a
time when its vibrancy is unquestionable,
though there is room for improvement,
especially in nurturing new directors who
think outside the box. The fest’s organization
can also use some sharpening.—Reuters

Turkey’s Antalya Film Festival 
opens despite turbulence
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Acentury ago, oil money boomed this frontier town into a
modern city full of tall buildings. Today, Tulsa bubbles with a
bit of a hipster vibe in areas like the Brady Arts District,

where you might overhear local entrepreneurs trading social
media tips over artisanal cocktails in neighborhood bars. And while
Tulsa’s renowned Philbrook Museum of Art is modeled on an
Italian Renaissance villa, the Philbrook’s downtown satellite is a
modern gallery with a focus on contemporary and modern art.

Tulsa has lots of free attractions, too, and while many of them
are rooted in earlier eras, they have a nostalgic appeal that’s fun for
anyone playing tourist today. Here are five free things to see in
Tulsa, from Route 66 to an art deco church.

Route 66
Remnants of the funky motels and old-school neon signs that

made the Mother Road famous can still be found along Route 66
in Tulsa. The road follows 11th Street with a few twists and turns
and a stretch on 12th Street; Route 66 signs dot the way. Some sec-
tions are run-down, while others appear to be reviving. At one end
of town, there’s the Warehouse Market, an art deco gem, and on
the other side of town, the Desert Hills Motel, 5220 E. 11th St, with
its classic retro look. Other places of note along Route 66 include
Centennial Park, Campbell Hotel and a park on the western side of
town that’s home to an old train.

Boston Avenue United Methodist Church
Completed in 1929, the Boston Avenue United Methodist

Church is an art deco masterpiece that would be right at home in
New York City’s Rockefeller Center. From its soaring columns and
tower to the stained-glass windows, the structure celebrates the

motifs, geometric shapes and colors of art deco style, which coin-
cided in popularity with Tulsa’s oil boom. A stylized depiction of
praying hands recurs throughout the building, located at 1301 S
Boston Ave.

River Parks
Nearly 30 miles (48 kilometers) of trails around Tulsa are used by

joggers, cyclists and weekend sightseers alike. Equally popular is
riding or climbing Turkey Mountain on the city’s south side. The
mountain trail features prime views of the city’s skyline at several
points. Adding to the mix is A Gathering Place for Tulsa, a project
that will eventually transform nearly 100 acres of city waterfront
into a park. The first phase of the project near the Arkansas River
covering nearly 67 acres (27 hectares) is scheduled to be complet-
ed in 2017.

Brady arts district
You’ll have to pay to go inside the Woody Guthrie Center, 102 E.

Mathew Brady St, to learn about the native Oklahoma singer’s life
and legacy, but it’s also fun to simply walk around the area where
the museum is located, called the Brady Arts District. The neighbor-
hood includes a park, Guthrie Green, and a mural of Guthrie on the
museum’s exterior, perfect for selfies. The Philbrook Museum’s
satellite site is here, too, though it also charges admission. The
streets of the Brady Arts District are lined with bars, cafes and
restaurants, giving it an energetic, trendy vibe. Good luck finding
parking on Friday nights.

Cain’s ballroom walk of fame
Also part of the Brady Arts District is the legendary Cain’s

Ballroom, 423 N Main St. The building, which dates to 1924, hosted
a well-known radio broadcast beginning in the 1930s with Western
swing star Bob Wills, and since then has featured everyone from
Hank Williams to the Sex Pistols. Even without a ticket for a show,
you can soak up a bit of Cain’s legends and luster by standing
beneath its red neon sign and perusing the walk of fame, where
red stars on the sidewalk honor performers from country, folk and
rock, including Merle Haggard, Arlo Guthrie and J.J. Cale. — AP

In a Tokyo karaoke booth thick with cigarette
smoke, Shinsuke Chiba’s eyes bulge as the 41-
year-old rips into an enthusiastic, if somewhat

misjudged, rendition of the Sex Pistols’ “Anarchy in
the UK”. Jacket folded neatly on his briefcase and
necktie loosened only slightly, insurance broker
Chiba is no Johnny Rotten, but earns hearty
applause from his workmates nonetheless, before
passing the microphone with a bow and raising his
drink. “I wanted to be an astronaut when I was a
kid,” father-of-two Chiba told AFP. “My dad told me
to stop being silly. He worked for (Japanese com-
puter giant) Fujitsu for 40 years and wanted me to
work for Fujitsu too.

“But I failed the exam,” he added over the din as
a colleague belted out a Japanese folk song. “I’ve
been in insurance for 13 years. It is getting tougher
with the economy the way it is.” Chiba’s party of five
fit the stereotype of the “salaryman” to a tee, guz-
zling drinks and smoking at a furious pace as the
clock ticked towards the last train on a rainy
Thursday night.  Japan’s identikit corporate samurai
are cultural shorthand for the world of work, an
army of back office grafters that swelled as the
country’s post-war economic miracle took shape.

They squeeze daily onto famously crammed
rush-hour trains to work lengthy shifts at the office
— 12 hours or more is relatively common-not dar-
ing to leave before their managers.  In the evenings
they might be boozing with clients or summoned
to practically compulsory company drinks, where
much of the corporate bonding goes on.

Figures of mirth 
Unsteadily, many rush later that night onto the

last train, desperate to avoid the exorbitant cost of
a long-distance taxi ride home.  Most struggle
manfully to stay awake, fearful of missing their
stop, but the sight of those who gave in-snoring,
dribbling and with their suits askew is not uncom-
mon. “The salaryman is Japan’s favorite figure of
mirth,” said Jeff Kingston, director of Asian Studies

at Temple University Japan. “They’re the sad, fat
punching-bag, but in some ways they’re admired.
They are the foot soldiers of Japan Inc.”

The one-time paragon of modern Japan came
of age in the booming 1980s. Back then, men grad-
uating from a half-decent university could be
almost certain of finding a good job. They would
trade a lifetime of loyalty for a solid career path
where promotions and pay rises came with time
served. The salaryman worked hard during the
week-he was expected to be in the office early and
to socialize in the evening. At weekends he would
play golf, often as a way to keep up professional
relationships. On the one day a week he was not in
hoc to his company, he would sleep.

The hardships were many-men often barely saw
their children-but the guarantee of a job for life
with a company that would always look out for you
made the trade worthwhile. But then the bubble
burst and Japan’s economy floundered. Hiring pro-
grams were trimmed. Salaries were frozen, but the
overtime stacked up as firms tried to get more
bang for their buck. More than two decades on,
lifetime contracts are the exception. Nowadays,
even some graduates from top universities strug-
gle to find a full time, permanent job; instead, they
do the same job as their tenured colleagues, but
with little security and lower wages.

Social contract 
However, says Kingston, it’s a two-way street,

and for some younger Japanese the toll exacted on
their fathers and grandfathers is giving them pause
for thought. “They are much more zealous about
guarding their private life and not allowing the job
to take over,” he said. “Corporate Japan has broken
the social contract. Why make all the sacrifice if it’s
not going to be reciprocated?” And the sacrifices
for the hard-slogging salaryman can be big. Japan’s
labor ministry keep statistics on the number of
lives claimed by “karoshi”-death from overwork-
every year.

“There is clearly a correlation between overwork
and depression, and alcoholism and depression,”
said Kingston. “Society was long in denial about
these problems.” “All that has changed in the last
decade or so. People are recognizing that untreat-
ed mental health issues are a major factor in the
high suicide rate.” There are more than 21 suicides
per 100,000 people in Japan, according to figures
from the Organization for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD), against a group-wide
average of less than 13.”Today’s salarymen are
wondering perhaps if they’ve become the lost tribe
the tribe facing extinction with job security under
siege,” said Kingston. 

“They’re the ones who aren’t being paid over-
time, their incomes are declining, their lifestyle has
been downsized.” The hard-drinking and long-
hours culture among salarymen is cited as one of
the reasons Japan has relatively few women in the
workforce. While Prime Minister Shinzo Abe has
promised to boost their number, critics say no
amount of legislation will make a difference if
mothers cannot get home to their children
because they are expected to stay late at the office.
Clambering noisily into a tiny elevator, Chiba’s pick-
led revelers decide to have one for the road.

“Drinking helps us relax,” chuckled 54-year-old
bank employee Kiyoshi Hamada, sporting the clas-
sic “barcode” comb-over of thinning hair, and nib-
bling on chicken gizzards at a traditional izakaya
restaurant.  “It’s always been hard work, but it’s
even more of a slog now. Putting work before fami-
ly is strangely Japanese maybe.” — AFP

Japan’s sozzled salarymen: 
The lost tribe in a modern pickle

This picture shows Japanese businessmen, called salarymen, enjoying a party
after their working hours at an ‘izakaya’ pub in Yokohama, suburban Tokyo. 

Japanese businessmen heading to their office. — AFP photos

In this July 15, 2011 photo, a sign hangs on the front of the El Vado Motel near the
BioPark in Albuquerque, N.M. — AP photos

A fence surrounds the boarded up El Vado Motel.

Acrumbling motel along US Route 66
will get a $16 million upgrade as
part of an ongoing plan to revitalize

a section of the iconic highway as it winds
through Albuquerque. Under the renova-
tion proposal, the Pueblo-style El Vado
Motel will be redeveloped into a boutique
motel with an amphitheater and restau-
rants. It also will have dozens of apartment
units.

“The El Vado Motel is a great opportuni-
ty to preserve a historic Route 66 gem
while encouraging economic redevelop-
ment near Old Town,” Albuquerque Mayor
Richard Berry said. Other Route 66 projects
in the city include the renovation of the
Sundowner Motel, where Bill Gates and
Paul Allen lived while launching Microsoft,
and a request for proposals to improve the
De Anza Motor Lodge, which features Tony
Edaakie murals depicting a Native

American ceremonial procession.
Also, city councilors approved meas-

ures last year to encourage businesses to
add neon lights along Albuquerque’s 15-
mile stretch of the historic roadway. The El
Vado, built in 1937, sits on a stretch of cul-
tural sites that extend up the Paseo del
Bosque from the National Hispanic
Cultural Center to Old Town and the muse-
um district.

The building was listed on the state
Register of Cultural Properties and the
National Register of Historic Places in 1993.
Palindrome Communities, a partnership of
the Sawmill Community Land Trust and
Portland, Oregon-based Pacificap, was
selected for the restoration. Work is
expected to begin in 2016. — AP

Vintage 66 Route motel 

to get $16m renovation

5 free things to see and do in Tulsa, Oklahoma 

This undated photo provided by the Tulsa Convention &
Visitors Bureau shows the exterior of the Boston Avenue
United Methodist Church in Tulsa, Okla. — AP photos

The Woody Guthrie Center in Tulsa. Photo shows the Warehouse Market building in Tulsa. A detail from a stained glass window at the Boston
Avenue United Methodist Church in Tulsa.

This undated photo pro-
vided by the Tulsa

Regional Chamber
shows Turkey Mountain

in Tulsa, Oklahoma. 
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Embrace your inner snob. Wear red with pink. Eat oysters at
home and go to bed before midnight on New Year’s Eve.
Just some of the advice meted out by four Frenchwomen

in a new book on ‘how to be Parisian’. In their 240-page tome,
the four cover everything from bad habits and what to display
on your mantelpiece to sulking and how to wear a mini-skirt.
According to model Caroline de Maigret and her co-authors,
Parisian women never try to be friends with their children, work
too hard on their appearance or have overly white teeth.

They love navy blue with black, bags that don’t match their
clothes and wouldn’t dream of getting married in a “poufy
meringue” dress, opting instead for a black or navy tuxedo.
When pregnant, Bloody Marys can be replaced by Virgin Marys,
a Bloody Mary without the alcohol, “but that’s it-you’re no saint”,
and high heels should only be surrendered “the day you walk
into the delivery room”.       

On hosting a dinner party, the objective is to make it look
effortless, no matter how stressed you are, and after politics has
been discussed to redirect the conversation to Parisians’ “sec-
ond favorite dinner topic. Faux Pas include using corporate jar-
gon, having a wedding photo in your living room or more than
two colors in your hair.

‘You’re no saint’ 
As for infidelity the golden rule is denial. “What is good for

you is good for your relationship-basically you’re just being a
thoughtful girlfriend,” they suggest. In a cafe in Paris, de
Maigret, looks every inch the stereotypical, chic Parisian. But the
39-year-old, whose various jobs include being an ambassador
for French fashion house Chanel, insists that the book is about
dismantling-not fuelling-stereotypes.

“How to be Parisian Wherever You Are, Love, Style and Bad
Habits”, is co-authored  with Anne Berest, Audrey Diwan and
Sophie Mas and came about after de Maigret found herself
being constantly quizzed about Parisian women on trips
abroad. “I was travelling a lot and was being asked all around
the world about the Parisian girl. It was the only thing people
asked me about,” she said. And while she hopes that the book,
just published by Doubleday in the US and Britain, is fun and
shows that Parisians can send themselves up a little bit, she also
sees it as something of a self-help manual for the stressed out
modern woman.

Time for lunch 
As someone juggling motherhood with several part-time

jobs, de Maigret says time is her ultimate luxury. “I love taking

my time for lunch, dinner and Paris gives me this,” she said. “I
think there is a big pressure on women nowadays so although
it’s a light book there’s still some feminism there,” she said.

Above all, she said, she wanted to debunk the myth of the
perfect Parisian woman.  “It’s just a cliche of being this ideal
woman who cooks, who raises perfect children and is amazing-
ly stylish,” she said. “It is an illusion to think you can be all these
women at the same time. “That’s what this book is all about, to
explain that yes you are this woman but not all on the same
day-and to tell women to give up running after an ideal,” she
said. Instead de Maigret advises women to “find out who you
are” and concentrate on that. “That way you have time to do
other things,” she added. — AFP

Do cheat. Don’t eat breakfast. How to be a Parisian woman

Former French top mod-
el, music producer and
co-author of the book
‘How to be a Parisian’

Caroline de Maigret pos-
es in Paris. — AFP

Models wear dresses from the Temperley Bridal Winter 2015 Collection at Soho House on October 11, 2014 in New York City.

Models walk the runway at the Badgley Mischka Runway Show during Fall 2015 Bridal Collection at Pier 94- Fashion Theater on October 11, 2014 in New York City. — AFP photos
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Residents of Quezon City perform the zumba dance in Manila yesterday. The gathering was part of the celebration of Quezon City’s 75th founding anniversary with the street party aiming to bring at least 9,000 participants together in an
attempt to break the record for the largest zumba class in the world. — AFP 

Beyond the Moomins, the bulky hippo-like
creatures that are one of Finland’s best-loved
cultural exports, its bumper comic book mar-

ket remains largely unexplored abroad, but pub-
lishers are trying to remedy that at the Frankfurt
Book Fair. The cartoon book market has steadily
grown in the Scandinavian country in recent
decades and producers now have their eyes firmly
set on the much larger German market, said Maria
Antas, head of the Finnish Literature Exchange pro-
gram.

The literary culture of Finland, which gave the
world the hit video game “Angry Birds”, has been
under the spotlight as guest of honor at this year’s
fair in Germany, the industry’s biggest annual get-
together for publishers, editors and writers from
around the globe. “Finnish artists of comics have
been globally very active, first in France, and now
we are focusing on Germany because it’s a different
culture” with a market for cartoons and graphic
novels that is less established than that in France,
Antas said.

“We want to bring out the great amount and
the great quality of Finnish comics.” Finland’s comic
book tradition goes back to 1911 when the
“Expedition of Professor Itikaisen” by Ilmari Vainio
first appeared, recounting the tale of a scientist

who sets off to explore the world by steam ship.
Thirty years later the Moomins were born-
Moominpappa, Moominmamma and Moomintroll,
with their coterie of other eccentric characters liv-
ing close to nature. The charming, quirky books
and cartoons were the brainchild of the late Tove
Jansson in 1945 — the nine books have been trans-
lated into nearly 50 languages from Chinese to
Esperanto.

‘Published in every newspaper’ 
One reason behind the success of comics in

Finland is that “they are published in every news-
paper”, said Kalle Hakkola, director of the Finnish
Comics Society. “Newspapers are very widely read
in Finland, it is our tradition.” Outside of Finland
however, the Moomins’ success has proven the
exception and many of the cartoons popular in the
country of around five million people are not
known abroad, he added. Sales of comic books
came to 9.7 million euros (more than $12 million)
in 2013, or just under four percent of Finland’s
book market-compared to comics accounting for
400 million euros in France, with its established
comic book tradition and far bigger market.

“The market in Finland is very small,” Hakkola
said, but he highlighted that this also had an

upside for the artists. “There is no big industry (so)
it gives a lot of freedom to artists who don’t feel
obliged to write the stories that the publishers
want to hear,” he said. “Many authors are more ori-
ented towards an artistic perspective, their work is
very experimental.” Without preconceived ideas
about what a cartoon should or shouldn’t be,
Finnish artists have been able to develop their own
particular comic book world.

They’ve taken their inspiration from traditional
popular culture, or by taking a whacky view of daily
life, such as Juba Tuomola’s series “Viivi and
Wagner”-the unlikely comic tale of an emancipated
woman and macho pig. Also at the fair in Frankfurt
were comic book artists Maria Bjorklund, who is
behind “Madonreikia”, tales about the strange
goings-on on colorful Planet Z, and Ville Rantas,
whose work delves into religion and original sin.
Two main trends have emerged in Finland for com-
ic book stories, Antas said. One is to follow a biog-
raphical theme, with a view of the world from the
narrator’s perspective, she said. “Other books are
very political... with hard topics that trouble us in
many, many countries.” — AFP

In Moomins’ footsteps, Finnish cartoons eye fans abroad

This undated Handout photo shows a group of performers dressed up as characters from
the Moomin book series posing at Moomin World, a theme park in the city of Naantali in
southern Finland. — AFP

Two rare sculptures inspired by goddesses to be sold 

Two rare sculptures inspired by god-
desses are among the prized pieces
to be sold at Sotheby’s impression-

ist and modern art auction in New York.
The works by Alberto Giacometti and
Amedeo Modigliani (ah-mah-DAY’-oh
moh-deel-YAH’-nee) come from private
collections. The sale is Nov 4.

Giacometti’s “Chariot” is a 1951 bronze
sculpture of an elongated figure atop a
wheeled chariot. It’s estimated to sell for
over $100 million. The 1951 painted cast
piece has been in the same collection for
over 40 years. Giacometti made several
copies of “Chariot,” and two of them were
painted.

Modigliani’s “Tete” (teht) was carved
in 1911 and 1912 from a block of lime-
stone scavenged from a Paris construc-
tion site. Its presale estimate is $45 mil-
lion. It has never appeared at auction.
An auction record for a Giacometti work
is $104.3 million. For Modigliani, it’s $69
million. — AP

Two Sotheby’s employees stand by a gold patina painted and bronze sculpture by Alberto Giacometti, entitled ‘Chariot’ which was conceived in 1950, and cast in 1951-2, on press preview at the auc-
tion house in London. — AP
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